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2ABSTRACT .
. This thesis consists mainly of an explanatory
description of the systematic interrelations between the 
so-called conjugations (Binyanim) and certain general semantic 
and syntactic properties of verbis in Colloquial Israeli Hebrew.
. The description itself is preceded by a general
introductory part, which gives a definition for the term
Colloquial Israeli Hebrew (1.1.), spells out the trhalscription
used in the thesis (1 .2 .1*), notes on some morphophonemic
properties, of ;conjugations and stems (1 .2 .2 .) and gives some
details on the research methods'used (1 .4 .; 1*50 * addition,;
this part includes a critique of traditional and current
approaches to the problem of the Binyanim (1*5.) and a concise
exposition of the theoretical model which the description
follows, a model based on notions and notations borrowed from 
■ the ' ;
T.G. and/Predicate Calculus (1.6.).
The description pressuposes a classification of the 
verbs according to various Basic Predication types: (this concept, 
which is roughtly equivalent to basic syntactic patterns, is 
introduced in 1.6.) into which they fit. This.classification 
is .incorporated in the index of roots appended to the thesis. :
Most (occurrences of):conjugations are said to be "basic", that
is roughtly "associated wifh B.P.-types on which no operation 
has been performed" (2.1.5; 2.10.). Some are said to be 
"derived", that is "associated with B.P.-types on which
operations such as converse-derivation (1 .6 *9 ; 2 .10.5)
reflexiye-instanbiation (2.10.1 .) conjunction and. reciprocal. 
instantiation (2.10.2) etc. have been performed". Basic 
(occurrences of) conjugations are characterized as follows:
'5
EacH group of conjugations Is associated with,a M a s s  of, roots £/. 
■ whi^cHldefines d)Qtk: *i^dlc (,1non-ergatiyen) and .-.M
' a.ctiye“;tra^aitiveW(,,crgat;iV$),) B.P.-types (1.6 .5.; 2.1.) and 
. invydiieh most roots share,'certain; combinations of meaning- 
features*,’ (The elements in each such combination .are taken ' . 
r fpom-;k^small stock. -Some of them are redundant (2*1*4)) * The 
conjugations occuring in non-ergativeB.P*-types realize the 
marked term .'of: the ^ktipnsartrr category ingresMve : vs. non- 
ingressive (1*3*3; 2.1*5)'. Aktionsart contrast neutralizes
in tiieenvironments of certain classes of roots, defined ;
fv sei^antically (2*5 - 2 *7 *) • departures from ;tlie above scheme 
have:usually,a simple explanation ;'’(2*4-S 2 *^.;, 2 .6 .). ' ■
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8" V a' ; = I .  ffBNERAL - \ |
;l.l^vdoIloqul^i Israeli H e b r e w |
- ^he ^ language called here^ Colloquial Israeli -Hebrew  ^ ; j 
T ;V(d.X.Hi) "tiie!variety of. Hebrew used mainly>,\tHough not ;;
: exclusively , b y  Tsraeli-bornJews of Westerntoriginas their . ; 5
first..informal spoken language. The'term Israeli Hebrew (iv'rit ; 
,viSraX1^  H.B. B o s e n . I n  His ’Remarques des- ■ ;. j
/ ;': .-cri^ti^s, sur le panler hebneu-israelien modern©f (Eosen 
: 1952:4) he defined the standard!orm .of ...Israeli Hebrew as ; :  ^ i
. 1 celle employee par les‘bacheliers des lycees , et les . fpnction- j
\ naires officials *• By definition ,is different from, and,. I d ; j 
.. :believe,tmbre ‘accurate, than, Eosen^s;^however, it includes-the, 
latter^; since; grammar-school students and officials. ”,in -Israel . j 
:are t^icaily. C ,1 ,H, speakers. Eosen's term and definition and 
‘ :  ^similar Suggestions by others have been met with some' object ions, t!
, The most serfousr criticism, it seems , • is. Ben Haiim'sremark 
:-s (1955:537)i "Eosen put the label of generality ‘Israeli. j
Hebrew1ton a -language of a certain limited circle with a common 
origin ahd^tradition of s p e e c h " I t  will be realised, however, ,d 
, „ that/it is not at all necessary to interpret 1 Israeli.Hebrew1
/ and .similar : terms as tlabels of generality".; They may well be 
viewed as technical terms with arbitrarily restricted application,: 
t As.- such, thdy do not necessarily imply that the other varieties 
V’/'td:oi; Hebrew;ACurre2it ;in Israel are in any "real", non-technical 
seHse\ "less: Hebrew*?; or "less Israeli" . ; . -
v  + The lei tat;ion was translated'by me from the original Hebrew
■  ^  ^.3- '• b .a . . : •. ' . . , .
.9
9a9/ Blanc .(1964: 133ft) ^ classified the users of Spoken :•;/;( .9 
:,v':, V ' Hebrew into the following subcategories: /'non-native speakers' 9
9 (veteran .settlers j natives whose firsts language is not Hebrew, 9. t  
> ' ' recent. immigrants) whose, speech retains the mark of former .,9,.r- 
; 'i:language habits, ‘and native speakers, whose speech bears no ■
• direct relation to;their.forebears'.native language^. 'Non
- native speakers;1 - writes Blanc - * might be considered ; as 
belonging roughly to one of two categories , with a .good deal .
.' * 9 9 9 of Overlapping: (a) those whose speech was. mainly: learned; from.
. “ current usage ;(b) those whose Hebrew-wasmainly' acnuired (often
before the emergence \of a generation of native speakers) by -r/
■ heavy reliance on the'written sources, ;,so. that it represents v : ; 
; an attempted imitation of ah ,ideal ‘-Hebrew revived along-classical 
lines", though the -latter has,never been uneguiyocaliy defined' . 
Native Israeli Hebrew may, according ’to; Blanc, 'be devided intp ; ..
, 99-/9/V* two (broad; categories. fhe first might, be called nAshkena2oidM; fl 
v ; 9 Vlsraeli( .both because its speakers are often of "Ashkenazi'- - ;
- 9- (rouglitly, Central and East European!; stock)and"because a number: 9 
1 ; of :its .linguistic features, may be traced to the languages "spoken//
by the Ashkenazi lews in their former habitat howeversince 
this variety is presumably in use among the majority of native 
: > speakers^ .and since there is: a; marked tendency for non-Ashkenazis 
; 9 vto,adopt/this fbrm of speech;, so that speakers of-this variety
cannot be. differentiated. as.-.t o ultimate origin, the broader / V ; 
term ''General Israeli" has been retained throughout. this: paper’ ^  9 
, Blanc's "General Israeli" is then identical with my "C. I.E. "
The.second native variety to which Blanc refers is "Arabicized 999 
/'v‘9/ ^ Israeli" (A .1.); This form of speech 'is in use among speakers1 - 
' A; of. ultimate Hear Eastern; origin, of ten; but, not necessarily .with -y*; 
t?i^abi'c9in-,t3ieir _ oto or their parents' linguistic background. ///9;
,10
'These two mao or varieties1 adds Blanc - 1 are set. off from: :
each other by phonic, phoneme(9grammatical and lexical differ” j 
ences, but it would 'probably not"^  f all wide of the-mark to state V 
that the similarities tar  ^ outweigh’ the differences-. It seems, 
likely that othefcyariebies- d^ist *9perhhps .largely intermediate 
between the abovd'v-9- 9" "'■■'-'99 -9'; *' 9'v;.9. ~9t 9 . 9->9vl9:. ' -99 ■ 9.
Rabin (1958aj£i-8) suggests that a sharp distinction 
should be drawn between all the forms of-Colloquial Hebrew on 
the one'hand, and■formal spoken and written Hebrew on the other 
hand. / The Latter is subclassified by him into two 9ina^ or types: . .
• Modern Literary Hebrew (M.L .H.) and High Language (H9L.;) * The
f ormer *94.-wites - Rabin - ' is used by the Hebrew speaker: when he /y 
writes ycabually, ^ in" a letter, in the , newspaper -, in a scientific 
book. The. latter, occurs as the writer's direct, expression only 
in artistic writing. 9 This latter t ^ e  has many subvarieties.: , 
V/hat is common ■ to all/of/ythem is that they .aspire at "styl^istfc: 
uniformity', that is., at being identical -•as far as possible/- \ 
with one of the-previous states-of(the.language. Ih contrast : 
with this, the "casual writing" style is’open> and it;comprises. 9 
linguistic materialyhf/ m^hy periods9 with a/gooddeaf 6f 9//,>9
;;ya;Eiati^  ^ /.9 ■-./ .,9., ; ,9 .9; 9 99'-/1-' /
: 9^.99/9-®b9.aboye; ^o_9Glassificatibns will be assumed, and 
occasionally ref erred to, throughout this thesis.; / 9/
Selected bibliographyBaki4l956--7;S Bar-Adon 1953;99Ben^Haiim
* 1954r Blanc.1956a, b, c; 1957; 1961;
1964; Chayen 1968; 'Morag 1959; O m a n
9- 1965;/habin 1958; 1958a, b; 1964; Rosen
. 9 ■ ,9:- 9'/9 ‘ 1952, 19.56; 1958a, b, c; 1962./ 9 s 9
+ Translated by me from the original Hebrew S.A.
1 ,2 . Notes on the morphophonemics of stems, conjugations and 
patterns.pw.i DiBWiwMima
Though the morphophonemics of the 0,I,H..verb lies 
outside the scope of this thesis, this subject cannot be. 
completely avoided. Firstly, some transcription is required.y f 
TheyChoice;of transcription should not be an arbitrary one, 
since it affects matters of importance such as the decision 
whether an entity constitutes one or two roots. However' 
justifying a choice of transcription is a task that cannot be 
pushed to a thesis1periphery. Therefore,.! allowed myself 
arbitrarily'to adopt a transcription that is/based on the only 
detailed~studies,of C,I.H* phonology that were in existence 
when this thesis began;to take shape, namely Rabin 1938 and 
Blanc 1961 dnd'-'1964.‘' y,9 .o , (Rosen 1956 is a little too
idiosyncratic and elaborate:for my purposes here. Gf. Blanc's 
review of the latter: Blanc 1,956a). Secondly, some indication
of the nature of the morphological entities under discussion is 
needed, since this is of direct importance to such questions/as 
what constitutes a separate Binyan'and what is just a conditioned 
variant of a ,Binyan.. . This takes the form of an informal 
discussion, of which, the sole purpose is to satisfy the 
immediate meeds of this thesis. No claim is made to have 
contributed anything of great theoretical or descriptive 
importance,,.




















Motes'. on Tables ,1 aiid 2. V " ' /■' ■ g' ■ • ’ ,' -
i . .;- , >1 . In t'h.e: broad "branscriptioh used In -i?M.s thesis only- 
the symbols between two slanted lines (e.g.. /e/J are used. The 
.'Other, ^ symbd.ls indicate positional variants-., -.The yowel-variants;; 
:hre., selected;-according ,to^  whether the.syllable is open or- closed, 
stressed or urn tressed,.. and according to the" nature of the 
1 rhd^acent-vowels'. lor a detailed discussion cf. Rabin 193.8: 39-68 
- Mostconsonants-,distinguished, in terms -of voiceness. Every 
,■ypiced>cj0nsohant^f exdepl; /j/y/m/,/n/ and /r/ is* deyoiced "when 
...immediately .precede , Every voiceless
consonant is slightly voiced when immediately preceding a ;
' ;■ voiced consonant. Cf.. Rabin 1338 :12-38; . Blanc. 1380:21-23 • . "h
-; .2.: . The.- dental.affricate /c/'\should not. be confused--v/ith;
■; thee cluster :/ts^.; IE. Gi /hut Tsa/ 'She ^ was flown1;’vs. /hu'ca/ 
i ’He -was . expelled’ . '
3 . . , ;.. > 3E and. x vrepresenttwo dif f erent... morphophonemes, .and. 
•"'•■•the. same"-applieis "fed-, & and ?.; K.andx are phonetically identical 
-v.However, - there - are. certain rules .which affect the-,-former, but .
not-the latter> E.G. in'word-final, after: /i/,/e/,/o/'or./u/, 
;,-3£y^but not x, miist be preceded by a vowel representing,/a/.,.
E/G. , him.’ lix. ( [him1 lix3 )' ’He enthroned somebody is- vs. him *lis .
. r.CChim'liaxI) ’.He salted something’. -Both 2 and ? are realized ‘ 
as f? when they.immediately follow a consonant, and. as. zero' - 
; elsewhere . ",2' .(like x) , but not ? , must be preceded by a.yowel - 
' Representing /a/ when it occurs' .in word-final after /i/, ./e/,/o/
■ ■■ /u/.. E;. g . .;.Kar.';?a ( [kar ’ ?a] ) ,' she •read'1.,; kar ’ £a ( [kar ’ ?a3 ) She,.
;tore'.something,’ vs. kohre? '([ko’.re33- -He reads' , ko're?-. . -v;
-t(,[:ko' rea3 ) /'He- tears something’, .
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. I.lv2. Shoresh, Mishkal and. Binyan. Notes. ‘Vo : ' ]
> The wor dr base: in Semitic languages consists,, typically
ot two elements: A stein, or root (In traditipiaal ^ Hebrew grajnmar.;; •
' the Hebrew term' Shoresh - pronounced * JoreJ is Used. This is > 
; : a Ibair translation from the Arabic term f ?aslnn) nnd 'one member ; c- ;
.- (Of a restricted class of morphs called; in traditional Hebrew 
grammar Mishkal (Mi j 'kal ;plur. mi) ka'/lim, meaning 'type, 
v pattern^, after the Arabic 'wazh ;plur. aw'sain). : Each root-is, ; * . ; 
a discohtinnons.: morph, consisting' typically /of three consonants, ; 
■ though bi-consonantal and four-consonantal, ro ot s. are not uncommon. 
E ,g ,\ ,k-m ’ ris e * ’ J -k~r. * drunk ’, J -m-r * guard1 *' M~lk-1 1 damage i~.
V  (all, C.IvH.) . A Mishkal too is usually a discontinuous morph, 
Vcbnsisting of vowels only, or of. vowels and - an1 initial or final. .. ;j 
’ consonant. E.g., C.I.H, cac, cue, Cacac, -cicoc,.cicacon, cicec,
- mcucac (The c-s refer to the root-consonants). Each root can ■ | 
be ,Construed with a fixed number of specific Mishkalim. . E.g;:: .^ -5
.HY kam *Be rises ' k u m  'risei* Ja'mar 'He .guarded1 mju'mar i 
,• 1 conserved1 , Ji 'kor. ' a drunk' Jika1 ron . 'drunkeness', KA1.'kel /. Y 
, 1 Hehdamaged' ..y, mkul'kal' 'damaged' . ■. The traditional Hebrew term 1.1 
: 'Binyan (bin.'yan; plur.binya'nim, meaning 'species, types'. . j
I .,, In;:traditibhal European Hebrew;grammars. Conjugations, Forms, ;; ;j
' f ;Erench.t4hemes, German Stamrnformen) refers to a class of : !
; : Mishka.'limwith certain special = Characteristics.,The set of . :
. Bi-nyanim; Constitutes ■ an integral part of the verbal system. j
/. .Each; Binyan cuts;: across all: theifinite and non-finite variant- * 
;. \:f:G^s;-tl^t;fevery-; verb can assume ,• such that any Mishkal within j 
: the verbal system, represents an intersection of a Binyan on the 
one hand and a noii-finite variant; or a finite variant representing;
- tensefbr'mood etc,on the other hand. This arrangement is |
. displayed' in table, 5 * ' (p. .16 ). ■ ' j
' *
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Motes, / x l . • h'-"' "V.-v'll.!
1 The names of; the Binyanim. are - traditional;. tTheyf h f ]
- consist of ..a representative Biblical Hebrew root (p-t-rl *do,' ■ , *
act'), construed with the perfect, active Mishkai in each BihyahV-J 
The cluster -ph-,', in, the ' words Mi.ph' ^ a l H i p h 1 * il,, Hoph'Val and /f ' 
,-th~; in Hithpa’^eT; represent, respectively, .the, fricative f— j
variants of ,/p/ and /t/. ' .* , ' ■ ' ' , ' , ffj
2.. " With sqirie roots.-ih. Binyan -Pa\ ^al ■ the future tehse; .. j
Mishkal is “ic'cac(i) rather than. ~ic'coc(“).“ ■ -E.g.' with the' ; j 
roots, r-k/x-y 1 ride' , J-k/x-vv 1 lie ' Mishkal. -i c'cac (-) . is , j 
chosen by all' final or- middle' %, or - se root s :, " ; jyl-s 1 send1,, j
. »hear1 , b/v-x-r . ' choose * etc a According to note : $ [
in .,1*2*1 s' :ahd %  Must be preceded by a vowel' representing /a/
in word final after /i/./e/., /o/ or /u/y buhrot if ter /a/.
Mowy since final x-or 2: roots,hi the futuhe tense of Binyan ; / f : -y;
Pa'^al are realized according to the. pattern exemplified by \ 1
[i;Jl * lax] 'He - will send1, and [i j ’ma] 'He, will h e a r n o t  y.h.iy'/; 
accordingto the,;:pattern exemplified, by Eli J * loax]: and [ *i Ji 'mbal*: 
•the- future tense Mishkal -of binyan Pa'^.al occurring with Such , : ;
.roots is of "necessity -iVJ cac(-) ! rather than -ic'coc.(*-) v ; 1
In:tradition-oriented school grammars of Modern Hebrew j 
the; Mishkal corresponding to .C.I.H*•~ic'eac(-) is usually ; ' ; !
k-Howeyer, ^many;speakers ,fend:to .use, middle, x or £ roots with;,
“ic' cdc(-5 or rather,. to replace middle x and $ by;x and ?^; 
.respectively. “Middle ;x,,and t  are -sometimes treated _like, xt 1/'. i 
■’ and' ? 'in other positions as~ w e l l e  .g. [.bax' ru] ' they chose * 
instead of' the expected [baxa’rul.y : f ^ .
A
1 ■■ 7 , . ’ " "v" \ ' " ‘ ’‘is';';,'- ■
described as- a Mishkal associated, mainly with ; intransitiye • 
verbs (#£* for instance, Goshen 1^62:31)* The language described 
(or rather prescribed) in these grammars is not Cil.H., but it;
, is ihterestihg to note, that in C.I.H. too, ignoring final k  
or n roots', most Mishkal, -ic'cacC-) verbs, are intransitive.
However, ■some Mishkal.-ic' coc(-): verbs are intransitive as well, 
e.g. ir'kod *He will d a n c e i d ' l o f  fIt will leak1 etc.,. and 
many final 'k or;^ ;^yroots, in Mishkal -ic1 cac(-) tare. transitive. 
tDhe distinction between -ic'cac(-) and ie'coe(-) in C.I.H, is
not correlated, then., with any systematic syntactic or semantic ;
difference. One-G.I.H. root: J/$-x-l *be able to.1 takes Mishkal v 
ca'cocC-) instead of ca'cac(-) in the past tense of Binyan 
Pa*ial5ahd instead of co1cec(-) in the active present participle 
of Binyan Pa'-^al. Many speakers, however, use with this root : -y.
the standard past'tense Mishkal ea'cac(i).
Some roots in Binyan Pa*‘al take ca*eec(~) instead of . ; 
co'cec(i) in the present active participle. Many speakers, 
however, use, the standard Mishkal co’cec(~). E.g. hu Ja'jan 
'He v/as sleeping' ; hu Ja'jen or hu Jo'jen 'He is sleepingV.
. The, tendency is to use Mishkal ca'cec only as an adjective (that 
is, as a form that-can be directly inflected according to gender 
; and .number, but not according to. person and tense. The latter, 
can be provided through the auxiliary verb h-J-j/s* * to be').
E.g; ..hu: Ja'Jen ' He is asleep' ; hen (or hem) jje'not 'They (fem.) 
are asleep'; hu jia'ja Ja|)en 'He was asleep'; hen (or hein)- 
ha'Ju-Jje'not 'They (fem.) were asleep'.
3* The number ' of Mishkaiim. can: be reduced if the following ;
considerations are tkkeminto account.
The infinitive of each Binyan can be described as ■
derived from the future tense Mishkal of the same Binyan;.by kfche y 
prefix .1 -yy ‘ -.‘y'. '’.yy' "y -t
The imperative Mishkal..-of each Binyan is identical to . ;
thefuture tens ©Mishkal of the sameBinyan, except in the •case:, 
of Binyan'Pa1^ !'*, i 1;:- - - I"7 ,, h"' liV7!.' •/. t‘
. The ; present., participle active Mishkallm of Binyanim;
Pi* H i  Hiph'Hi and Hithpa' iel hre derived from the respective 
future tehse Mishkalim of these ; Binyanim byy the.'prefix 1 m - ;
This does^nbt^app'ly to. Pa'lal and Hiphylaiy, V.y y y  • - 7 
/:/; :yy: ; ;;:Binyan;iHithpav<* el;seems ■. to; be derived, from Binyan
Pi1^el by. the affix '(~)it - 1 (this seems particularly convincihg 
if »m- 1 and ’I- 1 are regarded as prefixes rather than as 
integral parts of their.respective, MishkalimJ.;' This, however, 
/■would leave unexplained the. distinct ion between |1 */in ;cif cec ..
.(the past tense Mishkal of-Piflei) and 'ar in -ca'cec (the past ■ ;
tense Mishkal of Hithpa' '"el) , andthe distinction between the;i ; % 
verbal noma Mishkallm-of Pi^el and Hithpa1* el . y-/
4. Hoots of which the central element, includes;more than
. a single consonant will as a rule occur in one or more ;■ of the V
: Binyanim Pi'* el, Pu'^al and Hithpa'iel and in no other Binyan. ; .
E.g.'the form: consisting of the root fcklk-1 ' spoil, damage’ in 
'Pi'lel, past tense, 3rd? ; sg.^m. ‘is kil.'kel ,'He^ spoiled y damaged';.. 
The form consisting of the.root t~lgr~f 'send a telegram* in 
the same Binyan,; tense and gender-persoh- number is til'gref.
C .I.H,/has, a class of ‘daadri»cbnsonantal roots :wlth :
' J* as their initial .consonant. These pattern.in exactly the./’, 
h a m h h m y  as ordinary quadri-consonantal roots in PI' el, Hu' V al 
ortHitlapa'iel./;;E.gld; ^il'hev .'He inflamed;.someone* ; Jul'hav 1 
'He was inflamed* ;i^tallboy -'He became inflamed' . In some
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cases roots of, this kind have corresponding tri-consonantal 
roots with ho initial fJ ’* "P?he latter,: as a rule, take Hiph’^ il. 
E.g*,, along with.Jjil'hev one finds hiI'hiv 'He aroused enthus- -: 
>, iasm .(root; l-h-v, ’Binyan-Hiph♦'’il, past tense , 3rd? sg. m .). 
t;' 2 'f:, Hosen ^ 1956: ^ 2 ^  v 224)" adds toJ his list of Binyahim .
: the Binyanim Shlph * ^ el, ;Bhufh1S al and Hishtafh1S el. According, 
to his description the distinction between Jil’hev andhil'hiv J 
is one of B Lnyamim, not one of roots. The root in both would . ’ |
presumably be. l-h--v> Considering the fact that verbs suchhs , /|
; |.il.'hev; behave, m  exactly the sahe manner-"as quadri~consonantal2 j 
roots in Binyanim Pi Vs el,. P u '5 al :and Hithpa,< el, and also the :| 
fact that they seem to share all semantic and syntactic properties| 
of these Binyanim, one would tend; to- describe verbs- such as ; \ 
f^il'hev hot as; special Binyanim with ordinary tri-consonantal . 
roots;, but as quadri-consonantal roots in P i ,<; el;y Pu'^ al and ;
Hlthpa’rel; . Bhe only difference between roots of the type .. -1
\-Xb.-v and other 4uadri-ooasonantal roots lies in the fact .. , . : j 
that: some of the.: former are . derived from tri-consonantal roots j 
by means of the prefix * j : The prefixation is semi-
-productiye in C .1*1-1, ; fhe roots that can take '  ^' occur in ;
Hiph'^lly but; they may occur in other Binyanim as well. Seman- . \
tically, the prefix ' \ .- ;'\ often contributes to, the root the t 
feature "intensive"or "iteratiye" *. E.g* 1-h-v vs. ^-lh-v 
(Cf .* | aboye),.:. k/x-t-v 'write' vs. j -xt-v ' re-write' (hero 
1 V r 1 • isja; translation of the English prefix *re- ').
; k/pc-f/p-l‘ Vdouble1 v s . J -sp»-l 1 duplicate1;• It will be observed 
however, -that many '"genuine" quadri-consonantal verbs (i.e.*
; rodts iof which no; element is an affix) have ;1 | - 1 as their 2
initial consonant, . E>g. . J -xr-r < • set:: f ree1 , j -f J -f 1 rub' * \ ;
Phese have no. corresponding roots without the: prefix ' j - 2
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^thereforet;cannot:'b^  consider edderived., Usually such roots 
are - recognized from .the derived ones, "by the fact that their 
third and fourth consonant are. identical;, ; or 'are a repetition ■ /-vf 
of theyfirst and second consonant, respectively.. However, some 
rootf havethese; (characteristics and -still,have corresponding 
roots; without - y - 1 . E.g. . k/x-1-1 ’generalize ’ .and J-xl-1 y 
';.Vimprove',r\maj5:e'-- per'f.ejpt If is- felt that there is some; semantic 
‘connection between these two latter roots, hut .this■is hot ; 
:systematie, ;as in the case of the feature "intensive" or ; 1 '
'' iterative"menfiohed above. f ; 1
Vv%: I f 1 i Another ;prefix of • j - .f|s kind is ft- ’, '• The ; '
(-latterfhas the shme formal characteristics; as 1 j - '. Exampiesr;
■ ffr ’gel (foot, t—rg—,1 -'Hinyan Pi.f elv ;pa.ffc tense ,' 3rd, sg., .; l * 
mas c * trained, engaged somebody,In exercises1: vs. .hirfgil;l, : 1 . ; 
(rdof r-g-1 yVBinyan Hiph'^ii,. past tense, 5rd, sg. masc.) f y
C;yy ■: fOhis- derivation; is; semi-productive . too. Other examples: 
;t^fh/e-l (operate (a .machine, etc.) ’ (with P i ’ ? el' and Pu'^ al.
'Most, roots derived'with ’t^,;occur with; Pi'cel and Pii'^  al only) -
■ vs. f/p-£/$~l (i n . H i p h I I ) :*start, set to work1. t-hc-v ’make
■ a budget' Vs .; k-f-v iallocate1: . ;- Rootsl suchlas: t-kc-v are '
derived from nouns such as tak’ civ ’ budget ' (root k-c-v, Mishkal -J
' tac;’ cic(-)) , where the initial 't-' is an^  integhai' part of the ,
{•Mishkal., : not of the root. t-kc-v takes\ on the meaning of the :,. 
form ponsisting of the original root (k-c-v) and the nominal 
Mishkaif; (tad’ clc(^)) .1. • 1. t ‘
f;: l ; IHesides roots derived with *f — * , there are "genuinefl 
quadrl-consohantal roots, with 11-1 as initial consonant, which : 
-hafe no, corresponding roots without ’t-*. 'Here too, roots, in • , 
which: ft - 1 is not a prefix. have , special, characteristics , e . g . :
• thefthird; and; f ourth consonants are. a reduplication of, the 1 ,
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first and second^consonants, respectively: '• ;trlt*;l ♦■shake. J y>‘- 
Vtiftli/ fdrip!> Thisdoes not apply to borrowed roots such as 
t-lf-n ’to telephone1 . ' V\
Rosen (1956:225) mentions: also Binyan Hithpa’iel, ,
which, patterns: in. exactly the same. way/as .Hithpar el, except 2 
for; ihO fact that it has ;'n-1. as'fnitial; consonant in ally the :
; past tense variants* ■HithpaVcel .Occnrs only rarely in C.I.H., 
but is quite common in M.B.H. It tends to..be;;,confined to ‘v 
//specific roots B«g. s^mrrn1 meet by-chance1 , 'tKk»k ’need' g-l-g/o 
* discover ^^wherey-i't" occurs as a free variant of Hithpa' ‘• el *: ;2 :
ft v seems'>bov:have the. same semantic' and syntactic characteristics 
^’asJJHithpa;1^  el. . ' ty/ V ; " •- * . '■r
- 5 * ”oth6ngu. and-Weakfl roots* . . : : /
•V Some roots are "weak*1 \ in,-the sense that in'certain 
environments at least one consonant drops or is replaced by • 
another Consonants fh'e consonants that are particularly 
. affected ;in:-thidway are £, ? , v, j and n. The way in which 
; • such .roots- will; be:'presented in the,;present thesis is illustrated 
as ifollows: b/v-n/o-r ♦burn1: Cba'arl !It burned’, Civ?ar3tit
will*;burn- . b/v~n--37^ *buiidf: Cba'na] ’/He;built1 , [bafnu^3-
.■■* It is built * [nivfnal 1 It was built1 , I/a -*k-5£ 1 take1 :! .■ v 
> Cla'kax] * Hd/ifcook V . Ci^kaxll t * He' .’wili-'Stake'*' .• ( compare 1-b/v- j •
; ^wear ,;::: flk*ya^ : ’He, wore something1 • [ilfba$3 fHe will wear ./
•, something1) . v/j/$-l~d tgivey birth* : [jal*dul' •Ihey gave.; birth’
Iiva ’.led] : * He will be born*, [no.'iadl * He was born* . y ^
Some weak roots reject certain Mishkalim and take / 
cer^ain;^; Irpegulaf’ Mishkalim instead. B*g. 2/d -x-1 : * eat1 takes 
ih: Binyan P a 1? al^the-futtsce-tense Mishkal -eo1 cac(-) instead 
yy ofy She expected 10'cac(*«). v/j*/^ -v Vs-it* takes in Binyan:1; /
Pa'^al the future tense Mishkal -ce'cec(-) instead of the 
expected ic'eac(~) . It should be emphasized that -co' cac(-) 
is not required by all initial 2/^ roots, nor is -ce’cec(~) 
required by all initial v/j/a roots. For. instance, 2/o-m-d 
’stand’ and v/j/a -r~j ’inherit,’ take the ordinary future 
tense Mishkal in Binyan Pa'^al. The choice of irregular 
Mishkalim in cases such as above is/neither phonologically nor 
morphologically conditioned* It is just an idiosyncratic 
characteristic of certain particular roots. A similar phenomenon 
is* found with some: "strong” roots as well. Por instance, some, 
roots in which the second and third consonants are identical 
replace all their Mishkalim in P i ’^ el and Hithpa'c el, except 
the verbal noun, of Pi^el, by Mishkalim of which the first vowel 
is /fit/* Some other roots of this type take the ordinary 
Mishkalim, e.g. so’vev 'He turned somebody around' vs. ki'lel 
’He cursed'. However, certain Mishkalim, which seem irregular 
are in fact conditioned variants, such that the conditioning in 
question can be accounted; for by a general. morphopho.nemic rule. 
E.g. in every base in which the ihpial root-element is v/j/e 
immediately preceded by /i/ or /a/ as a Mishkal element i, a+v/j/i 
becomes o; E.g. no'lad 'He was born' (<--- *niv/j/a,lad; root 
v/j/a ~l~d,. Mishkal nic'cac(-)) o'lid.'I shall cause the. birth 
of* (ir—  *av/j/<a'lid/root v/j/a-l-d, Mishkal ae'cicC*-)).
Bi-consonantal roots occur only in Pa,4ial Hiph'^al 
and Hiph'^il, and they, take Mishkalim that are different from 
the ordinary ones.' Ihe condition for choosing these special 
Mishkalim,is purely morphological. It cannot be accounted for 
by any phonological or morphophonemic rule.
1.5. Critical remarks .on the treatment of the Binyanim by ‘^ :
• .-'/J; traditibnalv and modern grammarians . //•■ -■y;/hf > . ; :/yl/;,
y 1 . lhe: arrangement of the material • concerningwthe / B i h y a n i m . y /
• / ’r in; standard , grammars . . ‘ ''/IV
; ■ ,• y  • ' in,, generaly/and . Hebraists in particular• -have 1
: always been aware of the fact.fhah the Binyanim have certain
■ ' fimCtiohs ^or/frQeaningsl,, and. in' every seif-reapecting. Hebrew
y * grammar some’ space has been devoted to information converting 
< 0 thes'e.- 'functions'-;y:f Thi s/Infbrmation is usually included . in the
: chapter d e aling * with. the,; morph o 1 o gy o f th e' verb. fhe description 
. ,  of the main formal -.characteristics ot, each Binyah is .followed 
l-"‘ by h list of: the.tmdaniugs” ;if: has./fEhq : various- "shades of
■'meahing't^a-sspciatqdiwith each Binyan are described as extensions 
■ : .of home ' "basic idea" , a sortyof cOmmon/denominator/ . to which all: ;/ 
: ■ y the ' usages of the same formal entity/can be reduced. ; let us - ■
illustrate. this b y , somev.-.qnotatiohs,-Hfrom/Gresenj.us 1910... In the y\ * 2 
1 /-' chapter oh Binyan Hiph*^ ,al,Xp;p. 137-139) one.-reads,V ■ 1 As regards,,/,
. y . ; y i t s ^ m e a n i n g a l  bpars'; some-resemblance-.'.’bo the \ Greek . 1
, / middie-voice/in; being (a) • primarily' reflexive of: /Qal If.e-. / -7y =
;; Pa’/al. S . A . l ; - . / y ; t V $ ^.’to fake h e e d  to :. ones elf ’ . . r> J J ; j
. ’to, answer for oneself’ . . • .♦ / -; Squa]-ly, characteri st i c oi Hiph'/’al ;/ 
1 ’■ is? its ■■'frequent. use- to express emotions which;react upon the
2, mind-;, ■" .H J N  l_/to/sigh (to. bembahoneself) ’ - as/well as. / v =>.:■
■'"’h  to express ractions;which the subject allows. to happen to himself,/ 
;/"'■; or ,tp2 have /an ,effedf;:up oh/himself^ (Hiph ai: toleiativum)// e.g.// ;/: 
,.■-/ »to search, toyihifuirei/ Hiph> ■,/ to allow: one self yboybe’ y
/ y I n q u i r e d  o f  . fry (b) ' Xtyexpresses' reciprocal/or mutual actiohy.. ; 
'y vy .; £ .’counsel’, Hiph. , ’to take/counsel^ ^ . y, //y/'y
, also-y viike ■Hit^a’iei: and the (Xreek middle*, -the^mOaning: of the;: . /
active, with the addition of ’to oneself (sibi), 1for v oneself’ 
etc> - (d) In consequence of looseness of thought at an early' 
period of the language, M p h ’al . comes finally in-many cases to 
represent the passive of Qal, e.g. ... ’to bury1, Niph.; 1 to; be 
buried1 .
> And in the chapter ;on Pi'^el and Pu ’^ al (139-144):
*Ihe fundamental :idea of Pi ’ ^ el, 'to which all the various 
shades: of meaning in this conjugation may be referred, Is, to 
busy' oneself -eagerly with the action indicated by the stem. .
Phis intensifying of the idea of; the stem, which is outwardly 
expressed h y  the .strengthening of;the .second radical, appears 
in individual cases as - (a) ;a: strengthening, and repetition of 
the act i oh :... / e . g . p n y ’to 1aught; Pi' f el * tb j e st,, t o make
 ^ | -  T. ' .. ‘ ■ ' , : • , ■
sport (to laugh repeatedly) . . i .  hence when an action.has 
reference to. many e.g.- H 2: j?T ’ to bury (a person) ' ..... Pi *5 el 
’ to bury ( m a n y ) ; fhe;eager1 pursuit of an'action may also 
consist in urging and causing others to do the same. Hence 
Pi 1^ el has also (b) :a causative sense (like Hiph'^il). E.g.
learn1, Pi’el ’ to, beach'.; It may often be turned by 
.such.phraces as ’to permit to, to declare or hold as ’ (the 
declarative Pi'-^el) ... p JT ^  ’to declare innocent'... . ’
t  presentation of this kind isf.usually all one can 
find;ln traditional grammars in so. far as. a deliberate and 
systematic; description df'the forms and functions of the / , • 
Bihyanim Is concerned.. By this I do not mean to say that such -■ 
grammars,include n o  other material that is relevant to the 
subjects The rest, however, is usually scattered all over the 
grammar, and the:task of putting together all the bits and 
pibees is left:to the r e a d e r \
V:<>- th;' Por instance, from the above quotation one learns
that oneJ’of the-so-called 1 senses” of Pi1 el is "causative".
But in order to get from Gesenius1 grammar some clear idea of 
concrete content ,of the notion "causative11 in Biblical 
Hebrew, one has to turn to a different part of the grammar, . 
namely the syntax,, where causative sentence'patterns, are discussed 
The required information will be foTind in the chapter labelled 
the .Government ;0f the-Verb. The kind of statements one f inds 
in.this chapter;may. be illustrated from p. 370:
’Two accusatives .(usually one of the person and one- < .. 
of the; thing) Are governed by - (a)the causative conjugations 
(Pi1 el, HiphCili. .) of verbs'which aresimply, transitive in.
Qal; 1 . .".V / - Kfe^.'to fill, to fill up.tdth something1,.. :
.’to cause someone to lack something1..', etc.’
An intelligent reader will, no doubt, know how to 
relate various statements of this kind to each.other and to 
form for himself la more or less clear picture; of what, the. 
causative use of;Banyan Pi1*el involves. However, it is the . 
grammarian,not thereader, that should be expected to do this.
As the above quotations show, the same Binyan can 
have different functions with different classes of roots, and 
in some cased-'-.the same iroot. occurs in different: .Binyanim with ' ' 
distinct, functions. /Clearly, in order to use the Binyanim - ;
cbrreCtiy, one shopld know which roots occur in a certain 
Binyan with a specific function, as well as which roots can 
occur in a specific set of Binyanim/with a certain group of 
functions '.‘in- otherwords,; what is' the distribution of roots 
with respect/to the. Binyanim and their functions. E.g. which 
roots occur:.\vith Hipjr’a l l n  its reciprocal "sense", which roots , 
occur with it in its’reflexive "sense";, which roots can occur 
both;;with.Pl;’5 el in its intensive meaning and with Pa ’^ al in its :
7 :7;". *'■ l'.. V  27.
non-intensive meaning,/ or both vn.th Pi' eT'In ats causative • 777 1 ;: 
■function and in Pa’fal with non-causative ^ function. With ■.7.7'.‘ ;;7 
reference to thelro'ots; in each class,,'dcfined; in thin.manner ■
Itmay .a'sked7^ . # ^ e-v share some' semantic; or syntactic! v
features.. Irl' short, what is required is some, information.r. ‘ f 
concerning not pniy the syntactic, butiaiso . the' lexical and 7 7;
semantic renditions,?'■ or - environments, -which control the choice ■ 7 " ! 
of each Binyan^::: Such information can usually be.-gathered from.;
, some- of the; better ^traditional dictionaries jtithere; each root, is 77 
.accompanied with a list of the Binyanim in' which it can occur and;j 
, ;by a; defini bion of ibs meaning in each Binyan. But V again no 7 : ' 7 
traditional grammar offers a coherent _expo^±.tioh.^ythat‘'-taked into ; 
■,acCouni.ail the relevant semantic, lexical, syntactic and 
mprphological facts and uncovers - their system'atic- Inperrelations
■y 2i The inadequacy of the traditional a p p r o a c h - 77 y-;,;7>77
: - This defect of traditional grammars;-id., 'partly,’ due to;7,7; 
the very feict of their being traditional.: ■ fhe material is often ' '7 
arranged;and presented not according to whdtb-is-requirei- bylltsl '7j 
own inner structureV but according to what Is . prescribed by a 7.7' 
time-hohdured->-;'tradition♦ But-it is also-.:due', vto /some; flaWs77Lh7‘-, 77 
• the Implicit theoretical assumptions i^deri^ihgltlije de’scription<7 7 
Such grammars are word ("parts of speech”) - oriented, rather' -777- 
than sentence-oriented. '''Iheih^ahthOrs fail to-realize" that 77. 77 
linguistic facts may- be; yi.s.ualxzed a s yarranged, in ' "ranks" (i.e . 7'
. degrees of complexity.,., such .'as morpheme-word-seiitence), on a . !
■ number ,of "levels" X(such;;-as;’;semantics:, syntax.nnd •morphology) 
and that all the ranks: and -leyels. are; interrelated in ways that '; 1. 
are,, f ar from ..being straightforwardyand; simple .; .This may be . 17
728.7'
illustrated from/the/aho^quo tat ions from Gesenius.. These o . 
represent the naiveview that every formal unit must "havea 
meaning" and that the -unit and its meaning stand, to each; other ; 
in a: simplebnevtpibhe relation, such that every occurrence of 7 
the unit must: another of the basic idea, ■ 7
irrespective- ot fhe. syntactic dr lexical: environments.; ho ; :7' 
distinction is .drawn between grammatica:l“-semanti,c/categories. ' r 
such as Aspect pr'l^tioh&art (Cf. 13*3) and lexical-syntactic 
constructions suchpas. dausatiye, reflexive:-or reciprocal. ; : 7/
p®iia^;7these areserious short comings can be verified 77:7 
.by examining closely some, of Gesenius1 examples. Binyan Pi1 el > 
for instance, is /alleged/to. have -a-single ."fundamental: idea" ;
to which all the . "shades of meaning" in this conjugation may .: . 7 
be referred; namely 7 intensive.. Even they causative use, of 
PI'iel is d< scribed byGesenius as a "shade" of the basic .v/vhb/ 
. intensive' meaning, ' since ’ the eager’ pursuit>'of. an action m a y - 77 7 
/also consist in urging and causihg others to. do the same*.. It 
/will beobserved, however,; that a basic differenceexists 
between the intensive; U s e o f  Pi' lei:and/the. causative: use of 
the same Binyan. If PI*< elin//its, intensive fuse is substituted, a 
in the environments /of^yahcpitain: ropt, by a non-intensive 7: 
..Binyan, such .asy/Paf3al, this■ substitution does not involve 7 a. r ; 
any change <In the basic ! syntactic/pattern into which the root
in question fits. The pattern, which remains //constant is in
777/y77/7/'////is >7’-/7 ' v p -7 . :7p ■ b.- . ./..■■■•- " '7"'-;- ;
both cases,/*Bub^ect^ t t-Oboect'^1/. However , if Pi * ^ el
in its. causative use Is] substituted;,' 7ih/the'/;.ehyirbrimeht. of a
certain root, by a non-causative’use' of another Binyan- (say, 7 ,/,/
;Pa.'iai/., this substitution/necessarily involves 'a specific .
kind of modification In ,thp7psyhtac't:ic /p&tternv .The non-causative;
pattern with P a ’^ al is ’Subject^ t Verb + Obpect^* , whereas .the/ /
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causative pattern with Pi'el is tlie related construction 
'Subject,^ + Yerb + Object^ + Object^ (= Subject^)*. (Compare, 
for instance Prov 50:2-3 with. Ec 12:9)* The contrast. intensive 
vs. non-intensive represents a^semantic-grammatical category 
of the verb. It is expressed directly by the" distinction 
between P i e l  and P a1sal in certain specific syntactic and 
lexical .environments (namely, in the .environments, of the ;...
pattern 'Subject^ + Yerb + Object^', and a certain class, of 
roots) • and dnly in these environments. The contrast causative'; 
vs. non-causative is of a different nature* ^t is a syntactic 
distinction, a distinction between two different, though 
related, syntactic patterns, in certain specific lexical 
environments. The choice between the causative Pi'< el and 
the non-causative P a ,£»al does not reflect a selection of one 
of two. contrasting values of a semantic-grammatical category 
in constant syntactic environments. The difference between 
the Binyanim in this case has no semantic value of its own.
It does not represent any "valeur". Its only function is to 
serve; as a redundant marker of. a distinction of; which the 
outwardil .manifestation is the difference between two syntactic
This basic difference between the intensive and the 
causative uses of P i 1 el can b e :clearly stated only if the 
following theoretical principles are presupposed: (a) In
describing the.functions of a form or a' set of forms one has 
to take into account the sentence - patterns,in which the 
forms in question occur; word-grammars are inadequate. In 
some cases such patterns are brought in only as part of the 
specification of the environments in which a certain category; 
holds (as in the cgse of the intensive - use of PI'^el), but
sometimes the -.function'of apform; should'-actually be identified ' 
withda; certain syntactic'. pattern'(as in - the case of the , - 
/'causative use of. Pi1;*-©!)-'v (b) •' T$e----functions'. of a . set of forms ; r 
, 'ca^ 'te. ''fully,' explained-- only if some separation into distinct P.
. but ihtenacting .levels:;(such as semantics, .Syntax, morphology : -
v v;etCi) . isassumed., Ttere is no simple, one-to, one .correspondence. , p 
,hetweenp.uhitS' of dif f erenihTeyels;,\;say‘,-.^ between■ the semantic,
; syntaGtic and, morphologicallevels:. "■ There is-.nothing -unusual "If 
• in the ;same formal'.unit on the morphologic.ai level (defined. - p 
. oh the basis of criteria appropriate to’ this; level) being in ;'1P 
some pi syntactic, -lexicalp etc.) ; environment stand..realization'' ; pit"! 
of, appertain semantic yalpe;, ^:in^ sbmepother tehyirohments the .
. :realizationr'df':-some'-different1'semantic'taiue;:i;and..ih::yet; tpf ’ 7 \| 
another class of ehviionments a redundant,!,element realizing p":'"p 
no higher!level entity,*. 5 (Cf. Bazell 1 9 6 2 : '"'p-11r ■. Vlp p • i
.. 3 ^'Aspect; and Aktionsart . - . : !,,.ti':; ' pp . p '■ 1 tip;-'"ip
: p. * I . "It has been, argued above, that’the contrast Pi1 '’el
■ , intensive vs 1 Pa’ial "non”intensive; iii Biblical' fiebreWPrepresentspg; 
;, a s emaht i cigr ammat leal;category. .. The; .qUestl ontar i s e s p, ah 
" category of ':what■ kinder- - Ohetaspeet of this ^question .consists 
•• in'.the .search .for a suitable term, and my suggestion'is to 
“ adopt here.,,the: term Aktionsart . This lermPhas. ■been., widel y
, ;.p- It: should be noted, that the existence' of a basic difference 
tfjluehpas between the Intensive and;;the . causative 'has been : 
noticedpby.a number of writersp; but it isfusually stated'. p 
-; in notional terms. ' Cf. f or :;instance ’ Cohen;i921:8 ;;, : ';ijes ';l ■
' valours de. themes .,v peuvent; exprimer 1 e•; role du suiet p • 
par rapport au proces (actif, passif ,reflechi , .causatif ,
. lactifif etc.) ou un mode du proces ' (par ' exemple l'intensite,
. la repetition)!, v 'plp.-p- .-p;- /hPppf pp. !■ 1 p pipPfp:,ft *■ Pr'-ppp; p
used in connectionpwith -the Binyanim v though:-.some, writers.!'t / / p p 
use the terml’aspectk iins^ dad^ ■' £35 :I98),. The / / :p.
terms aspect and.AktiohSarbpare,; generallyused with reference '/• 
to non-tempbral'; auxiliary categories//^ S6me.; writers draw/a pp. /// 
sharp di&ifciuci'ibn between these two concepts. This distinction.
-is discussbd/in/detaif ih/RuiidgrS^^ wheref/'&epwhole - v;
question, is ! examined against the .back a . general:, p :^}
thedty!p>fpverb and clause categories, with extensive documen­
tation from many, languages', Semitic and-otherwise, V (Cf; also 
G-oldenberg 1968:88-95 for a',: shortybut • thoughtful psuUv'eyrpf . 
the history of.these terms and lolo^sky: 1961^ ,ifor7apparticularly 
illuminating example from/modernSyriac^^ summarizes/ P
the distinction1 in;B^! 89Up :/  t i p r - -  ?!///ifpftpt/p/ , : ' ! / •  p  ‘ '/if//7
11. Der reine Aspekt st el.lt eine sub jektive , :
ICategorie dar, die von. \derpobjeltbiveh Kategbrie /der Aktionsart p ]
grunds&tzlich zu trennen istv . 2. Tier Aspekt muss innerhalb p/1
einer ICorrelation studiert w;brSen,p die- polar Uhdl/zweigliedrig. p i p
ist. 3. Der/A:spekt Isoll, aucii^ais5 eine :syntaktis!che "iSrschei±iuhg:
'• ' beurteilt werden. - 4. Ein Aspektproblem stellt imiierpauchlein .:/ 
Problem der inneren Bonn dar.,1 5*.., Der Aspekt ist als eine//p-//!/ ! 
allgemeine ICategorie anzusprechen, die hicht: ausschlieslich p: 
auf das Verbum beschrdnkt istp(This ;latierpstatement should . ,;/ ,
be read against the backgrpqr&lo^ statement, P. 72:
’Der Aspekt hat aber an sich; grim^satziich^mit Zeit, Eaum! vp/ p ]
-p, p , :p.derlAktio4 nicht das grringste zu" tun .Amd, kahn/daher - wib^  . ' p
p.. .; ; ;;fc:H:i;/^rensen gut hervoii geho ben ■ liat - nurpinpabstracto p / / •: / *; l
p/ p;;/;defiiiiert weden! [Sorensen.194-3.:230ffi).\ pDpmgegenUber 1 (
,. stellt die Katego.riey bib An,nach dem Ydrgahg Brugmarins ■
p ////;pP;P;heutzutage allgemeih^blb Aktibusart bezelchnet [Brugmann / '.'9/ -/ . 
pppp 1904:4953 , eine rein objektive ICategorie dar. Bach desselben
;Celehrt;en bezel chnet sie !1die irt und Weise , -wie. die HUndlung. V -  ] 
vor slch geht" .r •;'•••;.. In der Tat gibt es ftir jede Handlung ' ; . 
eine cbjektiv gegebene sozusagen nat&cliche Aktionsart.' v .
‘■ According to Rundgren,- the Binyanim express Aktionsarten 
rather than aspects:■ (same- page) 'Gewisse Sprachen kbnnen nun V .VI 
Aktionsart en durch Hilfswdrter od’er ahnliche Mittels/&um V 
Aus dr uck/br ingen, andere .- wie die semitiscen ^ haben daflib;; 
besohdere'Pormkategorien, wie sie das Seinitische in seinen . ; ;
sog. abgeleiteten Stammformeh ausgebildet hat'. Unfortunately, 
Ruhdgren toofollowing Bergstr&sser [1818:103 , Jacobsohn V  
C1926:,-380-8i] and-BroekeImann. [1908:1.5043 , falls, into the-' 
traditional trap in failing to distinguish between genuine 
Aktionsarteh such as intensive, and, labels for syntactic 
patterns such. as. causative. Cf. for instance P. 50*:: 'Schon
frtlh waren in .Bemitischen besondere Pormkategorien, die an 
sich hur bbjektive Alctions,arten b.ezeichhetSn, wie aktiv, 
passiv, neutrischy Aausativ, intensiv, konativ und§; kooperativ, / 
als ein f  e.stes Bystem zusaimnengetreten * , On the other hand 
. Rundgren,; .-uhiike'tGesenius, does recognize the relevancy of the 
lexical environments tothe question of the functions of..the : , •
Binyanim. Howeveryr the fact that each Binyan is used in a Z , V
restricte.d .lexical environments makes, him pessimistic as to . v
the possibility of making significant generalizations about 
: the functions of. the Binyanim: p. 89 f : 'Wenn daher .Go.etze:
[1942:23 die sog. intensive Stammfbrm als "ill defined" 
betracht.et, so.ist lies nur allzu wahr.. .,. ... ■ Es, sind vielmehr 
alle•Stammformen mehr oder weniger "ill defined",. und sie y . 
:;mtlsseh es verbleiben, so lange wir d§s system nicht-in .
1exikalische Gr bsseh zerlegen'. At 1east in so f hr as C,I,H, _ 
is; concerned, I do not share.Rundgren's pessimism and hope to I
justify'.my., optimism• by the results,of this thesis.- 
: VI;My interpretatioELpof the distinction aspect vs.
Aktiohsart. is in,general agreement-with Rundgren!s, but it 
includes/certain.additional :ingredients. These are, I hope, . 
non-jp?iyiai y though to a certain extent tiaey may be viewed 
as merely reformulations ofyRundgreh*s concepts:
(a)./..Prom a semantic; point of view, aspect (like tense.) may 7 
.be"bharac^/terized: as a deictic category; that is, its values 
are. selected from/the viewpoint of a specific person (e.g. 
the‘speaker,;the hearer etc.). Thus, what is expressed by
a clause containing this category is made relative to some 
person's -determinate outlook in a. certain particular situational 
context. tten:purely non-temporal aspectual categories are 
..concerned, • the decisive, factor in the selection of the values 
is the person's attitude,. When a temporal category such as 
tense is concerned, such contextual-situational factors as 
the time pf , utterance play a prominent, role. Certain' deictic 
/categories, e.g. personal pronouns, bring into play other 
pragmatic factors., such..as the place of utterance etc.
(b). Therefore,,aspect' (like tense) is associated;not with; a 
/clause-type as such but with each utterance (for the distinction
sentence 7vs.Z utterance cf. Bar-Hillel 1967g;542ff and Lyons 
1968:52, 170 ff). ,
(c) More specifically, ;aspect (like tense) is a category of Z ,'•> 
the-lmain/clause. Notice that in-many languages tense and 
aspect ■'distinctions • tend to disappear when the main clause
is npminaiized, 7E.g.: 'She told him to leave', — ^  Her telling'
• hiiii to, leave'. !;I7am walking1 , 'I walk* 'My walking'
etc. Arabic .'xalaqa'bsa'ma:?a; 'He. had created/heaven' 1
/(perfect aspect, referring to past event) 'xalqu
'b§*d$7ma:?;i; 'The creation of heaven' (no aspect or/tense)-. v ■
Notice also.that in some languages most subordinate clauses 
with/free/ tense and aspect selection are restricted to the/ 
environments of certain specific governing verb (e.g. verbs 
of thinking, speaking etc.) and it is often possible to 
replace the, clause iiy a tens ©less phrase: 'They told me //
that my father, w^ as ill' or 'They told me of my father's
illness'(this applies only to obligatory parts of the . ’
.sentence ? not to. optional ones, such as certain types of 
adverbial clauses of place and time, or relative clauses 
functioning as nominal adjuncts).. It will be observed also  ^
that/the;time reference of certain subordinate clauses in 
English and other languages cannot be. freely selected but 
is limited by the lexical content of the governing verb:
*'I want him to have come here, yesterday'. V:
. ; . ; That there is a special/ relationship between tense
and aspect and.the Main clause,Is hot surprising,.since the :
latter /a s  the chief/ carrier of the massage of the sentence 
and as■the main tool for the "communication .event" is more 
intimately /.associated- with, such pragmatic, contextual- , 
situational factors as the speaker's attitude and the time 
and place of speaking. Therefore it is, as if were, the 
natural place for such deictic categories as tense and aspect 
to be. To put it differently, tense and aspect are directly 
relevant not to the proposition and its content, but to the- 
functioning; of Its parts (as topic and comment of the main 
clause) in speaker and audience's communication. Now, since / > 
tense and aspect are related to the communication event as a yy 
whole , they cannot be regarded as associated/with any particular 
part of the sentence.. They are super-imposed in the whole /'
V , / v clause Z The7 question’ whother tense: of aspect, are present;inZ 
1 / . 7 or absent from the clause is almost totally Independent of-
/the//questionwhat lexical/iboms; atfe7;#iected with- the clause- 
v /type* E.g. the past /behse/In ZEfogllsh/can/be selected in any
. /■ lexical environments • . The ’continuous aspect ( 'be-ing') may
/ ; / // ' - be/;:selected^  with any verb! except ;a small class of "sense. Z
..// Z^verbs" such as 2see1 'hear'■ andl(feel' and the so-called Z- ;.Z/v
Z" rZ, ./ "modal; verbs" .*■■' 77 ' / / Z ;v '  ■ ' • / . / ,  - p
vZiZZZv O n t h e  other handAktlonsart is a non-deictic
: category. Ilfs-■-selection' is independent of any person's / /
/ standpoint or;;df-any'context of. situation./"/If .belongs ne i ther- 
; - with the clause , nor with any./of its parts . It is a category 
A'b’Z.Z7 : associated with/a set of roots/' (not necessarily with all 7
,//,;/ Z v€ rbal /roots) * :>/ItsVprimary .function/is, as it were,. to V -
// /..v 1 increase the number of items in the lexicon, to enrich the/ 7
/ A;//'v' l a t t e r  'With/’ flhbisemahficldi'stinctions •' ^ ./, /'.
///': /it /.Z /, ■/ 7;i. ; / Contrary to tense and aspect, Ak tionsart is preserved
V: , /;, in/npminaiizatipns^ E.g. the ingressive Aktionsart in C.I.H. :
//;• /. ZZ V hu //‘ !/;hij!kav(ingfessive) — >. ha hijax'vut Je'10;
A'7 /. A';7- 7-'He/ZZ /is,-lying/<d6wn'’ /ii." 7"''// 'The lying down .of him'
7 :7-/i'/ hu $0 'xev (non-ingressive)---* ha Jxi.'va fe'lo 
■ - 'He -is lying' 7 'V V- /•-■- 'The lying of him'
■- 7 / y 7  Z/b/,7-/r'; ; Zz:
.7 / y however,/ if has been recently suggested by Thorne, arid \ 
;A/Z ////Boyd,.:.(1969;: Hit ) that/the7verb/"can" serves with these- 
' ./verbs asa conditioned variant ofthe progressive. If 
./Z. 7 this is accepted, then the progressive may-be/.said to :
• V^/bn virtually, i n d e p e n d e n t - e n v i r o n m e n t s , 7 
/ /fZ -/iiZ/ //as;^ T^modai /verbsT may perhaps ,be viewed as grammatical ?'
; 7Z,/;// At father tharZTexical element p. 7 7,7-' 7-7. 7 7 7-7 '■z7--,-v
r 4. /. Recent suggestions concerning'the functions of the .
'7/b7/Binyanim in uiodern Hebrew -
/Zi 7 The1 question" of the uses of the Binyanim, in modern 
Hebrew has: until now been almost totally neglected. However, 
one occasionally encounters relevant observations and remarks . 
/-in .-studies. devote.d to other- .-topics. For instance, in Rosen -7 
bl956/:;^ I89.-9O this/question is used as an example to clarify 
the, Sausshrian notion of valeUr• (The notion itself is 
•discussed by. Rosen, . but not mentioned by name): •/:
v . V . B i n y a n  Niph'^al, for instance -.has" several 
meanings, and these/are listed in. most books ,in a manner that 
will; be detailed .presently. But before this is done, it 
should he stated, that.it is clear from what has been said 
here-,’ that a sentence beginning like ■ that is wrong right, from., " * 
the,outset. Ro Binyan has meaning, as no other element - taken
/alone ;and on it.s, own - has any meaning. Binyan Ri-ph'^al can
have meaning only in contrast to some other Binyan, It is 
right to ,state-/that Niph'al has passive meaning,., since the 
.contrast 'active, vs. passive does exhibit itself in many cases 
; in which, one contrast/s this Binyan with one of the other 
Binyanim:; ni/j'bar / Ja'var ;. ni ? 'naj / hi?'ni^ ; •;
ni?'lac / 7i 'Iec. But it is .wrong to state, that
Niph'al "has" -reflexive meaning. There is no contrast 
between Wiph'al and another Binyan (at-least not as a  sys­
tematic, .relation) ,. that can be interpreted as a contrast 
between, an action of which the goal is some other object and v
/an act ion of which the goal-is its own agent.- We. should,, say,
/that forms such as niz 'bar, hi'J 'mar are indeed meaningful, /' ' 
but.their' Binyan,has no reflexive meaning, since it does not
Stand in regular‘contrast with another Binyan. translated 
by me/ from the original Hebiew S/VA.II • 7 A  r
The importance of the concept "valeur" is- of course 
hot overstated by .Rosen. This concept readily explains/,
•for instanc e? why ..the , intensive Pi ,:el and . the hon-intenbive 
Pa* Sial in Biblical Hebrew, which contrast in the. same ' 
syntactic/ and lexical environments, can be said to define a 
semantic-grammatical category,1 whereas the causative PiAel 
and the non-causative PaAal, which do not contrast in the 
same syntactic' eiryiroments',; cannot be : said to have any 
semantic value (cf. above)/. Unfortunately, Rosen illus­
trates these notions with the wrong examples,./; Apart,from 1 
factual mistakes such as„ the allegation that (in: Ibrael± 
Hebrew) ni? ’lac (Niph’^ al of the root , / ? - 1 - c) is
the passive of ?i*lec . (Pi'.'-el/Of the. same root), Rosen's 
examples include the same old confusion between two,forms 
contrasting‘in terms of meaning and//two forms that are asso­
ciated with different but1 related syntactic patterns., The 
relation between active, and passive is a relation between two 
syntactic^ patterns. In terms/of meaning an active sentence 
• is equivalent to, not contrasting- with,, its. corresponding 
passive sentence (I ignore topic-comment and similar differ­
ences), It. is wrong to state that Wiph’^  al has. "passive 
meaning1/.. The passive NiphA/al/'is just an empty .morph, 
automatically'introduced if/the verb inaa passive syntactic 
construction, belongs-' to. a certain specific class. -
As.mentioned above, the concept "valeur" is meaning- 
less.when such relations' as a Binyan in/a- noh-causative use 
vs. a, Binyan in a causative use, or a Binyan in an.iactive .
use, .vs. a Binyan in a passive, use- are eohcerned. However, , 
when two Binyanim are. regularly associated, with, different, 
ibough related syntactic patterns, there is no ’ harm in. exten-: 
ding the notion of "jaLate dress'1. to the Binyanim themselves 
and/;'teadf%d the expression "related •Binyanim". Two* or more 
Binyanim e an: ne said to. be related if they are regularly 
associated with certain different, thodgh related syntactic 
,patterns in the environments of the.same class of roots.
By."samenessn. I .mean not, only identity in phonological 77
/representationbut also simultaneously identity.in meaning.
E.g. Hithpa'^el and Bi ’^ el are related in 
- , jo'sef hitga'lex. ..and jo’sef gi‘le* et. david 
1 Joseph shaved* , • * Joseph shaved David*
;since in these sentences the Binyanim are associated with 
the different, but related’syntactic patterns * Subject-^.+
Verb-+ Object^* (active, transitive, non-reflexive) and . 
'Subject^ + Verb + Ob ject^ (= Sub ject^*.)(active, transitive,/./
reflexive. [ For a more accurate account-Of reflexive, con­
structions cf . 2il0.it: in the environments of the .same
/root, g-l-s, which in both, cases, has; the- same meaning 'shave* . 
However,, the same two Binyanim. ai'e unrelated in. 7 , . .. •
josef hitpa* J et, and josef pi'Jet et, ha hesber
'Joseph stripped* *G‘ose.ph simplified the explanation
although they are associated here with exactly the same two 
syntactic patterns as in the first example and occur in the. 
environments of the same root (f/p-J-t). The reason why 
they , ai'e unrelated, is the fact that the. root has different 
meanings .in the two; constructions: 'strip* in the reflexive
.construction and ;' simplify* in, the non-reflexive’ one. The 
non-reflexive' counterpart of the reflexive sentence with.
•strip* is. josef hif.* j it, et david
7 - ■ .7 . .7 - \ . ■ ■ ' . . . ■ . ■='
•Joseph ;strip,ped David *, with-Hiph' il 
rather than Pi ’ ^ el,.+
Another suggestion worth,mentioning here is included 
in two footnotes in' Tene 1968. . In footnote,/30. (p.190 f ), 
one reads: A  ^ A  7 . A  ' ~ ,.'7',
/ : -7 *The 1 reciprocal it y" of such words as: hii'an* Jj ek
•kiss'V^r°°t hr- | - k, Binyan Hithpa*^ e.l s. a rj , hitxa* bek 
, * embrace*, JAoot /x-b-k, -Binyan Hithpa*^ el. Tene*s examples 
are /from Gs.I.H. B.Aij/; ,is: an instance of variation of con- . 
tent of which the .source is the permanent cooccurrence of /
the Signifies bf' the Binyanim.Pi* ^ /el, Pu'^al and Hithpa*^ el,
- The .signifie "neutrallaation of the- contrast between active 
and-passive", which ,iS’Hithpa'^el *s signified/in other 
environments,’ Is; realized in this envlrohment as the variant7 
"reciprocality" ,. V. .t.As, long as there are no two contrasting; 
Binyanim in the envirohments of the same root, such that 
, the signifie .of the one i s ,"neutralization of the contrast7 
active vs. passive” and" of the other:"reciproeaifty", there 
isy/no ;choice but’to/regard the'fr®ciprocality", as a variant,. / 
that is, as a conditioned/variant.of the plane of content 
of the invariant "neutralization , of/, the contrast factive 
vs., passive". 7 7  7:-'■■7 . *. ?■'/
*This is .an exception" In A.i,H. ),
It is not easy to comment, on this note without 
referring to the. theoretical framework It presupposes, 
one which, incorporates ideas based on de Saussure, Trubezkoy,, 
Jakobson and Hjelmsley.:*. However, only a superficial 
; examination is needed to regeal in this note the same old 
: cbhfusion between semantic-grammatical categories and syn­
tactic patterns, 'this time behind.a facade of modern ter-. 
minOlogy.' ;/As was argued.above, ,the relation between active 
and passive ;Is hot/ a  "contrast":,/but a -transformational 
relation between1 two, synt.actic patterns. How, since .it 
is not a contrast, .It; cannot neutralize."'7 . The relation 
between the patterns with Pi'^eland Pu'^al and the' pattern 
with. Hithpa*/’el/iii; th!e above e.xaniple would .be better • . 
characterized by sUch traditional-.terms, as "active transitivel,; 
(or, in some cases, "causative") "passive transitive" 
and"middle, transitive" which emphasize the syntactic nature 
of the entities they refer- toi Now, it will be observed that 
verbs such/as hitna* J ek 'kiss one another1 .and hitxa'bek 
'embrace One another* are not middle intransitive. The 
sentehce /*x and y kissed one./ another i/can be described, as 
a transform^ of the cphjunction-of theitwo active/ transitive 
construc t1ons* 'xkLssed * /ahd,- 'y kissed x* (simultaneously)/! ,
Furthermore,.to characterize, the signifies of a form as/• 
"the neutralization of the contrast between x a n d  y is 
an idiosyncratic use.of the term/signifie, even if the 
contrast in/question constitutes: a genuine category.
'■ '■ \yr’V., : ^  . .. - 41.
(For a more detailed discussion of. 2,10.2 ) + •>- - .
However, C *I;H. Incliides a class of inherently;■reciprocal i > ; ■ 
verbs, which are intransitive and have, corresponding causa­
tive constructions'. ,E.g. " y-’-y
jo’sef ve ; * dal3a hitxat ’nu '(reciprocal intran-
■ - ■ . . y , / . 1 sitive)
’ Joseph , and . Daliah . gOf married’  ^I > ;
da’vid xi’ten et jo’sef ve et ’dalja (reciprocal^.
■’David ' Joseph and Daliah’ . ■ r
causative, with a corresponding passive causative). , i
If fene’-s.- argument, that the ’’reciprocality” of 
Hithpa.’el in the environments -of certain roots ;in a conditioned . 
variant of the invariant of content ’neutralization of the ’ .
contrast between .active and passive” is valid at all, it can 
be valid only With reference1to, roots such as x^t-n, not ■ '
with reference, to .roots such a s n -  j-k. I contend, that 
neither the; recipfocality of,hitxaiten, nor its intransi- -
I n general nf two uld. .be, aimistake/to. regard every syntactic 
patternin which the verbhl root.,,takes Hithpa’^  el and which 
•has ■corresponding^yactive transitive construction in.which 
, ■ thdyroot takes' Pi’tel and .passiyeitransitive construction in ,
, which- the rdot fakes Pn’ ai,, as; ;a,’’realization” of,a middle 
intransitive,:pattern,. . E.g. ;the :rpot g-r-d ’scratch1 voccurs .\ . h  
withPi.’ ^ el ;ih;active'tranSitiyelednstructipns, with Pu’al- 
in passive t’ranhitiye construe f ions' .and with Hithpa’^ el 
in oonstructions:’which will be specified presently. But they: 
word hitga’redyhas both'a reflexive1 dsense”;and a non- : •
reflexive one. E.g. .'. h ”- ■
• r • ; yjp’sef hit^a' red ^
’Joseph ,;/Sdratuhed. himself * and - y
• ha ’njar^ hitgaired^ '"? : m ;■ ha V- kir,. I'y-yh-
' ' *Phe - 'paper - - y y . :  scratched i o f f t h e  wall1 ■ ; i  ' y  :’- y
‘ -i..'' I - ( r u b b e d )  : yy-,’'-‘ .-v V  , r'.v , ‘fi’
Xt is impossible to describe^ ,the.^reflexive "sense” .here'as a y;yi\- 
' conditioned variant of5 the’Jsehse” middle,intransitive, since . ' 
i what is. supposed., to ;be- the hohditioning -environments, the y .
. root., is idOhticai/dhchoth cases.'. '-However,  the, point is ,'.;.-y;-
r.eally that the' berm 'j’r'efiexiyVh does not refer to a "sense”; y ; V 
: Of hithpa'el but to a, syntacficy cb.hstruction-..that ■ constitutes ”
,a, special instance of'/hn':ordinary activeytransitive. construction.y;
tivity have anything to do with some "signified" of Hith- : 
p a ’el.'.Furthermore, Hithpa.’el has in this context no 
signiiiee. It. has no semantic'value,-' or, for that matter, 
syntactic function. .The reciprocality of this verb is an 
inherent semantic, quality of the root x-t-n (with certain 
outwards manifestations) and the word "intransitive" is 
just a label for a certain syntactic pattern in which this 
root has. been placed;. The Binyan is just a "dummy", a 
redundant element obligatorily introduced when certain 
reciprocal roots are placed in an intransitive-pattern.
Tene argues that the absence, in the environments of 
the same root, of a contrast between an intransitive Binyan 
and. a reciprocal Binyan;implies that the latter "sense" ois 
a variant of the former, "sense". With the aforesaid in mind 
it is easy to see why this argument is invalid. Transitivity 
and reciprocality are not contextual variants of each other, 
they are concepts of a different order and are not mutually 
exclusive in the same environments. If "reciprocality" isy 
really a realization of the feature "neither active nor 
passive" in the environments of certain roots then any two 
verbs that are neither active nor'passive and contain the 
same root must be either both reciprocal or both non- 
reciprocal,. But C.I.H. provides at least one counter example 
that is, a case in which the same root can occur with two 
different Binyanim in a construction that is neither active ; 
nor passive, such that with one Binyan the verb is reciprocal 
and,with the other non-reciprocal. E.g.
’ ' ■ V ' ' ' ‘ ■ ' "^3
Reciprocal, jo’sef nif.’gaj . im da’vid ■ (root
neither active - ’ Joseph. . met , . with David’ , f/p-g-f •
nor passive jo.’sef ve : da’vid nifg’lu Binyan
, y ’ Joseph and David met (eacn Niph’al)
: . ; ' .• other)’
non-reciprocal, jo’sef pa’gajl. et da’vid (Binyan
neither active ’Joseph met" David’ Pa’al).
nor passive- ■ . ■. '■ •
* ’da’vid nif!gaj ' al jdei jo’sef
’David .was met by Joseph’
. : . * da’vid ve /-jo* sef pag’Ju :-
y ■ ’David wahdnet Josbph met’
active -causative . mo’j e hif’gij et jo’sef ve da’.vid
and.' • ’Moses. •. got to 'meet Joseph and David*.
..passive causative each other
jo * sef ve da’vid hufg’ju al -jdei mo’Je 
. . ’Joseph and David were got to by Moses
. ■ " " , meet each. .
. y other
.A much more.interesting remark is included in footnote
37, p.202 in the same article. In this footnote Tene suggests
that ’ the, paradigm of ,the .signifies of the Binyanim that
are used with a given root is conditioned by the imiter organi-
. zatioh of the. ro,ot-signif ie within its own paradigm*. This
is illustrated as follows: ’The' root m-t ’die* can occur
with three Binyanim: Iliph’il: causative non-passive,
Hoph’al: causative passive and Pa*als non-causative, the
contrast .active vs. passive neutralized*. The. root h-r-g
. ’.kill’ can occur with two Binyanim only; -Pa’al: non^passive
and Niph’al: passive. , m-t inHiph’il and h-r-g in Pa’al
h.are synonymous,' but the.ir signifies are differently
organized. The inner- organization of m-t in Hiph’il is
'.term-inatioh.'of ’Iffe+causing^ non-passive’ and that of
h-r-g. in. Pa* al - ’causing terminationyof life + non-passive’,
such that the signifiee represented by the expression on the
left side of the symbol ’ + ’ in each case is contributed
by' the ro o t, and,that on the right side of 1 +  1 -
: by the Binyanyy'tThdugh. T4‘ne •’r e£e at s - here the mistake of 
attributing.to the Binyanim what are in,fact qualities of ' 
syntactic--constructions that are defined by certain particular 
classes.of verbalsroots, his observation strikes one as- 
sighificanti . 1 will ret Urn to this question, in 2.1.6..
5. Conclusions . . . .
It.follows from the above discussion that any 
adequate"description of the functions: of the Binyanim must 
'include, in one form or another,, the following features:
(a)'y>Avsharp distinction should-be drawn between the case in 
which,certain;Binyanim'contrast in meaning in the. same syntactic 
iexical ..and'semantic environments and. realize a category of
;AktiOnsart> andythe:hase in.which certain Binyanim are asso- 
e'iated with different though related syntactic patterns in 
theysame lexical"and - semantic environments. •
(b) In the former case the description must characterize the 
Aktionsart category, and include rules which introduce the 
Bihyanim,. that-realize the values of the category.,. The 
syntactic, lexical and semantic environments must be intro­
duced as conditions under which the rules operate. If in; 
certain-lexical and semantic environments the Aktionsart '
^contrast neutralizes,' the description must specify these 
environments . ' • ■
(c) In the latter case, the. description must characterize
the'-syntactic patterns and show exactly how they are related.-.
It should include rules introducing the Binyanim,. The ■ . 
lexical and semantic- environments must be introduced as . 
GonditiQns'.undeiyv/hich. the< rules operate. , '
1.4 The'raw:material for the thesis
y • y Sing e l f am ;h:0 ;I.HV - speaker, I could use myself aw: 
an1 informant and construct most ,of the examples.. In cases, 
of doubt I consultedvthe following sources:
(a)' five tapestpf-vllv.e conversations in 0.1.H., recorded 
by me in 1967 in the phonetic, laboratory of the department 
of Phonetic s , ahd ■ Linguist ic s,7 Scho ol of Oriental and Afric ah 
Studies-, University of London. /
■(b) The book • * siax.'-iia '1 oxami4V7y->,Talk of fighting men', 
a collection of recorded discussions among Kibbutz members 
'who.fought in” the Six, Days War. .
(e) Blanc jL9 6|:, :ig^^Cy '' ■ ■ - ■ ;
/(d) The Israeli newspaper Maa’riv. ■
/ The construe ted examples will be left unmarked.
The authentic ones twill be. .f ollowed by,, ’ (A)1, without 
mentioning’they specific.source in :each case,
1.5 The'technique employed in compiling the index of roots.
Only :bi-cohsonahtal, and, tri-consonaiital. roots were 
included, on the assumption that quadri-consonantal roots 
behaye:in the same way as tri-consonantal roots with respect, 
toy everything,, that is . relevant; to this thesis.
All possible two-place and three-place permutations 
Of' the 0.1.HV consonants-were examined (x and * were 
■considered different consonants/ and so w e r e % and §)and all 
combinations of consonants whic/hr/do not constitute roots 
in 0.1.H. were eliminated.. Then the following groups of
roots /were :eliminated:>,,v-'(a)‘:. BbTrpwed roots, if they are 
.st.ill felt as, suchi (b.)Roots which belong to highly speciali­
zed types of discourse.,Army/ and school slang were not 
excluded, since they; are .used .by most speakers,, not just 
by small 1 in-groups1 y". In. deciding what should be eliminated 
and what should.be retained 1 largely relied on my intuition 
as a native speaker, /but occasionally I had to consult dic­
tionaries-and texts. ' , • 1 ;' ."/' ■
The result of ;.this: procedure is a list of 1,303 
entries, including/what appears "to me to be the most typical 
uses.of each root (the question what constitutes an entry 
and what amounts,/to, a distinct use of a root is taken up in 
1.6;. and in the "introduction to'the index of roots).
h  . . Admittedly, ‘ this" technique is./far from -being ideal. 
However, ;more adeqnte techniques (such as corpus analysis) ■/ 
cah/only be employed /in .a* work of far greater scope. • .
1.6. Theoretical preliminaries and .notations
/ " The description in part.y£, does notlfollow any 
rigid/model such; as T/.G-., Stratificational Grammar etc . 
However,, many, of' the basic tenets underlying theimain streams', 
of-current linguistic 5work are taken for granted.1 In several , 
reject's,'I find myself//particularly attracted to the ways ' 
of thinking characterizing a number, of "post Chomskyan1' . 
American linguists,-, such .aS Lakoff, Ross, Me,Cawley, G-rufeer-, 
Bach/and, notably,- liiimore"Unfortunately, most publications; 
coming, from .this" group./are. not. generally available.,.- and so y 
I cannot, .claim to,.have,.made any detailed study of this school
■i (in as much. as it does at all’ constitute a coherent school)-, 
n . 1'77-. "One; Of/thC-noveltlesiintreduced by members of this 
grgup is the total or partial^rejectiqh of deep.structure . . 
■as ;a/ieyely and its. .replacement, by more abstracfbyntactic- 
-seMkhtic configurations/ The latter are sometimes represen­
ted/by .means' -of ■notations, borrowed from ..various, fields of 
v mathematics: and' /logic / notably "the. predicate calculus, a 
"field; which /served, me too .as the main source of the nota- 
tiohal .devices .described in';'this;bhapter. • For details and" 
references Of. DeArm.ond 1968. Cf. also Fillmore'" 19681 ! . / b
- / Both the/suggestions concerning points of theory and
the n.otat ional proposal s in this c hap ter should be regarded 
as 'teht.at/iye-l'.;/.,TJhe. application of mathematical and logical 
models to natural language is a:.-formidable task, and an . 
extrbtieiytdeiicate 'one */• .■1/cannot: claim to have achieved 
anjTthihg//of .the, bindv- ;The. symbolic notation is used here 
mainly hs a/kind df Shorthand'/to. give1, the research, results ! 
/a- neateh lo,pk./> .Moot Z concepts oar e.- used metaphorically, this 
is justified by a certain similarity, which.existsbbetween / 
s ome facts of natural-, language and some facts of artificial 
language- sysf ems ob .symbolic'- logic .
1. Basic Predie atiors (B . P . s) and their form..
A st.em-lexeme ls: a'Class Of stem morphs which, have, 
the same meaning. 7 C.ertain stem-lexemes, are said to define , 
a a'-' M p . y of- wh/ic h ' '.t he •.. stem-. is- the pre.dicator, or at least a- - 
/part/of thepibdicator. No B.P. exists independently Of .the 
.prediCator,for blasstpf/.predicators Which defines it..
'2. Pr edieators
Every B.P. is a compIete'/lexi.QO-syntactic ‘expression 
/(Of./ p'. 58) ; •; ; A predicator - is defined as an expression .
./which in itself .is hncpmpiet'e/%ut' which together with a 
/limited and aefinite . number ;.(,at' least- one) of/.classes of 
'•expressions forms a' complete expression, a B.P.
The classjbor classes of expressions which complement 
4 the predicator are called the arguments of the predicator.
t/l: . nThe/expressions over which each, argument ranges are '"r 
of two kinds*: / Some are themselves B*P.s. The other are 4 
names. /.. The notion of names is discussed in 1.6.4. Names: \ 
and Mpr e die at or s v are the only s", deepn,- “parts of speech" in v y 
the present model.' Classes such as nouns, verbs,, adjectives 
.etc ;' cannot be-, entirely . dispensed with, but. they, have a - . 
rathei1-limited range of uses, and are introduced, at a "late" 
stagevby formation rules (of. p f t’13 f- ). ■' -
V  In our dotation the,-predicator will be -enclosed 
withih square brackets and its arguments will be'written 
.outside'the. brackets;' E.g. - . ’x,' j/squar-ej* : *x,y [kill]
etc♦ As mentioned above some predicators consist of more 
.than just a stem lexeme. In most cases these predicators 
include/lexical-grammatical categories, .such as the 
Aktionsartc at eg or y Dynamic (Progressive) VS. Static 
, (Resultant) in- Modern' Syriac .(Cf. Polptsky 1961: 22). Such 
categories have: seme features in coitimon with the predicator*s 
arguments!. like the. latter, each ' specif ic individual 
category/obnstitutes a-.class of - expressions, and is pr e-/ 
supposed.by/ the stem-lexeme. However, -unlike some of the
)/arg‘um.e-hts> • the :lexical-gramniatical "categories in the pre- "
: .dioa'lbr yhSnally'‘cbhsist of a. small and limited number of 
■ elements of- a definite class.
. - : Lexical-grammatical, categories . of this kind are not
Introduced,by.vrany/:spec'iaf; rules! They constitute an inte­
gral: part of ■the predicator and are included in the dictionary 
. entry /of which the. predicator is a part. This is justified 
b y ,the fact,/that such categories are, as mentioned above, 
presupposed/by specific stem-lexemes. Certain stem-lexemes 
/Obligatorilyitake/ a specific Aktionsart category.
Certain.others never occur with any Aktionsart features'
(cf. • p. 3b  ) .2 / : h  -
//;.,■ 'Some predicators include, besides a stem-lexeme or 
a stem-lexeme and an Aktionsart category, certain additional 
elements, : Some of these elements will be mentioned, below, 
but bxily .briefly, ’since.kost predicators discussed in this  ^
thesisqconsist. of/a- stem only' or, of a stem and an Aktionsart 
category. > t:./"/ • , .
3.,. -./.'Primitiye; and /complex properties and relations .. 7
: •/,; A' pr.ed.ic at or. designates... a certain specific property
/of bach of- the things referred, to by any of the names in 
its .arguments, or .a certain specific. property of each of the 
properties designated by any of the .B.P.s in its arguments. 
-.Thus the p redicator -’round’ in,-the’ B.P. ’x Jboundj ’ 
•designates'' the-.- property of roundness,. shared by all the things, 
referred to by the-;names ’The hat1, ’The record*,' etc., 
if. these names are members of■the range of the variable fx* 1
rar^’dh/’x-jbound] * v ' The, predicator,rare’/in the. BiB. *x jf
designates^'^‘heproperty of rarity, ‘-'shared, by all the 
properties <3Le slgnat6 the predicators 'sincere', 'honestV, 
etc.,' if these pr edic a.tprS (with, their B .P . s ) are members 
of the range of the variable 'x* in *x jji'are] * . (E.g. ’It,
is,rare for someone to be sincere', 'Honesty is rare*, 
etc. J ; - \ t -V;
- Some predicators designate a relation between pairs, . 
of things or properties,: where one member of each pair is 
referred to by a namep or designated by ,a predicator in 
one of the predic a,tor s' ‘arguments,-and the ..other member ~ 
by a name o r. a. pr e die at o r in another specific argument of the-, 
pre die at or. . =■ . p ■' ■ ' >-"t' - ='
To - put'- it somewhat more formally, a predicator defines 
a classoof things (or. a class of properties), each of which 
being designated, by an expr es si on,' "which is a member of tne 
particular argument of the predicator in question; or, : .
a predicator defines .-.arclass of pairs of things (or properties) 
each . pair - being designated, by an ordered pair' of. expressions 
Let such pair be denoted: by *a,b* , where. ' a'. ..is the'-first. 
co-ordinate and f'b*- is. the - second co-ordinate of-the pair,p 
The term■ 'ordered* means-..^that* '&;b' ^  'b, a* (unless the 
relation, is symmetric) and.-that 'a,!' ~ *c,d' if and only if 
, ' a :=. c * and *b ,dr. Each co-ordinate . is a member : of one- 
particular argument- of the predicator in question, and. the .p 
.'two, co-ordinates are not members of the same -■ argument
Examples: 'x,y ^kill] ', *x,y jVon (of)] *,
*x,y |jball (er. than)j . *.. ,
Predicato.rs which designate fust a single property 
or a ;single relation are called primitive pi,edicators.
Pr e die afnf s. *whi<5&.; de s' igna-t ;e- - an unordered. or ordered set 
of properties ;or: an, Unordered or "ordered set of relations,
.or;an unpfdered- orforderS;. set of properties and • relations 
are called c omplex pr e die at or s. . /
4, ; - The,:ya.lues'-'^  of,:tne : variables ,;and the rule of 
c* yi> 'instantiation. / 'h; ' .
• When 1 introduced the -notion of ''completeness" of 
r/B.Bie.h-qmified^ onelimportant stipulation: A B.P. is not r
:to be ’.regarded' as complete, unless it includes .a symbolic 
, device., carrying/ the.'inf or mat ion that every value of each of 
tlie van1 iab.les. .(i.e. every expression which is a member of' the 
-rangeibf this /variable) .is allowed to be substituted for .the 
^variabie-symbol-lfselfy without resulting in a different 'B.P;.1 
What will be obtained by each substitution may be called an - 
..instantiation;.ofthe. same B.P. within the same language.
The symbolic device for this purpose will be to 
prefix all the variab1es of the B.P. to the B.P. itself and 
separafe the.prefixes from the rest by two dots. E.g. 
f a, : g: a,g £R*j 1 , which is to be. read: for any arbitrarily ,
chosen-.value. of ..the variables 'a' and *g* and the expression 
1 a ,g[r] 1 is a B .P,.-..in the descript.ion of language L ,
-Prom how on the prefixed variables will be usually 
. omittedyon the assumption that their.; presence should always 
be understood. ;-"-v . . .
, The relationships between a B.P. and any of its
instantiations; are explained by the following general rule:
Universal Instantiation (U.I.)i In a, given B.l3,, in the 
description D of language L, any"arbitrary value of any of 
the variables, may be’ substituted for the variable-symbol ; ' 
it self, and thus an instantiation of the, same B . P within. D 
of 1 is obtained. Example: Each of Whe' expressions
;*y:a,y,[ffj » , fx:x,b j/R) >?. and ’la,b [r ] 1 is. anhinstan- 
tiation; of : *xy :x,y [r] * , where the ..range of* each, of the 
variables 'x' and 'y* includes the values 'a' .and *.b' •
U.l* is a /formal universal, (Chomsky 1965s' 2'7ff).
It does not belong to. the description of any particular 
. language. ! . -
In some cases the appii^ation of U.IV is not obli­
gatory, that ..is, formation rules can apply without presuppo­
sing the application of U.l. There, are many exampleswhen 
it is not applied, 'and nevertheless'-the. B.P., is. realised in ' 
an actual formation. In some languages the variables to 
which. U.l. has not been applied-are usually 'deleted*; E.U. 
'John is deaf., He cannot hear but he can, see*. The B.P. 
defined by ' see' is *x,y :x,y' j^ see] ' , but U.l. has not 
been applied to *y*, therefore the Ihtter has no. manifesta- 
tion m  the sentence. V , ' . :
- it should be emphasised that a B.P., sueh-as : !
'a,g;a,g [r] * says nothing about the identity of the values 
of the7 variables, or about' the' size of their range. -This 
latter information is provided in two ways.; Pirst by a : 
general principle, given in advance. The, principle states;. 
The range of any variable, consists potentially of two types , 
of expressions, names; .and B.P. s. n.Kames ax's defined; as ,.:
* expressions which in themselves, are incomplete, but which
together with at least one constant or with a ' coilstant and 
at least one class of expressions, forms a complete expression 
which is an instantiation of-,a'single B.P, \ \ ;
Let us compare the definition of predicators with 
the definition of names .given above.
Both names and predicators are incomplete expres­
sions. Predicators are completed b y , a class or a number of ./ 
classes of expressions,7 together with which they, form :a.‘ '
B.P. A name is-completed, not by. a .class, of .expressions, buty 
by a .single constant expression (which will always be a 
predicator), together with which it;forms not a B.P. but 
an instantiation of a. B.P.
• \ These definitions determine for many expressions 
unambiguously whether they, are.names or predicators. ,Names' 
are all those unanalysable lexemes which refer to a single 
definite object (singular terms). - These include most, proper - 
names as well as terms, such as *the sun', '.the earth* , etc. 
They' can combine .with a predicator ..to; form-.comxile.te instan­
tiations- of-, a B.P, Otherwise, they can form'neither, a-B.P.. 
nor an instantiation. Of a B .P-. .Example:' * Hyde Park Corner1 
(when used normally) is a name, since it combines, for 
instance.,', with- the. constant expression 'famous* to form the 
complete exxjression * Hyde Park Corner ^famousj', which is . . 
an instantiation of the B.P. . Ixsx-y ^ famous] * It cannot 
combine with a class Of. expressions to form an instantiation 
of a single. B.P, (unless it also combines at. the same time •. •
with a single-constant expression). True,.it combines 
with the class of expressions which includes, for.instance 
'beautiful*, 'ugly', ' clean* ,.* dirty'., etc. to form 
instantiations of B.P.s. However, it .will be observed that
/'Hyde/Park/4^ 'Hyde Parle Corner ^beautiful] *
.-'Hyde1* jp's'xk C ornbr, ^ ugly], *, etc. are not all instantiation's 
; of one. and the. fv fiach' of -them is-an instantiation
.of -a;, diff.e'fent-'BVB^  though' ail ’the /B.P.s; belong to the same 
class,; or/type (ef. 1 1 6 . 1 2 ) ; . ; . . /
/:■ - : - All simplex, lexemes which .are not names/will be - 
/./predicators/. E.g;,vf (t; o) walk*, 'nice', *(a) 'talk*, (a)
tree* etc.. • They/ can. form 'Complete B.P.s together with a 
c las s; / or, a number. of c la s’s Os of, expr e s si ons., Exampl e s:
/ i(to)'walk*/ is. a ..predicator since it .can form a B*P. with 
thhplass/of expressiohsiptich ihcluies 'John*, •! the man',
■. ht.c ./ - It cannot f orm;'a B.P. with a/ single.- constant expres­
sion:.'* John ,|wali^//t is; a complete expression, but it is 
an ihstantiationoof/a /'B.P., -not-, a BVP.
Notice that/according to/our^definition common nouns 
are/eohsi'defed^/p'redlc.atbr.S.l•Consider, for, instance, the 
common noun .' (a) man'. 1 It def ines the B . P . *x £manj *.
The. range of the:f v^ ri'abievy'x'-yihc-iu-de's./such names' as' .
- V* Albert\ Einstein*,,//Napoleon* and' * John' /and suchB.P.s as ,
;■ y /pigmie • ./I and ' y . giant' ' • (underlying the sentences ’
'Albert EinStein/;'Xwas),va:' man', ' Napoleon (was) a man*,
'John (is) a manf, 'AV,'pigmie- (is) a man*, * Giants/.(are)
, men*, etc.) In/this sense *(a) man* / .is not different from 
.'■nice-*! which defines.:,the B.P. -'x /jnicej, where *x* has.-:both 
/ nouns such as 'Albert Einstein*; and BiP.s such as. *y £swimj * 
in its range, giving'sentences; such as 'Albert. Einstein (was) 
nice* and * It (is): nice- to. swim'M, - or. ' swimming is nice*,
etc. . _ . .'-y./'-'' i" .v .: j-'/1 ■/. / • ,v’ ' .  ^ ■ . '■ ./ - '
/Definite determiheis such,as the definite article . 
arid demonstrative /.pronouns. usually have the effect of
turning the common noun to which they are attached from a 
predicator into a name. This'does hot apply to expressions 
such as 'the tip'* 'the top', 'the father', 'the hand* etc. 
These should be considered predicators even though they .;
include the definite article, because each of them pre­
supposes a class, e.g. 'the top*.presupposes the class 
The (a) mountain,-., the (a) .hill, the (a) head etc.
In the expressions 'The top of the mountain', 'the mountain 
has a top', 'the top of the hill* , ' the hill has a top' 
etc., 'the mountain*,-*the hill' etc. function as genitive 
(Of. p. -
In sentences such as 'This is .John’s pen*, 'John 
has this pen* etc., where 'pen' does not presuppose a class;,' 
the:underlying predicator is a combination of 'the pen*8 
and-an element which turns the latter into an expression 
requiring: a genitive, e.g.: .'the pen o f  or 'have the .
pen*. ' . • • •
If the above proposals are accepted, then the 
(perhaps analytic) sentence 'the hill has a top' (where 
'top* is ) should be analyzed differently - ,
1 tX U a n 3. I) <2. 11 ,
from 'John has a pen' (where 'pen' is trunsferrabie). In the 
former 'have*, is a superficial element introduced by forma­
tion rules. In the latter 'have' is (or, rather, represents) 
an element which constitutes an integral part of the 
predicator. , . .
In p.' 49 it has been mentioned that some predica- , 
tors include more than, just a stem or a stem .plus an Aktionsar 
category. Except the element- 'have* mentioned above, there 
is a variety of elements.which can in certain circumstances
56
form a part of a predicator. Among these.are certain deri­
vational affixes and certain prepositions, E.g. suffixes-■ 
that derive.abstract nouns:from adjectives: ’goodness*;
suffixes deriving adjectives from proper nouns: ;’cartesian* 
the prepositions *of*, ’at*, *in* etc,: *of Manchester* - 
.* at home*, * in the afternoon* . I shall not go into more 
detail here, since most predicators discussed in this thesis 
do not ,include any element's except a stem and an Aktionsart 
category. It should be -.stressed again, that the distinction 
between nouns, verbs, adjectives, prepositional phrases etc, 
are not considered "deep1* distinctions in the model proposed 
here,even not for the purpose of what is c&lled by Ohomsky 
"strict subcategorisation" (1965: 93 ff.). The only"deep" 
categoiles in .this; model are B.P.,- name and predicator. ■
(Cf. P.O. 5 P ),5
The rest of the information concerning the identity 
of the variables* values, is included in ;each predicator
and itsvmeaning. The range of the variables, is determined
negatively, in that■any expression'which contradicts the"
 ^ 6
predicator is excluded- from the range.* . ■ . ’
. There, are predic.atdrs which exclude all B.P.s from 
the range; of all of their variables ’ (leaying only names in 1 *
-- - .. n
the range). These are called ’first, type predicators.* 1
E.g. ’famous* : ’Einstein is. famous,*-,; but not**A man is
8famous* , is famous*, etc.: There are predicators
which, exclude any name.from the range of some or all of 
their variables. E.g. ’rare: -’Beauty is rare*, hut not
,*•’•Ein'stein' is; rare* t . . . • '
3 •'•::: Variables‘and^heir order
,:f". , • . As mentioned;, above, the predicators1 arguments are
represented, in. the:Bf]?.s as variables, ranging over B.P.s and 
.names. ih case 'the^  variables. .constitute an ordered pair, 
in -other ifprdS, - in , case, they are the co-ordinates , of '-a. re- 
-lation, the secohd;:c,o-ordinate will (in our notation) follow ; 
the^f.irit/nohbrdinhtevdn ;an. horizontal ..or vertical line, e ,g-. 
Vx,y Vi.wfere -Jr]'^ it a complex predicator , designating
simultaneously twOf'relations, a relation between ’x* and fy ,:, 
the formerbeing m e  first, co-ordinate and the latter the 
second co-ordinate, . and a\ relation between.-1 y * arid * z *, i*16 
'former.' being' thdifirst 'co-ordinate and the latter the second .
6. ; Ergative and non-ergative B.P.s.
The-'dictionary-entry, in other words, the unit that ■ 
is assigned meaning in the lexicon consists not just Of a 
StemrlOxeme -or whatever constitutes a,predicator, but of the ' 
whole B .P ♦ ; At least from a semantic point of view the argu-
mehtSldf; a: predicatorunlike the environments of a morphene, 
cannot be regarded just as contexts in which a predicator 
..occurspahdby.'.which its distribution is defined. Without . 
it s arguments t.h e pr e die at or is,, as mentioned above, an 
incomple b;e expression. ..It is, as.it were,, less than a 
unit> i-By- sayingL that each-of,the two expressions *x 
[moye] * and Vy,x. I^ move] .-1. is complete, one means-that in . 
the former *x.* and * £move] * presuppose each other and 
nothing pl'se, andv.the,.:'sam'e-;applies,.to 5y r *xf, and *£movej ' 
in the latter. .It .follows that Tx f in 'x jjnovej 1 and *y*
and, *x' in 1 y ,x [move[] 1 . are. predictable;, or redundant. '
,Theyudo not 'contribut'e'f,o the BiP.hany ; meaning ^eature that;, 
is not .already " implied hy the, .predicator "itself- ( this 
.applies of .c’.bur.se7'hnly-"t"opt hetarg-umeht's*, the f places” of ' I 
,;the ‘.predicatpr, net;.to:/nn y v of their; y a l u e - s ;■
Oxi. the other hand; if two’ identical .predicators 
define ;differentfB,P.s these predicators.necessarily 'differ \ 
in meaning, though their haeahixigs/.may, overlap.,, E.g., f shine,* 
has ,..diff ere'nh^meanihg 'ih sexitences' such as *TJde; brass shines *, 
andpdifferent: meaning;/in' sentenees^such as ' Johxr shines the ;; 
brass* , since In? the f oimier" it defines the B.P, f-x* [shine]' * . 
and; in the lat'thi’lit.Vdefines-"a'_different B.P. i*y;x [shine] 
That Its, me aningp,in the former, is different from .‘its meaning. 
in the’.; latter. IsVverified by the fact that ’ John'.shines- . 
"the'-lbra-s^ '1 implies,'* John, performs an; action .on the brass *, : 
whereas no action;-Is: implied by . .* The brass shines*,. This' .
is verified by; the * unacceptability,, of the sentence ,** He is ,. - •
ti ’ 1 .- 'I :• ~ I - TO ■
moving the. stone without; performing an action on it.*
Given the above discussion. (including "note 10.) and, :' 
hn addition, the-considerations concerning the constituent . 
structure of■ B.Pis,:in 1.6.11, it is clear, that there- is no, 
need to, generate B.P.s by means of special rules. Each B.P. 
is just given in the lexicon’as' axi entry. - Furthermore,on , 
the level of B.P.s there is no distinction between syntax 
and lexicon. .The two are just two 'sides Of the same coin.- 
Syntax, as distixict from lexicon,. consists of the' applications 
of ,U. 11 and E.3. (ef. 1.6.8) rules for deriving the converse
In pair s', pf, B . P . s such as , •* x [mov ej 1 - ; y , x '[move] 
^x[shine|v * - 'y,x [shine] * the same stem . defines two 
■ different B.P.s, the .one properly included within the other 
■Both' formally and semantically. Let us use the symbol 
■ * [iR PI t.pfstand-rfor';any predicator with the same character 
ist.ics: as, ’ [jnov.e];1 and ’{[shine] f*
It"- In my notation./* i>3 1 will be represented as 
f[y} X -indicating, that .it'- defines two. alternative
B,.P^s 1;- *t andr *y,x, [r] *. ln *x [r ] * the only -
obligatory. argumentr is';* x * . . In' 1 y , x [r] ' b o t h * y * and ' x ' 
arc,'ohiigatoryv'^ "l._ v;.lv . ' ■
. 1  •-' ; v  Many languages Liave. classes' of B.P.s with the
.structure'If |j^ ] 1 • The. term f ergative B.P.sT
^will^fe;' used here■ f or \B.P . s of "the; type ^  [r ] * and the 
term■'Vnoh-ergative;BvP.sf ,for.,B.P.s of the type *x [p ] ' •
. .1 When an argument is placed, in round brackets, e.g.•
" *x,(y )' [eat] *, this shows that it is obligatory - in the B .P 
>but;optional- in' fermatibnsfwhich realize this B.P...■ . (In 
;'T'.Gf/teims 't(y.) ’ is ?obligatory . in Beep structure buiieah be 
deleted,in ;surface siructure). y  ; .
7./ . The ■' status. of 3 ; P . s .relatively to the semantic "and 
.1/ . i/hyntactid, descriptions- ■' ■
As, has, bheh, mentioned; in. p. 57 B.P.s can serve
as dictionary-; entries, I.e., they are the units that
\ '"I. .'I ‘;V: . ■' I....-' -12 “ -
pare, .assigned meaning pin. the lexicon. On the other hand
••B.3iB%rB/rthe'.Bas.is for the application .of IT.I. (cf. 1.6.8) 
r3vS4f(cfr 1.6.8)4 rules for .deriving the converse (ef.
l.,6;9)yahd formation 3  ule.s (cfv 1.6,10), that is, they
; ' ■' / ‘ . ■ - i 5 ' '■ ‘ &0
serve as the basis for the .syntactic description.'
The fact, that B.P.s bCeupy an intermediate position h
be tween,syntax andisemahtics may be, reflected in the, > . '
labels given to the variables. Up to; now the variables , *
were represented. byvarblbfar.iiy. chosen letters, such as ■ ; 
’x*,3y* and ’ z*. But there is no reason why the5 choice . 
of labels, should hot be motivated by syntactic and seman-- 
tic considerations. Let us first consider the kind of i.
labels which are.;’releyant to . the semantic description. This // 
will be demonstrated by an example• Instead of *x*' andrty,:; 
in ’x,y [kill] ’ one may have *kt * , - .’k$. 1 for ’the one who :;
kill(s), the.killer*: and .'*The one killed, the killed’ 
respectively . , .Though there is'no harm in these labels, they ; 
are .Completely redundhni: They contribute,.nothing tb1 the
semantic description. But suppose that instead ofr’k ’ and: 
*khi ’. the labels ’a’ for ’actor’ and ’g ’ for ’g o a l w e r e  .
used. These labels are more useful, since, they explicate 5
semantic5 features that are implied;:by the predicator but. not . 
manifested;by if/overtly., Prom these labels.one learns 
that *x,y [kill] V d  ’xyy [perform an; action . ori] .
f u r t h e r m o r e I f ; ’kiss’; were represented as Jx,y [kiss] ' 
or as ’hip,' kiss]’ neither the former nor. the latter-
would provide any indication of the fact that ’hiss’ and 
’kill’ share-the semantic feature ’perform an action oh’..
This fact would be indicated if both ’kiss’ and ’kill*, had 
’a* and’ *g* as labels for their variables* c- .
It'will turn out that a great number of roots share 
the/feature ^perform an action; on’ ;. In this sense, the 
labels ’ a*, and *'g* ‘are a powerful semantic devicef, (Syntax,;
is ignored f or the/time being)./f However , sUch powerf ulness ; 
.means, (again from ;a purely semantic .viewpoint,)a lesser 
degree of delicacy. .. Greater-delicacy would-be achieved if 
the variables-werb given -labels..whidh set .Up- smaller classes 
of stems. Suppose, forinstance, that/the stems 1 shut ’,
* lock*;, .’block*, ’cover’:, etc. have the variables labelled 
’cl* , *qjl* (for ’the closer*: end fthe closed^-3-nsteacf of' 
and *g* . This will indie ate that ,’x,y. [shut] *, ’x,y* 
[lock] *, etc, are all included .in *x,y [CL] ;• (CL = the i 
-relation of closing), in other words, they all share *CL* 
as a meaning feature."^- In this way there would be. set up 
a much smaller class of roots than if ’a* and ’g*. would have 
been used, and the delicacy of the semantic classification 
would increase at t;he expense of its. powerfulness;
To sum up; With view to ,;the semantic; description,
, only, (ignoring cbmpletely the syntactic description) the 
major .factor which-will, eventuallyr determine the . choice of 
labels for the-variables, is the:'degree'of powerfulness (as 
opposed -to the degree' of delicacy,) desired by the grammarian. 
Such one-sided-description,/h.pweyer, would include: no 
interesting hnformation about;the language described.
' Now suppose (again.-,, for ' argument ’s sake only) that , 
the grammarian/is interested' in the. syntactic description.
.only., ignoring completely the semantic description. He will 
certainly wish to.differentiate clearly between different 
variables, especially: in thbse-cases in which.values of : .
-different variab.lestalee, different>formal characteristics, 
in formations!realizing:.the B,.PIs, e.*g;> when from the point 
of view/of sequential Order certain values/aecupy Specific
/ ■" ; ///positions in certain formations, when /different values take 
// :.,: // different oahes,/or different prepositions., widen certain 'A'tv
/;./. .. . • values group f ogetheri.into;, immediate,,constituents, etc, •■/'//•
- But for* ihls:/purpose it as. sufficient to: Use different . h
'/ / V - a r M t r a r i l ^ P h o s e n  labels such, as ’x ’, *y’, * z *, etc., for. " A  ; 
f . ' " different/variables, providing; the' same labels are applied
: ' / / tov.yariablesifh'di'Merent B.P.s of which: the -values have'
’/.v • " the sadne/formaf./.characteristics . in/formations (e.g. both
/kiss’/ and *kill*/will/have.txyy• as'their variables, since 
: /, ; " :*He; killed-'her r and/IShefwas^killed by him* are formally
t-' similar to *Tie kiss ed her * and ' She was kissed .by him' , but
. ’kiss’: , will have, in 'addition, .the variable * zr, whereas '
:■., ‘ ’kill’ will: have, the . additibnal.yyariable. ’ u ’r, .since there • ■
is no const ruction. :wfth ,*kiil:’/ .corresponding, to ■ H e / k i s s e d - ;
■- ;her|-' on, her/forehead’;, and there is no construction with/ /
• -C /;/ '’kiss’/corresponding, to .’He tiiLled'her,.with;a/sword’i., 1 ■•■//■
:/:/;/; . ;/' how, suppose- the/ grammarian is interested in both the.
.:/./' 1 .syntactic and the /semanticdescriit ion, (which/is furthermore, . , ,
?; X ■ . the/only.possibility t o .be taken/seriously,) His choice of
— /; labelh fpr/Xthe'tariables will have; to--reflect the. best com- h
promise between the/empirically-motiyated requirements of A 
/;.;/:/' ’ the semantic description and those /of the syntactic one.
r:-;. :  If. he Bereif o overeinphasize the''delicacy, of the/semantic /
/ representation, this might lead him to use different labels .
•: ;/: , / for; the" first,/and second coordinate'; of ,:’;kiss’/. and ’kill’,
//■ /and thus to obscure the fact that syntactically the latter
.X, .■ art very ‘Similar. 'If he overplays/the/powerfulness of .
/A/ ,/w /the semantic/description/this miay cause.; him-tb ’use ‘ the’ same -rt 
. ,/ .labels for the variables -of different roots,y even when the
values of these variables have different formal manifesta­
tions. E.g. He would use 1 a, g ’ both, for C.I.H, 1 ■ n-J-lc 1
’kiss * and * r-.b-c .' . * hit:*'/ despite the fact, that there is
no sentence jo’sef hirbic et raxel1
‘Joseph. hit Rachel*
('ra’xel* in the former should be preceded by the preposition
’le’), and no .
nx-. raxel hUrb^ca . al jdei jo'sef', corresponding
. Rachel was hit by Joseph . . ■: A
to * ra'xel nil/ *ka. al' jdei jo * sef ’
Rachel was/kissed by Joseph .
On the other hand, if he is more.attuned to.the syntactic
description than to.the semantic one, he will be tempted
to use the same labels for variables .of different roots
Where, these have, similar ;formal manifestations, even •. in cases
where the labels are not true to the. semantic facts. E.g.
He will use *a,g* both for 'kill* and for ’hear*, since
’John kills the spider' and ’John hears, the music* are
formally similar, despite the fact that 'John hears the
music* does, not imply .’John performs an action on the music ’ . ■
In deciding on the labels for the variables, one has
to take account, of the fact, that many languages tend to
set apart a certain specific set of intensional features
of verbs by providing ..the features of this particular set,
and -just these-.features of all other intensional features of
verbs, with special explicit markers, such as case-endings,
prepositions or word-order. . The interesting .thing about
this fact, is that-many different languages single out a.-/very .
similar set for that purpose and that, languages fall into
a small number of broad types according to the/nature, of the
markers manifesting the intensional features of the set: case-
V' A'a ;":A- /-'-A-1 fA/AV ■ ■; ■ . - A / A ’ ; A - : ' " A.' - ‘ - m
languages/ preposition-languages etc. (with/a good deal of 
'overlapping) A  ' That is not to say, that there is no way of . 
expressing, o.r'marking' on the /surface, - the presence of 
inf&nsiohal ’features.-not belonging to this particular set,A , 
just that the latter are realized by untypical means. . E.g. 
English,, .which can perhaps be characterised, as- a preposition-• 
language (though ;it makes-,a .restricted use of cases as well) , 
does moi-listljogtiisli ,£y - means .of-. prepositions, between • - 
•"affectum'*' (it ex.the • -ob j ee t : d'enotes a thing .which comes 
into being/by the action/designated by the verb) and "effecturn"; 
’.John1 hit'^the; hoyvsl-- ’ John built the house1 (Cf. Fillmore 
1968a: 4 ). However, the distinction can be brought out 
by- other/:.means> For instance,; compare the following two 
sentences: 'The house has been, built since two,months ago* ;.
■ "The boy has. been,hit- since two "months ago' . On the other 
hand, .Ehglish.-us.es‘prepositions to:.;/distinguish between "the. 
giver" and "the,, recipientas in ’John sold the book to .
Mary A  ; 'Mary bought the book from John*'. lit sho.uld be 
stressed, that both the distinction, affectum v.s. effectum 
and giver vs. recipient reflect intensional features of 
.’ verbs.,- as is, readily verified by the following implications:
’If A x  build- y . at time, . T, then, y come to being at T*.
'■If ,'X sell y to/z then x'give, y’ to z* .
' , Following Fillmore l§68a and 1968b I shall 
use here, the term- "cases" for. those- intensional features 
of.verbs which belong to the above-mentioned restricted 
class. However, .my interpretation of -the term is different 
from Fillmore's in several. Important respects. For Fillmore,
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the '"cases" do not fall at all under the general category 
of intensional properties of --£>reaicate53,' but constitute 
a separate, exclusive class/ In order to define this class 
Fillmore introdudes what he calls “a new order ox concepts” 
(1968b:381). Without these new concepts - he insists - it 
is 'impossible to -account for- such facts as the ambiguity.-,of 
fx break y% {x toucii y f etc •,where * x* can be identified 
either' as the agent or as the instrument of the breaking, 
touching etc e 1'he predicate calculus lacks the c.onceptual 
machinery for thispurpose, ’One could of course’ - adds 
tfillmore - * ascribe the ambiguity to1’the verb itself . * „ ,
But that is to accept defeat * . (oamm page) .
I fail to see why attributing the ambiguity to 
the predicate - which would be intuitively correct and, 
furtherMore in full agreement with fredioat© Calculus concepts.', 
-should be labelled ”defeat", while inventing “a new order of 
concepts'* - be described as a better way out:* fur the m o r e , 
the allegedly ”nowH .0 one opts art) not really new; they are 
just different names for intensional features of a certain'- 
class. This class, as explained above, is defined by
' grammatical, "surfae.e" criteria-, not by semantic ones* - -
; Stating that the first coordinale. of a relation defined, say, .
by the predicator"’break* .can play either the .role of an ' . 
agent or the role' of an instrument is equivalent to stating 
that the'- intension of ’break1 includes both the -intensional 
feature • agentive* and the intensional' feature * instrumental 1, • 
or that fx,y {break] * necessarily implies both ?x,y [perform 
an action on] • and- *z [instrument] * . * .
v. '*''••For'^ iiimor'e- the c-ase' notions "are hot just a "new 
order of coneepts". They arei*a set of universal, presumably 
innate, concepts, which identify certain types- of judgements 
human beings are capable of making about' the events that 
are going on around them' (1968 a: 24). Granted the . 
views expressed above, it is easy to see that in any universal 
language system (a "logical1' language) the "cases" will be 
indistinguishable'from all other primitive -predicators'
(minimal semantic features). ‘ One, then, falls back on the
question of the existence of a universal, language-neutral 
set of .primitive concepts. - , ’
if; The-term "case" has been adopted here mainly
because .it is-useful oh the practical level.. • It-points out
a. widespread phenomenon of a high degree of correspondence 
between certain specific' semantic entities and certain' 
specific morphological entities. It enables one to use 
traditional terms such as Locative,,Instrumental etc., where 
ikeytUre intuitively-.applicable, and so forth. It should be 
kept .in -mind,: that' no non-trivial labels for the variables 
can-bridge completely the gap between form and meaning. Even 
the best list of case labels- will gloss over.many semantic 
-distinctions;or ,split semantic identities. •
8. Optional elements joining the B.P.s ,
: -. ; -The system presented above constitutes only; the
obligatory, component of basic syntactic s t r u c t u r e s • The 
variables are.presupposed by each predicator, the'range 
of the variables:is; determined by the general principle that
no expressions are included'in such a range but names or • '
B.P.s, and. tbe^ range is vfurthei delimited by the predicator 
and its meaning.' .The relationships between every. B.P. and,.; 
its instantiations are ...determined:by U.l.,: which is a general 
rule. Lexical-grammatical .categories such" as. Aktionsart I" 
are presupposed by the stem-laxeme (cf. ),
But baaic syntactic structures may include also some 
optional parts. . These are,- for instance, grammatical cate­
gories huch as tense, aspect and mood (cf. note 2.)i adverbial 
expressions which'combine with the.whole; B.P,. such as 
certain time- Or(place adverhials, adverbial expressions 
.joining B.P,.s which, substitute a. variable., various adjuncts
of names-or B.P.s in any.of the variables' range in subordinate
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endocentric constructions, etc. . It will, be recalled,. • . (
that on the: "deep" level there is no ('distinction-,-.between
adjectives,, adverbs etc. On this level, all the optional
elements, except-grammatical categories, are B.P.s.- A
’ linguistic theory has; to account for the recursive character
of mostrules .introducing such elements, and therefore for
the, fact that- the. number of basic structures -is potentially; .
.■'.infinite’-. "i . /. '• ’
Since optional elements are outside the scope of the .
present thesis,- I shall not present here anything like a ' ’
detailed- discussion of the problems involved in incorporating
such .elementsrihto ;the-grammar. . I will only propose some
ytenfative."ideas., in a rather sketchy manner. ‘
' V - The. number of B.P. s. in any language is finite. It
yhis^equal:,iof' thehuinber ofpredicators. The number of names
. is also limited;,- ■ y.
The range, of/each-.variable of. any B.P. includes, 
in principle, at most.all names and all (B.P.s of language 
'"L, but the actual .number of names, and B.P.s in the range of ■ 
a, variable is mUch, smaller,, since many, are excluded by the 
predicator... This enables-; oneytb assign to each variable, all 
the-elementspin its5 range., in|,ah;'exhaustive and unequivocal 
way..’ :l " , • : ; : •
Let us. introduce .atithis point the term head. . The 
set of heads.'under a variable V of Pa" "B.P. S in a description 
D of language L‘ is the set -of .predicators and names occurring 
in all instantiations of; S.,Upbtained after U.l. has been ' ;
applied :t;o, V* In any such instantiation, one and only one 
predicator -For..-name can be ahead under V. Each head is, by 
/definition, a  value'of V. 1 • -r\.
. " . Notice that the set of , heads is included in or equal 
to the set of names or predicators. in L, In other words, 
these two sets are partly lor .totally ,cd-extensive. .However, 
they are not cointensive, since the set of names and predica­
tors' is/defined by enuineration, whereas the set of heads is 
defined .as. abovev \ - . / , r ' ' .. %
• Once the number and identity of the heads in .each 
Variable's range has-been determined, it'is possible, 
the heads taken as a basis, to increase;the number of 
expressions in(each variable's range•indefinitely,■ by means 
of two rules,- which, can in principle be applied over and 
over again indefinitely,; The first- rule has already been 
given: U.It -In case = a certain particular" head is ,a predicator
' Example A: . - . " .r
1- [h]0 ’ Y-- ; -
2. ’y [s]lxo [k] 0 ’ (u.l. in 1) . .
3. •*. W 2yxofel lxo [r ]0 ' (U.l. in 2) ,
'4' ■ / z Iul Sxyxo $  2yxo R x o  M  o ? ^  ^
and so on, indefinitely many, times.
The term initial B ,P . will be used for a. B.P. such 
as '*x [r] yti aboye, that; is a B . P. which has no subscript on 
?ihe;'-fight??sldeyo(f; it except, 'b*.. The sense in which such 
B.P.s'are saidv to be initial . is that, according to which they 
-■fare!-as it were, 'given in advance, and not derived by U.l. ?
;The subscript *o* can then?be,interpreted either as ’This 
B.P^ is’ a value of, a .variable of. no B.P.f or as ’This B.P. 
was,obtained from/no application of U.It*. According to 
these interpretations the predicator.1 [b ]0 ’ in fx L i  • 
ii-a head; (the initial head),,,? since it is obtained by a zero 
.application of U.If to, zero ■variable of ar zero B.P.
' ' ■ • The ■subscripts on the right side of names or B.P.s
indicate the ..ordinal number; of the application of "U.l. by 
which the name or.?B.P.' carrying the? subscript was,.obtained, 
the;j--.y‘ar.ia;b‘i'e' x*.y,:h'j etc . Of which it is a value, the 
variable of which the. B,P.. containing x,y,z, etc. is a value 
;and so,on.' For instance, . in?,example A.4*. the
,.expression •z gxyxd , ; re^^s: ."The B.P. 1 z jjj] * has been
obtained by an application of U.l. - t he third application 
•-(.after ?the,4nitial 'B.j? . • to the;;• variable 'x* of a certain 
: specific B . P .: (for conveniencersr sake let us denote this 
.latter B.P. by 11f.) 1 is a, value of- the variable 'y* of,
another specific B.P, . (Let .us, denote it by. 'XI.1). As
the order of the subscripts ahows,.!, could not_have been 
obtained but..by fhe second application of U.I.. 11. is a
value- of the variable 'x* of another specific B.P. • (III*]. ' 
II. Yi/as obtained by the first application of U.l,"
A quick, glance over , the rest of -4. (namely 
1 D*0'2yxo • J^lxo bl ’) will; disclose : that I, is' equal to • 
'x.Jjr]' *} II. to *y. [s] * and fill, to *x [eJ 1 , that is to 
the; initiai. B.P.. In fact the only thing required for. this/ ■* 
to be disclosed is a look at.the numerical subscripts,. 
since 'each of the. latter indicates the ordinal, number of, 
application of U.l. by which each B.P.. was obtained, infor-- 
mation already known with respect to I., II. and III..
, bihe.. other .rule will be given presently. This , rule, -
which I will Cfdl Exp'ans i on-S ub or dinat i on (E.B.) will take' 
care , of the; addition of most ,optiohal elements which join 
the head-in an endoce.ntric construct ion. The, rule, stated 
generally, has the following form:
**••*,* *0^ ^  W o  ^ ~ Xnv‘.... ’oy: W.-y•••*•*• 0
f ■ : ’k' denotes any expression c o n s i s t i n g j s o o f .  
names; and/br; predicators., The; subscript fn* is any figure, 
indicating; the /ordinal nUmber'bf appli,cation of U.l. to - 
the initial B.p; which dominates 'X* (i;e. the. initial B.P. <
, of-which ,an, instantiation includes 'X*), The., subscript 
ivi, indicates the vax*iabla,of ■ which 'X*' is a-value.. The 
.broken line 1 stands for, a .series of variable-sub script
Thh .subscript ' zero P relates the last variable-subscript, in 
the peries'to the initial B.P* (The expression ?Z-LUJ ^ xyxo'"
in example A.4. can serve as illustration for one instance
of the generalized expression ' x ^ , .... .Q*). 'U.S.' is the
(binhry) operation sign. *y [e] Q ' is an initial B.P.. The
Operation adds *y* (the variable of'y [r] o '.)as a subscript
immediately following ' o * and. repiaces the subscript 'o' in
the initial B.P. by ' y • . o', that is,."by the original
series of subscripts of ’X* (leaving out the numerical -
subscript ' n 1) .
What the operation does,, stated informally, is
making *XTa value of 'y* in *y- [ r] •?, and the whde expression
’X' ..... „ f Rl * a value of tv!, i n .an instantiation of . nv oy u J .
the initial? B.P. . It expands 'X'ib'y *y [r] *' and. subordinates 
the latter, that is, turns-'it: from an independent .initial 
B.P. .into a part of a value.of the;variable 'v*.
•* • If the. initial B. P.,: to be introdue ed/at the right
hand side, of E.S. includes?::more .than- one variable, . all the?. 
variables must be*' instantiated before the operation is, per­
formed, except the : variable of which;, the ; expression at the
left hand side .of ■I;f.his to become?.a. value by the, operation.
Example' B: . ?;' V  ■■■.' ?v-., ■ ■ ■ ;
The. man lno E.3. J o b n ^  g [kill] Q = John^, the
h - l n p ,  .../-'ivO, ? ?:t??y,-,.v, ; ■ '
(The output of the operation is the underlying structure 
of ’The, m$rr whom, Jo|m kill ( ed)1 ?,;
, Notice that;'after? the operation had been performed 
the subscript 1 o * has?’been .obliterated from. * John^^* .
This is required .in order to'’"prevent ’ John’ from being,-misi 
taken for a value of a. variable of'the B;P.-instantiation 
which includes 'The man1, .;
It is clear from example's that ’the man1-is a head 
under ’n' in.the initial B.P. (i.e. an instantiated value 
of 'h* , obtained by u. 1. ). At the same time ’the man’ is 
a/value of ’g* in . However- ’ the man
is not a head under‘-’g ’ since it was not obtained.by .
. applying U.l.;, to, ’y*. . It is also clear from example B that 
the ■whole B.P.-instantiation .’John-^a , the m a n ^ ^  [kill] ,•
is, a.value;- of the? same variable of which 'The man! is a 
^hlU^Vi^namely.d.n-1 .:ih the initial B.P., but that uhlike 
'the;\mahi this.. Instantiation is not,a head under' *h*.;
, (This; is indie at ed by the fac t that * The man’ b utino t 
’ ■kiil -’ is immediately followed by a num,|ierical subscript,) 
Pi ill . E . S .• can be1 used to .expand' the predicator of an 
initial B.P,-,. e.g. .the predicator of the initial.B.P.
:'x .[g'valk] ’ : ,■ „,.yl’' ’■ ' '1
• (x [yyalk] Q) E.S. (y [nice} ^ - . x  .[walk] Qy ]riicej
underlying’,.;.; e.g.; ’He walk.(s.)’ n i c e l y T h i s  is in n 
holwayia :special,pexceptional use: of E.S. : . The ’subscript 
Ip! pin • ’ Cwalk^’ ;means.; : u'walk' , is . a. value ofya zero ' 
variable", (of. above)., ’o* in [walk] substitutes ’o*
:in: *y j~ui cej Q ’, exactly in the same way as 'v ... .o’ in 
X ; . . . substitutes; ’o ’ in ’y j.R ' in the general
I I  v,^  > y .'* ’ v. _. .{,! « - nuJ y
Statement,(of -k./b.... - ’ o * is at the . sdme ' t ime : an ihstaiic e: of 
„ .’n|f since- besides Its interpretation, as ’walk? in a' value 
of a zero variable!1 it has the interpretation - . ; 
'^.'fw.hl^ ’-^ was/h'btaine'd. by.-a; zero application -of ;p. I;. H:, '. It. is, . 
cleary . then, that y-Uwalk* is a head.
■ In the first application of E.S. the expression on 
the left (hand side:.;of the operator : ('X').must be a head. , ,
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A head-Is identified by the. fact that;it is 
immediately followed by a numerical subscript, indicating 
the ordinal number of the application of U.l. through which 
the head in question was obtained. After E.S, has been 
applied to,a head, it can be applied again to the result of 
the first application, and so on, indefinitely many times, •
Let us see this at work,, using the following.as an exampfe: :
Example C. 1. tThe young lady is dancing.V •
2. fa?:h;e.-'fat young lady- is dancing.1
3. 1 The extremely fat young lady is- dancing. *. •.
The obligatory core of the B.P. underlying all three is
, ’n Cd ance] (tense, mood, .aspect etc. are ignored).
The B.P; underlying. 1.. is generated by one application of 
U.l., and. one application of E.B. ; .
i. 1 The lady^no ^dancej 0
.(’The fady1 is marked' as a.head by the subscript fl ’,'
. indicating:. "The .first .application of U.l; “ ).
. i i "(.The iady;;Lno)' E.S. (x [>ocmg] p  = The 1a.dy^ nox[youii^ : ^ .
! iii;:VT.he- iadylnox [young] Jlc paxicej p .  •.■: -■
viii. contains^the.following information: \
" a. ’The lady-V.is '. a head under 1 n'; in the , initial-B .P.
p • ’ [^'dahc'e•:(it was obtained by the first application
: of U.l.). ■ V : . ' - y'y ' ' •'
. b. p ’The lady* is a'; Value.;of in *x [VoungJ f, but not 
-■•. -■ -a iead fnder ,:x.* . , s ' : ■ - " : P; ■ . • •
, c. iThe lady [^ youngj * is a value of fn f in ,’n [[dance] ',
b.ut not a .head under fn*. \
it is important to distinguish between a structure
.such'as ii'iv ’on, ft he;, bherhand, andean initial,B.P. Which 
•has been instantiated'with ;anotlif^ B .P.1 on the other' hand. : 
Theflatter:is exempliiied as follows: •-";/
Example D v 1. n £ugly] h - • ' : ' :
2. a [fat] ill0 ^uglyj Q (U.i. ii. 1.) .
... 3. Tke trog 2tmo[>t] ln [ugljJ Q (U...
.underlying such -sent enq.esi as ,i/The ' f at ness of-the : f rog is ugly,?-* 
Here the predicator :j[fatj . is the .heaiyuhder the: first;' 
application of U. I,:;, -fthe. frog’f Is not’an adjunct, - but “ ;
again a, head, an instantiated value of.' * 2n-' ♦ This is not..the 
same■ as .iii. , . where .’young* is an adjunct. ■ iii. cannot he 
realized as * ? The, youth of the lady is dancing; V .:
Sem'antically,s- the initial '.predicator designates ,a 
property if and only if it is a, property of whatever is- ,v". -'• 'Tf 
denoted ,by the headj:-.which was obtained by ihefirstfapplication’
of U.l* to the predicator * s variable.: binee E.S. nevef ,
introduces new heads, an expression .intrpduce.d by. E.S,., (s.uch>., 
as ^x .^youngj •1 /in Example C ,i *iii;..,:. '.can. never be . the . . 
designator, of the/;thing.;'--or- property on .which’ the [initial pre-i \ 
die at or is predicated.- f '. - , ■ . . P. ■ f ;_f
The importance of this observation , is yet . clearer, 
when- Sentences with more than one adjunct 'in*a .subordinative 
ehdodentric, construction are concerned; (e.g.- Example G *2..
'•above/-_('• The f at"young "lady is.:danbing*) . . As wiil be Vi.-.'
•demonstrated presently,, in- such- /sentences- a phrase' consisting 1 
of the head and an adjunct (e.g. .’[The young lady.?')-ismade by ,. 
E.S.- a “..value< • of • ap.B>Prepresenting-a second adjunct (e.g.
.’The young lady’ becomes-’a ‘valueiof .the variable.. *x*- in the .
B..P. *x |j£‘a'b^  -', such, that 'The fat. young lady* i becomes 
in 'some ' seise equiyalent' to, '"llie young lady is fat'.) —
N.ow, there. is' some superficial - similarity between- a -con™ 
struction generated inthis way-andra construction generated 
by-, instantiating.'an-initial B.ih , with another instantiated .
, through tWo applications,; of;. U.i.; (e .g. 1. . *n, |fatj 0' V
h 0^ C n O  M  o' ’ is a.); 3. 'The lady 2nno ,
>. •), However, a. 'construction such. as the
latter is 'utterly different from the former. In the 
latter 'young*, is -a - head after; the first application of 
. IT.. I. and '.The ,-iadyh is a headiiunder the second application '■ 
of U.I. in the former '.The lady-' is a head, under the first’ 
ap pi i c a t i o a of IT. I. not -t o' -a v ar i able '.of f a t * b ut to a 
variable, of a different initial predicator, and ' young'' 
is. not a 'hbad'at all'. The latter- will yield the.. semantically 
' unacceptable sentence, *:TheyyoU'th-----of the .lady is .fat,', the 
former - the semantically acceptable sentence.; 'The young lady 
is -fat * . In the latter 1'fat' . is-not predicated of 'young 
si hoe 'young' is not a head. . ‘
. I f  will.be notic.ed;,that though the, above observe-
, tions do explain why second■ adjuncts such as 'fat* in our , 
.example are. not predicated, ;pf first adjuncts, such as 'young* 
in' o.ur example, they fail to ’ explain why 'fat* is;pre- '
. dicat.ed of the head dthe lady-* ; • True, .'the' lady' is a head,, 
but it is not' a-head-under •'x* in the B.P. *x [fat] ' .
In order to account for-this we should introduce. the 
.rule that whenever an .expression A,.consisting of a head 
. or a "head ahd adjuncts ■( e-.g.,,'The young lady') is made 'by • 
h.B.'\a value 'of>:a variable i f  el. P. B (e.g. fx [fat]*)
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the- predicator /of ; B. ( ' fat’*: in - our , example) becomes ' . -
pr e&xe'ated-'?o'f ifee'-'thing-' or- property .designated'by the head ;.v 
in A; - .Let us seefnow; how f h'e .Underlying B.P.s for sen­
tences’2,. and-3' in "Example C , ,areTgenerated: ' ' ■
iv.. (;lke.- ladylnop ; '-;,Xy ■. ^ ' =■-=.'
. .. Tiie ladylliox jyouj:*] n o A l f f l o  , <1-
v. Ike ladj-lnox pyoiu-^ noy pat] Ro fiance] 0 \
v> is .the Underlying:B.Pi.of-2. A v
. , In ■ order, for, the- B.i. .underlying 3. to. be'generat ed, 
a,different procedure should be f a l l o w e d , :
vih ^y,.£fat] .Q) „,;E.S, '• ("zT[ext.remej..Q ) - y [fatj
[extreme] q r'i- -A. v ' _ ~ i-A y-*. /v ' i
- Here E.S.,. operates on two- initial .B.P.s, /'ypa-tf ' .  
becomes a value of the "variable 1 z' of the B.P.1 z [extreme]" * 
'■fat h is a head,, sinoe. it -was obtained by a zero- application ' 
of U.I.- . Therefore, -;accbrding to. the rule stated-above, - A- - 
'* [extreme] 1 becomes'^pr.edicatediof the property of fatness, 
denoted: by 1 fat' . - The fact that ' y -[fat] ' had been an 
Initial ,B.P. before it was made by E.S, a value of the 
variable 'z* in z..[extreme] ' , * is«, marked by ; :*|iat] ' being
immediately followed?-by the- subscript 'o' in the expression1 
'y [fat] Qz ?pext.re.Bie] o ',. -.Now, 'y [fat] qz [extreme] Q * 
iss an initial B . P ( w i t h  the Variable ;'z' "filled, by 
*y [fat] ', therefore i t .is [qualified for entering the right: 
hand, side,, of the . operation sign. E. S .: . , v.
vii. (The ladylnox jjroimgj nQ);-I.S. (yjfatj o2 [extreme] q)
= Ebe; [ y o u n g ] ^ ' Jhtj QZ [extreme] nQ
vii'i. The lady llJ?x :|young] y JfatJ Q2,. [extreme]. Ii0 [dai-.cej Q
In. configurations such as. vii'i, one can with no difficulty 
find .out yviaicii variable: in each, series of subscripts belongs \ 
with what predicator. E.gl one can easily decide that the. 
variable-subscript fy f, following * young 1 is the variable.
• of *|^ fat'J 1 in the B.p. .r *y [fatj. 1 (and therefore that ,'^yoUngJ 
is a value of 1 y 1 ) > since,*yVis immediately followed by 
7 ‘jTfat] * . However, in certain formations derived from such 
.configurations there is* no automatic.way of discovering this, 
since the variable^subscript is not immediately followed by 
its predicator.. Therefore ..it would be advisable to mark 
the variable, subscripts and their-corresponding predicator,
:in such a way that each variable-subseript. and‘ the predicator 
with which it belongs be .assigned the same marker. The con- . 
.'.vention we will adopt, here is; as follows: The adjunct-
■predicator introduced by the,first application of'E?S. will 
Vba marked'"by '1* oh top of.'it- • The same figure. will imme­
diately follow the variable-subseript preceding the predicator 
in question. The adjunct-predicator introduced by the second; 
application.of E.H. will b.e.marked by '2* and .so on, 
.Acc.ofdingly, .viii, will be; rewritten.
., 7v - ■■7 , .;. 1 ■ i v/- 2 , . . ’' • '
yiii., 'The ladylioxX [youhgj'V .2 £fatj QZ. [extreme] nQ
[dance] Q ; •
The predicator... * [llancej 1 is not marked in this way 
since it is .the .■initial;predicator-. The. fact that 'n* is 
the- var iable belonging, with it is marked by, the ser ies of , V " 
■ subscripts *l n o 1 following 1 The l a d y . The predicator 
: * [extiene^ J V'anclt.its variable subscript is* also did not
■ %
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receive this mark, since they are the only predicator and 
variable-subseript left unmarked, therefore it .is obvious 
that they, belong together (the subscript fn f following 
* ^extreme] 1 was Ignored, since the fact that it is followed 
by *o* indicates that *n* is a variable of the initial 
B,P.„and that Vy jjfat) QZ [extreme] * is an adjunct intro­
duced by the7 last application of E.S.).
Notice that the fact that, the configuration- *y
Q Z
[extreme] ’ was generated by E.S. before it was introduced 
by E.S. as an adjunct to 1 the lady lnox jVoung] 1 is clearly 
marked in viii. Its mark is .the fact that 1 [jf&tJ T is
, which shows that ' V.-ffat] *, 
hand side of the operation sign
immediately followed by 1 oz 
when introduced at the left
E .S. was ho t an adjunct to 1the ladyf, b ut an initial B . P .
1.J7.9,, EprBiing, [the ircony er seof _a, relation.
The.following general rule applies to any relation
specif led b y .a B.P.: Eor any relation * [r ] * there is an
operation with the help pf which a new relation is formed,
called the c o n  v e f s e of 1 [_r ] 7  denoted by
1 L ^ J * * The',relation 1 £h ] 1 holds between x and. y,
respectively, if and only if 1 J7] f holds between fy f and
*x'. In other .words *x,y £r] * is equivalent to •y,x [ r ]
‘ Consider the'B.P. ■ *x,y [r] *. As suggested i n 
■ ;' ■ ■ a. '
note 9 this BVP. is the relative product of two relations
'XjyjjpT] V and *y,z‘ [_s] 1 . According to the above general
rule it implies, both. y,x J7] and z,y j] s]t The latter
derived; B.P. s do’ not necessarily have actual manifestations
: in surface formations in anydaiiguage;,. [Whether a certain con- 
i b' verse;of:a, berhain relation expressed: by a B.P. in the descrip- | 
7vb7/' tibn .D of language L is nctually’-manifested in language. L isV--7777 i 
77.. • a pbrejy e^iricaliquestion,; which ^ cannpt'.:be ' decided- a prioriy .-7 
;7 ’-7 ■ i'7v'lScai^ les: ;,P sentencesiare- derived .from the 7 7, ;7i
7 ; 7. 17 Converse. of BiP.s uhderlying: bctd7®.;;®^ t^0h'CB''S’: * a, g* , ; ; . , ,
> liakel 1 is. dquiyaleht 'a|j ? g, a :[take] 71/? instantiated*,for 7, 77:7
777; example-, ■-as7f John,1^iheijbook; [take] %hi,ch.i's equivalent 7 :" .77;-/7 
7'7 7  to 'Thebook,0/John/Ctklfej :f and realized as 'John take the i
7 . -/bopk V* O^q iatter realization nd'equivalent to 1 The ,book.
be taken tby John ’ (.Tense and other, auxiliaries are; ignored- ' / ■
/.a. in.; all the ,; examples given;-here, ) - : ; -. 7  • . /
-7 /','7 -: / .;•; ■ 'Another/example : Ux^ om/ T scy ^ C clissbl"Ved under-
■■7 7 ,. lying, for ..Instance , ■’The; scientist- dissolve'';,the, metal .in 7 -7 .
" 7 the■;acid;V or 'The /scientist /haveqbhe-metal ‘dissolved ' ip." -the^i
■ . / acid'i the double converse r •. '7 > a [dissolve]- J: underlying ;a _■
7.7-7' ' The acid have/.tli.e metal ’dissolved;; in, it by the scientist V '7 :
A ;/7*:/-cbn-beqeLeri^ other/twp; 'pos;sibilities. are' ]g,' a 7’
7/ /. , ;[dissoive] 7  underlying: 'The metal/be. dissolved - in/ihe''acid:
: , by the scienti.st'1 .and. 1 a, g~ [dissolve]/'' ,/lmcierlying^ 1 The ;
. ' scientist have/'the-.acid dissolve the metal/ipait ' * . 'a, g 77 ’ 7
■77.' [dissolve] :1 jvpdn/bndescribed-as; the/relativetproduct of ;
■' , / : ■ ‘ two -Are 1 at ions., ;;:1 a ’, : ‘ g[, [  S] -:, 1 - and 'g, inqET] 1 7 -'8 '.. and .'.T' , ; ' ,
77 7:-7 stand’ fo.r, expressions, in English or in'*a'yspbcial'Imeta- A- 77777A77 
7 7 ' language..7;Pbr/777we;,may choose, for. instance-, 7the. 7 A .7-' .;
/ ■' ;/■ / ;: v English'...expression 1 make liquid, and. ford T? \ be
;/ : . deporiipo'sed by, immersing ih / •> /'b ’ /'• : / j  -• -7;
//; 7"'.. ■ '7 gjhe, double-CQhterhd :7;g, ;a-[ d i s s o l v e ] t h q n ^ t h e ;  f 7
relative product of 1 iv\ [gT] 1 and Tg,a £_sj 1 (where’ 
l] 1 : stands ,ior '|be decomposed by i miner sing in] 1 -  
'.[have . .. decomposed by immersing ... in it self J * and ,
* f stands for make liquid]] ' = [be made liquid ‘
hyj . , i-g g''vgc gg'gj.g-; ''' "
The remaining two configurations(fg,a fdissolvel * :
: " in g .v- .. f-"i '" ■' ■
and 1 a,g ^dissolve] f ) are radically different from the two 
discussed above:, Though the,-relations £sj , £sj' , [ 3!j
and p i  are'expressed in these configurations too, none 
of them-can be desbi[ibed as the relative product of two of.
these four relations. , rg ra,:'. fdissolvel * consists of two
„ ^  • ■' ill ' '■ ‘ r. ‘ •
relations, Ag,a^-^Sj-' : aiicl fg, j j i , [_0?3 f • ^  is not the
relative product.-of *£ S J V and • [T] • , sinee the second co­
ordinate of [£] is not identical with the first coordinate, 
of [ t] ' , nor is the second coordinate of [t] identical 
with, the first‘coordinate of * £§] A. ' On-the other-hand, 
the, first coordinate of 1 Cl1] 1 is identical with the first 
coordinate of * J[s] *. :a,g^Jdissolve] * is the mirror image
of *g, a Fdissolvel *. It is. the. produetv (though not the
i n  - *- J  ••W
relative
t J" *, .of which the : second noordinates are identical;, but g 
the second coordinategof no. one , of them is identical with 
the first coordinate of -the .other.' ; / - - - ■ ' :
Configurations such as jrdissolve] * and a^ g; • *
^dissolve*] ’ (hon-relatite-prbducts) are distinguished by ■ 
the fact that one'andnonly one of the two relations expressed 
by them is -the converse of the original relation.
product) of two relations: 'a,g ]^sj * , and^ ip,
, f " V g ■’ . ‘ . v‘ ' ’. ' ; „ ‘ 81
10.: formation rules.
g B.P.s (or rather classes, or types of B.P.S, (cf.1.6.12) 
are realised by actual formations.(surface structures).
The formations are derived from the B.P.-types by a set of 
formation .rulep , which introduce such grammatical features;,
g  .■ ■ 1 ■ i q  .
as sequential order, obligatory empty morphs .("dummy" ■ ;
morphs),; morphs representing grammatical categories such
as Aktionsar.t etc. If a B.P.-type or any element in it has
twogor more' alternative realizations the formation rules
: specifygthe environments of each realization (unless the
distribution "of the realizations is free).
Since formation rules play hardly any role in this
' the'sisv,-here is no need to. go further into this matter here.
, . Some questionj concerning formation rules will be
discussed in note 21. .
11. gg/Constituent structure of B.P.s and formations *
. Consider the, following conflated B.P.s:
. •! • • ’{*] V. The variables group into the ordered >
f ''-/ri/V'y' -• ■■ ' ' '■ ' ■' .. ■
pairsgtxyy1 -and fz,xf merely, by virtue of the fact that the 
’predicator imposes this structure on them. The members 
of each pair of variables may be said to be related to each 
bthergnot directly but through.the predicator. " ThUs, fx’
"is... "directly-..related* to,- a .feature *; ex1, implied by the : 
/predicator ind V ^  * is directly related to 'y1.: fzf <
is. hirectly related ;to a feature ' ff 1 implied by the 
predicator and * £> * is directly related to *x* , (the 
predicator.is the relative product of * ^  * and 1  ^ 1).
The immediate constituents of the relation *x,y £r] * are 
then •x' , ' [r] . fx [r] • . * [r], f, 'y * [R]y *
and *x [e] y ' = gig IX] )y’ = 'x([R]y )'. (the
double:cutting resulting from this principle of associativity; 
should not be interpreted as•constructional ambiguity,)
This can be presented visually in the diagram
X;,:
if--*
X R y = (x [r] ) .y . - x ( [ r] y)
Lr]x  y  
M  y
y ;i: , gi-g j . g :/g. . . ;
Such a diagram is however redundant, since it does not add 
-any: informatipngto what is already included in the formula 
»,20;;;-Sinceg*x,y £r], ' is properly included in 
fx,x Eh] the-"immediate constituent analysis of the latter
• ’ y . .
includes that of the former. The .immediate constituents of
y':'A'AgyyyAAAA.^ A.i ' y;V y  A: . 8b
vy[g-iy.yy Notice that since, *zV and *y* are not the coordinates
• , of.the /'same. relation, Vz [r] 1 and 1 jjR] y* cannot’ be
: ,; / -immediate-conptithents. They are, related to bach other —
/ ,;- ;v/indirectlyy through the whole B.P., in other words, through
. the r.eia't"lveg'pr odiict. of the two relations specified by the 
• yg '“Bi'Ey (cf. .the .example below and the discussion following it).
//• /Now,:' in any formation which realizes an instantiation,
.['of .'the, above B.P. , the predicator and the values, of the |
.-■ variables preserve this constituent structure.'
: " ; . ■ Let ’ Us- illustrate this by an example:; The under- |
y  lying /BiP;V-and instant iation of the; sentence *The throwing ././ g
of the . stones’into the. river by the children went on' is . j
Example -E: / 1. *n j^go on] Q * y 4
( 2 1 g hgO jA^^^llno [A0 onl o (U.I. A  * /yg..g. y  ■' - if - if, g" ■ ■ !r ■-< -g g - * * g
g. g . 3. The oliildrer.2i no the stones ^  [throw] lro the
fg . /g j~go. on] Q (U.I. in 2). • f
/ g /g. ,./: g .1- (Categories such; as tense, gender, number etc . are .h i
. f i f  ignOrbd/or left UndiscUSsed here),. : 1
ifgiffg g ,.g;By: a ■'series/of formation, rules, the follovying ,4
.formation, is obtaihed. . (The terms are manipulated by the for- f g g 
g mation rule.s:ltogether ’ with their subscripts)! i i
if; ' -8/ Example P: ,/ g i---- .- ,, ■ ' ’ - i. 'f' ' . if |
y  g. ;g If 4i; 'The/ throwing y  of the stones into the river A. . /'
"A' f A  A  A  / l.no f 2lino • . 2ifno . - /-..;
;h g  ' :h. /' / f i  ' i  ’ 2 1  ",v g i by the. children^^went. onQf
fg.fi g ■ . The fat ter f ormat i on exactly reflects the, constituent g g
gg • -str uc t ur e of the t erminal ins t ant iation. What the formation
fails to exhibit is the structure imposed-by the special i
arrangement off 'thb variables, in the ;B.P. in Example. E.X - 
./(namely./la*,n') .44//tAs,: however, does not pose a great 
'pract':i.dai’.-^ Aflieuity .since, the structure, can be , .
deducedj-./aAllcast- in most cases: ' Many restrictions are 
;imppsediGh'theyariabies with respect to their freedom to .
pair .‘off as ^ coordinates of ^relationsfor instance 1 a*
\i; A'Vfi' A/lf hb y  i 4 ,■ ./:; \ .i" . ' *n* or,. , . - ;
arid: 'Va,Vg;will nearly always -pair off with/'gV,. almost never 
with any, other variable. 'b* will pair off with.'bt1 and
thevlatAr/with- .etc , . The arrangement of the variables.'
in the B. P. -will-.be deduclble, .given the formation with the 
subscripts and a set .of. rules, listing these restrictions.
■In our format ioniabove the arrangement: * a, n* -/wi-li be deducible
A. A f  . ( A A  ' 41 4- ' 4. ' y
givenvfhe/general,:rule ,fhat 'a* usually pairs off with ’.n1 . .;
or ’ g’ as second coordinate unless the' relation is the con-.
verse/ofVf {/R^V A A  which/case bn* or fg* is the first co- .
ordinate/ -(apr.edicator 1 JA] *, representing the Converse, of
V s h o u l d  in each formation'be; marked for' the fact that
It iiS:.Vthe . converse . of; a relation) . i. .. ; :
The immediate constituents.in example P willbbe:
:S  A A A /first, out;;:' (go onQ) ( All the rest ) .
• ■ . - //Second but: Oh, this level, there is a multiple
choiceof cuttfhgs,; --(This is not to be confused with con-
st Actional ambiguity). The reason for this is the fact that
alAthe: terms on .this lev el: are values of a single predicat or
(/throw V) and all were obtained by the' same order of
application of U.I. (as is- indicated by; the fact that all but
,the4 predicator throw h itself * carry, the same numerical
/subscript^ namely- ’21. Now, since all relations "go through" ..
/theepredicator/ and. the- principle Of associativity
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(!,Xv^rJ y*. = (x ;[r ] , vr)y* = fx( £'Rj'■ y'|.f etc.) applies, all 
poa&iblei,. cutting's..on-ybhis lever will be" correct',-’ except! . .
i) Qhti.ings wMohtwilir yiei4 pairs-''of constituents' of which ; 
\Tile. throwing^,?7 is not a member. The following two pairs,, 
for instaiice, aie -exGluded: * ((of. the stones2nno) (into the-
fiver2 it no)) >, and ■.1 ( (into the; river2 ^  nc»)'{l6y- the children
ii) The constituent '((.the throwing^no) (by the children9a-'^ -^)
(info '^ thB.-.riV'erg no')% - sinc.e f a ?, and.,; * y* ’ are not 
directly related as first. and: second coordinate of ‘[throw]
in the instantiation. *a,n •ow$ Ino * ■ t
7 ; The same-principles of immediate constituent analysis
apply to optional -elements' joining the .B/i?, and present in 
formations,: since the application ‘of E . 3. by which such -elemente’ 
areVintroduced,yhas the effect of turning a term in the ;
original ,B.P. into a value of a •.variable in-the adjunct B;P.
. ■. let us illustrat e this by an _example:. The B.P.
instantiation no.-' vihiv. in Example O f is the underlying
configuration of.the formationVThe^^l extrenielyno
2  1  ' . ' y  : . . ... 7  , - -  . , 7
fa-t0£-‘-young y2V ,dahce'0 .l (since .•■the* is separated
from ’lady* the series of -subscripts,, ’ Inox • , was attached- 
to each of■these two expressions separately.) The immediate • 
.constituent analysis of the.formation is given by the sub­
scripts- .and : numbers, accompanying the terms. The analysis 
is presented, in, the following diagram:- • ' , ,
extremely fat yoUngd Vthe lady dance
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The iniehpf,etaiion-fbf -the ..subscripts and-, numbers which yields.;
• this analysis, is- asV"'follows: First 'dance* - is separated ;
' the ' .rest,: bince -at is the initial predicator. 'The
: lady' pairs' off with .1 young' since the former- is a value of 
1:the ';^ ariabiei.i'x.l;-;of"'the predicator 'young* . *. fat ' pairs
: .off yvi,th-‘.*,©xthernel-y>'r_-sihe.e the former is a value- of the variable 
' z *lbf the;'predichtprv;'-; extreme1* ,. As ' fat ' was an -
initial B.B. at-- -the,' timefit was made by. E.S. a value of 'z'-l*,. -
in ,!.z - [extresnef; {as;ii:iasked by -' -fat--'' being :immediately ;
b followed .by^ld*), "it cannot be regarded as an. independent 
; ’'IcQastituentf-withv rega^ ci,-to ‘any 'part of the formation but :
7 ex.tr eiii el ynol..-i ' Extremely-fat-pairs 'of f with 'young the f
lady' sinc.e.; ' vyoung , (having "aiready" been an adjunct - 
'fori'the^  lady*, is a value,. of the variable *y* of the variable 
fi ' z * of the: predicator;fat .') (the,flatter having "•alreacty.*1 
beenvafheadowith 'exta^ ne ’ as an.adjunct).^
: flPv-li.P.,Types-:and sub-types.. ' 7 .
■ \ 7  Most/: formation ruies. apply not to a. single B.P. but
v t oclasses /of ,B.PiS:with the•same or similar form. . A class. ;
• of B.P.s with the same form,, or, as it will be called, a 
B.Pi>type, may be-viewed as a .B.P.-like expression in which 
■the place: of fhe;lpre die at 0 r ii b. Occupied by a: variable, whose - 
values., are all., the- predicators. that can be substituted in 
.1 this ;piacei;With; individual'B.P.s' as the, result Thus the 
B.P.-type, to^ which. belong,- f or instancethe • B.P. s *x,y: ' . .
- x , y ; * ....  ,.x,y: x »y [_Rn],; wil1 dave
-? the/fbrmi'R:?.,/ix.jyi x,y £uf] )*, which reads: For any
arbitrary predicator 1 W  1 (within a certain predetermined 
range) *x,y: x,y is' U-’B.P. U.T. can.;be applied to
in the same manner as to any other variable. I- -
’Some format ion,rules . apply to - all :the B.P.s in a - \ 
B.P. type. Some, others— •. tp: specific subtypes^ (specific. sub­
classes of predicators). Rules of the latter kind ..presuppose
a classification of V £R-3 1 info subtypes ( |jRij , ^Riij....
jpn] CUT £r£ '. Then thelules'apply to 4feii - (x,y:x,y £pi] •)•’,• '
1 Rii:(x, y :x, y J^ RiiJ )' ..... * Rn: (x,y:x,y £riiJ ) •,‘ etc.
The values of variable si such as *x,y ... 1 are 
usually BVP.-types rather than'..individual-B.P.s. Some B.P.s 
*R; (1:be £r J) * , then, will yield, after application of U.I.
to ’x', ./'R: PB:-. ' (a/g [s]1xo) :[r ] Q ))• .
Now the’I.0. analysis of the B.P.f and some forma­
tion rules applying to it, is completely indifferent as to the : 
question whether U.I. has. or has not been applied to * 1
and ’ E d  and ifit has, in what ‘ o r d e r , The main bearings . 
of this question is . on: the semantic interpretation. A B.P.
, such as.the abovelcannot be interpreted before U.Iv has been 
applied both to * Band to: T £ .3J * simultaneously (and,
. by implication, before U. I..- has/been applied. 16 ’a1, 'g*). '
Suppose one of the-values. 61,-. * £ rJ ’ f isy the predicator 
* instantaneous* and one of. the values of * £sj ' is tbs 
predicator 'snatch*. The above B.P. has. then the instantiation 
*a,g [^snatch] [instantanepusj; ^ * . U . IX can then be 
applied to *a*. and 'g*-, yielding, for Instance 1*John' and 
'the cake*, respectively. ;Amdrig the sentences, derived from 
these instantiations one will, find •'John snatch(ed) He cake . 
instantaneously' and 'the snatching of the cake1by John (was)
instantaneous'^ , Instantiation (S: ■ ^°dh^axo
the cake:' ^ gx6 L o 1 * where U.I. has been
: ■ applied, to * £ R3 * ^ ut n 0 r t o * f S J * be submitted for semantic 
1 int e r pr e tat ions.- Thi s would,.-make... possible the interpretation 
'The. action designated by' any /of the predicators in the 
I . range of ' JV?j.h (l^ J/Vi'nstahtaheous'1 , which is clearly-, ‘ ' .
wrong, .sinee th.e.Irahge.of ■.?'-£ Sj * would include such,pre­
die afor's;ai^ 'prepare* etc., to whic.h the predicator
,/... * instantaneous* ' cannot be. applied, *.
13'. Rulesi; applying,,to', individual .B.P. s ,
w-'7'!v- •. There/.are rCil es which apply to- individual B.P.s
Aonly. ■ In. most/Cases.-of tis .sort' the B.P. . in question is 
exceptional not in the. sense that certain formation rules p
I 'apply to itohly/and; to no . other B.P. in the description,
- but rather in the. sense,''that certain rules apply to no:B.P. 
•.•■;.:;ih.'the. typeito which, the B.P. in question belongs'1 but do apply 
to B.P.s of other, types.. ■
1.;,Consider ; the rule R (x,y :x,y£Rj R ( x , y :x|^ R]'"y)
• (the Irhlepintroduces sequential order into the. B.P.-type 1. -
The symbol 'I-' * denotes the sequence). Let the B.P. ,./
. f1 'x,yx,y:..^Rl]//* be an' individUal value of *R(x,yx,y£Rj-' ). ' ■ 
v‘" '-NoW. suppose'the; aboye- rule does not apply to 1 x ,y:x>y.^ Rlj * . 1
-1 Phsfead;,. fbe rule *x, y: * x,y[R^-.-^ x,y: xly'jRlj 'applies. .1
;,i;.Now:,./suppose there- ista-vfule ' *S;(l,mi.-l,m[s] ) ,— > S,l,m: , 1
- “ V..w Then Ix:,y.i'xyy j^ l] * , which belongs to type 1
/ IV ] / R | ibof-^ Ifrbm/the* .viewpoint of its form and from the' , -
1 viewpointlof. most,formation rules applying to it, undergoes 1 •
a certain/particular formation rule which does not apply to 
/thev r/est' of the, B.P.s. in type .* £r ] 1 but does, apply to J).P.s 
of type * £s] *. ■
' i , It is perhaps, advisable to mark the above fact 
explicitly by - adding a special .symbol.- to 'x,y:x,y [HI] • . ,
For instance/.we ban add the symbol 'si* to the left hand side 
of 1 [_RlJ f, thus obtaining fx,y-: x,y s^[Rl] ' , where 1 si' 
marks the fact that., rule no. i for B.P.s of type 1 [_sj 1
- applies t o ■1x,y sa ' M ' and that any rule applying to type
' * :which. is in conflict, with 'si* is invalid.
14. Notes. //'■’■« ' * . ,-
1. *.;The .converse applies too, that is, every lexico- 
syntactic complete expression is a B.P..
■2 ./‘Such lexical-grammatical categories are to. be - distinguished 
/; from purely grammatical categories such as tense' and 
: aspect \(cf. • 113:.i3.0 - The latter are not included in 
the predicatoi,,\;but may, 'in certain circumstances be 
V-superimposed on the whole B.P. without constituting/an . / 
integral part of.the latter. Grammatical.categories- 
lack, mCst/.,of the characteristics of lexical-grammatical 
categories of the predicator. Tense, for instance,is 
not. presupposed by the • stem lexeme and-.does not presuppose 
stems* of a; definite class (all roots which can .serve as 
• predicatpfs .can occur, with'any. tense) . -
1 Since deictic categories such as tense and aspects
do not constitute an integral part of the B.P., the 
/, . questionlarises in-what way they are to be introduced. No.
. definitive^ answer will ibe ’attempted here, (especially as.
quest ions concerning te'nsn and' aspect are- outside the scope - 
o f . this'..thesis),- hut .some, of the difficulties involved .  ^. - - 
will he, pointed, out •. . / - 1 . . ■ >7
.77 It iwili-' b.einoted..,that this--.question involves not; 1.;v 1-'
just tenseaspect and the..like, but a much larger range 7
.of linguistic 'entities. What' I have in:mind■ is entities 
whose reference..varies .according to the speaker, the time 7 1
ahd place of utterance^ etc ..,ve.g. , the verbs 'come* and ,;'go'y/-;f  
whose correct,use depends ohlthe position-of the speaker at 7. '
'the time of . speaking relatively to.vthe-hearbr etc. (cf. . 
Fillmore,' 1966a), .most pronouhsy. adverbials such as 'here'., i 
':ihere;*y, 'yesterday*, /'tomorrow.* and-so onl' These, are I /
what Bar Hillel (195,4) Icalls:-'* Indexical Expressions'.. ’ 717.71
According to him an expression,;of -'this- kind/,is characterized ! 
by the fact that i .. . not all,: its ; tokens, have thepsame 7 ;- 7 " 1 
referehce... ^ 1 * 7 Theref o r e i  the abstraction from the , ;7l
pragmatic'Context which' is precisely the step;takenfrom 1 I = 
descriptive-pragmatics- to descriptive semantics ...* ;!
cannot - take place when an 'ihdexical. .expression is 'concerned."
!I propose,1 proceeds Bar. HilleL, 'not to assign'reference' - 
and truth to sentence-token "y.7: /such as *-1'am, hungry* ... 
but only. tp a.-sentence-token-in^a-certain-context, i.e. 
to the/ordered pair consisting -,of the sentence-token and. •’/ 
its pragmatic/;/.> . ,. coiif/exi* (p..365) . , In,.order for 7 .
'.a; /sentence.'sueh as 'I am hungry1 ,to be assIgned a unique - - •'v , 
reference, = it; must, according,: to iHar Hillel,.. be first , 1.
replaced by /a-/sentence/f rom .which all the in lexical ' . _ y,.'7y
elements have: been /eliminated-and of which the . pragmatic ;
context is. fully and .precisely/, stated. E.g1. : 'Tom Brown'/ 
is1 huhgry1on. January'Isf, ,i$)51> at: nine; o 'clock', in the ' 7
morning* (Even this, according to Bar Hillel is not' '
sufficiently precise.) . ’ /I; , i-'; ,
Now, one would, suppo'se (as indeed has been supposed 
'.fey -most'-transformationaf is/ts), that basic' syntactic : ' ;
.structures should be uniquely'interpretable on the seman-. 
tie level.- If, for instance, 'A is a widow* logically"-, . 
Implied both * A* is-a-woman - who lost her husband* and * A? 
is not a woman who lost her husband’, one would,come to r 
the conclusion.'that *A , is -,a widow* does not; represent a. 
single .basic sentence' /in/Ehglisb. But, as Bar Hillel . , ,.
pointed out, no indexicallsentenc'e is uniquely interpr et- . 
able on the semantic, leypl. 'For/example, .’.'Napoleon died* • 
does not,, strictiy speaking,-Tbgically imply ’Napoleon 
ceased to live* , because,--'thel latter may have been uttered 
before.Napoleon'died.•and the former after he .died. In 
other words,'/the''-'letter"'may be synthetically false, and the 
former synthetically true; In'-order for ’Napoleon .died* 
tor'.be. uniquely interpret able on the semantic level.it is 
to be replaced by"a.non-ihdexical expression giving the 
exact date and;time of Napoleon*s death, e.g. 'Napoleon 
died, 5*49 p.m., May 5, 1821* , (the latter does logically 
imply ’Napoleon Cease to'; live,.. 5.49 p.m., May 5yl 18-21 *).
Are then all basic- syntactic structures underlying,sen­
te noes with tense" and other ^ indexical e 1 ements . to inc 1 ude 
expressions such as *'5149 p.m., May 5, 1821 ■* ? . Obviously . • 
not, otherwise any-two■sentence-tokens, if uttered in two- 
distinct -pragmatic contexts, would be assigned-to two 
different basic- structures,. This would be ludicrous of 
course.■ Furthermore, one would expect the grammar to •
>..include; -realization’ rules, "turning basic1 structures into . r "7
■ -actual^sentences-V .f ls it. possible at all to give realiza- j
'A/.;; , tion~rules;-which/would turn ’Napoleon die, .5*49 p.m. * • |
"May; 5, 18211 'into;.' ’Napoleon died’? ■ . ' , ' .1
Another possibleA suggestion-with regard to the ,j
question how indexical elements are to be introduced into . j
77 basic syntactic structures, might be the ‘followings. Since . j
’the f unc tion of,the past-hiSt o ric•t ense is to indie at e " 7 / |
that whatever 'is/related- by the sentence in question (or,/ ' j
•■/.■ in most/cases>' ,by/the, main clause, Of. above) had taken X-,.- : j
. place before the sentence was uttered by the speaker, the
S v7 .7/basic./structUres. should-include information to that, effect, , v 1
/ 1 E .g. the basic structure of- ’Napoleon died*, would take j
7 /"- 7 roughiyA/bhe; following; form:. " ’ Napoleon die ’ before I ,/ j
/ 7/(b7 'the A bnelwho/Uttered; this token*) uttered this token. " 7  :|
• . ,;,HoweverV7fhis7would- again.beg the question, since the 7
7 ' /above... expression includes at least two indexic al expressions r .1 
■ i’l/*;/or- / ’.this '/llahd past tense). . 1/-' ' '/ : |
/.37/7A 'Notice,. .that;/in'nome-/cases the property, designated /, • , |
by the predie ^ t ox is included in the meaning of a name or A|
. a.pre die at or. m  r h e f ormer ’ s: argument. E.g., the property 7 /J
of, roindnesS'is included in the meaning of the name ’The 
' A - . //circle’ 7, .whichlis/a member of, the range of ’x ’ in ’x • 7,7
7 /Inbound] *17. In these cases, the-predicator in. question, . 1. 7 /
‘*/.''/17/and'•.the/-name./Aoivpr ed'icat or in. its argument, constitute 
77/;/together A a. taut ologo us (analytic) proposition. 7  ;.
/Chomsky 1964-41: 'X . .Each major category has 
associated with It a ndesignated, element'1 as- a member.
This designated',element /may actually be realized, (e.g.
’itV, for abstract nouns, .’some (one, thing)1 , ; or it may *. / 
be abstract ;j(.ndummy/'elemeht”)•. • 'It is this, designated , 
representative of- the/category;/that-, must appear in the- 
underlying strings fon/thqse tran.sf ormatibns that; do not 
preserve, in the transf orm, .a, spec if icat ion /of the.. act ual., /■ 
.terminal; representative, of/ the category in question. In 
.other words, a-transformation, can; delete an element only 
ifr this: element is the • .designat ed;/representative of , a 
.category or if the structural Condition that defines- the 
transformation states-that /the deleted element is struc- -
turaily identical, to another element/-of the transformed /
• string/. A deleted; element is therefore always recoverable:." 
.Chomsky;* s/ .^designated,representative of a, category" seems. 7 
..toI’beA'an- element -that functions like an indefinite pro-/ 
noun. . In the /irainewori/ of, our notation such ." designated 
.representative^’ would;/be '.an unspecified value .of a variable.' 
Etd. - instead-of . ref erring to a- specific value of 's’
/(say ,’Napoleon1 ) in *:s7jdie~j ’ one.may refer to an 
unspecified value -’n’/'uhder 's'/. ;’n’ • will, function like
anlindef inite 'pronoun-dnd will" be the designated rep- 7 
re sent at lye. of . ’s/i* - -I'- 1, /
a < . ./ lit/will be /noted, that deletion isrpermitted in 5 
other/ conditions, besides .those mentibned/by Chomsky. The 
deletion; of/an uninstantiated variable, (i.e. a quantified 
variable to which F..I ./’.has-.?no.t be.en: applied), for 
/instance,- has-'Hothi-ng-v.tp-' do, with la designated r.epr-e sent at i v e'
of a>;category, nor with,an element that is , structurally 
identical to another element,-and yet its rec o'verabilityi 
is guaranteed. E.G. In, the B.P;: A- instantiation. . "1 Al:
*g: John, g:*£see], * -the’ variable together'y i i t h  its ' ;
antecedent ’g:’ (.that is, the,-i!universal, quantifier"
’for any ’g’ *, or ’for ever^ / *g’; *,) can in. some formations ; 
be deleted. However// these elements are recoverable,1 
since they are present in' the B.P. ’
a * In our : example;, the fact' that, *g* has not . been 
instantiated, imposes on the. set eric e the interpretation /A 
'for anything-which canVb'e seen John can•see it'.
■. It will be .observed, ■ however, that in certain cases - 
of deletion the notational device proposed above will yA 
impose-a wrong interpretation. E.G., the sentence ’John' 
is very ’ old, .-/but he still can see,1 . does not imply, it7  
seems, that John can see anything .which can be seen but 
that hej;c-an .see. some things. ';/Wheh;,;such/elements as the 
latter are concerned., the: deleted elements will probably 
be not tbe variable and the-universal quantifier, but the. 
variable and the “existential quantifier"(which will 
be represented by-'lthe: symbol ’-3*. Thus: ’3 g :  John, g . /•;
[see] * will read:, ’for at least one thing g, John 
(can) see-g*-. The existential /quantifier should not be 
confused with a designated representative of a category.
The latter, consists oin each case,of exactly one value 
of a variable (though an unspecified one). The former - 
with at least. one -. - 1 . .
, 1 . :Our , notion of "’Predicator ’A/bears some -similarity to,// 
but is not identical with, the’ notion of Verb in Categorical
' ■" ' . £  X  ^  ' 7  7 ' : - • : ■ / ' I ' X l :  7  . 9 5  '
■Grammar. ■ In the latter theory verbs are defined.as . ’
.."elements which combine with nodns. to,:f'6ivn.:sentences,r- 
(Ajduk.iewicz 1935; ‘*~ 'Bar'''Hillel’;.’i964.|;':'-'62 ff; /.Lyons /. A
,1968': 227,). Sentences and nouhs in categorical grammars ■■AXy//.
are taken as fundament alp- or ; primitive',- grammatical 7 7 7 7 7
. categories. Verfes are • derived.•’ , In our. terminology B.P./, A /// 
.is a f undhmental category. - Each-Predicator: is aifinte— . A -' Al 
,.. gral part of a^B.!1., therefore fundamental. as well. . 'A yy/y/A 
Names are. derived. . ' - y  . 'ey ; A./AX//////
The terms * name V'and; ’predicator’ are Used by Lyons,. A/y/j 
(1966: 213 ff.; .196.8:. 3’37 f) in" a way which, is somewhat A' <. .7 ::q 
■ similar to, but/again not, identical with tlie way they ■ / . . . y , 
..are used/here* Like ..in .• cat ego rial grammar ,/ the def inition7.yy 
of a name, according to Lyons, takes precedence ■over- the \ 1 / 1  
.definition of -adprediodtori’ahduOther'Categories., / The ; y  7; 
reason, for .this /seems to .lie- in the fact that Lyons' A.. ; ;/,, yt
def iniiion-of names and predicators . is"based ,/on the .iradi-- 7 7 / A 
tional notional distinction between '"par.iiC.ular terms" 1 ,y/
a (names), and I1 universal termsn' (prediebf or.s) v '7/7 ,/■ 7,/'A;
7 Ay . ihe.--distinction is derived,' in Lybhs’. view,: either / /yA/AX
/from the-’Aristotelian; doctrine qf;ihe./categories of’sUb-fx' 
stance and propert-ies,/where subsfahce is .regarded . as . ./A A
, essential";.and, properties A'(predioate.s) as .-laccidental. !■' ; /
A /or-/from1 ourf'recoghition/Ain-the"perceptual/worldv of -. a: ‘
• '•*'-number; of disci e te,7./temp or ally, enduring. "entities’T, 'the -...
terms denoting...which ;fOrmAthe XhardA c ore 'of the. - clash of, y  u,7-: 
X nouns. /, . ■ 7  ' A/: ’ /,•.■ yA7//' ;/ , , X;,Xy A/,„-;/■'/./— ./ - yXy/A.y
: / - Our. distinction ‘of ...names/bhdA-predicators/also /corf esy A? AA
. • pondsAfo .'-the.; traditional notions//of: partic ular . and * . .
A ;/general terms,.. Howev er, it re St s neit her.. on the : y/ !’• A ..'11 
X 'A ArIsfot eliah doctr ine, nor ; on any: dpMmontsense'hffltionallsm.' A X- 
-;/ i/ r ‘It; is.;based on modern logic 1 sginsighty, that every predicate / A'
.. , 1 ^ expression determines a :class /(the, extension of the predi- 7 - 
■• . A . ; X7ate) .;A A7he'Asame, .class may Abe , deflnddvby-a number of i-A-//. Ay-7 
: • A/;7AAdiff epehf predicate' expressibns,Xbut'Vail: the''classes - / 7 7 7  .X:7 
A .I; determined by the same-lpredicate-expfessions/are identical. '
> . 'According to this view,/names ,^ Apre:dichtors and B.P.S can ' yyy 
X /yy’ yhe/regarded/ as .,formal" objects,, which'do nof'require for l."x 77">.j 
A X /, their definit-ion any/referehtiai .or. c htextttal-situational A '-71.\ 
7  ., 7  / ymat.erial (providing a . clear, distinction!is- made'betWeehy. 7 y  . A 
. >;q:A;;. a ifxpressiohs and things or. properties designated by them). / ;
A7y/7yyy 5 ’ Theq'vlew; that it would be desirable/to. eliminate - /'X/A- A'7] 
7* . X ‘7  so.far as basic Syntactic structures are concerned./- 7x;-/'-A;7
1 -X A the diff erentiation between c ertain 'categories/ which occur x y/j 
7-"/ 'X-qln .the "predicate posit Ion ■ is. shared’ by ^ virtually all  ^X X';, 1
• /-XxAXA-^eo-Jransforma,tibnaiists. ’ They Xare;;at variance only with
., A>A: .'regard.-to the number --of distinct ions that, should be/;. A 
/ /' eliminated. /.My notion;of 'predicator 1 represents the A .
" A;A A -bxfrme Aview, according: to which all' the distinctions 
7  / Ab e tw e en pr e die at e-o ategori e-s are/eiiminat ed. The question 7 A 
. X ;how Athese.-: distinctibns are- restored,by' formation rules Awill/ -y, A 
■/, be taken up briefly Iniinote 21. . ,7 ,X/ 7 ; " ‘ - A:- /, X ’ ' /
777- 7 One has! tb/distinguish/betweenAsIngUlar terms such Xy-ny
as /Hyde . Par7,G.orher/oh the one hand,' and; proper'nouns, A y ' 7 X/
y . ■ 7  comriioh no,(77with/determinants and pronouns on y  ' VX.77;
/; •/' /- the other 7ahdyy y X fheAlatter, 'but .not; the former, . . 7-
x : : A are/’Indexical' (ef '.,;note’ 3) .h- The nameX'Fohn1 A ■: A >.,.7
;"yyy ' in the sehtehcey'jo;hn is,.nungryV/is* no name. at all (in 7' A/AX;- 
,7 yy. /..other words7 if has, no interpretation)- unless/uttered,with X y 7  
y :, - ! ■ / ; ref Srence t;C a.- specif ic John ,at a,.,specif i.c /• place and time . 7/
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-and it may; be., a.different name,, (that is, have a- - : •
different interpretation) in, each distinct token of the , 
Sentence,- The: name applies,to ’the man*, ’this’, * He' .
etc, <  ^ ■ . ‘
In the context of this thesis pronouns,; proper names 
and.commonlnouns with.determiners will be taken as namesy 
and the question how this is accounted for theoretically 
will be left open; . .
Most singular' terms ..can sometimes be .used as 
. common nouns. E.G-; : It wasa|diff erent Hyde -Park- Corner 
that afternoon.’ It is -doubtful.whether names in such 
use.can.be.taken to be pr e die at or s, sine e, unlike other 
common nouns they do not subsume a class of names or 
.B.P.s: One would hot say, for-instance' ’* This" place is
...a Hide Park Corner’ as . one says: ’This place is'a park’. , 
Mass:nounslean be classified both with names and with 
predicators.- E.g. ’furniture* is'a predicator. in the sen­
tence: :; ’The/stuff .in the other, room is furniture’ and a 
name in the sentence. ’Furniture is an expensive commodity1,
- ’(Of. Quine 1964: 91 ff). 1 ' - -
Lyons suggested to distinguish.between first order'
. (Substantival)r 'nominals, and' second order (non-substan- 
tival) notiihals' '(19,68r 347 ,ff) .: The latter, but not .the 
former, occur-in copula.sentences with time adverbial as 
■-• the predicate: >’The demonstration was on Sunday* vs. ’The
dog was on Sunday’ . . ■ Nouns :,such as ’ (a) talk* are second 
-older nominals.,'ft' seems that all second order nominal s 
/are predicators (at least when they do not occur with 
definite determiners),Abut some first, order nominals can 
be predicators as, well. ,/ /‘ ...
The use of the term ’contradiction’ here needs 
clarification.What is meant by it in this connection 
is hot a factual (synthetic, extensions!) contradiction,■ 
but a logical (analytic, intensional) contradiction.
E.G. ’My son is as tall as the Eiffel Tower.’ is a false . 
'statement, but .still an English-one I But .’Every. English •; 
ambiguity loves hard' boiled eggs' will.be ruled'out . as an 
'English sentence, even by many philosophers, /Bazell ; 
(1962: 941) argued that the deviation in sentences of-the. 
latter kind ’is in a;sense language-neutral, since.the• 
translation ,of ■ a., non-gramma tidal sentence, into, another , lan- 
,. guage will also be a' non-grammatical sentence’, ("Non-. ' ,
■grammatical" is the, .term Baseil .suggests to apply to. such , 
sentences).:.; ' , ,.;'■.
There dre, however,, cases in which it is not so easy, 
to determine whether'the c o nt r ad i c. t i on is due to logical 
nonsense or to factual incornpat.ibi 1 ity, e.g. ’The table is. 
walking’ in a situation in which a child plays' the;role :of 
a table as a part of a game with his. friend's,", Sincefit, ’is 
the function of a table that is' a - part of the' intension' 
of ’table*y not' the material of which it is. made, there' •' 
seems to be no logical contradiction-here, just factual 
incompatibility (it. is- odd for what is usually referred 
■to as ’table* to walk). On the other hand one. might argue 
that the intension of ’table* /..includes■ not 'just the 
function, . but also the requirement that it. be made of -.some 
’ inanimate stuff, .and also that.its tablehood be its chief 
function, not jqst a role that it assumes for a, w h i l e ,
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7. Here Russell ’ s theory of* logical types is relevant.
(Of. Russell 1908j Whitehead■and Russell 1910, intro-
: Auction to 1st ed., 'Chap. 2). Type-incompatibility is
essentially a semantic matter, but it is a feature so 
general that it can in effect be taken.as a part of syntax.
8. The B.P. underlying the latter is ’x [famousj ' .
The predicator * [vfamousj * excluoks from the range of 'x* 
all B.P.s, including ’y [beautifulj '. ’Beauty’ is an 
nominalization of the latter , B.P.. .(This is verified by
. the fact that sentences such .as ’Beauty is rare* are X' “
■ paraphrases or near, paraphrases' of e.g. ’for creatures or 
"things to be beautiful is rare* . By the way, ’Beauty* '
in ’Beauty in rare* is not.a realization of the uninstan­
tiated B.P. *y:y [Beautiful] ’. If it 'was-one, ’Beauty 
'is .rare’ would be.;■ paraphrased 'For any creature or thing 
to be beautiful is rare’ - which is not a correct para- ,
■ phrase of ’Beauty is rare*. Notice that the predicator-' 
■’rare’ can be' eliminated from;.'Beauty is rare’., . This/is X 
done by paraphrasing the latter as ’Few creatures or things, 
are, beautif ul.’1. . Both ’rare* and the universal, quantifier' . 
are replaced by’ .1 few* . ’Few’ • itself may be . regarded as
a quantifier-:(Instead ,of ’for any y, y [beautiful] ’ one-' 
has * for a few , y, y/ [Beautiful] ’ ). In’Beauty is rare’,, 
then, ’Beadty.’ is.no longer the,realization of ’y;y . 
[beautiful],*. ■ it becomes , aXrealization. of ’ For a: few 
y:y [beautiful] '* Xlx X.A X ;
The predicator ’ famous’ d-a the B.P. *x [famous*] ’ 
admits only names .to; the range- of its variable. -The X '
, latter can be substituted by - ’Venus’ , for instance:
’Venus (is) famous’ . • XX'y 7  - x, I// .., ' A . . ;
' C  1 : •■ n.ii' h,/ ' . loo h
a Now;iet us- examine i.whUt• happens one sib stituii.es. , -ah'S 
a- B.P., say 'y ^beauty] .',[ f o r . 'xi in *x JjfamousJ ', and - 
then_ sUbstit'utesya.. nam.e,- sayniVe'nUsi for '• y:*; in 'y . ■ / - <■
Jjjeauty] ' . . The result will be, the. Instantiat-ion *' Venus ’. 'Vvi
. Jbeaut^ Jlamous] . t underlying.; such sentences :;asr. 'Venus1 
. 'beauty, is famous1, .'i'lie 'beaty’of Ventis is-famous', 'It i I,
is famous that Venus-: is';beautiful', 'Venus is famous for it- ,
''her: beauty-'. ,,: e,fc, Though-*famoUs' excludes B.P. s from : > y
the range of , it.s variable, it .does not exclude; certain ; *
instantiations.; of 'B.P.s..' It is perhaps' true to say, that 
. from the; viewpoint' of the restrictions. imposed, by, a first- ' • 
.type pre die at or 'on, membership, in iis-ivariables' range . .
'B.P.s function-as firsf-type predicators, in that they f
f cannot be .substituted;- for: Certain ‘.of the initial; pre die a- ; ;1
tor' s variables', but■< some, instantiations 'of B.P.s function 
,.:.as .names, in that they cat be -substituted for certain ,of ' . ;
■. the initial:', pr.edic at or fs variables, 1 . ; - V
> .,y; Hot ice; that ^ optional ad jUnc is have no effect on 
■ • type^restrictibns.;. E-iG-._; .'Natural- beauty, that has not,., 
ribbon, artificiallyacquired,'; is. rare* , vs, ‘'Natural beauty* 
that has. nob been 'art if ieally, acquired* is famous' , . but ’ 1. 
IfVehUs* naturai:heaut^,' that;has not beenVartificially' ; - : ft 
acquired, •-is. ,famous' is acceptable.! ; ■ , ;.;/
; Some: predichtbrs designating a relation 'are/first- \ ;
- 'type in relation to one of the variables and'second type . ti
...i-n relation to the other .e.g.,, '.Sincerity frightens John'S1. .; , "'y
f9.y,t' ...In fact >* s^ell"] 1 is, a triadic relation, * i. e. a..’ • ’ ‘ f
relation with three arguments,, but it is possible' to’ if ; 
;regard it'also:, as an ordered set;, of two relations, t:i,-
rx,y ]fR] 1 and 'y,z j^s], •, .where each of the. symbols . . ,
and * [fl ' represents one of; a number■of possible
alternative pre die at e - expr e s si ons in English, ■ or, for . 
that matter, in an... artificial'language .designed to' be , "
used as a meta-language for describing. English. ; *' J^rJ f
may- be: interpretedy--for -instance, as •• Exchange for. 
money * and V £ . * aSd 1' be ’ obtained by, by paying 10 v.
a price , r. . Notice, .however, that 1 I>J arid 1 £sj T are
;not mutually .exclusive with regardsfto■theii meaning.
They necessarily share some .meaning features;(as is 
clearly seen from the inierpz'etations given; to them above).. 
' Sell ’ itself may be viewed as ;primarily a relation . 
between ':xf and. *z•“ and therefore 'as: a relative product • 
of 1 jyR] 1 und ' [8]' y . (There is a general rule in the cal­
culus of relations, . that the; relative product of two
relations . T {* ..a-hd 1 £sj; * (denoted by
is. a’ r elat ion- which h.olds between 1 x' and- ' z' if and, 
only "if there is *y' such that both 'x,y [\r] 1 and 
*.y,z [s] ' are asserted. ,
As mentioned above, the two relations . hold simul- ' 
taneousiy. In other words *y' must be identical " 
to ,itself In both; ■-"not only . in the pragmatic sense, as 
a man is identical to;lilnself. in two different places and 
times, but in the logical sense, i.e. identical in i
everything. ■ . >
fWhat looks like an alternative‘.assumption is to
regard the stem-lexeme in 1 x [_sliine] 1 and 'y,x . shine)' . 
as. identical and to attribute the difference between the 
;two to the different syntactic- constructions into-which, v
the stem lexemes 1 shine' fits'. In other words, to the 
difference' between 'x [ift] ,* and 'y,x £rJ ' ) . This 
latter' assumption is * in fact the commonly accepted one,
It will be observed, however,'thattthis is* not really '
:an .alternative assumption,'but Just an implication- o f . 
the former assumption. By stating that 'shine' in 
fy,x 'l^ shinej 'yhas a hertain -semanticb (intensions!)~ feature /
, (liamely., "active!'yor h'causatlvei") that, 'shine* in , • : :
'X ’[shinej ' lacks,-in other .words,’: by stating that ' shine-' //•- ■ 
does not have the same •meaning"in; both-;cases,;:''one neces- " - 
. sarily implies that, in the f ormer case .! shine' defines- - :
a- class- of. things;(mm extension), ; of yvhich the intensionUl / 
feature; in question in true ; (in otner -words,, a- class of . - * 
"actors" or.causers" ),. / Obey •cannot. attribute the differ-y " ; 
price between the two .uses of 'shine' fUst to., the different /h 
syntac tic cbhs.truc tions, Osinee-the- syntac tib.r diStinc tiOn 
presupposes-' the'* semantic bond vyi , y y;. fyy-y- - - ;
V /■ - The ■ semantic relation beiwebnhx, [phine]: *y and h/byy yyh
.' y,x j^ shinei shptild not be .viewed as essentially,; different/.
• from/'semantic' relations'.>su ch:;as ;between *x 1 nnj' and;. . ( ;b /
" x, £moveJ ' .' I^n both ' cases' the .meaning of the; flfst- ■ ty/''' 
exp'rbssion.-is'prqperly Included/wit hih it he; meaning of the / : ; 
.second.Expression. / Thefdifferehde- lies yjust; in the fact 
'thaty ihvt he-lat’t eii case -the ; ext ensibn "' x *. of ; ! move * properly 
'.includes. the;^ extlehbiohv'.,x' .pf/'rUnS whereas, in' the former 
case the extension /yl*/;defined, byethe * feature 'active' ,
'Which, is .a part of the' intension of the pre die at or '.shine' 
neither includes-' nor; is included; in the; extehsi-on 'x* .of y, 
the ,c ondit ional. h/This isvdue: f 6 the' fact’ that /unlike ; .
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:tx ^ movej ' , *y ,x jjshineJ * . expresses a relation.
■Notice/that-/the; diff erence between 'x [shihe^  * 
and *y,x [shine] 1 is not of the same nature as the
■ difference between, say, * foil sit * and * John tells you 
to sit’ . The:-_.latter does not involve any change in the 
meaning.(intension) of 1 sit1. It is a purely syntactic 
operation, in. which .a-syntactic pattern is embedded 
within- another. V syntac tic '-pattern. The verb 'tell' is - : , 
not a unique constant feature such as 1 active1 or 
-’causative1, but. a member of a class 'of verbs- (which. ■, 
includes -also ’ask’ * allow.V, lurgeetc . ), Nevertheless
,constructions such as ’y,x [shine] 1 have, often been 
,desc ribe d as a special case of embedding, as illustrated 
in the following tree diagram
' s' .u , - f-'" V.
■. n  p  ; ■ 1 u v i .■ \ v ' ; t ' ; . i f  f t - ;  t ;  .
■ /  t v. np ./ V ’ ' " . ' '
' / V
■ , ■ ■ John Cause
N • S 
. \  ■
NT ' VP
:■-V- -
. :. , 1  ■ 
the brass' shine
(Of. 'for. instance .La.koff 1965)+ 1
^Unfortunately I cannot provide a more exact reference;. 
If or this-ref erence. I .am indebted to ,Ur.; N.V. Smith,
The.status of the verb 'cause1 in this diagram is rather 
doubtful. In this particular instance it is not an 
ordinary verb like *tell*, /expect* etc. (That it does 
not belong to the same class as these1verbs, or, for that 
matter, to any other class' of-.verbs, is verified by the - 
fact, that oiice it is replaced, by any of these verbs the 
causative transformation fails to operate). .It is a 
constantunsub st it at able element, obligatorily present 
in the matrix clause. In short, it is more of a feature 
than of ‘ an actual. verh. . " . ' ;
The idea to treat the causative- element as a feature 
of the verb has . in .fact been taken up by. a number of writers, 
e.g. Lyons (19.68: 380-388). The following tree diagram 





.' [- ag] ; jj- causj
. .. • .■■ I k - -
Bill move
This diagram represents (a) a set of phrase.structure 
rues (b) rules associating with each nominal categorjf one 
of the features +. ag(entive) , -ag(entive) or - ag(entive) 
(c) A classification of one place (intransitive) verbs 
in.the lexicon according to their potentiality of com- 
blnation with nominals in' terms, of the following three-fold ; 
distinction: either agentive or non agentive, agentive
only, non-agentive only, (d) an ad-hoc device, attaching k 
, to the verb; a feature "causative" when the one-place 
nucleus is embedded-in the predicate of a transitive 
construction. : . '• • k
My proposal, ydiich, it will be recalled,, is based 
on notions borrowed from symbolic logic, is much simpleri- 
A one place predicator such as *x jjnoveJ * is modified .
and extended by way of semantic:derivation, adding to it1, 
the intensionhl feature "caus" . (1 am not yet clear about 
the exact nature of the operation involved in this seman­
tic derivation, though it seems to be a simple conjunction 
(’ • *)., or' in terms of the theory of sets, the logical 
■product operator (* 0  1 ) ), That is about all. Neither
phrase structure rules, nor rules introducing features Are.. 
heeded, Since all the information conveyed by these rules ’ 
is implicit.in what has already been set forth above.
Since every intensional feature presupposes a class (its 
extension), the addition of the, intensional feature t - 
"causative" to the one-place predicator ' x jmiove]] * 
automatically converts the latter into a two-place pr.edi- 
cator *y,x jjnove'] *, expressing a relation between a class; 
of "causers". and a class of "caused". As what follows 
will show, a .configuration such as *y,x ^movey * is a 
complete statement of a "deep" syntactic construction and 
its constituent structure. As for nominal features, these 
would be better construed as.predicators,.necessarily 
implied by the predicator under discussion,' in other words, 
as part of the meaning of the latter. E.g. 1 If x jjshineJ ' 
then’x Jfion-acfiveQ ' . If * y ,x;;7^shinej 1 then1 y jnctive]1 .
11. The term1'Ergative languages* is used by some
linguists to-distinguish, languages in which the- subject 
of intransitive verbs and the object of transitive verbs 
have the.same! case (E.g. Basque, Eskimo, Tibetan and 
some Amerindian, Polynesian and -Caucasian languages. , . 
For references Of. Anderson: 1968: 9-11)# Recently
this term has been borrowed by a number of linguists 
(Fillmore 1966j. Anderson 1968; Lyons 1968 and others) 
to characterize the relationship between the.subject of 
intransitive verbs and,the object of transitive verbs of 
a certain type in .languages such as English, where this - ’ 
relationship is not overtly marked. The term has been . 
applied to B-.P.s of the sort discussed here,. since ihey 
represent' the same relationship. . However.,, its use here 
is not identical to . the way' it has been used by any of 
the above-mentioned authors. :
12.'. Bar Hille.l. (1967) argued, against ICatz. and Fodor 
and Steal,- that dictionary definitions'-are not ,a Con­
venient form for describing paraphrase'relationships . 
such as between 'precede* and 'follow*, 'buy and 'sell1, 
etc. It would be more satisfactory to present such 
relationships;as meaning rules, taking the form of 
tautologies such as are. used in the logic of relations.' 
The form of B.P.s in our description"is exactly the one 
required for such, meaning-rule s.;-'(cf. also. Fillmore 
1968). ... f . ■
14. .. The word. 1 closing' does not have here its ordinary
English meaning. It is used as a-meta-language cover- 
term' for. a certain class of English' lexemes. However, 
its value lies in the fact that its. meaning is suffi- 
. ciehtly/-similar to that of the English word 'closing1 to 
make the labels 'cl' and ' cjl' self-explanatory.
In principle, the variable label will be taken from 
that term "of the class in question whose meaning covers, 
the widest ground. For. instance, 'cl(ose)' rather than 
. *li>ock-).'. was chosen here since 'x is. locked' implied *x is 
closed', but not conversely.
.- Theoretically,' it would be. preferable, perhaps, not 
to, rely on the .similarity between the. meaning, of terms . 
such as 'cjL' and 'cpL' /and English words, , but to define 
the meta-language, terms by means of "meaning postulates" 
(the term is taken from Oarnap 1956) within a restricted 
. language system. This ..task lies outside the scope ..of 
■ this paper.
15*■ Lyons (1968: 350 f .)•observes that "notional" terms
such as 'actor* and 'goal*"are harmless if one takes care 
to distinguish between the-label of a category and the 
criteria for membership ,in it, The label may be notional, 
.while the criteria should be formal: "It suffices that the 
semantic, or 'notional', definition is applicable to the .
- majority, of two place verbs for-,the whole of this class 
of verbs to be called 'transitive'.",
■;The question of the status of basic syntactic cate­
gories-'(sub ject, object, etc.). with relation to the 
(surface) syntactic structure on.the one hand and the
semantic interpretation on the other hand was recently 
taken up by a number'of writers. Lakoff and Ross, for 
instance observed (1967). that the categories subject and 
object have no uniquely determined semantic interpretation. 
They argue that 'such categories as "subject" and "object" 
need to be kept distinct in the surface structure by means 
of case, word order, et cetera, and in the semantic 
component they are distinct; they require no other level.' 
(The citation is from Dearmond. 1968.- Unfortunately I had. no 
access to Lakoff and Ross's original paper.) It seems 
that Lakoff and Ross's verdict on. this matter is unduly 
harsh,. especially if taken as applying to the notion of 
syntactic categories in general. As mentioned above, there 
is a high degree^ of correspondence between the formal and 
the, notional characteristics of syntactic "places"
(our variables). If the grammar is to achieve a high 
degree of explanatory power, it is .essential to assume, 
such "places" as the common basis for both the syntactic 
and the semantic description (and to label them accordingly)..
My viewsi concerning the semantic- and syntactic role 
of ..predicatbrs. and variables are in general' agreement with 
some recent observations made by McCawley and Fillmore. 
McCawley.'s views are reported in the above-mentioned 
paper, by LeArmond (unf ortunately no reference is given): .. 
'For example, the sentence ... 'The man killed the woman' 
contains a proposition 'x^ killed.Xg.’ The contentive r
( roughly our 'predicator'. The term was coined by Bach );•= , 
is a bundle of semantic features which receive the lexical 
shape 'kill' ... The semantic features identify the role
of the terms. Thus X-^  is the agent .of the contentive, 
and Xg is the patient; each term-is to be identified by ' -
the semantic relationship that"each has with the conten- 
i- iv e... ' .
16. .The case-labels and the B..P.-types used in this
- thesis are listed and.'discussed with connection to the 
index of roots with their B.P.s (pp.lSH- t O  )..
17• -, Coo’rdinativeconstructions will receive a different
treatment. In sentences such as 'Jack and Jill are married* 
'Jack and Jill', is not a coordinative conjunction since 
'Jack' and 'Jill', are the first, and second coordinates of a 
symmetric relation (The B.P, will be *n, n' JtmarryJ 
■ where the two variables have the.same function (as marked 
by the'fact■that the same variable-label is used for 
both) but different instantiated'values in each, instan­
tiation (this is marked by the stroke to the right of one 
of the variables (cf. p.jmfl- ). A sentence, such as 'Jack 
and Jill went for a walk' is a. conjunction of 'Jack- went 
for a walk* and 'Jill went for a walk', i.e. of two 
different, instantiations, of-the same B.P.
.18. ■ The term formation Rules, rather than transf ormation
rules, has. been used, since these rules are not to be 
regarded as just mapping,a p-marker into a different p- 
marker buf as;imposing a taxonomic form on B.P.s (Of. 
note 19).
19. , It would be wrong to assume that formations are the 
' same-kind of structures as.B.P.s; that, for instance,- 
• the ..constituent. structure of a formation is just the 
Output of a series of operations performed on the con-
stituent structure of a B.P., with the effect of changing 
the sequential order of certain constituents, deleting 
some constituents etc. I argue that the Constituent 
structure of a formation is identical with the constituent 
structure of its .underlying- B.P.. - instantiation (Of. 
p. ) and',that the sequential order of '^ the constituents,
of a formation is a "new" feature, introduced by forma­
tion rules. The elements in a B.P. have no sequential 
order. They are ordered, but the concept of order involved 
is in principle different from the concept of sequential 
order. The order of the coordinates in the relation 
'x,y f El * has semantic implications. By exchanging fx ’ . 
and *y' one derives a different, though related, relation 
( m ). and this is true only in case pf] does not have 
the 'Semantic property of being a symmetric relation.. 
Sequential, order has no' semantic• implications. It is 
purely taxonomic . The. distinction betweenG-ive him the . 
book' and 'Give: the ..book to John* is not a, semantic one..
In T.G-., the subject phrase and the predicate, phrase 
of a sentence never belong to.the same constituent except 
'S'. In my view the * subject phrase and the predicator 
may be described as belonging1 to 'the same constituent, e.g. 
the constituents Of 'John bounced the ball' are 'John 
(bounced the ball).', as well as '(John bounced) the ball*. 
The view that, the latter analysis must be, ruled out seems ti 
be based- oh the-.assumption, that no. transf ormation rules 
treat the subject' phrase and the. verb as a single .unit, 
whereas many .transformation rules treat the verb and its 
complements ,(e.g. its direct object) as a single unit.
Ill
However, there are many counter-examples. Take for 
instance, the Colloquial Israeli Pxebrew transformation 
jo ’ sef hikpic • et ha ka'dur beale'gantijut 
'Joseph bounced the ball . elegantly*
(From the ergative B.P. 'a, n Jbc-f/p-cj ')
,ha hakpa'ca , Jel jo'sef ,haj*ta. ale'gantit
'The bouncing h of Joseph-was elegant*. ,
(making bounce) .
where 'a' ('Joseph') .and the predicator ' k-f/p-c '
■(^bounce'), act as a single constituent. Even if this is
regarded as a case of deletion of the second coordinate-
(NI^), one cannot deny that the grammar must' include a
rule which manipulates the first coordinate (NP^) together
with thd predicator, or at least such rule is, conceivable.
Lakoff argues (1968: 20 f) that instrumental adverbs
are not part of the V.P they, modify, since sentences such
as 'Max slices salami;with a' knife, and Benny does so with .
a cleaver', where 'does so' stands, for 'slices salami'
are possible. . However, Lakoff disregards the fact that
sentences such as 'Max slices salami, with a'knife and
Benny does so too', where 'does so' stands for 'slices
aLami with a knife' are also possible. This confirms my
view, that in a. B.P. whose form is 'x,y ]jfj ', ?{jEi]y '
- . z
is a constituent, but 'y jj3j z '  is a constituent too.
21. In fact the formation:rules apply to the variables"
'a', 'n* and ' ' before U.I., but since the list of heads
under each variable is given in advance,, each head (or 
head and ad junct if E. S. has been applied) can eventually-: 
be .substituted for each variable in the formations generated 
by the rules*.
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The grammar should also account for. such facts as 
that in .phrases.-such as ’The killing of 'the h.oy by John*
(from the ergative ,B.P. * . g , a  [_killj *) the word 'of- 
goes together with -'.the boy1 rather than with * killing* 
and the word 'by* - with * John1 rather than with 'the boy'. 
Since this question is not directly relevant to this thesis ■
I shall not give here the fonation rules by which these 
facts are accounted for, .just outline my-approach to the 
problems involved' in stating such rules.
“ Notice that the presence of the article in 'The (a) 
killing' of the (a) boy' requires both the presence, of ' -ing'- 
immediately after 'kill-' and;the presence of 'of 
immediately before 'the (a) boy*. Notice: also,that 'killing 
a boy...' corresponds to. 'For anyone to kill a boy...' 
where 1 anyone' reflects the uninstantiated 'a' in 'a, a 
boy Jjcill].-' ; ' the. kill^ing of the. (a) boy by John... ' ■
corresponds to 'For the (a) boy to be killed by John...', 
.-realizing 'the (a) boy, John jjcillJ ' ; , 'A killing of a 
boy' - ,to 'For a boy to be killed by someone* - realizing 
'a boy, someone . [kill] *. . .The presence of the article 
in 'The (a) killing of.the (a) boy' is then a realization 
of the fact that ’a' was instantiated. The article (or"-, 
any other determiner) is a conditioning context, for the 
presence of * of'-before ’ the (a) boy'. The formation rule 
introducing 'of1 will be-a-context-sensitive.rule, -It will: 
turn 'n' into 'of n ' if-the predicator is preceded by a 
determiner. Such a rule must then be preceded by a rule.' 
which introduces a determiner before the predieator'in case . . 
,*a' was instantiated.
Now, the presence ;of a determiner in. front of these pre­
dicator s will require that it be followed by the - ndummy1' 
element *-ing' (the same is- required in some other contexts 
e.g. in case the variabies of predicators, of these type 
remain uninstantiated and are being deleted: ’a, n:a,
n [kill] * ■“— > 'killing1 cf. above). Now, since our system 
does not include the category Verb, the question arises 
how the class of predicators to wdiich this rule applies 
is to be differentiated. The' answer is: by the B.P.-types
to which the predicators belong'. All the predicators. be­
longing to the type fa, n for instance, but no
predicators belonging, for instance, to the type * ge [R] * 
will undergo this rule. The application of this rule to . 
*a, n [book] * will produce *The booking of John1 (John 
was booked), but its application to ' ge [bool^1 wPll produce 
**The booking of John* (John has the book).
Let me add a remark concerning the question of parts 
of speech. Many rules which appear to presuppose cate­
gories such as Noun, Verb, Adjective etc, can in fact be 
formulated in such a way that no reference to such cate­
gories will be required. I shall illustrate this by an 
example from Arabic.. (For brevity* s sake the facts will be 
greatly oversimplified.) In simple sentences of the 
type. *nominal phrase + Adjective*, the adjective agrees in 
case.with the. nominal phrase, e.g.
,1. ju: sufuf:; ma*ri: dun
A Joseph (nonn) (is) , ill (nom.)
2, ju: sufnfk ,'ha:dirun
Joseph (Nom,)(is) present (nom.)
■ ■ V
M W
in ■ 1. the \ stem ^ consists .of the root., ^m-r-d1 and.
,the morpheme tMost .; 'sfems:.; in^^abic: and other
Semitic languages ;bons 1st' 6^,;'tw.o ^ eiemenW: <•' :.-a:.ropt. and a. 
specific ' member :;of .'% npeciai--setf of morphemes; The latt er ,. h 
fulfil a variety of. syntactic; and semahtihVfuhcti.ons)..
In 2. the stem consists nf .the;foot *h . d r^ ' and ' the ■ 
morpheme/^asAi-/./.; Now-, Most-root's which . occur .with the •; 
morpheme /-a-'-i:-/: belong to 4 the class of adjectives, . that - 
is, they do, not' have' the characteristic inflection of 
finite verbs. ,.The m,ofpheme , /^-ar-i-/v:qh:'the’i‘'other h a n d ,  
is --.the- ‘;s'6'^cailed;,rparticiple1 1 ;Most roots with rwhich it . 
occurs - have the•characteristic inflection of finite verbs. 
Now, a rule 'such a s hAn adjective in'predicate .position •'• . 
agrees in case.with its, subjectf will not cover sentences • 
such as 2., since the, roots,, in sentence^ ofthe; latter kind., 
do not fall under- the class of adjectives,. .On the other. \ ; 
hand, a rule such, as (Ah adjective or a verb in a predicate 
position agrees in case with, its subject-'lwill not do : 
either, since-finite verbs do.not agree in case with their 
subject. The.-way out of' this; dilemma seems to ,;be to 
formulate the--rules not "-with reference to', r opt s. and, the 
classes to which they belong, but with reference to the . 
morphemes withlwhich.the roots,are-construed. The rules , 
may take- the ’following . form:. \ ; \ .






Rule I; states that the variable .'s' is rewritten as an 
unlabeled variable followed by the nominative ending.
Rule'll, states that the nominative ending '-un' becomes ■ 
attached to each.of the two morphemes in square brackets 
if these morphemes are preceded b y ' 'x^ii* .+
. A head-adjunct phrase ;sUch as 'the beautiful hall*
in the sentence"'The beautiful, hall is crowded' cannot be 
regarded as a realization of the.B.P. 'x [beautiful]! 1 
since the adjiinct is optional (as is verified by the 
evidence o f  The hall, is crowded'.; -the only value of fy* 
in . *yy-'[crowded] 1 is ' the hall’). Note that ..in 'the 
beauty of the hs.ll astounded me' the head is 'the beauty*.
The phrase 'The he'auty of: the hall* is derived from *x 
|bea,ut.if ui] *, *x* being; instantiated as■ ' the hall' .
Hebrew brings out more,clearly than English the dis­
tinction between coordinative and subordinative constructions 
of adjuncts,., since the. coordinate ones are expressed with .. 
the help of the conjunction ,'ve-' "and" :
•ha u&lam ha ka'tan ha la*van' ■
The•hall the small .the white
"The Cwhite small hall" (subordinative) vs. ,.
'ha u'lam ■ ha ka'tan' :..' ve ha la'van.'
The hall, the small and the.white*
"The white., small hall" (codrdinative). / The latter "
construction is, a conjunction of'The 'hall' is small and the .
hall is white', ..Only the former has the constituent
+ It is assumed that these two m o r p h emes:- were introduced 
by rules which precede I and il.. Each of them realizes 
certain different features in different, environment s.'
1 in­
struct ure. ( ((white ( (small (the hall. ))) assigned 
by two applications ' of ‘ E.S.- . ;
There is a connection between the.distinction co- , 
ordinative vs.,' subordinative constrnctidn-of adjuncts and 
; the semantic interpretation, of ad juJQcts., E.gt, in the 
coordinative construction 'The big, blue hall' the hall is 
considered big not ,in Comparison.with another blue hall ' 
but; in comparison with what, happensVto be..regarded as, a ' 
. h a i l  of an average size. In the subordinative' construction 
' the' big blue, hall' the hall is-.regarded as big in comparison-, 
with-another specific: blue hall (at least when a certain 
"particular interpretation is adopted). r
22. A relatiph can also . be regarded as- :the direct product
of two sets. (The, concept is taken-from the theory of' sets: 
(xiv.en two .sets A; B and their -elements a6A, b t  B, the 
set 0 Of all pairs * a , b i s  called 'the direct product . 
denoted, by AxB, where *x* .designates the operation of the 
.product. (*x* corresponds to multiplication in arithmetic). 
Suppose each of ...the variables in the B.3?.; *a, g [eat]*' . .
has exachly four'.values j *a'.- the .values 'John*'Michael*;
1 J o a n ' a n d  Tony*., and :'gfv.. ~ the values, ^-the.'bread*,. 
the, egg*, 'the cheese* and ''the potato’, Then'the predica-. 
tor '; [eat ] * . designates the direct product of these ,;two 
sets of four names^ The number of all.pairs-'a,g* in 
the-above example is of c our see 4x4 =;16-, . ; , -
- 2. THE D E S C R I P T I O N " ' . ' : .
2.1. ...Introductory ‘ p; , .phP'', , , ’ .
1. Roots of type I. and their main properties,.
Most C.I.E.. rpots fall under a single, major type 
.(type .1.) which however ramifies into various sub-types •
(I.A., I.B.;, etc.).. The ;main-properties active in this 
classification are: a. . the form of the B.P.s, which are .
defined by the roots. . * b. the Aktionsart distinctions 
associated" wifh , them. c . certain-'semantic features that 
are-implied by the 'roots. All .three control the choice of 
/ Binyan or -Mishkal,y or set of’ Binyanim ,pr.;M,ishkalim with, 
which each root occurs. r
Most roots which do not exhibit the characteristic 
features of this major type, or not .all of them (defective 
roots) can nevertheless be said to belong to if, since 
their departure from the; .model has usually a simple explana­
tion. . " ' : f , ; , 1;
2. The B.P.-type of type 1.-roots .,1
v ' -The B.P'. defined, by any ''non-defective root has the
f oil-owing. general form (a number of relatively minor varia­
tions, which will be discussed- further below are disregarded - 
here): • ' ", . P ■ ■ ' '. • . P '
1 |a] n [ r {Aktionsart^
•>+.. The. word 'root1 is.used informally in-the sense of. stem- 
lexeme (cf. p.hf ) I - ■ r ■ P" ' ' " 'I
Some, non-orgailv e B.P.s' include, "in addition to. ’n ’, 
■one or more additional variables.. Of. for instance the roots • 
m-r-ys 624 , m-x-k 638, .n/a- -f/p-1 673', etc . • in the: index. 
jThe presenceyoh..absence of such additional variables has ■ ; •
'nothing:;.tp 'do with: the .■question whether •'a- certain, root does p. 
for does, not belong to. type I,, *, furthermore,' except' the.; : ,. .
var'iab3.e, 'ff no additional variable, plays' any role in the; f 
classification of type 1.. into, s.ubtypesr (,cf. 2.6.2.). 
i :y The category- of Aktionsart. is relevant, only, to non- 
. ergative B.P.s (for. further discussion ..of. this- latter point 
cf. 2.1.6).. y , f;yy':' ip. • iy - ' y;.'p. Alp ' '•V ]
Ex., 1. ; A. sentence of .which the' B P . as . ’n . [r fAktionsart}] 1: 
■i; /■ fyp jp' sej ‘ phi; j f kav ; P('The;:irbot ij-k/x-v ,945') * . :'- :
y. -'p. ' Joseph• lay. down' ' P ■'• P ;p-,f; ., .y P ' v r - V p f - P
Ex.* 2. . The underlying B.Pl is ,* a:; n[Rjr (= Aia ,-g'[r]' Of. p. ,292): 
p jo’seff vhiiy'kiv ,et da* vid : .y. "f ■ f ■ f;/ p
’ Joseph., ' . lay down Bavid ’ 'P,..\' - '
3. Aktionsart: and aspect .. : y. f  ^ piV:
. yy G .1.11. has only two Aktionsart categories, each , P 
consisting:-; of -two-;contrasting terms, the marked :one and the ;.;. 
unmarked One; • The Aktionsart . category''discussed below accom­
panies every, noh-defectivepn'on-ergative root, in type -I. .
The other Aktionsart cat egory,. which acc ompanies . a small;; 
number • of non-ergative roots, all in type II-.', is discussed^ 
in 2.8. -'p..; . y; . . ■ . . y ' ,P " . " y P
i Roots will be'represented in this description by. the 
■■ phonolbgicai, spelling of each root, followed by its ordinal 
: V .number in the,index.
The Aktionsart category;in which; we are interested^ v 1 
here Pispf epresenf ed.by the symbol ’ [/<}’ . 1 ® '*/' Stands -
for, the!- unmarked t erm and * / .■ * for the: marked one. The 
"basic" meanhngt off ’ is -;rthe stage of switching over • ’
to .... of the, change leading to 1 .  This'basic-meaning ,
' Varies •slightly according --to ..the meaning of each root. E.g.
inyQaSe the - root expresses.: a! state .or condition, the symbol .
. * f . V: is to- .be ihter’preted' as ’switching over into this.
• state’y. , ' In case-'the;, root expresses'a quality or property, ■,
V y ^ P ’p is.io, be . interpreted, as-1 acquiring this quality or . _ :
propertyV"etc..- ■ In noh-ergative formations * / * is
■ usually.neali z e d;by pa. Binyan .morph;'and the . unmarked term . ;y 
(1 yap y ’)y either-by a Binyan morph, or, wliat is. more common, p; 
,by: aylishkal .morph.;PP P ■ ,1;-, . . . ‘
■y * <s> iris neutral semantically.. ; This' .assumption is
.a powerful ;bnep since;‘it enables one to -show ..that, one and the 
same category pPnamely ,1 i accompanies a^large number of f ■
.’ rooisP With, no ;semanticycommonPdenominator', . : y y  y ■ py
ppEx. Bn'Ay^ry" yy 'P , »• ■ Ai - :'y
> j'a^ plhu: kizda’ken (root zrk-n; 1270. . Binyan Hithpa’el, - ■ P 
> ’.He ;.grew_ ;old(er).1 P ' realizing ’ ^ ’) y y
iyy. h;uV;,./zaJ k;e'n-- (PPPfsame- nnot ,yMi'shkal ca'.cec, realizing 
p ' Pile is old* or y ■ P.-.P \. 1 ^ 1 ). 'yfy
• .; - yrp y ,-.:rah o l d , ' m a n - * - . ‘. ,P: P.’■ . ■. p
b . hu i:hitja’;[evP(fpot- j-f.-v .1244, Binyan Hithpa’/'el t ; / 
..'he. sat down',- P.-" realizing.'’ T ') • /
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■ f Hu ja’-jav . . (same root, B .1 ny an pa'1'-al, yy-
'; ■ ’He sat (was sitting)'' py-?'' realizing * <s ’).
c . • P ze 'hit'? a ’ben :y.(ro ot ?y® -b-n:6, Binyan Hithpa’^  el,
,v v P-pP’It-.-, fossilized \ y . fP ' y,, realizing * / ’).
y. (’bee arne -stone')1 -; '■ fyPy P *- y^-A/ -A'P.Pp ; ‘ -
PyfP'ze , m?u’ban (same root, Mibhkal; mcu’cacfptc y P
•' It is fossilized.’' .y P y c -Py yprealizingP * ys? ’).ypy.
- f'" -y- P or ’it .is stone ’ . ■’ py‘_ ; y y yip,, . P _y-"''-
-it - is anyundeniable vfaot'- that hizdapken, ‘ hit jai’J ev -yP- 
" .and' hit?a:’ henpEhare- a semantic,;;feature, 'namely-' ’ /v 1 ’. They Py 
■ also'Pshare 'a>'Bihyan,,y,namelypHithpa’7ell . Tui Lhe.rmore, ,:one-- yt'ye 
cahnot’- 'escapeythe . impression, ' that' 'liizda.' t en is ^ somehow 
related to'^na’hshP ih the saine way a.s hit ja.''jet to Ja' j ay - P
and .hitTa’ben to m?u.’ban. Yet , za1 ken, yjaf jayf-and m?u*ban 
share:' neither Pa distinct ,.peasiiy. identifiable sCmantic-P 
feature, nor aVBinyan 0r a .Mishkal.' 1 y :,n Pipy'Af y.pi41- 
P ’ y: -i It seems necessary that one. sh0u].‘d. be ab 1 e to express
the' above. valid /generalisation about-'.hizda.’ken, hit ja’Jev 
• and hi t ? a * b e n and their relation to za’ken,. :fa’'JaV and m?u’ban 
; without ’at"'they same time glossing'hver. the, idiosyhcracies of 
thePlatter . . ,:,This canybe!,achieved by, assuming thatPba’c.ec,
• Pa ’Aal -and mc u’ cac in- hheabove examples rea3hzey 1 .eya , 
in the .c ontrast and: thatyji. ..’' lb ./ne.atf^ i. semantically -,
yPp, WithPmany ■'non-r-ergative:'roots the term-;:* 0 ’ in the .
yAktionsart; 'contrast i is realized by a Mi shkal -which yy'P
■ y.is 'formally -identical'-to -..the passive perfect participle fy ,
^pMishkaiiof the;Binya.h. which, occurs withitheic or responding; ;-:pP- 
Ppergative;,..ropts.y pyPy’ y- PP - '^p yyy . ' h y,y "iP -.V
A;:A'"' Ik'-Ay 'fA. A ■ r y 'PP ' ,■ AAP ; .A.A'A. • y\ . . • A ' yA.i'12k
Ex'. '4.' •’ PA.’' ' i. ; Af . ■ ■' •"■ : "''-'Py •:..P'-‘ ’ ‘ . : "Ax
a. . ha sa * din hitka’met • (non-ergative, Binyan '
’The ' sheet (got). crea,sed’: ...Hithpa’Ael, realizing ’ 7X ’).
b., ha ysa’din mku.’mat (non-ergat.ive, Mi shkal''
’The sheet (is) or eased* • . .mcu’cac, realizing ’ &> * ) ,y
(has been) . - 'A " A A f  .y -P.P.
c. Pjo'sef ki’met ef ha . sa'din (ergative, Binyan
• :iJoseph creased, f ‘the sheet’ •. Pi’fel). . •
d. ha; . sa' din ku’mat al jd'ek jo ’ sef (passive
• A;’ The, sheet was creased; ■ y.by y Joseph' . ergative,
P .; PAy; P--:A'. -"k A- - P A\- " y. Binyan Pu’Aal)
e .P ha' sa’ din mkuAmat (Jo;1 sef ki’met o ’ t o)
, '■ ’The sheet (is, has been) (Joseph creased it) ’ Mi shkal
'- ‘ PAP A:-/ v creased P" ypfp.y , • PA'" ' 'P mcu’cac, 
P-rP'Pkf'A ' -A perfect passive)
•' ' . P The Mishkal. (namely men1 cac) in Ex. 4.b. is • A ;
identical to the Mishkal fin' Ex..' 4 .. e. However, : the former, , 
realizeSPthe ' urmiarked; hktiohsartPleatuf e -’ ’ in a non- f*:
ergative formation, whereasyt'hs ' latter .realizes ' the marked ' 
aspectual feature perfect ih .a passive ergative formation■
(cf. 1. 3 *3 . ). *. . ; - ' ; Ak:A'-P.. yPP p . ' p: A. P . •
; k : ,This identity between the Mishkal realiziiig ’ ,0 , , y
and the passive perfect participle is incidental. In many A 
cases' different Misl'iicalim are-used for ’ d>.*- and for the 
passiv e ..perfect:
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Ex. 5. ’P y  A-’ A Py-y P y . ’ ■ ;
a. ha 4 ;sa',dih ka'car .(non-ergative, Mi shkal ca’cac,
'The sheet is. short* realizing ' <$> ').
b. . hay sa'din mku'car (passive ergative.'. Mishkal
. "The sheet is, has been ’ mc,u'cac-passive perfect).!.
’ ■ . .v , shortened*" y  ; A
In all the Binyanim except PaK al ther e is no f ormal y
‘ distinction'betvve.eh1 the ,passive present perfect and the •
passive present imperfect,. - . ' P i P
Ex.. 6. y . • - v . • • ■ ' P A p ;y py.
a. . al tca'lem o'ti." . P y'y
., P 'Don't phot'ogtaph me'... y- ...y. '
m?U*xar P . mi * dai. a'ta kvar men'lain.- . • ,y-
P p 'Late too [= too late] r ! You (are, . already photographed'.’
• . ■ ■' P . ■ have been) ;
P.yyy . /.(Mishkal. meu'cac , passive present perfect) .
:b. p- gam . elizabet ve'gam a'ni mfursa'mim
, y '.Both Elizabeth ■ and y , I ’are. famous
p ve kol jji'huk je'lanu meu'lam mijad.(A.)
■Y . : and every hiccup of ours is being photographed.right 
. A A-' P.'A PA ■. ’■ f y A  away',;’ ’
p- (Mishkal meu'cac , .passive present imperfect-)"1*'
A(This latter.example was taken;from. Mirkin 1968: .151).
y'A y y  \/P; yAy ■ PPy P;'y, ./Py , ! , - ■. - "- P y , ' - ' 'Py]- . : 12J> ]
'Pfy.p' However, in Binyan Pa'** al. there is a differentiation. .' . 
P" yp The present perfect passive of Binyan Pa1 Pal is Mishkal Y AP
ca'cuc, while.the present imperfect passive of the same :
P y y y  Binyan is a variant of Binyan Niph,r> al (this, of course., .
p. p applies only to.'a certain set, of .roots in ergative
formations). : •' . P A  Py : .y P. . yy- . . p P. y p
pp. A y E x y  7'. y. /P ' ■ P: ' P'A" . ' y  -; ,Py
P, p a. ha'sefer' /• nik'ne . (passive present imperfect) . ,
. P>. ' • 'The book is being bought' y. .P . y y n
b. - -ha'sef er y ka'huj Py (passive present, perfect). yf 
. P ; .'..The- bo Ok (is, has been) bought * ' VY ' . ‘ ;P . '
yP . Py y y  .To see that the 'contrast ' , j is one of Aktlonsart,
■; whereas the contrast. perfect vs. .imperfect is one of aspect .
y,P P.P one; should recall the general disc us si on . of the distinction/
aspect vs., Aktionsart in, 1.3.3. . Consider for instance, 
the following sentences: - P ’ • . ■
. • • Ex. 8.P . P / :py,; P 'P .'/' -‘a . A/'’ .y ■ '■ Py- .
. , . . a. anip ja'xol P; ■' lka'bel ' lexem? ;‘:-
PPcPP ■ Pf;P 'I can[= can l] k  P get some bread?'. p'
■ f • miGta'-?cr, . kol ha ’ lexem . nim'kar / ma'xur 
. - 'Sorry, all. the ■ p y-.. bread .(was) sold/(is, has been)
r.yp- p • , . P • . 'Py- y - -y -P. • ■' '' ■ sold'
f yc' Py, ., b. - k j e •' a{var ■' ti bmikre b eize max'ne hu kvar ha ja , .
/'py; P y  'When I" pa s s ed by c hanc e through- a c ertain c amp it already
. y; ?PP: ■ /’-, ■ ■ ■ ■ -P- p .• ■ ■; ' . . ’ •. . ■■ -., ••• ■■/ was .-■ _
P' y . ,P-, - .kulp vlP ani pa'mart.i P. -/fa, P xaja.' lim:, ; al, . PP
mopped Up the whole:,of it and I told the soldiers: don't y
—  Py'. - ., py ti’ru, kan kvar ' xu' sal . ha' ? esek. ' . .kan \ , p
"P shoot,., here ' the business has already been finished. Here
p. P kv ar hami3;xa'ma - nigm'ra (A.)
'.PP.". the war is' finished already' . p. y vy ■ y yP.
' ;■ ' : A  A  .-A , A ..;, -/A y  P; A  ' A y y - A y  A y y ;p . - . y  . 121 ■' A
/: P; y„' :y The Distinction befweey nfmlkar .ahd ^ma*xur.in ..PP. PpyPm'A 
• Ex. 8.a. does, not c.orr espondP to any "objective" difference.: ' '
PP. /, The ■sentenc e would c ony ey exactly, the same message, would • . Py
refer to the same. state of affairs, irrespective ov whether P ‘ - .
:pp •, .nim.* kar dr ma'xur’ were selected'.' in both cases the sentence ■ y/P
. • could bepparaphrased: ' We are', out • of 'bread at the moment.
P •■•••... :. • We have sold it all',.. The difference between nim'kar and . P
•ma'xur is a '"subjective" .one.; Pit reflects different modes p :
. ; of expressing the . same ob ;je c tive' sit uation.. The : speaker . p
would select ma'xur P( perfect) ifp'he .preferred to present his Pp
' • • statement as a description of the; bread. He would choose
nim'kar if he preferred to present it as an account of what r p
p.^  . • was/ done with the bread.: . The same applies .to -the distinction
. " between xu'sal (passive imperfect) and mtu'har' (passive .- - . fP."
' ;; perfect). in...Ex. 8.b. On the other hand, Aktionsart .. ■ " • y
r- / distinctions sueh as •those in Ex. yydoy cor respond to,, "ob jec-P .
tive" differences'. Since there pis a, difference in "the real
t v y  ' A - . p .  world" between,;;say, the .action .of sitting, down and the state - v P  y
P- ■ ■ ' of sitting, ft he, two sentencesP in Ex.P 3 . b a r e  . hot p' equivalent... P.
A  P.r  p ■ Notice thak the Aktionsalf . contrastp;'p|^ .':yis ;prekPyAPpPy 
' ./served,in nominalizations: . hit jaj'vut ’sitting down1'/vs. • pp.
,y A’ . j ji ' v a f  sitt ihg' (c f . p . 55 ). ' ' ■ y y . .yP - A • p p! 'p
iyiytt 'g- ' ^ ' .1 : -? "*;v;-' i£5 *
• 4;. • The semantic propertieevof 'rootTs in;type; 1.,: ; \
1 . .. '-They semantic featurep‘;'implied‘;‘b^ r’.-roots, of. type. I. ;
are charted in diagram I. : - J ■■hv • ; i. ;
'> - l i ;. ■ i'h'h Diagram. I. . " . . ... y-a _ v
■v.-h* ■' '■jr'S;; v,;Dynamie. ■ • i.-- 7 y- / hh . - , *
Agentive
D ur at ip hal Durational Durational
Gradational . ' . ■ ' , \ Gradational
■ ’ f/;Sdompi:e;tiye%i;y'y .,■■ y . ,, ; Completive ' : t"t y,''--/'1;,'.
f If a root is msiked.;'as':;fAg’entlve this is shown by yl.:
the presence of one o± the variable f a*, * a *, * b ' or * drf
(of. pp.' 285-^7 ■ ) in its B . 1. \ If it is -Agenti v e this f act 
is represented by the absence of the above1 mentioned'variables 
- ' :from iLs J3V.P. The distinction between ;*a7 .and..:1 a is 'roughly 
; ./.iheipneybetween '’positively :markedHas/indirect. agent"' and ■, P 
t ”neu.1ral as .to the!’distinct ion directVs.. indirect, agent", . ■/- 
y'-l respe ctively. For example, the .root j-h/x-v. 945 in the ‘ y.
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1, v-ergative' .B>Pi . ^-k/x-v],! 1 can take either a direct - y'-y'
t . y d ugeht ;%r , :anhindirect 'agent. According- to a "^likely inter-,.
y y  - V ,  prelation of Ex. 9*a« Ruth is ithe direct agent. She :';/yx
actually took thevhabyhahd.put'it ■.in the bed. But in  Ex. ; ■ ■.
yVy 9.h. the .Squadrqnydommander will probablyy be .taken as the .....
vy, y -. yiindirecti agent, • since! according to a likely; interpretation^ 1,' 
v .' of thi©example, 'he •-did; npt actually ' lay .tH.e- soldiers among
■ ‘ t.he b,dsh.es,\ but just got them to■■ do so/ by giving them an, V
v:;' i o r  defy and. similarly .in-Ex.' 9 .c*. / . . .  . .- .Vv - : lV.
:i 1, Ex.. 9.. i'y-i .. '• ' I- 1 ' ": i’ly.-
vy . ' ya. ;.y. rut hi^ Vkiva - . et , y ha ti’nok 3 ba mitt a ’ *' V
vl; 'Ruth : lay •- \ : ., the baby inyfhe'bed' . V,.:.
b . mfa'ked ha plu’ga hi Jv'kiv e.h ha- ' xaja'lim . c 
: ' . 'Ihe comrjiancler of- the lay V the. soldiers _ . V
y ’ 'VVVyy squadron . ■' s. • . .= • yl;.- ; y - Vy^Vyyl
V . y.; .- 1' ben .ha si *xim . 'V-.- /! . ; v;' • "1 ji
among the - bushes' V ‘ ' - ' ; y., , V .y:-:
VVyy[;- c  . Imoxo'rat hiy'kiyu Ootanu b mal* ray. y v v .  ’"V 
; >, y V'; . 1 The •following day they lay us in ambdshyy: , V V :y ‘ -yVy’
’ y i y  VV v-* ima’ioiii;; ya^kerr (A.)••'"/• 1 y • ,-i -y 1 y"
yyyyVV' in. a different'yplace' ■ -'V! : _ . - Vy:;, Vyy
vy ' rV iy kyyy’y.,. Thev'robtlh-h/'v-t 651 in the? epgative; B..P. 'a,g ■ ^v'yVy. 
.'.•yd; ■ Jn-b/v-i^ljl on thevotheir Hand , must always take Van’indirect-
Vy;; • "... agent * l': ■■■■>._ ;y .y v' y-y.. . ; ."•■‘H 1*7 V - “ 7
■ v , '  V  %■• \  - . ■ , 127'
Ex. ,10'. ■ V •7:'V . ' : ; V • -
a. ha agro'nom hin'bif zra’-?im ba ■ ma 3- ba' da
'The agronomist germinated' seeds in the laboratory'. V : 7
b . ' .I moxo'rat . , ba'boker. , ..be'arba ha' jiti . ca'rix 
i;;, 'The 1 olio wing day. in the morning- at four o'clock I had to 
7. la'kum • . liftox et habra' zim, lhat 'xil lhan.^bit V
• get up to open the t ap e, . : t o. s tart germina ting
- 1 et hazrU'.?im ' V ^el - ha' t.iras (A.) ;
- . . the! seeds . of . the corn*
. Notice that no symbol has been provided for variables • 
that are positively marked as "direct’ agent" . 'The" reason .
for this is hot .thatItkere are no roots which requir e direct " 
agent in all contexts, such roots do exist. E.g.'•
Ex. 11., ;
. . jo'sef hid'bik' et ha b ul ': al ha malt a ' fa
• . ' 'Joseph . stuck - the stamp on the envelope' ■
where Joseph mist be the direct a g e n t T h e ; reason for. . ; 
the absence of such symbol from the notation is as follows:
In all the ’ roots which- take either, at direct "• or/ an indirect 
•agent > 1 (-1 g ■ ) is. animate., V and in.- ail the ■ ropts which- ./• : 1
require :always a direct agent-, 'h* is inanimate:. + , Given that
+, The terms 'animate' and 'inanimate* are used here in a . ■ 7 
technical s.ehse. In 'Joseph stuck together David and John*’,
> for. instance, David and John would nof. be considered y '
animate. . " . ’ . ■•:" , •' 7 v . -. '
'n1 is Inan-iffif.e.j'-1.- one canypredict :.that ^a,f .d.enp.tes a direct 
agent ,in ^ adlv-rcbntexts .. On the , other hand,' the question 
whether'yaViopiyiaas. an .obligatory, *a* . in its- ByP: is inde- 7v.g.: : y. 
pendent of thehciuestion whether -'n;'. is' animateror inanimate!
- Theref ore both, a symboJ such as 'a* arid a symbol , such as 7,, . : , yl;.
'a' ,-care, required, but; a third;.-symboi' would be redundant. 7 ,
Besides Agentiye none of ..the features in diagram ; ,7 ; .
I, p. 125 is manifested in .anyroot * s.ByP.... ; : 7*7 - '77 '7-1 y.7 7
y .Rotice that from- the point- of' view of;' "common sense''.-:u;_7 7 
the terms ■-Agentive and;,. -Ingressive • in Diagram I, p. ■ ^ 125 . :7.7.7-
are yr.edundant , as both -. are implied by -Dynamic .. ’A .situation; ;;.:.yb; 
referred to as "static" cannot!bcTteferred ;to; as, "havingi;; 7 1 77- 
,an nctdr"7un(i.'if ;an event is ;pailed Ihgressive it :mUst7;be 7:..7 7
designated as. ."dynamic" , • ; 7:’ 7’ ■ '' ‘-hi :77,7-7- .
• The feature +Ihgressive is similar in meaning'to' the- v
•: ; Aktldnsart;>f eatUre7,V^'. ’ . A root which impli e s:v'+ Ingres sive1 -7''
.7 iudicates a -.change, 7 usually a sudden one , , in a body, position 
: or state, .or any other kind ofi 'change or. shift! 7 The rooty 7 7 
1 -dyhhin'2:787in7Ex.;:. 12 is + Ingressive since it implies a sudden . .7:7- ;
change in spmeoneIs state;.of ,mind.; 7 < ;:7 ’:7;,;- .77:'.' -. 7--7 'y :
. Ex. 12i ■ ' . 7;7-' 7‘ - ■7--.0-; 7v 7 7 ; '• .'*■’
k | e a'ta-'. "7P.it *kal7,, pit,'l^ om 7dl?.eike yehu- / 7y ' 7vv7
■.,7-7 'When ' you' . bump .,'7 ^7suddenly:/-, :into 7 some 77-7.-' 7 7 7  7 :■■'. 
,;71 mi J * pat jeme'Aid . 7 . al hava'na 7 /-,7 - .' - v ... yl' 7 '
7 1. .  sentence which give's evldehch of understanding
•7: . . a'.ta rna'maj dhid'ham ■ • ; . . V  ■ , ' ' . 1 77 '.7.77
; • you literally -get astounded' . 7. , -77.. - : *■'
.7 .1 . - '  . It is neeessary. 10 at-tribute-’/ihi's feature to the. root .
d-h-m 2?B itself and not to the Aktionsart feature ' p ' , 
since Binyan Niph'C.al ,in the context - of this root is not in 
contrast with1 any; other Binyan 1 or Mishkal (cf. p. 192ff).
What is meant by the features Durational.and 
'Gradational will 7b.e made clear presently, through a number 
of examples.
• If a root implies a certain meaning feature this.fact
is.usually reflected in its distribution. In other words,
It imposes restrictions'. on the. possibility of its concurrence
with certain words, formations,etc.
-durational >
Ex. 13. The +gradational root b/v-J-1 183 (occurring
with'Mishkal ca'cec ( ' -a) 1), Hiph*5 il (' A  *), Hiph'< il .
. (ergative) and Hoph'^al (Ergative passive), and some of its
distributional restrictions':
a. * ha : ta'pux ha'ze ha* ja ba'Jel .
'The apple -the'this was. ripe.
.; ,";v'. . ■ (=this apple);
b ’mejex |?a'taim, llo Shaf sa' ka 
: during two hours , 1 without . interrupt ion*.
The f eature -Durational ■ implied by this root prevents 
'itfrom cb-pccurring with durational adverbials. However, 
it can occur with non-durational temporal adverbials:
"b. ha .ta'pux ha1 ze ih* je ba'jel b'?od 'kama 
; 'The :apple • the this will be ripe in a. couple 
7 - ja'mim ( '
u; • of days * . ; •.
If can also occur, in tenseless sentences with a
nominal pre die ate;,: off whip h- b/v-j-1 ; 1 8 3 is" the. modifier
cy .. .7 ze .ta'pux ba'Jel ’ 7 77
•'This (is), ah apple.' ripe . £= a- ripe' apple]1 .
'The fact, that this root is +Gradatioiml is reflected 
in its ability to co-occUr with gradational or comparative 
adverbials. ; ' V  7 v  -7"; 7 7777' ' .
d. 7ha .. . ta’pux - ha’ze dai /ba'jel
• : 'The . ajjple 7the this is rather ripe.*,
e. ' . ha ■ ta'pux V je* li . jo1 ter. ba'j el ma ha ta'pux 
. The y apple' ofymine is more ripe than the apple
7 7 ' 7 . . . : '.7 - . . .-••. 7 .Jjel'xa
■ ’ • . -f; . . 7---;:V.' •* ' 7 ;• of yours1 . .7 ■’
Ex.’,14. „ . - r f v ,  .7 ■ "-7. 777 7-.- '* 7;* 7 ' : -•
7. -hDurational root ,-rn-d 86. This root can
The -Gradational I ; •
occur in •hentencesl.of .the .kind exemplified in ..Ex*., 13 a,
a. ?a'madnu e i z e . ' r e v a jja’ ?a't al jad . ha
7- 'We were, standing for..aboutyquarter, of an hour near- the
madre'got ^el » ' dar ha 'fox.el ■ (A .) ,7 ,
stairs of the dining - hall'.. , :
It can also occur in sentences of the kind exemplified 
In.Exv 13.b., but not in sentences of the kind exemplified by 
Ex. .13ic.. . idny.:' -.' '7-■ -7 . .
b. * . hu ba'xur:. Zo' me d 7 7 .1 ;7 '7 . 7"
'He (is) a boy standing' h  a standing boy]'.
/7. . .-It can.!iot o.ccur in sentences v.of the kind exemplified
by Ex.. 13 7 d., e. 7. _ '. 5 : - ; 7 n -
Notice that pADurationai - roots ref er to. situations. • 
which: are typically temporary,., whereas -Durational roots
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. . refer to situations v;hi'ch are. typically permanent!. '
- :: However, it will not do to . replace '-Durational by +Permanenf,
1.':,’ and ,+Dur at ional: by -permanent, sinee only the original
features.are, analytic (of. Ariel 1967: 345) ih the present 
context, -Durational roots ere not prevented from occurring 
. in. contexts in/which the' states denoted by the root can be ■ ..
...' . ’ characterized as temporary relatively 'to a certain, standard,. ■
'In s uch c out ext s they c an occur-with time adverbials which bring •
. • out the temorarity of the state, but not w ith adverbials 1 ,
of duration* l\.v-7 ‘ : I : :
'':"i Ex, 15. With the -burational root b/v-k-?|i*150 . •
a. ha ' Sdia'taim Je'li : mvuka'£ot ha.’boker
7 i- - /' I,, , : *My . lips . • are cracked this-morning *'
- i ■* * ha,. sj^-ltaim •je'li . Io-'i-.hif ’silfu.- lih1 jot mvuk&'^ot. .7;
V- i - , 'My. lips • • did not 7:stbp';t<l be- . . cracked.. ; ' 1-;, -■
i bem.e Jex 7 kol . ha'boker -
: - \ during thelwhole morningV-llv,-. Vi'.' ; : -
’ Certain' roots .are -Durational, that Is, they can
i;- ,, . be used in some contexts as : +Durational and in, some other , ■ n i .
■ contexts as ^Durational. \ E.g.- the root r-t-v, 806. occurring.
' H  ' ' .-with':Hithpariei, c.a1 c.u.c , Hiph.'fil and Hoph’^ al. 7;'f ; -
' . Ex. 16. -7'' ’ . ’- ' . v. i: ' - ' , 7 ’ - ' . \
■sl\ ba ?e’zor . ha’zo ha a da* ma hi rtu’va
: : :7-7 !vl - 'In '.this area the soil . is damp * 77 .
b . zot 7 -ada'ma . rtu'va - . . 1
. „. 'This is soil • damp' ' ' . - ' :
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In a. and b. the root is -Durational.In c. it is 
+Durational.
c . j ma , la^a'.vod jam ze geh'i'nom. xam
'Listen, to work there is hell. Hot
ve kol ha zrnan ' mzi'?im. a'ta ra'tuv
• and all. the'time they sweat. You are; wet 
dei!imejex . 'jmone ja'?ot, llo hafsa'ka (A.)
..during / eight hours without pause.'
Some + Gradational roots are +Completive and some
are'.’-Completive . ^Completive roots are roots which imply 
a state (or condition etc.) which can be either finished and 
complete or of .a certain degree of completion. ■
Ex. 17* The +Completive root s-t-m 884.
a. • ha ci'nor ha'ze har'be jo'ter sa'tum • ‘
'This hose (is) much more clogged
ha* jdm •'maj e et 'mol 
. today -than yesterday'
Compare the “Completive root j~f/p-;j/V 12351
b. 'dalja -har'be jo'ter-. ja'fa - ha ja'na mi. ba
'Daliah.(is) much more beautiful this year than the 
ja'na jeSav'ra
year that passed last year] '
c‘. ha ci'nor- haze legamri sa'tum
'The hose the this (is) completely clogged'
d. ■ dalja- .' legamri , jafa
'Daliah'is completely: beautifulr ■ ■
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As seen from Diagram I, • p . JS' , if a root is ■
-i-Ingf essive and/or 4-Agent ive it must be +Dynamic.
This' explains the,-fact , stated in 2.1.2-., that the contrast 
* |t?J 1 is relevant, only, to non-ergative B.P.s. .
As mentioned in , roots in ergative ’B.P.s are usually
active, that, is 14-Agent ive.. By implication^ then, they are 
’^ Dynamic. Now, at least .from the point of view of ’/'common 
'sense" , 4-Dyhamic roots cannot take ' 1 * This
contrast presupposes a static situation (expressed by the 
root itself, since 1 Q 1 is neutral' semantically, cf. p. 119 ).
Such that 1 / * denotes the stage of switching; over into this-
situation. ■/ If the situation itself'were referred to as 
"dynamic", it would make no sense' to distinguish between it 
and-the stage, of .switching over into it; when.a ball is said 
to b e 'bouncing, the stage of switching over into the bouncing 
may be expected to be referred to as an integral part of the.; 
bouncing .'itself.. ; ; Therefore, ergative roots,; ■ which are, as 
mentioned above, 4-Dynamic, cannot take ' -f * J 1 ■ V. ■
The lattei remark has some bearing on the discussion 
concerning cases in which‘the contrast ’ | 1 neutralizes.:
' . These are diseussed in 2.5. ■
5. Basic- and derived occurrences of the' Binyahim.
■No Binyan or .Mishkal morph can ever form a part 
of a B.P.. The Binyan morphs are supplied by formation 
rules, They, occur only in formations.
The :following is a' general-, rule for C.I.H. (and perhaps 
.for all Semitic languages): ' ■
. For any root X, in any formation in C.I.H., X must 
occur:either with; one, and only one Binyan morph or with one, 
and only one,' Mishkal morph,.. '.
' V : In certain contexts: (that is, with certain' specific 
roots, in certain specific,B.P.-types) certain Binyan morphs 
or. Mishkal'morphs are introduced as realizations for parti-, 
'.eular.. Aktionsart features which form an integral part of the 
predicator and' of the B.P, Other occurrences of Binyan or 
Mishkal.:.morphs represent no "deep"'features. They are redun­
dant y. therefore empty. They are there, as it were, just 
because this is required by the rule stated above. However, . 
certain Binyanim or Mishkalim have "semantic tie-up" (.C.E. .
Bazell's term); that is, a high proport ion.',, of the roots which 
occur with a certain:;specific Binyan or Mishkal or set of
Binyanim or Mishkalim imply some particular meaning features.'
+ Bur at ions. 1
E.g., most -G-rada.tional- roots which occur with Pa’al in non- ;
: . . -r• -fDurational .ergative -formations-in type I.- are: Thia
does not necessarily mean that Pa'al is the realization' of
U  “ S S s i i . . : : ; . ' ■ ■ ■ .
In non-ergative formations the redundancy of a Binyan . 
or.a Mishkal may be- due to the fact that the Aktionsart 
.contrast,, is./neutralised in the environments of certain classes 
' of roots (cf. 2.5) or to the fact that with certain classes of 
roots the category of. Aktionsart is totally irrelevant (cf. 
2.1.3 ). in ergative formations the redundancy of. the Binyanim
is-..due to the fact that the Aktionsart category is relevant 
: only to non-ergativeformations.
< ' It would be a mistake to say that the function of 
certain Binyanim is to differentiate.between ergative and 
non-ergative formations, since this differentiation is 
achieved byother means (the number and, order of the variables, 
prepositions, animatedness etc.).
In the.-following description a distinction will be 
■made between '"basic" and "derived" occurrences of Binyanim. 
or Misiikalim. The term "basic" will apply to those occurrences 
of '',Binyanim: -orMishkalim which are introduced by formation 
rules operating only on a B.P.-type which has not undergone . 
any operation and which has no peculiar instantiations.
■ Derived occurrences of Binyanim1 and Misiikalim are those, occur­
rences which are introduced, by formation rules operating on 
B.P,-types which'have undergone certain operations, or which 
have peculiar instantiations.
Let me. illustrate the distinction between basic and. 
derived occurrences of Binyanim aiodiMishkalim.
Ex-.' 18. ' '
a. ha xa'Ion ni J 'bar
-. ' The window broke1
b . ha xa'Ion Ja’vur
, 'The window • is broken1
c. jo * sef ^a*var et ha " .xa'lon •
’Joseph broke the window' .
- In Ex'. 18. the occurrences of' Nipli'^al, ce?cu9 and * • , •
.Pa'alnare basic. The root J-v-r is placed under type I.,
since it defines.the B . P * a   ^ n h - v-r {*]] *•
■It is .subsumed under, subtype I.A.2. since in non-ergative ■ ' 
formations 1 f ' ib realised as Niph'^al and © ' as ca'cua, 
and in ergative formations it must pccur with Pa* ^ al,. No ■
operation should be performed.on the B.P. before the rules 
'introhucdng,sP a .ca'1 c.uc '‘'ahjd Hiph'fal can take effect.
'The;<rule’s can ■ operate.’directly/onfthe-. B.f ,* it-sdlf. Their 
application docs 'not depend on any peculiarity in the B.P .fs 
instantiations. ft,. "  . "■ /. p -> v  p
. .; The occurrences of - the Binyanim in Ex. 19 are
derived^-p /V a;:/' \ , . ■ -v- \/'
a.;' -• ha/' -v ^ 'deletf/Pniff1 sa all jdei ba'xur ga'voh ve ra'xav 
p ' '.The door wets - opened b y ■' - ’ ‘ a iadyl tall and big*
b,. \ ha . ci'nor hi'tiz 'maim ' ,/ • ' - p
\ ; . .'.The hose sprinkled water ' . „ , "
c, dalyid ye i. ‘mir 'jam - hitna*
' David. . hhnd /-iMiryam %;'-l‘'-kiSsed* . ' ,. . p '
di pjo'Sefp } ' ;l l h i t g a ' r e d ,,
, 'Joseph scratched himself' , ‘ , .1
,1 ; In.iExl 19.a. the rule'-introducing.Binyan Niph'^ al ■
operates, on 'n,./a Kp-t^ seJ*, that is, on the; passive converse
Of. the ergative’ B.;Pl-,\.fa,■'.n|^ -i”41, • other ‘ words, the
rule applies only to a B.P. on which an operation (deriying. 
the converse)' was performed (for further discussion cfv 
2.10.3.). ,,Similarly, the rule introducing Hiph'^il in
Ex.. 19.h.fappliesponly .to!;the‘"‘non-ergative: B.P. ' 'ejlj.a
,,: the converse of *n, ' —t-zj'-. (for ?
further disbussion cf. 1.10.3*)-. i',- >r-' .
. P' . / The/rule introducing1 Hithpa'd$i in Ex.: 19.c,. operates
only on instantiations with the .following peculiarities.
The, form of the instantiation is , >
davicL^g0 [n-J-k]. Q)' simultaneously.* That is, the 
underlying instantiation must be, a conjunction of two 
■ instantiations of ,the same B .P., such that ,thd value of 1a ’ 
in each of the constituent instantiations;’is identical to the 
value of -rg-.' in the other. (For' further discussion cf.
2.10. 2.) ' Ipd;
In Ex. 19. d. the rule introducing Hithpafel operates
only on instantiations with the following peculiarities. ;
The instantiation'must have the form *jo’sef, jo'sefy- . . lao u lgo
£g-r-d]0T v The value of *a' must be identical to the,value
of 'g'. (For further discussion cf. 2.10.1).
• The.' subciassificati011' 0f the roots in this, thesis is
directly affected by the question with what Binyanim or
Mishkalim each root OccUrs. This was one of'the criteria,
for instance, for the., classification of type I. into subtypes.
E.g.. subtype I.A.4 . is the class of those roots which occur
in non-ergative"formations'with Hithpa1^ el or a  Mishkal and
in ergative formations with Pi'^el. 1
However, one should take note of the fact, that the 
classification of the roots.according to.the Binyanim or 
Mishkalim which- they take is based on the..basic., not the 
derived occurrences of the Binyanim or Mishkalim. The derived 
occurrences are not grouped-into classes on their own right.
.If a group of B.P.s with some common features, such as a 
. common variable, is distinguished, by the fact that after a 
certain operation has beeri performed ,on each B.P. the output 
can be realized by actual formations with certain specific 
characteristics, the Binyanim or Mishkalim which the roots ,, 
in these formations take.are described as the class of derived 
Binyanim, or Mishkalim associated with the-group of B.P.s' in.
question/ In some cases most roots 111 such a group take the 
same Binyan in the formations realizing the o.utput of the • 
operation. . E.g.. most roots in reflexive formations take ■ , 
Iilthpa'^el . (cf. 2.10.1). However, it is not this latter fact 
that motivates the grouping of these roots under the. same’ 
heading.' It is, as stated above,, the fact that their B.P. s . 
have -special formations realizing the output of a certain 
specific operation performed oh them. ,
Now, -it. is . true-that some groups of roots which take 
derived occurrences of Binyanim share certain meaning features 
E.g. many reflexive roots denote activities connected with 
making one1s toilet. . However, this cannot be described as a 
semantic tie-up of Hithpa'l el, since the fact that these roots 
take Hithpa'^el is. not the reason why they are classified 
■.together! •
■ In.certain other cases, roots - which are classified 
together since they share'certain formations realizing the \ 
'output:' of'a" specific-.operation performed on B.P.s of a certain 
kind take a variety, of (derived occurrences of) Binyanim.
In; other words, the classification of roots which take 
derived occurrences cuts across the classification of roots 
according to basic.occurrences. , -
' ' The basic occurrences of the Binyanim are discussed
in 2.2 - 2.9. The derived occurrences in 2.110. •
■6.. Semantic differences between..ergative and non-ergative .
. . ; b .p .s .
. As . mentioned, in 2.1.4. -Dynamic roots cannot define
ergative B.P.s. . .As is seen from. Diagram 1, p .7 2, S' such 
roots cannot be +Ingressive. On the other hand, roots 
occurring: in ergat.ive B.P. s must, be + Dynamic and can be
+Ingressive.. All the.110n-d'efec t i ve non-ergative B.P.s are 
'-Dynamic, and. by implication -Ingressive. The semantic, 
value of,such roots- is not affected by. the choice of '. ,® 1
with them (cf. p. 1 .). However, if the Aktionsart
feature selected with such a root is. f p ', this has the. 
effect . 'of turning the predieator.(i.e. the root plus the : 
Aktionsart feature) into +Ihgressive and by implication, into 
*Dynamic and. iAgent.lve (cf. Diagram,. 1, p. , if- 5' . ).
Ex. 20.: ; ]y'!' / • ■ ■ .
.a. ' hu ja'xav Ja'loJ Ja,7ot bli la'zuz .
Hie was lying for three hours without moving1
b . k^e ja'xavhu, ha'ja 'mas’pik zman lax'J oy (A.) /. 
t'teeia we were lying there was sufficient time for thinking
c, . .ni^m'?a • jri'ja Veku'lam ni^k'yu k'heref 
■'There -was heard a shot and all. lay down like a twitching \
. .. ?ain ; '-'o .
; of the eye £i.e-. in fraction, of a secondj * (A. )
, .The ’ underlying 'BAP-.. of -all the sentences in. Ex.. 20.
• (ignoring optional parts) is ' n £^k/x-v|^j] Q . In a. 
and. b. the Aktionsart•feature selected is 1 These
seniences , are acceptable; sine e’ they imply -ingressive and 
-Dynamic .- They would not be acceptable if Pa' al (realizing .
' ®- ') were replaced by Niph1^ al, (realizing * / ').
 ^-k/x-v with'.Pa'^ al' is also. -Agent ive (Ex.' 20.a., for 
instance, cat occur in- contexts from which it is clear that
■ The verb nijlc'vu in Ex. 20.a. is -i-Dynamic , 
plhgressive and -i-Agehtive. If it were replaced by Jax'vu 
the .‘.sentence -would become unacceptable.
.. When a -Dynamic, root defines, an ergative B.P. it 
turns into -t-Dynamic and, ' by implication ^Ingressive.
Ex. 21. : •
a. . k 'heref '?ain : hi j'kiv jo'sef et da’vid al
'(Like a twitching of the eye lay Joseph David on
• ha • ric1 pa. ' ■
the floor *.
b. . '<• llo ; tnu*?a ve • b'mejex ja'loj .ja'ot
* 'Without moving and during three hours
; hi.j'kiv jo'sef et. . .da'vid al ha ric'pa
lay . Joseph . David on the floor'
As seen from'Ex,. 21., the root in ergative.B.P. is 
+Ingressive. ' Prom a semantic viewpoint the latter statement 
is equivalent to the statement..that the root in ergative 
B.P. implies ' f ': By asserting that Joseph performed the
"ingressive1*. act of laying David- on," the floor one implies 
that Joseph switched David, over to a position of lying. The 
ingressiveness (or ' . '-ness)■ of roots in ergative B.P.s
is necessitated by..the• fact that they are rAgentive and by 
implication ^Dynamic. Roots sUch as J-k/x-v 945, which denote 
a static body position, can become +Dynamic only if they have 
become +Ingpessive .(in other words, only if f ' has been 
added to them): one cannot be the agent of the state of
lying, itself, only-'of the (dynamic) act of switching someone, 
over to a position of lying.
In this respect the semantic effect of turning a
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rootbsxichYasplj-k/x-v '945' into ’an1’, ergative: root is Similar; to V,. 
the semantid effect of adding to it the Aktionsart feature V; p ' 
Ahpa/fnon \el^ti:veAB;P•; ..Tit both- Cases .■ tfte-foot .hecoiie's-s-pynamic, , 
■and +Ingr e;ssive, ; .• . 1 t'
. IDhe .foregoing '-seems to- suggest!t,hat--the .ergative’ BiP..-type ' 1
:should .he. reforrmlated as : Va,n'[E; ] 1 , -where- the roots do contract 
tlie;Aktionsart, category, hut withih'ithis. category .the actual -corU 
trast between f> ' and 1 ...a 1 neutralizes and only 'the feature ; ’ t-! •
‘ih^-reaiize.d, However ,' such. reforiiiulation; would’ introduce- uameces--'' 
Sary .-redundancy, iiito.; the■ description, since- the,presence of the 
..feature- tdfi n) ['Kjjw £.].! • is completelyvpredictahle. .It is 1
■ presupposed:by■ two. features.: .'ay'’ The .presence of .’ 'a1 in the B.P,
(diaplying -.that '-the predicatormust he- ADynEimic). b:. ..The”:fact ..
tli'at. the root. is &originally" (that. is,. innon-ergative B.P.s) 
-Dynamic' (implying that the,’ feature;. -{-Dynamic, . required by the ; 
pres;ehce:.pf ’'a.'g ’.canno/fr he • Supplied" by the root itself).. If -the 
root-, is toriginsliy’! ppynamic no feature 1 t 1 should he - added’ .-to.
;the predicator,. in .other-; words’- the predicator should not he turned . 
into a ■>Ingressiye one)before, it can take . an agent - and . define an 
ergative-.P.P.,- This’ is -the case.,;-, for .instance, in the following 
senten'ce, p ’/-■ ’ ' ■; V.-'-d
Ex. ’ 22.': • . , , . ' - .
jo'sef hik'pic et . ha ka1 dur .. .
' Joseph. bounced - the : hall 1 •
;; ; In'thiS examplethe- verb; is not necessarily +Injgressiye.
J'o'sef is -the . agent of the bouncing itself, not of the -.- , ■
"switching, over into /bouncing" stage. ■ 1 .
: WotiedWhat;Eiphltii-has not .in itself,: separately,
been'descrlbed as the.realization of any particular distinct 
element in it he .ergative B.P. • Against this yiew.it. may be ,
argued, that one: should postulate a deep feature such, as 
Ergative'or,Causative, .or which Hiph'^il would be regarded 
as the surface realization. However, this argument is rather 
weak.; In the context of roots of subclass I,A.3.- the Binyan: 
realizing, 1 7* 1 in the non-ergative B.P. is Hiph'^il
(cf. 2.2.4.:*) and the same Binyan .takes part, in .the realiz­
ation of the ergative B;'P. :. ’
Ex. 23. . . ; V . . '" "
a. . ha'kir •- hi j' xir
1 The wall blackened1 '
b . jo * scf. . hij'xir et ha'kir
■ .'Joseph; blackened the wall':’.
.'•....No speaker of C.I.H. will have the , slightest diffi- ,. 
culty in recognizing•that Ex. 2.3.a. realizes (n[*j-x-r H ’. ; 
whereas.Ex , 2;3.b. realizes ■ ? a;nfe f I (the: ref erence is,
of course, to intuitive recognition of the facts, hot to any 
ability ,to. formulate , them) despite " the f act thaj: the root and 
the Binyan-morphs are the.same in both sentences. The 
ergativity or causativity of Ex. . 2'3.b., as compared with the ' 
non-ergativity of Ex. ,23.a, is sufficiently marked by. the
following facts:, a. ...In Ex. 23.b. the root takes two
obligatory nominal elements, as compared'to one in Ex. 2-3.a.
: b. The subject.in Ex) 23.a,, "becomes" the direct object in 
Ex. ;23.h. . ' c. The sub ject in Ex.- 23.a. is non-agentive, 
"whereas the "new" subject in Ex. 23,b. is agentive; and so 
. forth. ‘ '-)•' : , 1
Any attempt to describe the Binyan morph in an 
ergative sentence as. the one-to-one realization of a 
particular distinct feature in the ergative B.P. amounts to 
repeating the traditional mistake of forcing syntactic
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facts invoicing more than a single word into a morpholo­
gical straight jacket, where everything falls within the 
boundaries of-a; single word (cf. P. HI ff )
Since, it has been, decided not to include 1 f 1 in 
ergative: 33.P..s witii 1originally1 -Dynamic roots, and not to 
regard the Binyan in ergat-ive sentences as the. realization 
of-any particular distinct .feature, it must be concluded that 
the root in sentences such as Ex. 23.a. is semantically ' 
different from the- same root in sentences such as Ex. 23.b.
The former is stative whereas the latter is .'active. One is. 
..free to postulate two different lexical elements:, the root 
A'in a non-ergative B.P. and the root A 1 in an ergative 
B.P. (cf. 1 / h, 4 v) T h i s -  will increase the number of. 
entries in the'dictionary-, .but at the same time will make 
the; grammatical-description, more powerful. Many roots;, 
define no 'non-ergative B.P.s, just ergative ones. .
Ext 24. - hem hir*-?ivJ u . et ha 1 ?ir
■ 1 They .bombarded . fthe city1
' . The .root ,r-?/©-J 749;-does not occur (at least not in
the ;same meaning) in any non-ergative sentence., . The 
Binyanim in the realizations of such ergative-only roots 
are the same as those in the. realization of ergative-with- 
corresponding^nen-ergative roots. -E.g.,. the ergative-only
r-7/<5>-| 749 takes Hiph'^il, and. so does the botli-non- 
ergative-and-ergative j-k/x-v 945)..' Eurthermore, many 
ergative-only B.P.S underlie the-same formations as both- 
ergative-and-non-ergative B.P.s, in other words, they share 
■ their f ormati'oh r ules.. The assumption' that a root in a non- ' 
•ergative. B.P. is not the same lexical item as a phonologically 
identical root in an ergative'B.P. will enable us to include
ergative-with-no-correspo.ndiJng^nbp-e.rgatives under; type: I. 
instead of setting•up a separate class.,'The absence of a 
non-ergative B.P. in. each case I will be attributed not to-any. 
special and distinct" patterning: in the. grammar,but to a 
"whim" of the lexicon.;. Bor instance, the fact that Ex. (DA 
realizes a B.P. which:.has: 'no corresponding- non-ergative B.P; • 
will not be explained by the assumption that it belongs -to a 
'•purely transitive" system, distinct and-different from the 
ergat iv e-non-ergat iv e sy si em, but. by the assumption that ... 
the dictionary includes no, stative root r-2/& -j corresponding 
to: the'existing active root of the.same phonological shape.:
The-formation rules .will .then, operate on ergative .B.P.S and 
on non-ergative B.P.s,separately,anh the same set Of forma- V 
tion rules will apply to ergative B.P.s with corresponding " 
non-ergative- B-.P. s and;,to ergative B.P. S without' corresponding 
non-ergative B.P.s ♦ - - y," • -■ -
1 : let me turn now’ to a'.detailed discuss ion of the .: 
various, subtypes of type I. . ' ■ :,/ ,1"
2.2. Subtype I.A.: . ho n-def e c t i v e r o o t s.
1. : Introductory . .. : !■-.
Every root of this subtype exhibits all three properties 
of type I. (cf. 2.1.). However, the rest may be classified
into a number of sub-classed according to the Binyanim and 
Mishkalim which occur with themDifferent groups of Binyanim 
and Mishkalim are selected.by root-classes which are differen­
tiated by. the fact that in each',class many roots share certain 
particular semantic features. , iln other words,-, different ■ • - 
groups of Binyanim 'and Mishkalim have a; different., semantic 
tie-up/ (cf. table fJtfZ and 2-1 3 ).. The.,congruence
.Le-p
between root-classes .defined by the, groups of Binyanim • - • /.-'t' •
with which they occur and. root classes' defined by certain . 
semantic features is partial., not ’total." /> ? y vl
, . In. addition, the roots in each of the .root-classes- 1
distinguished, by the Binyanim with 'which the roots belonging ; 
to it occur tehd' to 'subdivide into smaller groups, again, 
according, to certain particular- meaning- features,. ; ;
2. . Subclass'l.A.l.: ■ roots occurring: with Paf<* al or a "
Mishkal ( * ^ '), Niph* cal : ? V) and Hiph,r il (ergative).
The roots ’ ; y'y ' . ■ yy .■ i-l 'il
This subclass is: a, small one; It indludes just, twenty 
roots. ’ _ " ■' y, y •
-m-d 86, b/v-h-1 146, c-m-d 235, d-b/v-k- 262, d-l-k 287 , -
k/x-b-j/ 488, k - f/p-% 501, k-i-i 511, k/x-p-1 531, y . y \.y 
r-g- Vo 764, r-k-v; 775, s- -r '815 , J-k- %  9,34, , '
-u 916, j-k/x-v 945, t.-b/v- 1022, v/j/<s>. -c(- 1068, yy ■
x-l-j 1141,1 j-f-n 1242, (cf. also1 r-d-m 762), -z-k/x-r, 1271k- y 1
Eormational Characteristics of roots in I.A.I. •• , ,
, Moot j-j -n 1242. (cf., alsor-d~m .762) has two , /' , 
realizations ihycomplementary distributions; r-d-m with hiph^'hl 
(realizing V, p ' ; nir'dam ’He fell. saLeep1.) and j-j-n: v . . y ;y
elsewhere." , . • • •' - , . ‘k A y i  ’ ■
■ In ergative formations the root .k/x-b-j/c? 488, takes /
Pi^el (all the other roots take .Hiph1^ il). / 7 y^yVvy.
» . o  » has no uniform- realization: : !yyy. y'yt--'
Roots • ./Mishkal or .Binyan. . . . ..
 y realizing 1 & ♦
c-m-d 235, d-b/v-k 262, ' 7 "" - .;,:'kyy-;- ,
k/x-b-j/© 488, k-f/p-?/* -501, ca’cuc.
k-l-t 511, k/x-p-1 ,531,. • 7’ .. :"'y‘ !,"■ • '
r-k-v 775, t-b/y-V$. 1022. / 7 . . ' y
1/b -m~d 86,. d-l-k 287, 1 -'7,
764, s-7A-r 815, . ' ■ < y/7 y-:'yl/- . ; :
^-k/x-v 945, j.-J-n 1242, ' •,;,7;. 7. ' Pa' <al
z-k/x-V' 1271,7 v/ j/*> -d-‘lA : :7 / ' ' . . , v  '7 7 ;
1068. ■ - ■ , '' 7,... ■ ./■■■ 7y,y - 7 .  7 ■■-v / 77"; ' .
b/v-h-l 146 , .• ■ • iy/,-,/■,- mcu* cac 7 n y
x—1— j 1141 1 7. ■, - . . ‘ : caVcac /I
With d-l-k 287> r-g- ?/«/ '764, s-?/*>815, J-k/x-v 
945, 1 " f is sometimes realized as ca’cuc instead of
Paf<* al. With. r-g-?/j? 764 this-, is very often the case.
With k/x-b-,j/q 488, k-f/p- ?/$ 501, 934 and
t-b/v-¥/s? 1022, 1 /* * is sometimes realized;as Pa'^al.
This.-Is considered the "correct" form. , However',.' in , 
colloquial use Niph^'al is quite common as- the 
■realization of 1 f f with these roots. . 7 ' The ■ ' 7
general tendency is to use Pa*kal . in. non-ergative formations
Only withv.roots that are inherently +Dynamic .,(cf. 2.5 .) •
The above four-roots cannot be considered inherently 
.y-Dynamic , since-they take ' _c£>7y.; .(realized as .c.a* cue ), 
and the' contrast 3 { * is relevant, only .to .-Dynamic roots .
(cf*. pi 33> ). ’7. When they rare- /Dynamic,, -•then, tliis must be 
attributed' to the presence of.1 / * . This explains, perhaps
14-7
the shift from Pa ’^ al, one of whose, functions, is to realize 
1 ^ f, to Niph*^al, one of whose functions is to realize
• . ‘
The root -ri 916 is Used with Niph^ al both when
the meaning is "switch over info a -position of: leaguing" and 
when it is "be in-a position of leaning". However, some speakers 
use NiphT^ al only when the. meaning is. ingressive and ca’cuc ‘ 
when the meaning, is 'neutral.. ' This root, then, may be viewed 
as belonging to I.A.1. (in ergative formations it takes 
Hiph,srii). . ' ; V
The root, m-t . 634 oc.curs.,with Wlishkal cec both when 
the meaning is.ingressive ,and wheh;it is neutral.. In. 
ergative formations it occurs with I-Iiph^il. It may perhaps 
be considered a i.A.l, root, since. Niphf<i al never occurs 
in C.I.H.- as the realization of / 1 in the, environments -
of bi-consonantal, roots. . 1 •
Semantic characteristics of the " roots- in I.A.l. r y
. As mentioned in 2.2.1. there is a partial correspoh- ' 
dence between the classification of the roots in I .A. accor- . 
ding to the groups of Binyanim with Which; they, occur' and 
their classification according to. semantic features.. Since 
I . A . l .  is a very small subclass,- and one of .the least pro­
ductive (the term "productive" is to be understood here in 
a genetic sense),. there seems to be hardly any point in 
making generalizations about its dominant semantic features. 
However, there is no harm. In summarizing some-.obvious facts.
■ -V-y/yy/ ■ * .  y v y-y'vy;.y y 7.3/ ' . m s  ,-
.. . ; Looking at :the er gative' B . B . s it strikes, one that 7 .
a relatively large number of roots (ten out Of twenty) have 7 ' |
*a' rather than ?a* in their B.P. . Adding to these the six .7777 7
roots .which- have, 'a* ;in their B.P., but can. take an.1 animate .■ -7 - 7
value for ’ n f,. in other words, the roots which have an " f-
optional indirect agent in.. their B.P. ;• (cf. p . ^  5 f(- ), namely .7 3.:-
3/®. -m-d 8.6, c-m-d 235, d-b/v-k 262, (-k/x-v 945, : v/j// -d-7/^ 7 77
1068 and z-k/x-r. 12-71, one can come to the conclusion that
roots in I.A.l. tend to. be ".in.directly,,ag\entiveM /in ergative y  73'7
B.P.s. ■ 7 . . ‘ _ ' 7 , -y,,; , r y  7 "'’:7V-‘ ■ ,'-77 . 7' : 7 ' ■; '■ 7-;
' In non-ergative B.P.s six roots are : I"—/';
7/? -m-d 86, d-lfk 2877 ; [-k/x-v ,945-, v/g/8 -d- 7/? 71068,7 g-^-n- , 7-7:7 
1242' and z-k/x-r 1271. This list includes all the roots 
which occur with Pa'^al as-the realization of 1 °? ', except :
z-(</x-r 815 . . ,7// -,
Ex. 25. . ., ' •7 ! ' 7" 7' 77;,. ' .77' 77-7
.ai la'madnu eize * reva ja*?a "• . al : ...gad-. . /7 - / ;7; * '7'
'We were. standing for about a quarter of an hour by. 7 
ha rnadre ’got el xa1 dar ; ha.* ? oxel yl y, 73/7/'■ ''77
.the stairs of the hall of dining1 (A.) ; 7.7 77 7^7 '
b . * hu . ja*[an . Ima*dai - -3 '-7- ' :h7 'S.* 7-- :-
'Hey was sleeping rather .(to a certain extent) ’ 7 7 --;7.
The., roots v / 1.0.68 and z^k/x-r 1271 are the 
■only ■ root's, in P.A3•'■■(■with -one exception,, the.front b/y-h-r 149 ;3’ 7 .7-
in 1. A . 5. ) that can take a "content object", that is, a B-.'P .• .
denoting the coutent Of a thought .a wish etc . ,(a value ‘ of. 7 y: . 
the variable7  f 1 ) . .. Most content. object roots belong to- . : 7
. I.E. 2n, • cf 2.6. 2 *y. ■ ■ : . :7;7 7' ‘ 7. 7..-/_ y y‘-7 7 / 3 1
Ex. ,26. . " '■' ‘ . ' ;  -:
a. ja'da^ti - Je ha . ana*Jim.- [e ?o'lim
* I knew that., the . people . who climb up .
bama-7 * le ' ha z.e hem b 1 derex klal
. the uphi11-road the this- are . ■ usually
• ana' [im Je ei'nam: xaja' lim (A.) ' ,
people '-who are not : soldiers'
b-. ani zhfxeret Je ha'ja viku* ka'tan-
'I ■ ■ ■ remember • that there was a little argument
bein'xa ' vbein 'naxum (A.)
,, between you and , ' Nahum*. ,■
' ,+Durational
One root is -i-G-radational : (b/v-h-1. 146) . . •
: -Completive . . . . :
Ex. 27. . - , 7 • 3 ’ ' ■■■■
a.,. b mejex xa'mej da'kot hu fja1 ja ku1 lo
y 'Bor five minutes he was all
'mvo 'hal , . .
scared (shaken)' . ’ *
b. hu nih*ja jo'ter . v jo'ter mvo'hal 
'He got more and more ‘ scared'
c. * , hu . mvo'hal legamri
'He .(is) scared, completely'
mi ■ —Durational ' l i i / n rnThree are _GradatioIlal : k-l-t 5X1, k/x-P-1 531,
t-b/v-•?/<* 1022.
Ex. 28. ■ : ■
a., x. jo 'sef ha' ja ta-vui. bme [ex xci 
'Joseph was . drowned during- half 
Ja*?a llo hafsa'ka ,
an hour, without interruption*.
b. hu joTter . ta'vu^'. ha'jom ' maje et'mol.
'He. is more drowned today than yesterday'1 y
-Durational ".
One is -i-G-radat i onal : r-k-v 775.
■ -i-Completive ■ > h
Ex. 29. . .i ■’ .. .... ; -■ ; • ■
a. * hata'pus haze ha'ja rakuv b' me j ex • ■
'This apple , was rotten .. during
|a'l;oJ ja'^bt \ ’■/•■■ •
three ' hours'. ’ \ . •
b. , hata'pfc: haze ra'kuv . l'gamri
'This.. - apple- 'is rotten completely'
-rn• T -DUi'ational - -1 -u / ■ ■ ; 1 r\/~r\
.F w e a r e  -todatioMl; ! c-m-d 35, .d-b/v-k. 262,
k/x-b/j/«? 488, J-%-ft.
/ '/ .' ' . 918, 934.
Ex. 30.
a. ze har, 'ga^aj ka’vu.j' ,
'This is.a volcano an extinguished one'
b . hamno'ra haj'.ta kvu'ja. ' b'mej.ex 'eser da'kot
..'The lamp’‘light was put out during • ten minutes-
. , " ■ -Durational . . r 1
One is ^Gradational : k-i'/p- %> 501.
•i-O ompletive
Ex. 3-1. • ; 1 ' 1
a. ze ' .ba' sar; kafu? . 'y
. 'This.is meat frozen'
b. • b 1 me j ex .ha: pa'taim jeze ha'ja bamka'rer . ;
'.During the two hours that it was in the fridge-
haba'sar ha'ja . ka* fu? . 
the meat was.' frozen* 
o . ha.' ja' kor 'a ' jom v. , ha'maim ha*,ju kf u' ?im
. '.There was a terrible freeze and the water'was frozen
lganiri - v : " ■ '■ ' '
completely' ' . . ,
"7 . -. : . ‘-Durational - . ' : , ,/ •
• Three are +Gradational : r-g- 764, s-?4> -r 815,
-Completive ’ “
: ' , X-l-j 1141. . . i :
Ex. 32. . v -■ . .
a. hu - ba’xur xa'laj ■ \
'lie is a boy weak*
b. * .: hu , xa'laj lgamri
'He is weak completely' ;
Let 'me return for a while to the roots k/x-b-j/$ ■
488, k-f/p-;% 501, j-k-?<4> 934 and t-b/v 1022, with .
which ' z' ' is. realized ras Pa'^ a'l.. in standard, speech’.and as;'■
Niph'^al in colloquial speech (cf. above). ' ..'Since
k / x - b - ^  488 a n d f k - ^ '  934 are /
1022 is Igradationai "and ^ * ^ ' 4  501 is i-Dar.atlpnal , '
1 : . ■ , +Gradational
= '; -• ' . +Gornpletive. ' -.
the.choice of Niph' al rather than Pa*5 al as the realization
of ' .is, in.. line with the general pattern of use in C .I.H
Besides the-' roots mentioned above only two roots .in I.A.,
g-v-h 445 and g-d-1 409, take. Pa*f.al as the realization of
' f '. On the other hand-the majority of. ipurat.iohal -,, , 7;
. ' ; -Gradational .‘7
1-5:2
-Durational •-Durational ' ;. 7 7 -' . / ;
-Gradational and ^Gradational roots in I .A. t.ake/ Niph1^ al..
7; +Completive ’ :7 ’ 7 i - '
as th.e7 realization of ' / '(cf. * table 5, P. ).
As to the roots g-v-h .445 and g-d-1 409* both take ca'cee
as the realization of * ®  * and ■ Pa' al as the realization of
* 7S 1 , Unlike,..the abovermentioned-roots, no speaker uses
them with Niph'.^ .al,1 This can .perhaps be explained by the-
fact that both are,+-, Durational’ , - Most roots in I.A. with 
, v. ^Gradational■' . ' .
7 7- --Completive ./V ;• ' ,
these meaning features>take Hiph'^il or Hithpa'VelRoots ,
g-v-h 445 -and g-d-1 409 rare' then exceptions in the sense.; that
they occur with Pa1 <al . rather- than- Hiph'Tl ii or Hithpa' ^ el.
The -Durational roots r-rz-j/# 812 and \-m-n 96 6  
7 -fGradatiohal V
7 ; , . -Completive' . , ■ .
are used-by some .’speak.ers with Pa'^ al (realizing . ' f  ').
However, many-speakers. follow ;the general, pattern and-use
them with Hiph'^il (cf. 2.2.4.) V '
’3 Subclass I, A. 2;.: \ ■ Roots .occurring with Niph'i al. ( ' p  ' ), 
7. , . ca'cuc ( ' (S> ' ) and Pa'^al (Ergative) .
Pormational Charac t er istics:•.
, . . 7 •- With:,the r o o t y ,  -s-rf 1 0 7 -t-f 116, c-b/v-r
210, tirf-x: 458aand7j-p-k. 1006 ' ’is, realized .either, as
Niph*^ al or- as: Hithpau el.. The7variation 'is free. All 
the other roots in this; subclass are regular, that, is, 
with; all of them ' is, realized by-Niph'^'al and ' <r '
by ca'cuc, and the Bin^an. which,:,obcurs;,with the root in 
ergative formations is Pa'** al. . . 7 7 ' . • ■ , • .
Semantic characteristics
In ergative B.P.s only two roots take ah. obligatory
occurrence of 'a': r-t-m 798, when used metaphorically as
part of the idiomatic expression 'r-t-m la mal'mac
.'harness to the efforts ,
msi'ma etc. and the root f/p-t-r 384. V
' task' ■, 77, "
r-t-m. 798, ' in'its nonr-metaphorical, non-idiomatic
sense, belongs, not. to I.A.2, but to I.B.l. (cf. 2.7.1.).
The rest take just 'a*.. Among the latter there are no.roots
which can' be; interpreted either as "direct. Agentive" or as
"indirect agentive,l;. 7 -
The difference between I.A.I. and I.A.2 (of which
the most conspicuous, mark is the Binyan occurring with each
root in,ergative formations - Hiph'7il witiuthe roots in
I.A.l and.Pa'^al with the roots in I.A.2) correlates, then,
with the semantic distinction indirect, agentive vs. direct V
agentive.. Most roots in I.A.2-7 imply direct .agentive.
In non-ergative B.P.s no root is +Durational... • 7
Twenty seven roots are 71,
%  -g-r 73, %  -r-f 98, %  -r-g 99, -s-j/<*> 113,
c-l-j/<* 233, c-r-f 242, d-k-r 283, f/p-c-7/* 317,
f/p-g-^/b 324, f/p-r-c 353, f/p-t-r 385,, g-m-r' 425,, h-d-f
455, h-r-g 465, m-h-1 609, m-s-c 637, s-r-t 881, s-x-f, 895,
f/p—x 932, ^-t-f 987, t-l-(- 1038, x-c-v 111.0,. x-c-j/s 1111,
x-f/p-r 1117, x-n-k 1153, x-r-t 1169, x-t-x 1208. .
Eight roots are -Durational -h-r-s ,466,
■ +Gradational .. ' .
+0 ompletive .
k-r-;?/$ 535, m-r-t 623, m-x-k 638,. s-r-f 876, ' s-x-t, 899,
^-b/v-r 922, ^-x-k 1006. ./7 7
Twenty six roots are ^Durational: ?/*>-k-r 75,
-Gradational
±5J-\-
-s-f 107, ?A  -t-f 116, 123, b/v-l-m 161:, . . "77. 7
b/'v-n-j/<v> 168,; c-b/v- 209 j c-b/v~r ,210., c-b/v-t '211, 7 
d-r-x. 302, . ..f/p-r-’ /^4>; 351, f/p-tr-r738:4, -;h-f-x 45 8, 
k-b/y-r 485, k-f-r 554;,, ;.l-k/x-d 587, /m-r-3s: 624,. n-:fycj>>l 643, 
r-t-m. 798,.. f-l-f 947, . $-t-l 993., t-?/4> -n 1017, t-f/p-s 
1028, t-k-Vo . 1030, t-l~ j/4> 1039, x-l-c /L128. ;0: -
Ten roots are -Durational : /^<$> -c-m 62,
• : , , , ■' +Gradational ; ’ ... ' -7:7 7 ' j;- ■ ,’;
■ +G.onipletiye : 7-. .7.7 7'~
-t-m; 118,7f^p-hr-s \ 337, f/p-r-m 359,7f/p-t-x : 388, 
s~f/p-g 382, s-g-f; 836, s-t-m.884, x-s-f 1175, x-s-m 1177.• •
Three, roots are ^ Durational.. 7:- -d-f-k 269, • r : : '
. 7 7. ,' 7 - ' ' ; -I-Gr a dai i 9nal ■ •• ■ - V.
"• ; . -0omplotive •, ; 7 . . . VV 7  7 -■
dr-s-s 311, 1-k-c 597. ' 777777 7 7 ' • v ;
7 ; Altogetlier s eventy .four roots. ■; 7 ’; 7 77. 7 7
Examples: . ■•••'-v-7 ■ ,7; -777 '7'- ■ ■ 7 ■ ' 7 77: :7’
• -rji ■ . i■) -^-Durational. . ... ... .
nx. b j. -Gradational ; ' 77 U  7:' .777-7 ■ /yl"! 7 , • • ' .
a. * ha'maim ha * ele JfU'xim b*m.e^ex zman dai, ka1 car
; fTiiis waiter is7 spilled during■ a rather short 7 .
.; , 7\- •; . ' , - ' : ‘ -7 ■' ■ period of time*
b. ;K ha 7a ’le ha*ze ia*lu£ ,m?od
. 1 This leaf 7 is very plucked1 v T/-/ 7  ,,/■ .
Ex. 34. -Durational .. ••'• \ ...
+Gradatiohal ■ •/ 7 :, 7 : 7" ’ s r .' -7' .
• ; 7 4-CompletiVe " •. , 7'7. ; f■ 7 - 7 7.,
a / *  habin* jan haze.7r ha,*jp,y =-ha*rus b'me j"ex, 7sci; j:.a,7a-.; ' .
7*This building was 7.destroyed during half an hour/ 
b . . ha b i n 1 yan ha z e ha1 r u s , Igamri ,.7- ; ■ '
fThis building is destroyed completely*
; / ' - ' ■ ’■ v : •. ; ' ' : , ■ , *55
Ex. 35. -Durational . ’
-Gradational. ' ■ '. . ■ ■ '•
a, ze r 1 oVe da* rux
1 This is a rifle cocked1
b. ■; b fme]ex-, kol zman ha Yimu’him.haro * ve ' haV ja /
* During ' all .the , time of the. training the rifle was 
da'rux ' '
cocked* ■ ... . - ■ : .
Ex. 36. ^Durational 1 ‘
+Cfradational , ■■■,• ■
+Completive \ - / ., : ,
a. ' zot giv'?a. xasu'fa
' lliis is a hill, a.bare one* 'r ■
b:. hai*ta lxa harga * j a k*?ilu -'ata 26’med ?a*rom
*You had a feeling as if you were standing naked 
bki’kar , *dizengof btel:a'yiv, xa'suf lgamri, llo . 
in Dizengoff Square,in lei Aviv, bare completely, 
haga’na (A.) • - ' "
defenceless*, , ■ ",
Ex. 37,. ^Durational . ■ .
'+Gradational ,
-Completive . ;
'■a. b'me ex kol zman hansi'?.a ha* jinu. cxu* sim btox
.’During all the time of the travelling’yve were packed 
ba * otobus ' " ' ' • . ; '
- tight inside, the bus* ' .
b. * ha* jinu . dxu’sim 1 ’gamri btox. ha* otobus
*We were packed tight completely inside the. bus*
As mentioned in 2.21, the roots in some subclasses 
tend to group into fields according .to certain meaning 
features. Here are some fields of this -kind in I.A.2.:
"... .... ,■ ■ 156
■ : , krr A ^  535, f/p-r-m 359, m-r-t 623, t-l--(?. 1038:,- : .
x-t-x 1208, -k-r,75, f-l-f 947., TfyV-r-f' 98, 7 ' , ,
x-c-j/«> 1111, x-f/p-r. 1117, x-c-v 1110, x-r-t 1169,
s-r-t 881, m-x-k • 638., m-x-c 637, f/p-r-^ 351, h-r-s 466,
' hr-r-g- 4.6.5, f/p-c- p-fy 317, ' / ’ 7; ~ ’. '
• n-7/dp -i 643, x-s-m 1177, .s-g-r 836, b/v-l-rn 161, s-t-rn 884, '
* A  ->t-m 118, 1-x-c 597, ‘d-x-s 3 H :, fyto -g-r 73,. x-n-k 1153,
■ .s-x-t 899, f-.t-l 993, t-k- V^ ) 10.30, ; . ■ .
k-b/v-r 485 ,• t- “n 1017. : : '7
r-t-m 79-8,. c-b/v-t 211, 2/$ -x-z 123, ' t-f/p-s .1028, 1-k/x-d
5,87. - .>; ■ ; \ ; ' •' 7 ^ 'V ’ ' ;p . • ■ ' . 7.
4.:. Subclass .I .A. 3.: ;-Roots occurring with Hiph •'* il (' t *),
ca'coc and other Mishkalim ( 1 .^ *) and Hiph'Sil (ergative).
Format i o nal c har ac t e r i s t i c s ;
For the rob^s.r-z-rj/tp 812 and ^-m-n 966 cf. p. >•.
* _?/ 1 • has no uniform realization. With all rocfcs which 
express colours-,' except k/x-s-f 548., and. 1-b/v-n ‘ 5?8, and with 
no .other roots, it .is realized by ,ca*coc .(these roots are .
V a> -d-m 66., -f-r 70,. c-h-v 222a, k-x-1 563, j"-x-r 1103, 
v-r-.d 1082, v/j/fc -r-k 1086, z-h-v 126.3 (with the latter, it .
. is 'sometimes realized as ca* cac )•.). - Wi i;.h k/x-s-f 548 .as . v \
r ,’cecec or ca'cuc. .and with 1-b/v-n 578 as ca'cac. With
1 x-k/x-m 1120 -. as ca'cac . With x-j-x 1196 - as ca'cUc..
With, /-m-n 966 and-r-z-j/fc 812 - as ca’cec and with 
. b/v-r- ?/$> 170 as ca'cic.- ' • /
Semantic Characteristics: 7
: In'ergative B.P.s four root’s (namely b/v-r- ?/§ .170,
r-z-3/p.812, :^-m-n 96.6', x-k/x-m 1120) require ’a 1.. All the 
. : rest, r equi.re ! a ' . •. ■ '■ '■/ ' j7 \
In non-ergative B.P.s eleven roots are ^Durational r
iG-radational 
t. , , -Completive.
-d-m 65, 7/$ -f-r 10, c-h-v 222ay k/x-s-f 548, k-x-?l 563,
r-z-j/s 812,. -^rn-n 966, v-r-d 1082, x-k/x-m 1120, v/j/^n -r-k
1086, z-h-v 1263..,
Pour are ipnr'ational: b/v-r- %  ;170, 1-b/v^n 578,
+G-radational 
-Completive
(J-x-r 1003, x - x  1196.
One, is -Durational : b/v-J-1 183.
+Bradatioiial. •' . ' ‘
-(-Completive.
Examples: • ' ; . -•
Ex. 38. ^Durational . ■'
-t-G-radational, . - ' - 1 '
-Completive . ■
a. hu his* mftk v b fme jex . xa'mej , da*kot
*He blushed and during , five .minutes
■hu ha'ja a'dom kmo agvani’ja
he was red , like a tomato*
b . . ze ta’pux a* dom
1 This is an apple a red one1 . . .
Ex. 39. -Durational 
•f Gradational 
-i-Completive
a. ze 'kelev xo*le ’
* This is a dog sick' . ■
b. hu ha* ja kca.t xo'le b'mejex ha1xoref a*val 
He was a.bit . ill during, the winter but'■
axfjav hu kvan ba'ri . ’lgamri
now he is already healthy completely.1
Like, some other subclasses in I.A., .the roots in
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I .A. 3* ’can "be organized in f ields according 'to certain meaning 
features. The most conspicuous field is.the one consisting of 
colour terms: -rd^mi65 , -f-r 70^ , c-h-v 222a, k/x-s-f
548, k-x-1 563, l-b/v.-n 578, '(-x-r 1003, v-r-d 1082,
■v/j/.$, -r-k 1086 and z-h-v 1263. X.A.3 is the subclass
of colour terms par excellence. These , colour terms which do '
■not belong to it (e.g. ha* tom 'orgnge',. sa'gol 'purple1,, : ;*
ta'xol. 'sky blue' , xum 'brown' etc,. ) never occur with a 
Binyan morph. , Thefidea 'become, orange, purple., etc 1' , is 
usually expressed by a periphrasic consisting of the root . ■ '
7/<^> xs- j/^s> .' do ' or h-j-> j/<x> ' be ' in.Binyan Niph' ^ a l. .
(hi-*-' sa, nih' ja.- 'bec.ame ' ). and the root denoting the colour, f .
with its,.proper. Mishkal. E.gf: , '■ .
EX. 40. ‘ 5‘ /' ' . ' ' K ;
f.;.; ', ■ lif'not ' ?erev hafa'maim : *his*gilu/nih' ju. sgu'lim
■ 'In'the evening the sky/. ■ • purpled / became purple*
. In fact, the‘forms consisting’of ?^-s-j/<s : and \ '
h-j-j/4> and • Binyan Niph' ^ al may. be regarded as variants of - "
■Hiph'^il in the context of colour terms which do nob occur . - 
with a Binyan morph. These forms are- free variants of > - p---
Hiph'$ il with all .the roots in I.A.3. . (cf. Blanc 1957; .
.405-4.06), ; ■ ,1 . V '/ ’ ' \ _ nf-
5. Subclass I.A.4. ' Roots occurring with H i t h p a e l  -
(' p '.) mcu'cac and other Mishka' lim ( ' ^ ') and :
Pi' ^ el (ergative) . , l / -i
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Formational characteristics. : "
With most roots in I.A.4/ ’ 001 ■' is realized as 
mcu'cac. ' With.the rest it has no uniform realization:
Roots .' • _ . Mishkal or Binyan ‘ '
: realizing 1 ®„, 1 . ? ■
?/^ -k-m 19, c-m-k 236,..
e-f-f 219, f/pT-n-j/®. -348, .
g-l-jA 422, h-d-k .457, : s;
h-m-m; 4-64, k-c-c 490, ca’cuc ■'
k-t-f 503, 553, ;V :V.k ;
m-r-t 62.2, m-t-n. 635, ■ .. . .
n-f/p-s 674., r-k-V«> 7YC, ./■ V. . ’•
^-t-x 994, J-z-f 1011. :
•k-c-r 493, x-a-j' 1115, v
x-z-k 1219, . j-k.^ r 1238, ' ca’ cac '
j-j-r 1243. ' : • *' ’ ■ ", v
, 7* - j-f 53 > m-1-? /$ 615, ■ ' .
j-b/v-J 1129. . ca’cec .-.
?/^ > ~g-l 15y k-r-v - 545, - . ca’coc' ■ ;
t-h-r 1029* -j.-t-m 1246. .
n-k-j/$ 691, j- 7/$ -1 1225. ca’cic. .
k-r-r/$> 540, r-b-j/^ 752, . ’ cac ' : V .
x-d-d/4 1192, x-m-m/4 1149
7/V -d- 2/$ 11, g-,iA -r. 448 cec
■■ •. f . . ' ■ . /■ ■, ' ■ ; : 160
r-f-f. 763, j-n-ij/j) 965 co'c.ec •.-
‘ ’ „ • s ’ ' 4 - ■ J '
7/)-f/p-s 13. 1 cecec
With the root g-l-j/4 422 1 ^ 1 is sometimes realized
as mcu1 cac . In some contexts there is ,a slight difference
of meaning between this root with ca’cuc and the same root■ 
with mcu’cac. The former- sometimes means *, be disclosed:
(a secret etc.-)'1 whereas the latter, means "be exposed, ,
bare (a physical object)'* .
The root 11-f/p-x 764 can also occur with mcu’cac,
with a. slightly different meaning: ■ '"-be inflated,, blown up
(a balloon etc.)*1.
V<?, -g-1 can also occur with mcu* cac ,■ with a ' .
• slightly different, meaning:' •'*rounded*'’ (with ca'coc it means 
’* Rpund ,ej. . .
Mishkal co’cec is identical in form to the present 
participle activd of Pa'^'al.
With each of the rest of the roots * 1 is realized
by; a different Mishkal: b-h-m ,147 - cce * ca (in the
environments of many roots, this.--Mishkal is the; feminine ' ' ■ 
variant of ca’cec); . g-m-d 423 - ca'cac (this Mishkal is f 
different- from the Mishkal ca'cac . that occurs- with k-chf 493, . 
x-.d-jl 1115 etc. (cf.. above), in that the latter varies in 
form according to gender and number, whereas the former is 
invariable) , k-d-r 499 - ca* cue (similarly to ca-'cac-, this 
Mishkal is different from the Mishkal ca'cue that occurs. • 
with c-f-f 219, c-m-k 236 etc. (cf. above) in that -the- . 
latter varies according:to gender and number whereas the - 
former is invariable), n-c-r 659 - coc'ci;
r.-g-j 678 - ni-c-rcac .(.identical in, form to--; the present tense 
variant of;Binyan; Niph^al):; -^-k-r -94.2 f ci'coc ; , j-c-y 1.233
ca'cic (as in the case of g-m-d 423 and k-d-r 499, this/. 
Mishkal is to, be ' distinguished':,from the. Mishkal ’ ca'cic that 
occurs with n-k-j/<s 691 etc * = (cf. above)' in that the latter. 
.varies according to gender and number whereas the former is 
.invariable), j-h-d ,1237 - ccufci, vl v:
With the roots . Vv.-f/p-s .13, b-h-m .147, g-m-d 423. 
and k-d-r 499 the. Mishkal realizing ' <v ' can take-the 
suffix -i (in the case of -f/p-S 13 and b-h-m .147 this „ 
involves certain automatic :;yariations in 'the Mishkal,. which - 
do not concern us .here). , This has the effect of modifying 
the meaning ,of. the ;predicator. from' ’be such “and. such'. to 
'have the characteristic features'-of such, and such' . '?efes 
' noughtf becomes, ?:af* si. '.ihsighificant, worthless'; ka'dUr 
' a ball*' becomes kadu* r.i ' spherical' etc . With- these roots :
. the.-f orms , realizing. * <$?,:' ' are sometimes the- bare Mishkalim 
and sometimes the Mishkalim with .the suffix -i. . . -
EX. 41 • ' " - ' . ■ ■ 1'' "" "hi' ' 1. • . •
a> irn ti'sa? . a'xora hamis'par. al. mad . hamhirut .'
- ' If you drive backwards the number on the, speedometer
it ?a'pes ( je 7 a'se *?efes) , ;-b . - . f
will zero, down (become zero)' ; ■ . ■
b . baja'nim haaxro'not ha'?erex; Jel .haie'^orja , '
' In the last years. the value , of this theory ,
hazot ma'majl hit ? a'pes:. (nih* ja, /-faf's'i) 1
. literally nullified (became .nill, worthless")’
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Semantic characteristics
In ergative.'BvP ,.s eighty nine roots^require 'a',
forty six roots require 'a* and- nineteen roots take: either
a direct or an indirect agent. ; . •
In. non-ergative B.P.s two roots are +8uiational 
- • , —u r a dax i onai
Vis. -l-f 21, g-j-s 449. , 1 "■■■.■
‘ Seven roots are -i-.Durational : O-fy -j-f 53, h-m-rn.464,
+G-radatiohal .
-Completive 3.
g-r-j/fe . 441 j 1-b-n 577, f-b-jA. ,582, r-g-J 768, x-m-m 1150
1Durational 
There are no. +Gradational : roots.
-i-Completive ’ . -i
Fourteen roots .i ?/$ -f/p-s 13 (with
’cecec for 1 '), b-h-m 147 (with cce'ca for 1 *),
b/v-t-1 1 8 9 , f/p-c-c 319., f/p-c-jA 321,,'g-i-jA 422,
g-m-d 423 (with ca’cac for 1 '), g-J-r • 444, g-j/<P -r
448, k-d-r 499, r-t-k 797 (with ca'cuc for 1 4? '), s-v-g
888, j-n-n 975, j-t-m 1246. (with, ca'cti© for ' <*>.').
Twenty two roots .are' -Durational : .
• '/... , ’ + Gradational
’ • . . ' ^Completive
%  -c-v 8, 7/<s) -d- jA 11, b/v-k-^A 150, b/v- j-1 132, ’
b/v-^ -j-t 201, f/p-r-r 360, f/p-r-^ 366,. f/p-t-x 387, g-m-d
423 (with caca'ci.for 1 ' ), g-r-d 432, k-.c-c 490, k-d-r
499 (with cacu'ci for ' $ ' ), k-l-f 508', n-p-c 695,
. h-x-m 728, r - k - 770,- -r-s-k 788, .s-l-f 850, s-n-n,867,
s-r-s 880, z-k-k 1268. '
There ar;e no -Durational roots.
' ■ . ‘ +Grada‘tl.ohal. ’
-Completive■
Twenty roots are ^Durational : ?/§ -f/p-s 13.
'. • -Gradational
(with; cac 1 ci for 1 § 1), 7A-g-.d 14, ~g~l,15 (with '
fflcid cac for 1 ^ '), e-l-v 230, c-r~f 243, f/p-n-j/W 348, •
g-b-v 403, k-m-m 517, n-c-r 659, r-t-x 801, s-d-x1 826,
s-n-f 865, s-p-x 874, j -b-c 920, f-lt-n 941, j-m-r 968, .
v-s-t 1095, x-1-1 1136, x-t-n 1203, j-h-d 1237.
Thirty three roots, are - D u r a t i o n a l .
. . . +Gfradational -
,?A-b-n 6, 15 (with;ca*coc for 1 <X> *), 7/V-r-j/<k 453
7A  -5€-d 49, 7A> -x-j/<t> 52, 7A  -z-n 59, b/v-r-r 174, . ,v
b/v-s-s' 181, f/p-c-x • 329> f/p-r-k 358, f/p.-j-s 390,
f/p-j-:* 391, g-l-j/V 422, k/x-s-tj A  551, 1-k-d 585, m-1- 7A
615, m-r-t 622, n-k-j/d> 691, n-t-'k 715, r-s-n 789, r-J-j
794, s-v-v 892, j-l-v 958', (-n-j/tp. 976, j-t-k 990, J-t-x • :
994,. t-h-r 1029, x-d-dA 1112, . x-s-n 1178, x-/-1' 1185,
3-V* 1228, j-b/v-f 1229, j-c-v 1233, j~]-r 1243. ■ A
•Fifty eight roots are '-Durational : ; .
.. '/• ■ +Oradational 4 •
rCompletiVe, ' : '
7A  -b-lc 3, 19, 7/*-s-d 49, 7 A  -X-;,/4> 25,
'7/<4? -r-jA, 45, b/v.-c-r. 134;,. b-h-m 147 (with cec 'ci for V<P 1)
b/v-1-1 160, b/v-z-j/4> 203, c-f-f 219, c-m-k 23.6:, d-r-g ; .
296, f/p-l-g 338, f/p-r-d 356, f/p-s-k 374* f/p-t-1 381,..
f/p-t-m 382, f/p-z-r 396, g-v-ii 446, h-d-k 457, k / x - - r
470, k-b-c 475, k-c-r 493, k-f-f 503, k^ -m-t 518, k/x-n-s •
523, k-p-1 '530, k-p-x 532,.. k-r-r/ 540, k-r.-v.. 545,
k-J-r 555, 1-k-t 589, rn-t-h 635, 11-f/p-x 674, n-k-v 689,
11-p-x 698, r-p-t/5 752,: r-f-f 763, . r-k-z 778, : r-m-m 781.,
r-p-t 787, s-TA-f . 813, s-b-x-823r; s-d-r 830,' J-k-r 942, \
J-m-'n 967., if-p-r 981, [~z-f 1011, t-'n-f 1045, x-d-J 1115,
’ x-l-k 1135, x-m-mA 1149 , xyz-k 1219, D- VVrl 120.5* D-kor ■ •'
1238, •z-h-m 1260, z-ik-m :1293. : •
■ V  ■ ■ V. ..'164-
Ex . 42. . ^Durational . ;.y- . 'v\■ \ ; r h -  / '.yli-thi;
. -Gradational ■ . a "': '""V " ■ . ■
a. b'me]( ex fa* loj da'kot . hu Ija' ja 'm?u'laf , ; : ’.-;
. .'During three minutes the was in a faint,.' ,
b. *' hu . ha' ja m?u'laf m? o d ‘ '; . .v7 a} 1'/, -1; -
•, '■ 'He was in' a, faint very*. ; < ' : i;
' Exw 43. -i-Durational . '. - ; "vy. . . . lit A ;'’
+Gradational 4,; : ' .V . - ,1:;.
■ . -Completive •’ ; •. ; A. 'V .
a . 1 ele rga'?im jenir.'?im lxa . k ja*.?ot .
1 These are-, minutes ..which seem to' you like .hours; ; , . ■;.•.
'/ , a'ta me'rim et ha ., . r.oj' i ' kul’ xa ' ha'mum, '
. you raise ■ your head,. • all stunned,- - : .
v mist a* kel im .a'ta . . od xai (A.) r; .
and look ' if. you are still : alive * ■ P . . ; . '
Ex. 44. -Durational • •
'■ -Gradational .. . • . . tv' ■
a. •” t hari.'mon haze ha' ja mf u'cac : ; lb 'me ^ ex k' ?eser da'ko.t
.'This grenade was blown Up- during about' ten . ;.
; . wV- ' : a- '/v . / - ■ 7 ." ; minutes'
b. "# ; hari'mon haze.. mfu'cac • m?od •: , -r . 5 " ;a
.'This grenade is blown up very' yV'. . •;• ,.:v
:• Ex. 4.5. .. -Durational: . ■ . i; j; , ; •
. " . . +Gradational '
, +Completive; . : , . ,1 . - • •
a. * ha 'orez mam* Jix ■ lih* jut mvii 'J ai 4 '
'The rice . continues being cooked up' ■ ' '■ 1 ■ ' y
b .: . hu. .■ hi'gij • lo et hata'.puz mku'laf ad . ' '
t . ’He pr'esented him .the;, orange ' . peeled. to ...i... ; ,
... ■ ha1 s of ..■ ■ . . •'. -y ;
the .end V~ compietelyl1 . - -y. ;
Ex.' 46. ^Durational ' n i
-Gradational - ; •
a. b'mejex fni1 jot me a ’ tot haxara'vot ha'ja mcula'vot
'During-a seconds the swords were , crossed' -
b. . hagJa'rim ha'ele mcula'vim
'These .bridge's are crossed'
Ex. 47. ^Durational
, +G-radational . . :
-i-Gompletive:' ' .• : . v
a, ; ze.. , od nim ' f ax. kja'vuT- ?axrei . ha milxa'ma
'This still went on about a week after the war 
h  v b'me^ex kol ha zman haze . ha' jiti mnu'tak
and during ail' „ that time I-.was detached
. me hazi'ra fel ha’?oref (A.)
from the stage of the rear' ;
b. .' kol . hak^a'rim . hat e1e ' f oniim im hama' kom haze ,
'All the telephonic connections with this place are 
mnuta'kim laxalu'tin. . ■
disconnected completely'
Ex. 48," ^Durational 
' +G-rada-tional 
-Completive.
a. b'me^ex kol hatku'fa hazot. ha'jinu '
''During,, all this period.. we were . . .
mruka* zim bam ex 'lie (A.)
. coneentrated in the camp.'
b, * :.ha'jinu mruka'zim a^*31 l ’gamri "' . ;
■; 'We were concentrated there completely'
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Fields of roots according to meaning features:-
g-b-y 403, 1-k-t 589, k/x-n-S 523, k-b-c 475, c-f-f 219,
' r-k-z 778, ?/$ -g-d 14, ?/i-x~d 49,. 1-k-d 585, j/(S? 52,
c-r-f '243, g-J-r 444, r-t-k 797, j-b-c 900, J-l-v 958,
?/ty-r-j/$ 45, b/v-1-1 160, ?/co - r _ 45, s~b-x 823, s-n-f ; \
865, s—p—x 874, k- j ~r 555. -
n-p-c 695, r-.s-k 788, f/p-c-H. 358, f/p-r-r -360, 
f/p-r-d 356, f/p-l-g 338, s-r-g 888, s-?/4-f 813, x-l-k 1135,; 
f/p-c-x 320, f/p-c-c 319, n-t-k 715, k-c-c 490, f/p-s-k 374, 
b/v-k -7/<j) 150.
. ; x-1-1 1136, s-l-f 850, k-p-x 532,. k-m-t 518, r-p-t
787, k-l-f 508, g-r-d 432, m-r-t 623:, n-k-v 689, k-f-f 503, 
s-r-s 880. . . :
' 1-b-j/V 582,,1-b-n 577, f/p-r-j- 366, g-l-j/cp 422, ,
k/x-s-j/® 551, f/p-n-j/<3f> 348, t-h-r 1029, h-k-j/q> 691, 
z-k-k 1268.
x-1-1’ II36, ?<4 -b-k 3., "?/4)'-c-v 8,.-. j-m-n 967, 
f/p-j-x 391, t-n-fr 1045, ' z-h-rn 1260. . ; . - .
h-d-k 457, b/v-s-s, 181, 7/<J> -b-n 6, ?/4>-z-n 59, 
b/v-c-r 134, ^-p-r 981, x-s-n 117.8,; x-J-1 1185, x-z-k 1219, 
j-c-v 1233." -
6. . Subclass I.A.5.: . Roots occurring with Hithpa*’ el (* f *),
Pa ’^ al and - certain Mishkalim• (* ^ ’) and Hiph*^il
(ergative). . ■ ,
1F0rmational1 characteristics * $> ;* :,ha's 110 unif orm realization: ; 
Roots, Mishkal or Binyan realizing 1 .■ ^  *
?/Op -f-x 104, m-r-d 620, -
5-h-j^ 933, J-l-t 956, . Pa*<al . ;
\-t-k 931, v/j/d? -,j-v 1096. .
■ v ; ■ 7 777  ■. . ■, •167.; •
7*/<P. -c-v 65, -. • c-r-.d 241, ,v7.3'7; . ''77'1 ' 7 3 ;^ 3 •: ; • 73'777; '
h r % ^ ' 69i,;\ k-r-(>754^ ;,.;.'^ -v 1- • :  ca’.cuc . ■ .7 v' ; ■ :-3;-; -7’7
. r-&~v 800., z-k-1 1 2 6 6 ‘ .7 ' , V  . ..7;77.‘
^  -m-k 87', */<!?.-r-# 105;, 3 . ca* coc ;
k-r-v 544, r-x-k 808 V. '77 7 77:. ; -• ■v,7 377-/-\ 3p
b/v-r-g. 172, r-g-z 17.69,: '77 me u',cac. , . . . , ,
:s-v-v 892:, ^-b-x 924- 7 7-7 ■ T ' 7 7
g-b-r 404', r-k-v 776, 7 . , muc ’.cac " . : • ' , •
<y-x-l. 1007, x-i-f 113.0 <77 : ;7k.v-'. ' • 3 7'" 7 ■ - 3:7—
7$ il5:,;;b^-h--r '1-49,77- . '47 ' ca'oic . . •<:
x-g-l''765,.. -/'.I' 7 - . ; -  : -7" ,<. 7-" 7,-7:; .'’7
k-h-1- 504,. k-t-h .560,. ca * cac :'7..';
.r-x-v . 811 ■' : <'-7^  -A " 7:r 7;;7--^ '■■ - .3 =77 r-'7v ; . . 7 ■ K
In' ^ . 557, j^v-j/d 999, ■ .; caVcec . ,37;- ;;7;, 7 7'■•’>
z-k-h .1270. ' 7 <  7'.. 3 7; : "77.
<~r~x - -547, x-r-J 1167 ccTcec - 7:7-.3, ,. 7 7 ;
?/<9 -r-1^39 7 7. :; '3'-, cec ... /:;"7 ■•3v/';-33
lkh-v 584 ,r : .7, /■' nic ’cac. .•
k-c-f 7431 ‘' ' 7,/' ■' 7 . 3.\ ■ ,:73 7 7-7 ’cecec  ^ .7, - 7 '7 ;
Witii the r 0o t r-x-k 808 * is ; also realized/' as me u* cac ,.
Mishkal mud’oac 7is iderit ical .to. the passive.-.perfect participle .
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:Mishkal of- Binyan Hoph’Val. The root k-c-f c,:> 491 - 
c an also ; be realized with ca1 cue, with the .meaning- ■•'foamy * 
(the meaning, with 'cecec is 'foam'.) . -
Semantic characteristics
In ergative B.P. s.: twenty two roots, take 'a1 and ‘
eighteen take ,’a' (altogether - forty roots,) . Among those
which take, •a* f iv e, (k-r-v . 544', k- j-dA .557,. r-x-k- 808,
933 and'v/j/'is),-J-v 1096) take either animate or
,inanimate values for *n f,., that is,- these’ five' rootsfcan in
,.some contexts be interpreted as indirect agentive. ■ : ,
. ... In non-ergative'B.P.s seven roots are ,+Durational :
' -Gradational
?/^-r-i^39, % A  -r-x 104:, m-r-d 620, J-h-j/ty 933, J-l-t 956.,
,^ -t-k 991, v/ j/V -j -v 1096. I-
; .Pour roots are + Durational i ?/$-c-v- 65,'
• :■ ■. ; : . + Gr a da t i o na 1 ; .
, -Completive
g-b-r-r. 404,- r-g-z. 769, 1-h-v 584.
Notice that, all the roots which- occur with..Binyan P a^al’ in
I.A.S. are -i-Dur atiohal and that besides- these only five 
f -Gradational .. ;
roots, ih-I.A.5 ■ are- H-Durational. I shall return to this,.
point . further belovy. ■
-Gradational ’Three roots are s k-c-f 491, k-h-1.504
and s-r--v 892. * P ;
One, is ^.Durational : ;iz:-k-n 1270.
’ . ' - +Gradational - , p • ;
-Completive
Eight are -Durational. : b/v-h-r 149, b/v-r-g 172, k-r-i 542/
. ; +  Gradational - . V ■;'
-i-Completive
k-r-x 547, r-t-v. 800, 999, x-r-J 1167, z-k-f 1266,
: . ill ■ , ‘ ; ' • • . ' 169
fourteen are ^Durational : s/ty-m-k 87, 2/V -r-x 105,-/
-i-Gradational '
-Completive ’ •
?/V - r 115, c-r-d 241, k-c-f 491, k-r-v 544, k-j~jA 557, 
k-t-11 560, n-m-x 694, r-g-1 764, r-x-k 808, r-x-v 811,
\ -b-X 924 . 1 . ; '■
Three are -Durational : r-k-v .7.76 , J-x-1. 1007, x-l-f 1130.
-Gradational ‘ ; • / ■ .
Ex. 49. ^Durational :■/, ' ’
-Gradational '
■a. ba Ka’me et harga1 /im harijo’nim |e ja’ j avnu
, 1In the first fire minutes that we were- sitting
leafxar hafsa’kat hahistaS-* rut, xa’  ^avnu ma ?a' sinu(A
after the stopping of the storming,' we were thinking
what we had done'
b . * hu ja1 J. av m?od
’He was sitting very* - ■ ,
Ex. 50. ^Durational .
+Gradational ■" "
-Completive *•; ■'
a. . beo’to.,. ha’rega? ,hu ba1 ja. meod nir*gaJ„..(A.) "
’At that moment he was " -very excited’
b. * % hu' ha* ja nir'gaj l ’gamri’




a.' hu ja’jav za’kuf ~. kol haz’man vma’-j'ax et ■*
’He was 'sitting; upright all the time and'-pulled
ha’tankim ax ’rav (A.)
. the tanks behind him’. .. ’ :
b. 'hu ba’xur za’kuf, legamii, za’kuf
’He is a boy upright, completely upright* :
"“'P V...A .. 1 ■p.V'" 170 P ;P'
Ex. -52,. ^Durational . . : V  V ';/- ■ ■ ■ : '
• 4-Gradational ' V; Ppy-'-A-; - .A/PP P P-
: -Completive • P-;/PP' />"' P.- -A : A P-,.;P
a. * ha’sefer . haze- ka'.tan . l'gamri. . • . Pi'•;//■-' :ap ':;r
.’This book'r'is .'small/, ciqmpletely' ' P; ; P /
b . " zot ’ ■ . ’ ?erec. ?ay i ’ ra 'Pa ‘P.-.-, • P--;P
; P ’This is a country rich’ I, ■. :P . ' -P. ''Pp-’P-P/ P: A;
- P It will be.observed, that the roots occurring, with. P- ' 
PPa’^ al, and-perhaps;;all the +Durational; roots in I .A . 5. are ' ; . 
rather exceptional in 'I.A, 5., since most roots in this; sub- AP,-/pa 
class are : -Durational. On the other hand* these roots.;exhibit ' 
all the‘features of I.A. 1, except the. fact, that the Binyan-'
A, realizing ? P’ -with them: is" Hithph’^ .'elrather 'thah:dliph* .7al:- - 
firstly, roots•in Pa'fal (realising ’ o ’) occur inPI.A. Ppl
, (except among the. +Durational roots in : I;;A.-5 )■ only in I. A . 1. . I;
Secondly,■ as, in I.A.I. the ,+DuratiOnal'-rr6ots in I.A. 5 occur P"
, ill Pa-'^al or a. Mishkal, Hip.h'.-^ il aiid (in passive formations) Aa/.
Hoph’4al.. Thirdly, like most -i luratiohal -roots in 1 .A.l., 
the majority of. +Dur.atiohal root's in 1 .A.5 ;,?are .-Gradational, 
and these that areA+Gradational- denote a mood or a state of- • A- y-p 
mind. The great majority of;roots in I. A. 5 are not Durat ional. 
Among the -Durational -or iDurational roots in this subclass 
. only k-h-1 504, r-k-v .7.76, s-v-v 892,' J-x-1 1007Pand :
x-l-f 1130 are -Gradational, and among the +Gradational 1 P aP-,
no one denotes a mood or a state of mind. . To. sum up, .'. ' ,.
-+DUratiohal roots are, o.s it were, "out of placo" in.; X.A'. 5-,
. and ' belong properly with I.A . 1. P.P'- . V-PV.P'P\-P
PP ■ • ' h  V.:‘p ..V /' . " ^  ■'' : ^P/ppi7i-.’ ;
The root b/v-h-r 14-9 is exceptional 'in 31.A., (along p  J
with 106,8 and 1271) in.that.it requires a "conteniAAobj e c t" P ' pP-Pp 
(c f.. p. 1 ^  & ). , *.,/ A ' P;" ,-PPP
: Some, speakers use the root’ ]-|>-j/4> : 933 with Binyan
Hithpa1 tel as a synonym for the- same root with Pa ’^ al. , 
for these speakers the..Aktionsart contrast- * f is . , •. '
irrelevant, to, J-h-j/V:- 9 3 3 ' .. P; /A -■• P . P P; 3'//
. When, Hithpa’ ^ el is used -with j-h-j/$3 933 as the -
realization of :’ ^ ’,/the meaning of the whole form is .PP-1 :
equivalent to ’the stay was .longer than expected’ ., In order ; 
to see that Hithpa*^el in hijta’ha can be interpreted , as ■/■ v /'
the realization of ’ A ’/one has to take '■ iht o ' account the - PA
idea "contrary to. expectation" which is incorporated in this ' , / 
form. . . • ■ p .A", A ; : P a; - X :p' A-... ■' -
Ex. 53. -a ‘ ' p A1 r_ v . ' P- ,  ^" ■/ A -
hu . kvar ha’ ja carix lih’ jot kan aval hu
’ He already, should• ' P/a, P be here but he-; '//,_/P
hi^ta'lia ba?ir meal A . . lamou’pe
■ P  has been delayed in the city longer than expected.'/ P
. AThe meaning of hi | ta^ha ’ in Ex. 53 can be construed , ./A-"
as- 'switch over unexpectedly into a new period of staying; . ,3.-
cancel an expected departure’ . . P A;, . AA •
■ _ A similar. analysis may. be applied to the root a 
7/c? -r-x 104. ", .
Ex. 54. P- 'P - ,//■ ’ -
big’lal . tn.a'tei 'mezeg haa' vir hati ’ sa • •/hit?ar 'xa :P;/P
■ -’Because of the weather' conditions the flight pro,longed/' "'
bxci Ja’?a ‘ ■ ■: ■ > /  3 - ’■ 3 :A •■P.'
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Ex. :55. hami-j un ca' rix V lhiga.’mer haMkerev,. a fval 
• , ' ' “ ■ * The sorting- oat ’ .i s • due.'.-to . terminate this evening, but ' , ,
ze. ?a'luTv ilhi'D.lii a^1 rex kcat •■ih.-iV , \''"'A .,■• "''-H/
' •’ A it ; - Gan prolong' .- ■ .-. " •. a bitf' V, -'\-p . A V-p
. Her e the m e a n i n g - o f 10.4 • plLis 'Hithpa''el • ■, V"
;i is ilast longer, than expected, /switch over/into.. a ;hew-.stage' . ..i,
of, cancel its expected termination' . Admittedly, the above;' ’
. analysis is of a. speculative nature . Granted this,= however, ' ;
it seems to me to be a rather plausible s p e c ulation. (cf. . • 'VV'i
tbe discussion concerning":the. roots rn- J-x 630 and J "^ ¥> -
917 in p -■■■ V;a--’?V
. 7.- Summary:., the meaning feat Ur.es .of roots in I .'A. . V - / V/,;;/
■ ; , ;r; The. observations concerning semantic features in I.A. .,
af e. sumnmrlz e d ih tab 1 e s 4 and 5 PP. '. A . If one looks . : i
at the' ergative B.P. s section .in. table 4, one sees that the .- r '
" overwhelming: ma jority of . r 001s in I.A.2 and I.A.4 take ’a' . ..':V
This proportion is not. altered significantly if V1; a i - ’, roofs- V ;; A t ” 
' -77111011 in some circumstances, -take-.. ah indirect-, agentive. are V i A'V--,
counted as 'a’-foOts. • On the other h a n d ♦ A. 1, .1 .A. 3 and"' A';-/,.'.-
I. A; 5/ have a high pr oportion of 1 a'-roots, furthermore, if ■ . V- 
’ a '-iobts, that.;oan, in . some c'ont exts . take ah' vindlrect; agentivep 
,-are -Couhted as- 'at-roots,Atheh each.;.of "theivlatt'er''s'ube:lasse&'i';i 
V except 1. A . 3, may be viewed- as; having a majority of ra’ -roots. ' ,V 
,ThisYis, correlated' with the- fact that,.roots in l.A.l, T.A.3 -. '
and. I .A. § take''Hiphl^il: in .ergative, formations, whereas. ' i •
■' the other roots - in ike.other subclasses take /other Binyanim' ‘ ,.p/g 
In such formations (I. A . 2; t ake Pa al and I. A . 4" ~ Pi-’^ el),.;
It, may be concluded- that -in ergative, formations all the .
175.
Binyanim except, Hiph^ il tend.-to'ocb.uri with la'-roots.
. As coneerns non-ergati.ve .B . P . s, table 4. indicates :
..that livA. 1 and I.A. 2 include -a, high proportion . of,; -Gradational v ; /•/;- 
roots'(14 oat of 20 in I .A .1 and 53 out of,74 in I.A.2). 
and in I.A.2 most pG-radatignal' roots- (18 out. of 21) are
• ^Completive.,a- On the .other 'hand! • I. A . 3 ^  I .A .'4 and I. A. 5 
include a high- proportion of -trGradational roots, and among' : 
the.latter there is a clear majority of -Completive roots .. .
(in I <A. 3; 1 here are no —Gradational roots and eleven out of 
sixteen-roots, are -Completive .- : In .I;A. 4'. 121 out of 157 pare- ' .-.
:;+0ra'dational>/among; them-65, ”0bmpletive> In I.A. 5 .26 out. of
39. are -i-Gr adat i.onal,. among them 18 -Completive).. . . -
. , ; A clear ciiff erentiation between •I.A.1 and I.A. 2 on ,
/the one hand •■and all . the ether . subclasses on the other hand-
• marks itself also when the-.feature'Bur at lonal/.ls under c on- • ■;. •
, si deration. . All the subclasses have a high proportion of ; • ■' ' 1 
+Durational. roots. This is the dominant feature in I.A. . . •■•
, HoweverI. A-.l and I.A. 2 have also a/high proportion of
+Durational and'-Durational roots. •' I.A.l have -7^+Durafional,. : W
roots (if the' -i-Durational roots in I.A. 5 are regarded as
■■■. ■ ■ /.■ ;■ : ' -Gradational .. ./•_•. ■. ' /■ ■ - vl-.,. • .. ' . •" ■ ,//
. b el ohging to I .At 1 (c f . p . jn 0 • .) then the latter has 14 .
+Durational roots) al0ng with 9 ^Durational roots. ' I..A. 2 ' p ' ; • .
. has 35 -Durational roots along with 39 -Durational roots. ,.//..■/'
All.’:the other /.subclasses,, on the- other hand, have a. relatively ..
: low' proportion of +Durational or -Durational roots•. (I .A.3 -
.has no) a-Dur at i onal. and. only one - D ur at i o nal out of-a. total of . '
16., I.A,..4 has only nine. -i-Durational and- 36 '-Durational /
out of a total ef 155 I. A. 5 has 11 + Durational (and if the /• '
-i-Durational- roots are regarded as part of I.A.I;(cf .?;^ o)', then 
-G-r adat I onal . , :' . - I f ’ I'V' li'-" /-/ V-’. ; : -7'• r •/ ., A---/-
■176
only '4- +Duraiionai roots) and 7 4 -Durational',,', out-, of a total A;- 
/of 39. ; . :A-A;, ;■ -A/A /•■■•■' /..'a"V  . ’ .. ./;/ :A ;A-;- i - V a V
■There is then a clear dffferentiatioh in terms of 
meaning features between-the roots which,, occur- with Niph*5 al, ' -
(realizing ' / *) and ,(predominantly) Pa'iai or ; . . •
ca'.cuc (realizing ’ *9 , V). on the one hand, and roots which... ' ‘
take Hlph1*'il or, Hithpa1 5el (realizing,V A *) .and (predomin- . 7..
. antly) incu’cac or ca'coc (realizing * ). on the' other, hand. A,
The same'differentiation exhibits itself also when 
the features-are arranged as they; are in table/. 5 . In • ea,ch ■ ■ 
of the three subclasses I. A . 3 * I .A. 4 and I .A. 5 the, highest
.relative frequency is of +DUrationai■ roots, and the next
A  7t ‘A- ‘ . +GradatIo.nal a ./A, •, -A A,:,;..'." 7- /■ "
■/ '’.A 7" '7;7;7 -Completive . . .7 .A" 7.. 1 ■
highest relative frequency is of +Durational roots.. In- ' ■
■ ' ■' ■ j • +Gradational. • , -. A - ■ A '
, . ■' +Completive .. ' I', ' , '
both I.,A71 and I.A.2, on the' other, 'hand, -:+Durat,ional; -AA^A-
‘ ’A  • • , '■ ; ■' 7/7 A. +Gradatidnal' ; • ' /
. . +Durational • ■ .7 -Completive . 77
+Gradational ' 7 . '7 / "• ' 7 ■ ..-Al­
and /Completive. " roots have a very low felative frequency 7 ■ ■,
(3 +Durational roots in l.A.l, out ;of a total of 20 and
■ + Gradational ,;7 .. .• A : :.;,7 Al/. , . ■ -7- 7
■ -Completive ■ . 7 ’ -Durational • ‘A.
■ ■ ■ >/ 7 •.-■ -7A;- A A:1 ■ ‘ + Gradational .
3 in I'.A. 2, out. of a total. of 74; only one A-Completive 7 '
and, 10 in ■I,A.2.). fheliigheat relative frequencey ■ 7/ ■
in I.A.1/is of +Duraiional ; roots,.and in I.A.2 of -Durational 
: , -Gradational’ V'/ 7'A 7''/ ''7' -Gradational
and +DUrational roots. .Roots with the, latter nieanlng features
'■ - Gr a da b i onal A . A " 7 ■' . / 7 " • . •
come next in; terms of relative frequency, in I.A.I. . On the -A
/ .other hand, I .A. 3 has :ho PDurhtionain roots and no> +DurationalA. 7
-Gradat i onal 7 -Gradational
roots.. I.A. 4 has only' twpA+Duratiqhal, roots and, 19 +Durational .. 
■;7 • / 7 " ' -Gradational' -Gradational
roots. out of a total of 39 (but these , as ment ioned in' p . o . .
A A' may perhaps;"be-regarded- as properly -belonging with. I.A.l) -AA-.; t A7. .
77/7 arid 37-Durational roots.- A v 7; \ A ' AA.7--
; 7 ,■ 7"7 A 7 -Gradational A , • "A - . = ,.-./ A. - .. .’ A
( - . Notice .that ho 7ropts. .iriyTlAv/imply •the 'features >7 Ayy A :''A
7 7 +Durational 7 . -A. >-7 AAA; ■ 7-'A. y - ' 7
. -: ' 7 +Gradational 77: 7 lA///. A -.- 7-,. A- 7 : A/. 7 /'
■ +Completive. One wonders whether, this is just a character!-
.,, 7 . stic of roots ,in.. I.A. in CAf.H. or a- .more, general phenomenon.
'7 It seems that, the feature -i-Durational contradicts the. combina- A ■
A ;7 7 tion of features +Gradaiional as '"duratiyity1 may be 7 7 7 AAl-..
7 A " 7.7 / Ay, / ’A/ t.Completive. . , . 7 ' ■' : "A A y A A y / -'7,;.3 AA-
A;. incompatible -with ''finality of; gradation". : Notice also 7/A T 7,//
y. - that there '.-is■-only one -Durational root (out of a total of 7. A'.
--A-/-/ 7, ; 77 . y+Gr adat i o nal. ' -AAA-7..' AA/'; ' '-7- 7-7 .
A ■ ■ 7 . , A' "' 7^ ,7 ;A -Completive.- . a'A-a 7 7 . 7 . .- '.7, A  7 \A-
; 7: •" /PA777'77:--7l7i'v " -7 7- 7: ,'A7 77 7AA;'A:7
.•/A fifteen roots in- I.A. are A-Durational •. Among these "A77A
7- '-'7A 7 . .-. A/ .Ayf • ■■A; 7 7/./A- A-;.. • .-Gradational. 7- - .7! ■ 7y 7 7.7A
7 ‘7 , - only three.. ( %>AlAf 21,y -r 39, .g-j-S' 449) occur with ay. ’ 7 ,, .
; :. . . Mishkal as the 'realization of A ® 1 . ■ The rest occur with A 7,'7/.
;7, ; . Pa '^ al. In -the whole - of i.;A.l .there, is only one. root which ;. . i /
7- - .. occurs with'Pa’Aal, as- the./realization of * • ^ . 1 and does .A
not imply H-Durational . , namely s- - r  813j a -1- Dur at i onal. A /A./,;/-
7. 7 ^7' A-/": . -Gradational A, -7 77777 A  : /-Gradational v 77; 7':'
' • - ,5. A '1 .7; ■ ’ 7-' 7 -7- • 7-7- .  -Completive . 7
■' ‘ 7 root). It may bO;Concluded, that, there is almost a/.one-to-r ; /-i.i
:: one correspondence between. +.Durational ' root s' in I.A. - and • .
■ -A , - ■ 7. ■ ;A;:y A., v-A A A  '. • .. 7 -Gradational 37 . A 7 7 A. A  A-' . /; A -7;'
- - Binyan Pa.h' al as ihe realization of ' 9 * in. non-ergative 1 '7 A ../.7
•■■•/V ..format Ions. ,;AA\.v A A7 A A S; 7A 7 . 'A-, . - ■ ■ -A' A  ■ 7 A ; . ; 'A "7 ■
In order;,-! o-.stress': the J partial- correspondence, he tween 
, certain semantic features: implied by roots in■I.A. and ; ■. . . 7
certaih/TBinyanim.andTPishkalim ih■ non-ergative formations, /.-
"let me replace t he lab els I-. A . 1 and I.A. 2 by the labels / I :7;
+D and -D respectively , and the labels I .A. 3, I *A— 4. and 7 •
7 . • I .A. 5 by. the single label +D. 11 ■ should be 'emphasized :,;,7 ,
that these ■ are mere . labels., and have ‘nothing to do with any 
decision procedure assIghlngy.B.inyanim- and Mishkalim to 7 : . 
their appropriate roots. : Such, dec i si ohprocedures are pro­
vided exc1us iv ely b y ' f o rmat i on.r ul e s (c f . Lyons 1966 All of 
.and p.iAN in this thesis). , ■ :Av ; .
2. 3.: I.B. : -Dynamic'. roots with , where 1 p ' •
. is; realized by a form other than a Binyan.
1. I.B.l. In. both non-ergative and ergative 3.P.s. ■.
■ V The only d i f f ere nee. b e t vy e e n . 1. A . and I.B-.'-is. that--;
in .the former 1 f * Is. realized by a Binyan, whereas in
the latter it is/in most cases re all zed' by t he root h/. j- j/© 
insBitnyah^i^h^ al or, alternatively-, by/the -.root .’3/4* -s-oA 
in Binyan Niph’/ ai (cf. p >. 1 K  ).' . These two. auxiliary ,
forms are synonymous. They can be translated into English; :
as 'become, turn i n t o ■ The. auxiliary - precedes ./the’ main
root of the predicator-. ; The ■ root."occurs with a MIshkal
(or, in the case of some, roots, with Binyan Pa"
Ex. 56. . .77V'-' A' ■ 7 A  1. ■ Ay ■ 7. ,.17 . ,7  -7 ;--- 7.7.1
a. . .ha '.fetax .ha ?el* jon jel ha |ul*xan 








(root Tx-l-k Mishkal caVcac) .
ha • ? e I 'joir ' jel. ' • ha •;yul'xah
* The surface the t op one / . .of : the- table.
je •? a ’sc 
#will become .
\ nih' je . (ni % 'se) I Xa'lak 
/is. becoming ' . \ . smooth1
nih1 ja (ni' 3- '- s a ) 
became
c. ha • na'gar ./hix'ilk. ^a* sa , xa.'lale) / / . -ha,. :
' The carpenter"': made smooth - ■ ■ ' : .the /;
T \ et ax .. ha . ? e 1 1 j oh. •. •; [el. ■ ha (ul ’ xah .■ (ergat ive) •; i
• surface the top'-one; ; of •' the table' ■/-. ' h /
Notice that in Ex. 56.a.- the copula , (in the • present ; _ . 
tens.e — , homophonoUs' with the- Jr.d -masc."'sg;bperspnall'pronoiin 
hu; in the,past and future, tenses - consisting of the. root
h-j-j/V (to be) with 'Pa'^  al) interposes, between [til'xari- and /.
xa'lak. The form consisting of h-j-ij/V or 'and. -. . -//i
Binyan Niph' ^ al in Ex. 56.b c a n  also, be regarded' as the - i/f/// 
copula. ha' j a and.nih'j a (and, the corr e.sponding 'forms:; 
in' the . other tenses) contrast with; 'each other . in exactly/ : /■,/ 
the. same way as, say*,. 7a rmad and;ni.7 ’mad.' in I .A..I.-/,- Binyan *■ - 
Pa'^al. in ha'-ja realizes:!' * and Binyan Niph'cal in 
nih.'ja realizes * f- ' . The only diff erence between ha,' ja. 
nih' ja; and^a'mad-ni^l.mad .is that' -in the- f0rmer the.r001 / v- ’
•h~j-j/4> is not an integral part /of the pre.dicator, , - That is, • 
it/is not a lexical-'element in its own. rigli I. It is just hi 
(one variant of) the copula, a part of the formations • 
realizing -the . B. P ., not a part of the B.P. itself . " •. : „ ■
. In the future tense, only -s-j/<t> can oc.cur with. ; 
Niph1 ?al as the realization of; ' A , 1 . , / -h-rj-j/<j> is excluded.
' ■ . : . ■ • / /: / //■: i ’: / . ?-ii' / ' ; : , "'.‘iso •
- , ■ In ergative-B.P-.n; with' the variable/.'a': the ■ . , .
root in Bmyan Pa'^ al .can ,usually■ r.eplaoe the , " '
■ ' - Binyan with , which thernmain root would otherwise occur..;.-. ' ' -
, In .this case theiiro.ot:'.will take a Mishka!. Gf. Ex.. -5b.c.. / ■
' - -• . It is probably' not a coincidence that the same root,.
is used both for: this., purpose, and as a/variant of //’ '
" the, copula.' ■ " . . . • / ,: ■' ■ =.-;,V ■ /; . : ' . ' "
1 In l.AV, too, constructions like ni?'sa (nih* ja)
xa'lak can in many, though not all,: ..cases . optionally 1
replace forms consisting of a root and a Binyan realizing. v . .
.//■ ' f : in non-ergative formations,- and-.'constructions, like 
• I 7-a'sa xa'3.a.k a root and a Binyan in ergati'Ve' formations.
; ' - y Ex. 57. .1 " "i" /// V- • ..." ■ - '‘ ' v 'I 1 '
a. hasa;'din/ /hltkalmet / nih/Vja mk.u'mat. 5 (root ’ '/ ^
; ■' ’The sheet creased / became creased:; k-m-t 518). ;
b. - ha?ei'naim j elo niic 'mu •/** nih' j u 7 c u'mbt ■
'His eyes closed / became closed,' ■ - .
■i-V ■ ; v, 1-:.-'•- ‘ ■' ■.v.-’.^ ront/-^ 4>; -b-m .62-) ,:yp
:: Both k-m-t 518 h-tid %  -C-m :.62 are I.A . roots. ...
. With a small number of roots/in I.A.'' ' is optionally ;
■realized not by ^ -o-j/qj or h-j-.j/(p . and Niph'Cal, but by ■ , .,// ■ /■ :'
. / different form's.:.. :-#ithv /-rm-d-. 8.6., j-k/x.-v. 945 and- ..y^ &^'“,|ly;il096
... u; Tali' three are Vhur.ational * ,, take P.a'ial as the' r.ealization. .;■/- . . , ;
■ ' -Gradational . "■■■f-;-. ■ - :-. .•'/- ' •-/... • , ... / /.’ ■'■
.. / of ' ^ ' and denote -body positions) ' . ^ * can be relized by
; the. root l/<p ,-v-r (change, switch) in Pa1 ^ al > foilow'e.d by :
/'■;■ • . the preposition 1-. The main root takes the . verbal noun v
. Mishka],. of Binyan Pa'^al/(cf. Table 3 , p . ) . • , /
' • Ex. 58. . ' ■■ : '; ' //"■",■ / ’ ;. . : ..'’//.'■. .
/ . ta'gid laplu’ga lhitja'Jev ./■ la;7,'vor 1 j [i' va ■'■/' ., //
.. '.Tell-..ihe squadron to. sit .down/ to switch to sitting' /'
-181
■ WithvthePf oofs'; b-h~mpl47, 423;, k-d-r 499,- n-c-r " c
659, D-h-d 1237 (all -Durational ) '* / ' can be realized
■. • P ,P-;.p - P- -G’.radational. ■ . . .
by the', root-:h-fTx (*turn, become*)"hn Niph*$al, followed 
by the preposition l-.,-. The main .root occurs with, a Mishkal.;.
Ex. 59. , 1 / p , p ' • - ■. ■ • ■ , . • ' ,
.. :■ PP'P:- hu nih'fax., Iga * mad 1 7 ‘ ■ -
/' ;■/: . , ’HO turned into a dwarf* .
. pC.p In I.B.1, with- three .roots, k/x-r-.% 536, r-b/v-c
754 .and x-n-'.j/& 1156;, again -i-Durational roots, occurring
.-Pp ':plPp/ , /PPPp;' !'■ ='/>.' -Gradational p ,1 P - , '
•with PaV^al realizing ' ', * .is -realized . in; exactly/,
the hajneP.way P&a -with ?/<D.-m-cL .86:, J-k/x-v -945 a n d 41096 
in I .'A(cf. / above,),. V idle r.oo.t s k/x-r- 536 and r-b/v-c'
754 occur/in ,non-erg;ative ; b .1 , s only (cf. • 2.3.2,).
Ex.' 60. , ; ;'ir;!p; .:l;; P ’ p'/P - • • l- ./l:.p ■
' pPi-.P a. ;.hem-•:?ayhru//--t/;lxanaT;ia , . ■. . P P‘~ . ’
/ ’They., switched/to camping* " ■ :’P
With another' pDuratipnal'hrobi,. m-l-x 616 (occurring yvith ■.
//'>-. .■ a-ip “Gradational' if ’ ' . ■' P - . P ";/,-
Pa^ .al,realizing:. 1 h> ')) ' f ' is realized by the root 
!/<V “1- j/^  ( ' rise''). 111 Binyan Pa' al, followed by the pre-' 
position- i~‘* 'The -maii root ;oc cur s/with, Mishkal' ecu'ca;
Ex.. 61.- ■' P., Pp P/P,,-. P:P. '-'p..;p ' , / P‘ ' , ■ ■ "■
,’p hu ^0'. la 1 .' • -mlu' xa / . ,
, , . 'He' went. up to kinghood1 .' /
,, :' With/one; ipur'atio.nal ■' roo.t, x- j- j/& 1217' f 1 is
P/P : -Gradational . v,p,: / ■ ' P
realized by the root 'b/v-#/^  InPa'^al, followed by the
■preposition 1-f.l The mainProbt occurs with cac, with the p;.
plura.l suffix -im. ' P • ' ,p ■' ,
" - ' l , , '  . ■ ■ ■  '" " ' ■ -; v "  1 8 2
P P';; Ex. 62. ; • . • ■ ' ■ ' ' ; / ; ■ .
. P p';.:- ■ / ; lima* lei hu ■ hara? 1 jon . haze' lo ha * ;ja . ba 
a ' *Was It ; no tpf.br him, this idea . would not/come
p p- la’xa* jim . f -V
to life V - : P.' ' . . pi, .p.,' ' • .P v'-:
V ;. P , With" the. +Durational P roots v-x 1099 T * is
pPP. '■ pi : - • pG-radational P ...P : '
•. ' . -Completive ,
'■'••’•' realized by h/v-?/to in 'ha'^al, followed ’by .the preposition"p/^ ' 
b-. p The main root occurs with Mi shkal me u'ca.
W.p.p,Ex.P63.' /y- 7p 'V " ' , ■' ’ - .. ' ■
P .;,. . P "P hu . ba bmvu'xa ■' . P
'‘I*/. .pp. ’■-• yP i.He got confused* . .
.; p.: With rail the. above-mentioned roots in I.E.- 1 P .* has ,
' , no alternative'.realizations.. ,fP'l • ' ' , "
formational characteristics p ,
; ; P, P Except the roots mentioned above, ’ t * is realized.
■ as -?/k —s-;]/^  or h-j- j/o> plus,PNiph* fal with, all the .roots ■
in I.B. 1.
;P - ' ,<s> '..has:no uniform realization. With b/v-l-t '
'■;-y 16'4-p f/p-r-x 369y.r~t.-5s 802, t-.s-s 1057 and x~l 1125 it . is 
realized as .the; active .participle- Mishkal of Binyan Pa-**al.. ^
. .. These roots, can also occur with the,, finite forms of Binyan
' Pa’( al, such that tense-is expressed in the very form itself,
' ..not in. the > auxiliary h-j-pj/b or in the .copula., 'P/,. “
•■Ex.. 64. . . ■? ' , Pi ’ P
■ P; ' ze dal ba'lat / ha ja dai bo* let /. e^ hu /P
P . ' It rather:, stuck but/ hwas rstlhklh^ ?;. out/ that he 
;p P' haja mru'gaz vm?uc ’ ban ■■ ■
P ■ n . . was angry■and.-nervous’ , PP ' ‘' p
■ .. - . ..... ; With k/x-b/v~d' 47b, r- 7/<S> -v 7 5 0, s-b/v-^/b .'8 1 6/ •’ 7 • .■■/..■iPi
■ -'ppp' p.p 1hk^ti044*'ppr~f b10.51 and. j/f/p~j/V. 1236•-T 'lib realized Li'.; 
P.p. pi P ;. a s/ o'a1 c.ec..' ; With k-b-l. 480, s-r~x •883, . t-?/<p -m 1014 and' Pp.i.PppP
•V . • P . v~y~k 1084. as, the/ active participle Pod.Hiph'ii 17 ...pPPp.... ’ Ppf /
gpp^P ;%;?'765Pjil _ 'P-'v^Pp iipii'^P "i’P'n PPP/'"/"- '' ,Pi'P-;'h
P ;• '. bajapmlmp. hari-.;j: o1 nim " -ha • ja' ’metax ga/v'dk,-.. ." p. ’ ' '-JP.
PPppP. P,rP .' In , ,/ the first days there was a high pension, ip..,' - ; p p .pp. r
1  :.. i.P p.vi'ihu ' ■■hlt 'xil'v la'redet. ' . nih'1 je jnu harbe jo’ter - ,L ■;.
pP/Pl. ..p /Land p it 'hta^ rtedit'd relax,. We became, mLieh more.. , ■ Pi " i' -i ; /■
.;.... :.-. p p. J'ke ’ t irn (A.) " / • .P:i,P--rP' P: • . ■. - ■ - , /pp ip. ■ Pp.
calm’ i • ' ip P . l P -  .P „ P: , P\/Pr- ;"/■! ,-vp Pp
; P .;/•/,‘ip. . p . .With' .^/o-s-k 108,/ k/x-1-1 510, m-l-x. 6.17,,• 1 $ ’ isP ;
, ipi ■ preallzed/as' ca’cue p With b/v-j-^ 19.9>. 'd-k-?/V, 2.8i and . • p.-'pi 
1 f Pp- ?A> -r 316 as mea’cac. With 7/b -r 38 and k--s-m 549 -L p -Pp
as . muc.’cac .. With x-i-k 1133 - as ea'caoV- pWith s-l 1276 - p-
;p;Pp;as poet With m-r-r/b 6.21 -ias - cac . ' With, f/p-k-lt ■ 39 4. - as i . ppp. •
' i- :. ca1 coc and .withP n-c-x .66.3 - as cic * ci. ' P'Ppp - ' P ■ // pi
■ p /p- PpP. , PiIh.ergative;iBp^vs//fiveiT6dtS', (b/v- jr-/[ :199vi:'dPk--7/<i)/p.. ..p,-P ii 
ip. 28 1,. f/p- -r .3I6>7 m-.r-r/<S) 621 and s-m-xp8 6 2)p; bc.cnr''with-P /.: ;;
PPP'--/ /; Pi-^ el. LAll the other .roots occur, with HiphV^Il.* ■ i i'-’ " i-,,„.■■■^ PiVpi
Cp Ip'-; ■: ■ Semantic vcharact'er'istic s' p / ■ j ; / - ;/P O : p. p'p.. i ,p Ppppl 'v'i. ■. iPi.Pi
; /•■: p pp Ip-" /'■, P In ••.ergative .13 ,P, s all the roots that: take- Hijhi’ Pi.1, / ■ ' :. '
p. ; .-except P/o -r. 3 8p b/v-lj-t;;;i64Vpy-r“-k . 108.4PPk-bil' 4 80, k/x-l-l; .p"
. . ; . 516, m-l-xi/.6l7., -x-I 112.5' .and ..x-l-k II33 . take' .'alp ’ ' i. ,..i, ip .
p ph/x-I-lp 510.. and /x^ ipcpll,28;, did/either .dlrecti or indirect P
' ; ; ,agentive,'i Afl ;the;fiye'Proots • that- occur /withvPi’^ el:'take ; p ; .; .
In non ergative BVP.s 15 roors. are +Durational
" . v,7 ■ . t . ■ , 7 ■ -7;; ’t:,.' ' • +. G r a da t i o nal
;7’‘.;.. 7 3  7- . ■ .. "V 7 -G ompletive
“S-k i08,.'b/v-3L-t -164, d-kr;?^;.'28l,.-.;f/p-7/4» -r 3 1 6 ,
f/p-r-x 369V k/x-b/v-d.'478, . m~l.rx\6l7;, m~r-r/<p 621,
r ~3/® -v 75Q ? r-t-x. 802', s-r-x'883, t-s-s 1097? v-r-k
1 0 8 4,. j-i/p-j/k • 1 2 3 6, z-.i •12760 " 7 . ’
Six roots are-+Duraiional 7 , k-b-1 480, J-k-t 944?
7y: 7' '■ -1- G- r a clei t i onal 7 7-y, 7 7 - ■ 7 ’
7'- 7 H-Complctivo " .7; .77'1'-'
s-b/v-3$ 816, , $b , 0 1 # t-r-r-f: 1031, x-l-k 1133.. ;
Three roots’ are' +Durational ,7 - I . -r 3 8 , k/x-1-1- 510,
. 7+: ' ' - 7 -Gradational. 7 •;:77. -7
:One1, is -Duratiohai sir-c-s 7 663 .: 77 ;
1 ,. ■■•,. -G-radational :p-. 7 , i-^' • -7.-
One'is :rfDurational .’ : 7 k-s-m 549... • 7 ; ■
; ’ -i-G-radatiqnal '• : 7' •... ’ - . . ’
; -Completive 7 7 . 7 - ;' •
Ex.,:6 6 . +Durational % 3 7.7’ .7 7 . 3  /•■ ■ '' . 7
’■ : . -i-G-radati0nal . • 7 3 - 7 '
.7 . -0ompletive7 7:' ;3’7"' ■ ' "3 ., ' . ’ ■ v -
a. . - Thu ba*xur • mdu’ka?. 77%'
• ; • fHe "is a. boy depressed' ; 1 ‘ ■ ; . -.
b 0 :ku'Iam. ,yk.cat- ten'vim-, "'■-a'Vai, ■ a’ni' ha1 jiti 
-f Everyone • is ariittl-e sad, '.but :I .’. 'was
77' mdu’ka? ?,ad ‘7 ?im• kei"* ni f ima’ ti '■ (A . ) -r,
,7 depressed to ; the depths of my -soul * ■
Ex. 6.7.. +Durational .7. 1 7 7 7 3  •.
: ' 7- ' ^Gradational 7? ■ . 7 . 7. ..
’ ^Completive . 7 7 '• . ' ' i. •• ' -
'a, hu' ba’xur Ja’ket ■ . : .
7 1 ’lie is'a b;oy quiet’ • 37 ’7 ;
b. ■ ■ " kol : ha’ 7erev’ 1 hu ha ’ 3a Ja’ket 1 *garnri
,•7. ’All the’ evening'he/was tqaiet'. 7-completely
Ex.: 68. -Durational- : ■
; ' “G-radational
a.' . b 'me - ex ha’boker hajitl ‘ ka’lul zman.it. bplu'ga
'During the,morning I was included temporarily in 
/, - y ■ • ,77 :\y ■ 7. 7 ‘ the squadron
'7':; ' ‘ . bet • ■
7 ;v7 ' Wo. 2. ’ . . '
■b. hasVcena bxa'dar hamadre'got. klu'la ba’-perek
. ’The .scene - in the staircase . is. included in the 
7. . .ha -J-e '.ni . . .. y ,
'■ second chapter'.
In. terms of semantic features I.B.lis closer to 
the -.class of roots labelled + D, that is I.A.3-5 than to
■ •' - 7 + Ct :
37 - .... : ' • - - c
the classes of roots labelled +D and -D , that is I.A. 1-2
■ ’ . ' 7' , 7 ’ -G ~G ■
(cf. p.-l'I'i ) , sinee, as in I.A. 3-5? most of its roots are
+Duratiohal; .7oi 7 +DUra;tional,, only few of its roots are 
-i-Gradational +Gradafional
-Completive . •! Completive
+Durational and.none are -i-Durational ' -
-Gradational, . ,■ 1 -Gradational. . 7
'2. , I.E. 2: In non-ergathe B.P. only.
; As mentioned in p. 143 , if. a root defines a non- 
ergative 7 B . p o n l y  .or an ergative B.P. only, it does not 
necessarily mean that it. is grammatically different from a 
corresponding-root which defines both a non-ergative and an 
ergative B.P. ... If the roots of a class-I of non-ergative- 
only-roots take the. same Aktionsart category and imply the 
same,semantic features as the roots of a class Y of non- 
ergative-and-ergative roots, and if formations including the 
roots, of X are generated by the same formation~rules as
186
T-ormat.ioiis7liic'ludihg.( the/ roots :of Y-:- when./tlie.■ latter' are non- ; V;
,+rghtive there is-‘ho-.ye as oh to.; distinguish between X anci Y
:7/::/7 V-■■ 7 “.7' . 7 .. 3: . . y- - .. , y . - / !7;:.-- '7/,
in the1-grammar , or,;'to put ; it/more''3courateiys ..in, that parti 77 :
of the grammar which deals- withy non-ergative :. B^Pys: and'hon- y ’
, ergative : f Ormationsh . The. distinction -between;!/and Y will 7 :v7"
be, marked iii the lexic oh j, hov^everi • ; / :3 ; 7 -7-7 ' ; , 33. '•
<. 7 ;.,,7 • . 18.B*2 ' consists of a. small‘ hUn'iber ' of yrp.ot sy all-' define!;
.non-ergative .B.vP0s' oniy,,, Thisv fact,.is. marked, in ,the lexicon
by .."the -BvF*-types' assigned to -'the roots 0 • 'However, iL-n/y' 7 - -
grammatical’ terms' the- roots of .173, 2 belong- to, the same,, type,; 7.
as'-’-ihb^rpots 'bf/ltBvi-; 7/ • • ’'7 7 3 ;3;/.'-3 7y7;' 7: "• . ' -
P o rmai i o nal char a c ter i s tic; s ' .■ -y yy; 33'7:73:7;37 7 3.-. 3
hi-7'- ;ii.B>2 includes thirteen: roots0 ' With threa7root.sP 
b/v3h3f' .145 $ b/v’^x-*! 19.1 .and ,.v+j/$; : -T/h'-171061,■; *ytp .r- is- . 
realized va.s3.the /active, partic.ijple7--of;' Hiph.s5 ,ii 0-. With- qc^X-v 3 '• 73 
1.191 a d z-k-k 1269; as ’oa* duo c . ,;With all the other 7rbots 7..7, 
- ■ ,as .3he active-partibipie7bf7+a+'al 777 .777 . 7.7 3 7 , 77
: 7 77 :;'The' i’.oots are c-cVk 216, c-lf ■?/<*> 22.3,. c+r.-m '244? d-l-f . 
2 8 5 3 7 8 9 1 3 .  f/Pr?-i 395? ...n~cic76;5l^ 73 3 '7
■x-r-rk 1163*
187
•; 3emanfdie characte ris.tic s . / '* . ill y  ; r '
•; .. ' . All the roots in :.I .B. 2. are +Durational • r
, ' r  1 ;  ; 1 .  . . ; v - = ' ■ - A M  . .  / •  . + G r a d a t i o n a l  -
v "- ; • i A ' M. y ■; ' \ M  -Completive . ' . A i-
E'X. 69. ' - ■ ’ - '
a.' A -ze ’xomer no’cec ■ -v ' -
• ’This is -a ‘material shining* •• . '1 v,
b . A . h 'me jex Jtei da'kut hu paAzal e'leha’.
. 'During two ■ minutes ; ‘he looked cross, eyed at .her 1
3. The use of the. finit-e "forms' of - Pa'^al and Hiph'fil
A'A All' thd -'roots-, inA1.B.;Which occur ,with the active
.participle .of Pal^alAor Hiph'^rl are +D'uf.a.tronal. The 
question whether such: root is interpreted as iDurational or 
'as -Durational has. certain formational implications-. In 
.case such a root is A-Durational ' ^ * is. realized in the . •
; past and. future tense,-by- ordinary finite forms in Pa'^ al or 
Hiph'^il. - In case the root 'is -Durational - 1 <3p ' is realized-
in. the past and future tense.by the present participle of
Pa'ial or Hiph'^il. .Tense and person distinction are 
expressed with the kelp of the.auxiliary h-j-j/© . .In the 
present tense, however,. ' ^ 1 is always realized by the 
present participle of Pa'lal and Hiph'^il, irrespective of 
whether the 'root is interpreted as + Durational or as 
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4'.. Comments on table 6,' p .
v. ' - Brom Table 6, one learns that, with, three ' exceptions, ■
all the roots ;in I .B.- - with which. / 1 is realized as
' i-s-j/® • or h— j - j/© plus Niph’4 al are -t-Gradational.
, In I.A. only 18 out' of 199 root's with which V 1 cajG 
optionally be realized as • ? / -s-j/fy or h-j~ j/$ with Niph|Cial , '
are -Gradational. It may be concluded that there is a
high degree of correspondence between the class of n-G-r adat ional. 
roots which take 1 / V and the class of roots with which ■
* f * can be" realized by, -?/$ -s-j/4> or h-j-j/<t> and Niph'^al.. ;
The only diffrence between I.A. and I.B. in. .this respect- . .-:-
his that in the latter the- realization'with an auxiliary is 
..obligatory, whereas in the former it is optional. ' .
Notic.e also that the scale of relative frequencies 
.In terms of .meaning features is identical for those I.A . 
and I.B. roots with .which * f\ ’ is realized with an 
auxiliary.- In both, the highest percentage is-.of i]D
. ; • ■ ■' • ■ . ' 7 , " +G
. 7 7:- ■- - ' , , ... . -C" ■ ;
roots. The next highest percentage is of -D roots.. . ; r
h - '• ■ ' ' ' ' +Cr .
" V . ■ ' ' • -|-C
' I d. - : •  - D '
-G roots and -G have a very low frequency.,
There is only one -Durational root In I.B.and only
18 in I.A. On the other hand, there ..is ' only one ^D
• - - h-G ■ ■ - -
■ •■■ • . , , . , -C
.root among those roots 'in I.A. with which f ' can. be
; realized-, by a Binyan only.' Just'7 roots are *-D and the , ■
: . - -i- G
i A, ■ i' r" . ., - v - ' , \ 7+c .
majority'of roots are ^D or -D.
— G ' -G
2 .4. ; 1 .0. ■ -Dynamic, roots' defining non-ergative B.P. s
■ ‘ only, for vhich tiie Aktionsart1 contrast * j^j1 is
relevant,. . p "A-h .
: 7 In accordance' with what, was explained in p . )W3 " .and 
p-. 135 , the roots' in 'I.G'.y from a' grammatical though not a : 
lexical point of view,' and in so far .as non-ergative B.P.s' ■ 
and formations - are- cone erned,7 properly belong with I.A.-
ff ormational charact erist i’c s . , ■ r
With .most . roots V / f is realized by Hithpa'^el. The . 
roots are; 1 ; '■ P .'
?/$ -d-m 10,, ?/& -h-v 17, .b/v-g-r 144, b/v-h-r I48, ' 
b^v-l-jA 3r65,,g-r-( 43'9;,.;^ “i-r 541-, k-J^r 553., n-s-j/V 
703, s-r-v^ 8757 952, x-bh/v-v 1108, j-d-d .1235,
j-j-n 1241. - ; 7;; / 7\ ; P ■; ' 77./- /■
■'With b/v-j-1 183 , s-m-k ,856 and1 x>l-d 1129 1 fv •• : - 
■is. realized' by Hiphl^il. With d-h- jy^  280., ii-b/v-l. 65O , '
-x—1— j/o. 1145 arid, z-r-^x 129’4I- by PayPal.' ' 7
1 <$ \ has no uniform realization. With ?/V -d~m 10,
.kbr-r 541, nis-j/^ >7; 703, j-d-d, 1235? j^ ^ -n-124.1 it is j 
.realized as mcu'cac.-- 1
■ With b/v-l-j^'165, g-r.-J 439, ,k-(-r 553, n-b/v-1 
650, ■ s-m-k 856, s - t - %  875:- as ca'cuo. •Vit);. b/v-r- %,
170- and x-b/v-v 1108'.- as ca’cic. With V<p~d-m 10 - as 
ca’cpc,. With x-l.-j/# 1145- —  asco'eec. With d-h-j<4 280 .- 
as ce’cec-. With J-l'-m 952 - as muc'cac'f . With .z-r-x' 1292 
$ * is''realized as Pa* ?lal; With this root 1 / ' . Is
• realized as Pa ’^ al top. Pa'^al with'this root -is then
■'■7. " - m-t . - r v,..,
ambiguous .With 634 .7® P is realized as: Acec * .■ With, this
■' p.;': ; .y ■7/3;-7-7': :7 ; 7p ■ 7' ■//";' . p . 1 9 1 ,
root , ’ -A 1 is .realized as cec too. cec. too.is.ambiguous 
with this root, then. 7.-p  ..p - 7 -
7 Semantic charact eristx.c.s. .7. ■
( v ;\7 'Eight roots are ; +Durational y: . ?/<$).-d-m 10, ?/<s> -h-v 17:,
'p  p /. • P . -7.7 '. - ^Gradational - : ' " .
7'-A y , 77'.:7. ‘ ,VA:"AP. . -■ ./-Comple live ■. ;-V’' ' :
. k-r-r 541, n-s~'j/$>yb3, s-m-k 856, x-b/v-v 1108., x-1-j/& 1145., 
ppyj~.d~d 1234.A . Vp ' ■. 7- p.. ' ' ■
Three, arc ■+Durational g-r .439, k-[-r .553, j-l-m 952 
7 7 a-3 -Oradatibhal . ■ y ypA- . ,
■ ' Three ary ByDurat.iohal •' .1. b/v-1-j/0 ’165, d-h-j/& 280,
• ■ + G-r a data onal • ■ 7 7-7
:. ■ / ' ' ; A -0 ompletive y  ' j- (-11 12.41 ■. " -
One is '-Durational; ; n-b/v-1 65O. .
- 3r ^Gradationalv 3 • 3Aa . '
7;' /A y -i-Completive • ' pp- 3. ■ * -A
•n I 1 ’ ' ' ,1 ' ' ■ ' ( '
A3 A-a 7. iThe .-high proportion .'of TDur at i onal roots places
. ' . - •  ■ . . ; ,'A-- "" \. ; ^Gradational .
A- , 7t. ; , p ' a 3 - . -Oompletive .
7' l.C. (lErpm a. granmiati'cal viewpoint.) in the class -that I .
3 ‘ suggested- to label +D-. (cf. p.. t'7 *1 ) . This correlates with
! " '37 yA.y .' P  '7 a 7 +G ‘ 7. ..
.the -fact that-.with the majority of roots in l.C, ’ ’ is'
realized as Hithpa’C el. v .A3'7y ,../ - ‘ ■
Ex .A 70. :■ +Durat.ional, : ; .
+Gr a dat i onal “ A / ...7 .p p'
7 .- p. s 1 r-Gompletive
’a. ■ kol:, .3 ha’xoref - ha’jiti xo ’ le .
. ’All the'- winter, I was ill1 3
A b . .. hu ben,’ a *-dam xo 1 le
• 3 p -3 ’He . ,is a sick-; man' v 1
c . ' . : ,'hu ; xo’ie M?od . . : . p 
3'"7'3 ’He is ill • very’ A p p . -
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4. * hu' xo1 le I ’gamri
B ‘ ’He is ill completely* '
2.5 r.D.h Defective roots: the Aktionsart contrast
• "neutralizes.. .
, •; The roots in this subtype occur with the same groups 
of Binyanim as the roots in I.A., but in non-ergative B.P.s 
the-'Aktionsart contrast ’^j.1 neutralizes. As a result 
either the Binyan which otherwise would realize 1 ® * or the 
Binyan or Mishkal which otherwise would realize- 1 f * doe.s 
not•actually occur.• Which of the two does not occur depends 
on certain.meaning features■that are implied by the-root.
M.-' p : I.D.l, roots occurring;.'with Pa*S'al and HiphMil only 
and roots'occurring with Niph'V ai (and in some cases 
• P’ Hithpa* {’;el) ahd Hiph*{il. only.
• • - It will be recalled that all the roots in non-ergative
B.P.s' in I . A . .ar e -^Dynamic , and,. .-by irnpl icat i on, -Ingr essiv e-.
This- description is necessitated by the fact that the roots=■
in I.A. take 1 j 1 (of. Diagram 1, p.)15 and p . j ). 'The
replacement of a root in'a non-ergative.B.P. in I.A. by a
^Dynamic; (.'and, by implication ilhgressive) root (cf. p. 1Hp )
isnecessarily coupled ’ with the ' neutralization .of the p.. , •
Aktionsart contrast; If the root is '-t-Dynamic' this means 
; : ' -Ingressive
that'the- feature 1 ;/v ■'* is.-..properly included in it, and
therefore that there can be no contrast between 1 p ■ * and' ' ®
‘In’the sentence ,*The,, ball bounced’, the "switching over into
bouncing" stage - is,, so to speak, an integral"part of the
bouncing itself (cf. p. m l ,  ). If the root; is described, as
V: " PPBPPPPpPP.P ' n P  P ‘PP' B P PP . .•■' 7 .P 3 9'5
+Dynamic,- ■, this la equivalent. to-,stat'ing-:; iliat: it i m p l i e s ■ r'v? V i
;P ' H-.Ingr.essive Bp-B : \ . - \ . V 7 ' P ’ ■
' 1 p 1'andBthat there can be . no contrast between *' f •'* B.P p- p.P-, p
’ P and :1 ps>. * : g .in the sentence.."’He ‘entered 'the:;, room* the ’ B p
P \ P'.enterihg itself" :PsVpnsgitPwere.,-;,nd’ehticalV vyith. the: switching p, ''B
P^. ■ p v oveI1; from the state “of being- outside; to the state of: being ' -i.-
B /• Pinside.. ' ' ,-P P-v P ' ; • '' BB, B  ' P; ' P'B ■ . B PPB-. '■-■•Bp.
p .;.- P.- ■/ • Subclass I.D. 1 consists! of two sets ,.of roots:
ph ..Pi-Dynamic roots'and iDynarnic ' '.roots. .These roots . , P P
• v ’-Ingressive- : .+Ingressive . P. • . :
.: •occ.ur.- with the same groups - of Binyanim.as the majority of ', ' P' ■
• -i-Durational roots in: I.A. , • namely Niph’tal Cand in. some .p. ' -
.Bp' ^Gradational • '' Bv B° B ’ p P". " .P.; B'B - i " . "■
' cases Hithpa ’Ael, cf. p:. B B  0 ), .and Pa 1 ^ al and Hiph1 ^ il. . - :
.,pp P. However , • +Ingressive roots in : I.D .• 1 .occur ! in non-fergatiye pB PB
■pP:p'r ■ B B.Pps Pwith Niph*• f ai* ^-and, .in ’softe cases, Hithpa1B el) ( only / B. 'PPP
P • . Bthat is,P only with,the Binyan which, had it not been .for
'PP. :. the -ne.uti aliz ation, would. realiz e 1 f 1 f .-Ingressive roots, P‘ :
■- on the other:.hand, occur with Pa1 ^ al only? that is, only P.-.
p.P- with the' Binyan which, had it not-been for thh neutralization,,-. .
P . ' would realize *. © - - . Pp;P , , BB pBp. ;
’ As can be-seen from Diagram 1, p . 1 B.5"'—  ' all
pP;p Dynamic roots imply +Durational though not.. all - !
PA v -Ingressive : . :.p, "P -Gradational ,P ., P ~^p- ,P • ■ -V-
:P ' >Duratiohal roots. .Imply - '+DynamiC '(they do' all, imply -Ingressive),.
• •-Gradationa.1 ;P* 'P"':;v/..P- r-Gradatioha;i, ■ pP,-.
- . . • The near one-to-one correspondence between +Du'rati6na3. P : ,
•pp-- Vp-P.: '"'pP'-P. BPpP “Pp’' "B ■ -Gradational .- .*.■
P • root's and^31hyahPiPa-,,?'alByvhid'hP'vvas/.n6t.edp,in p-. . . holds' for .
I . D . 1 » t 0 O • ' f ' ' ; ■' .■, -' . . ;.
Ex.-71,
'a. '*racnu P., • % ’varnu ma’her, haja ka’J e lhista’kel
’We ran , we passed quickly, it was difficult to look 
al ze har’be -vegan lah j 1 ? ir ’ma jehu xa’zak
at . it, much and also to leave something strong
ban j a 1ma * o bazika*ron (A. ) 
in the ' soul orpin the memory’,
b . : hu r ac m?od • '
’He runs- very1. ■ :
The roots •.p. -p.. p.
The -Ingressive -roots in I.D.1 are: 
ph -f 69, ?/'® 83, /^<h “V"d 119, V*® -y-r 120,
b/v-?/<» 129-, ;b/v-r-xP :178, cl%  -d .204, c-f 217, c-m^x 237, 
c-n-x. 238,9d-h-r. 279yf.d-l“I> 284, f h p - % -1 .315, f/p-U-j/cp 
;347, f/p-i-x 370, g-d-1 408, g-l-j/oi 421, h-I-x 462, ' .
k-f/p-c 50.2,. k-rn 5 1 4 A -  %  641,' n-b/v-t 651, n/c$ -f/ p - 1  
6733, n/tp - s - ^ P 6 9 S y ‘h/V -r.;71>L, n/V-t-f' 7-14, n/cs) -t-j/(p
719, - n-x-t 731, n/<s *-2.-1,733, r-V^b -d 745, r-c 755,. 
i'-k-d 7??, v-k/x-v Til, 8 -7 ,4 .-r 815,;. f-b/v.-t 923, p y  997, •
t-s 1056, v/%c--?/<P IO64, v/j/® -r-d IO8.3, x-d-r .1114., x-z-r
1222.,. z-11-k 1285 , zir-m 3.293,’ z—x-1 1298, z-z 1299 
-(altogether 43 roots).. AH' the, roots except two occur. -.P.. 
■with Pa ’^ al' 'in-non-ergative ■ formations and with Hiph’^ ii ■ 
Inqeigaiive formations.. pThe two exceptions are g-d-1 408, 
which' takes pi ’{ei In ergative f ormations-and z-n-k 1285,. 
which takes ,Pi’4el‘H n  non-ergative.'.formations. " p- 
■ The -h Ingres si v’e'n Q.ots in I.D.l are: ?/&-i-v 82,
■ ?/<sg-r-m -103,,: d-b/v-k 263,. d-h-m’278, f/p-g-f 325., f/p-l-t 
342, .f/.p-r-d 35;7, f/p-s-k 373, g-?/V -1 398, g-j-m 443, ;
k/x-n-s' 524, k/x-j’-l 552, k/x-z-v 573, m - V ®  -si 602,
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m-j-x 630, 11/ p  • -c-1 658, n/b -c-t 661, n<A -t-x 718,
n/& -t-z 721', r-m-m/b 780, r-t-V<P 796, (|- V ® ’™r 917,
(pl-fli 951, ^-m-d 965,, v-1- V<s> 1076, v/j/cs> -s-f 1094, x-l-c 1127,
■x-n-k 1154, x-r-v 1170, (altogether 33 roots). The roots
g-^-m 443,' r-m-m^ 780, [~l-m 951 and v/j/<o .'-s-f 1094 take
Hithpaf<^ el, in non-ergative formations. All the rest take'
Niph’^ al. In ergative formations all the-roots take
•.Hiph* ^ il except x-l-c which takes Pi’^el,
P Prom the point of" view of -the Binyanim with which- the ■
roots in I.D.1 occur and from the point of view of their'
meaning features (+Durational; cf. above) they may-be incop™
-Gradational
porated in the' subclass which I labelled +D
■ -'up "■ 1 “G -■ ■
■:,(this subclass, is coextensive with I.A>1; cf. p.'/r77 ).
Semantic characteristics
' . P. In ergative B.P.s 9 -Ingressive roots take 'a' :
-v.-d 119,. b/v-r-« 178,, c-m-s 237, g-d-1 408., g-l-j/m
421,, 11-b/v-t .651, n/a-J-r 711, n/<y -z-1^733, z-n-k 1285.
Pour, roots take ’a'; c-f 217, d-l-f 284, n/<$ -t-f 714,
z-r-m. 1293. The rest take ’a 1, but can have.an indirect"
: agent in case the value of ’n* is animate' (cf . p ,1751 ).
Unlike I.A., where the majority:of roots which occur with
•Hiph*1il in ergative formation are'+Indirect Agentive (cf.
p. Y'l-H ), most, roots 'in ergative formations in I.D.l are
^Indirect Agentive. This .is. not surprising, since +Dynamic
. - -Ingressive
.roots usually 'imply some kind of motion, and the ability
tb'move is-frequently shared by ahimate.'and inanimate objects.
. . Among the ^Ingressive roots in I.D.l ten take 'a'
in ergative B.P.s:' 7/® -l-v 82, d-b/v-k 263, d-h-m 278, ,
f/p-l-t 342,.' g-V« ™1 398, g-^-m .443, k/x-.z-t 573, m - % - s
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.B - ; 6 0 2 r -1 %' 796, x-n-k 1154. ' Eight, take at;:;
7/b -r-m .101, m- j -x 630, 11/0 -1-x .718, 11/© -t-z 721, j -1-m /
.: • 9 5 3, j -m-d .965, v-T- fyp 1076, x-r-v 1170V. . The rest take '.
■ either a' direct or an indirect agent,Hero there is .a ;
/■ highehit-pr o;p6rtlon -of indirect agent 'roots, /.since most ro'ots'4 
• • imply: not a .change- in the position, of a body (a,motion), but.
■ a- different; kind of. change" (a mental change'-in.a: person,' • ' •
etc.). Vf ■■' Vv .
V . , . As ment ioned , abov e, all -Ingressive root s. in' I . D. 1
'are; .fBu'rational +Ingressive roots-are- -Gradational.i 
./ . • -Gradational . , P.f p - p ’ • . ■ ' p-: -P:'
They.: are +Durational' too:,. since the change implied by ..them -!
must be a non-cont .inuous- ohe.-i- ,-B .... ...
■ 'Examples. ' j I- " C ’ p if
Ex. 72. A root.that'takes.*a’V
v . ah. hit'xa.lti. lax', joy: ma ko’re 'ba’tiras?
pp.. /r VTh.en . I' began to • think.:' what - is-.going oh %ith'the.'corn? 
, . B . p -  ha . irn- hin’bitu et ze . kmo jeca*rix?:. (A. ) 
p;"i'P : Did they p ..sprout it as P required? ‘ B;- . ' "
Ex. v73V. k  root- that' takes B a 1 . V ■ , -' p ;.
.: > ; hem ' . hi^ni'du ; et kol . hazvu'vim „ bae ’ zor-
V . ('They^ .exterminated, all . the flies in the;; area*.
ExV 741 A/Boot . t hat. ■- fakes. ;.e it her , direct, .or inhireC agent V .
9 /• • ' 1 oaxad-;v  im haf ben .! hi' hi^ ’v'ira et kol- 1 hadva ’ rim ; (A . )■ 
BpB BTogether with':her-.son' she moved all .'the things ’ :
p ;n SomeP+Ingressive roots can. in some-contexts refer to a 
9 .: . - slow process of change. ■ In'.t.liese .-contexts; .they- may 'be i 
f ' fhterppve^ t.ed;;;ab'' +DurationalV ■' These contexts hp'd't unty*picaiy'
• ' However', . ; ■'B^f/piPP 'p., ; • '.V P"' '"9,7 ' p . ... ,-9'
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■ Ex h 7 5. -Ingr e ssive roots in non-ergat i ve' f ormati ons.
f'racnu kol ,k&ax: ' le f a.t,, Je : ku’lam.. nird’mu (A. ) .
B; 'We were, running,'sp slowly, that everyone fell asleep.* .
Ex.• ,‘'76,B ilngressiye. roots in non-,ergative formations.
. *jnaim. * t exef. 7 ni?m * du v.e e ' xad ’ ' jam
* Two. , straight away stood up and one, there
ze ■ ha* ja,. ben • si'xim. hi j  *kav ; (A. ) ' "
. it- was among-,bushes- -..lay down* . 7'
77; E o ± i ce that;. th e, r o o t v/j/p -c- 7/<v 1064 is . included, ■ 
among; the -ingressive ■ roots, .whereas the. root k/x-n-s 524 ' 
is . included among; the + Ingre ssive roots, This is not just- 
beca'use the. former fakes ia*'» al . and :the latter Niph* fal. In 
'•some; cphtexts .vBd/^ - . c . :1 Q64-;-<is not the opposite of -k/x-n-s 
'524, but of x-z-r 1222,' another. -Ingressive root requiring 
Binyan T a ,? al. ' , B ' B
/Ex.B'fT. 7 - ’ - 3 : ' , -' ' . ' '" y e .  . '
, , vTa*ca?fi .; la ma?*-ray , b*,j eya- ba* erev, B-..» ■ ;
1 . .1.1 Went out for the ■ ambush at seven in the evening*
’bi. ikj'-eiw.xa’zarti me hama? *rav 7;,j.a j avti im-. hamfa’ked
a;*When. I. came, back from' the ambush I. sat with the -commander 
v . hu t ix * ker . o f t i al ma je ka ’ pa (A. ) 
and'he "interrogated me .about what had happened*":' ■ 7
B ; In Ex B'77,a. : ja' ca?ti dde.s.-not imply ’.switched
, position-,from inside -to. outside’ but ’moved in a. certain, 
direction for a certain purpose’ ,:b When v / j / - c -  ?/p 1064 has 
the former- meaning, (and is. the opposite of x-z-r 1222) it .. 
.usually-, takes- the preposition that is taken by x-z-r • 1222' in 
.sentences such as Ex. 77 ,-bv -k/x-h-:s-- 524 on the other hand, 
takes the pr eposition that ■ is taken by, v/j/<9 -c- 7/b 1064' in
7 b-; - '' "■ 7- ' 'Vi “ : 7 :  ^ • ■■ ■' ■ 7 ■ 198 ' ‘
sentences ■ such.as Ex. 77 7a. . .
Ex. 78. ‘ V7-. . g'. ' • , , 7 " .  ^ •
Y a p V a h i  lo jo.'dO? me-';?eifo hem.'kjaiG* ?u, ki kje'
*'I. don't, 'know from where they came out, because when"we 
hit ka'ravam lo ra*?inu 'nefej- xa'ja (A.) 
came closer we,.;could not see a •living creature*
.b. ."be o'to , 'rega bx'lal lo haja ix'pai li ma'
; ; /'At tha.t;;moment/ I did not care at all what
jehern ha' j u lo * sim ba* rega (eha'ju nixna'sim la*arec<(iA. ) 
they would.do the moment they would'enter .(into)the country' 
77 • 7. ; The roots k-f/p^c'502, n-b/v-t 651 and x-d-r 1114 ..
7 can.• in some, contexts be interpreted' as + Ingressive. However, 
in many other ; contexts they are -Ingressive..
• Ex.. 79 • p  ; ■ 7 V  . V  ' ,7
a . . kol j?e1 la ani ma1 maj ha'jiti ko'fecet im "
'Every question ■ I literally used to" jump with 1 ■
.' .. .’ha'ecba ; lima?la • (A. )
the finger upwards*’ , ’ 7 ■
b. 7 hu Ag ka'fac mehamakpe'ca ltox ha'maim" -g ■
'He jumped from the jumping board into the- water' .
Some speakers use the' form na'ful (the root n-f/p-1 
■ 673 ; with Mishkal da'cue ) , meaning 'is fallen', tor 'those ; 
speakers the root n-f/p-1 673 is associated with '^ ^ *, such 
that ' f 1' is . realized by Jta'^al and. ' ® 1 by ca’cuc.
Ex. .80. ; '
; a . haki ' se 'A bam it' bax na'ful
'The chair .in the kitchen is fallen'
b. haki 'se barnit 'bax na'fal
'The chair in the kitchen fell" down.'
■- ‘ The.Br.o.ots T/p-ii-a/e 347;, arid n/-t-j/? ' 719 are •
.'sometimes usedns -Dynamic: ' „, ..71,-"4 B B,
Ex.' '81. 0-49 p,' 71/'/'"‘Bf B-b 4 V.-'hv . ; \ B 7
a.- B ha giv ’ ?a-B ha ■ zot po 'na ma?'rava -
. 7 This hill 9 ' ■ , .Bl'-z 1 ac.es • westwards *
fry ' ■; ■ hamxo * nit pan1 ta s’mo la 9 ' -
’ The ; car turned to the left' ■ .B-
' . ' -1. :'; One rarely, finds contexts in "which f/p-n- j/<* ,347 Band B ■
n/«) -t-j/) 719 in the latter sense contrast with the + Dynamicv 
Buse' ol7'these, forms;, .'However , it is perhaps correct to say .9- 
that the roots f/p-n-3/0 ■ 3479and;Bn/<i> .:-t-j 719 ,are ..associated 
. with the Aktionsart contrast ’ fj?j ', such that in ' some, con­
texts ,:Pa|4 al is the-:;realizat ion/Bof:-4 ?. 'y, and , in.v.some other .
: contexts the Bredl’iz.at£oh of T, ^  t  but .in many '.'contexts the 
Aktionsart contrast neutralizes and '. Binyan- 7Pa:f9 al is either 
. the• realization;,:;of » f .’ .only poor the realization of 1 00. ' 
only 7, pr else--the.Brpots .areB;;+Dynamic9and ;Pa w  aT' is the • 
realization .of ’ <3 ' • B 7 " • * :'. . .... •..: ;B‘■ / v
4 " .9 It is .perhaps' not . immediately .clear that the roots
111- j-x 630, and . V//® -i\: 917'.are,, or can be interpreted as 
B+lhgreSSivei These two loots. usually irnpl#; a^c.bhtrary-tb- 
, expectation event: ; an expectation ..thatsomething, stop, or ■ 
disappear . etc. is not fulfilled. •. p '7
' Ex. ' 82,, -'B9;Bb7 " ,9 7B.-9 B,7^y4Bv.h 7BB-' - ' /;  ^ : ■ ■ • ,4' '9. .
a .  az ;9hu o ’rner li j fir* ?e;, ,ata :lo b.i,ca?ta lean . ;
B ’ So '.he; 'tells, me,,r::look. ■ ,/:you did not commit here'.
• 4 • juin'...':ha;,v>ar--„4.n"hu:^ :in'e-ged hora'ta. a'ta m x U ’se-
anything that is contrary to :an. order> Y.o.u are covered 
:■ Igaiiirf. Ba’val; b*;erzo7 7B7pi - na ecl.lh' hij ? Bra .' 'llarga'fa 
7 . ... completely but in .sqrne -corner Bin me there remained a 
' ' lo'- ,ri?ifma (A. j • B
. B. feeling . u n p l easant 7‘ ;
i-■> t'i-r • i : , . ■ . ■ f ; • . * * ■ ■ ■ . ?oo
: - , . .to, ha ase’fa nimj’xa. al af. ha hafra’? ot ' ,-h -
t/:h,/ ■. ’The meeting went on ' . despite the disturbances’ ■ ,
■ e - ■' a ’ ta ■ mat ’-xil dr a,’rim, a ’ta lo ja’xol u'lai '
■ ' ’You start things, you cannot perhaps- -
I; - 1 ; "■ . j lham’j rx , -p^  tam,- hem bxol-' zot u'lai ■ nim  ^axim to
• .;eont.inue them . tout; they nevertheless perhaps .continue toy
■ ■ . : ' • :. kose- hai ’ nerc ia.. (A;) .1. ' , > ■ ■ ';-
-;'i the force of inertia:. ’
'■ ..•.■-.'-■-•i-. In Ex. .83'.a . . the reader is told that the. speaker ’s ’
had feeling remained, contrary, to the expectation that it
 ^’■ would disappear• as• a, result , of ■ what the other fellow said.
• • From Ex-. 83.to. the'.-reader-.learas^ that the meeting went on. ••
/ contrary , t.o the. expectation that it. would stop' as a result
, • ..of the. heckling, and similarly,, in Ex. 83. c. The roots m-^-x
. . 63O and j- V<3.. -r 917 can then toe described as kind-of
. . . "Ingressive root's in reverse"..719 = ; "not -disappear,, not go
• . -... away , switch over to a . state of; non-disappearing tail'd going- •
- ' ■ ■ ..away".. /- ;347 = • "hot stop,, switch over to a state of not
' stopping" . .Th-is. iht.erpretation may'seem like .stretching
. - 7 the facts to suit the theory.. Howeverjv there is. nothing in
■'■-.'the';-\f act s.: themselves* to ' ctontradict . it and it cannot toe
■ re3ected off hand. •' 7, •- ;
; . ■ ; The root J-b/v-t 923 -was included among the +Dynamic
’.. p/; -Ingressive
-roots 'despite ■ the fact that it is not. semantically "dynamic.^
: , The reason for’this'is that It may toe interpreted as. a
Y  ' ■ ; Y'+Dynamic.: root in reverse". It S.meaning is,, "being inactive, •
'-toeing static., the negation of toeing active or'dynamic".
. 'Formally-,, it has all the characteristics of a +Dynamic. ;
' . ; ■ ; 1. ,;■/ -. . -Ingressive .■
/ ; root. It does not take ’ ’ . In ergative formations it takes
/ Pa’lal", only, and in- ergative ’formations Iiiph^il. The above
.-. . remark'concerning the -interpretation of m- j-x :6.30 - and j» -r .-.
■ v -■ . ■- 1  . . . .  - / 2 0 1
917 applies here.too. .
2. ■ 1.]}. 2. : -t-Dynamic roots with Hithpa'^el in
'.// . 0; . ■ +Tngrossive \;
hon-ergative formations and Pi' t el in ergative', 
formations. ;
, This subclass includes only twelve roots: 7/o-r-r 40,.
b/y-t-1 190, f—i—35 343,. f/p-j-r 38O, k-j-m 5.71, r-b-j/o 751,
r-p-?/V 7.84,'s-b-x 822, s-.j-m 908., x^ -j-v- 1212, z-m-n 1281, 
z-y-g 1297. The ipot r-t-s 80.3 occurs with Hitlrpa'^el in non- 
ergative formations and . Hiph*^il in ergative formations.
w k-j-m 517 is a, "^Ingressive root in reverse" (like. . 
m- J~x 630 and J-%>-r 917 cf. above) . Its meaning can be.’,- V  
represented as "not to be cancelled, contrary sto expectations*.
Ex. 83./ . ■ , ‘ " ,.
ha jji*va hitkaj*ma af al pi e^ ha
' ■ • * The . meeting took place despite the fact that the
jo ^ ev ’ ro[ xa*la :-
chairman fell ill* ’•
v* *■> /In-ergative. B.P. s five roots take *a* : r-p-7^ 784,•
s-j-m 8.0.3, s-b-x 822'., z-m-n 1281, z-v-g 12971 The rest
> take- * a * . . • , ' -, ■
Two roots.which take Hithpa* * el only’inanoh-ergative
• formations and ,Pi 1^el i n .ergative formations are +Dynamic
'• -Ingressive:
k-d-m 49.5 and n-h-1 680.
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3*.."v I.D. 3: +i>ynamic ; v f 0 ; ;,!\V ' ../..I - -fl-V'
p ' ;--V . H'Ingress,iVev.raot;S with. Niph1 ^ ai in non-ergative -
' formations and Pa* al in ergative formations.
b  Thlspsubclass'inchudes only ten: roots:h -c-r 631 
d-K~f :-;309 '31,04 424,’ h^f r-x .459 ,-;k-l^ti 512,, ’ /
m-n-,?^ 618, s-x-v. 900-, t-r-k 1053, v/j/b -c-r .1065,
Ambngv. these,twcg take - a ; The. rest take '$k*'. ' '.This is .in 
line with -the tapt''that ■ in I,A. 2 (where the Binyan realizing 
V / ’ is/Niph'1 .^al' ahd,/the Binyan;'in ergativb'..f ormations, . is;!
Pa;'fal),. only. 2 ..roots' out .Pil apt otal • of’.'74 inke 'a* (of. table,
1;, . page 1 71': ) 1 V; V;;P : ’ / 1- ' '';V' /•’'
"■ . ' The• root m-n-3/V 618 '.is, like, m- j-x 630 and ■
9,17 * + Ingr essiv.e in reverse'. ;.(cf.. p.. f o o )
Ex. ;84. hi..'. . h  .. ■ ;-;i
. ha a* son |eha'. ;ja ?a’lul . lik Vofe nirn'na ; . bne.s: .'b;
•'The. di sasfer that could' have., happened' .was;';prevented' by 
i . ba'r.ega- ha ax'ron . ,/ • :
'.miracle, .in the. last • moment * b ■ . . .-p.p- • 1
In Ex. , 84. the f orm .nim * na can be paraphrased . . • 
"contrary to expectations, did; not-.happen; could have 
happened, switched-over' ■intqknot,,.happening"', *• / : ’ ,
.Ex; 85.. .1 ■■ . ■ ■/;- ■ . .
v •' .pit'.pom , 'ha'tank haze ni7’car . vhi.t ’xil 
' And 'suddenly this tank stopped.; and started; ,
11' rot (A. ) , ■ • : , . • . .. . ■ '1 , . / ; ■; . ,
: shooting'; V / P ' • .’■■ .;h" '■ " ■ ' ;
Ex. 86. ,4""- p p; - . . ' • ■ 'pp ■. f'p
. I;,, ha'delet nitr'ka by.at a'xat ' , v -
” ' . . 'The door • slammed in one blow' . •'
pv-i'/ 'v / /  '■; . / bp4- ■ ■ ;'' 1:4' ■, :-'p p. ‘ . , , :2o;l.
. . Ex.. 87.. . p - i ' : - p ; l * ■ a plpp : p,.. '1 ■■ ■■ ■ :
p .' k| e . ' ev en .. .xa' zar . me a'merika no* car' '
P,b. ; 'When. Ebah came:, back :from America was, created
. ■ ma’ c av . xa ’daj (A. )' •
a hew situation* ■ . v .'
. Two roots which’ take hiph'^ al - only in non-ergative
■ bn - formations and Pa'lal in ergative formations are +Dynamic 
P. • / . Pb-. A  -Ingressive
•PP V g-r-r 347 and s-x-v 902. \ ./ ••" P
■ " 4. ' h-Dynamic and +Dynamic roots-.in non-ergative P,
' + Ingressive -Ingressive p. /' ' ' . ; - , bp
; B.P. s only. .-. ■ v b. - • • '
, •' ■ A number of foots exhibit "the. same chafac-teristics ;
p/P ... as the roots in the above.-..subclasses, except that they do.
. :not define^ ergative B.P.s, According to what was suggested in
'• - /.pp; bP- .this doeS/not make ah'essential-grammatical difference . b '
p between'those roots and the roots that do define ergative :
• B.P.s', Since the fact that the latter do not define- such B.P.s
. may be ascribed to the lexicon rather than to the grammar.
P . - 'I.D. 4. .' -hDynamic . roots occurring, in Niph'bal ..only.
• - p + Ingressiv,e " " . . ‘ . . '■/ ■
P. . - ,.; P and -i-Dynamic roots occurring in P a a l  . only .-/
pp ' ' P- -Ingressive bp
• ■ The +Dyiamic . roots with, Niph1^ al are: .
P b b ' . PP ? *Ingressive . . ' b . •.
p ,,x :VimlP./v-a.J:P60, -1-m 8l,p b/v-1-%bl57, k / x - h - 254,
P/ ' , d-.x~2/$. .312', .f/p-t-ib3.8'6, . f-t-r 386a, k-l- 507, s-v/ jA -g
.....bp 887', j-n- jA. 97.7.,. t-k-f 1031, t-k-1 1032a, v/j/<s>. -1-d 1078,
" ' p - v/ j/ts Pf-r 1098,. v/ j/<v -x-x 1101. . ■ . ,
•P P P, ,-/P/ The root 60 can/also occur/with Pi^el. The roots
■20 4
.d-x-j/ck 312, tbk-f 1031 and v/'j/® -1-d 1078 can occur 
with Pa'Cal. However, in all-these cases the forma- 
.t.iohs in. which the- roots take these Bihyanim are not derived. • 
from ergative B.P. s but from the converses of, those non- 
. ergative B.P.s that, underlie formations in which, the roots in '> 
question take Niphf<ial (cf. pp.yis-m) . .
Informal style the root •?/<v; -b/v-d 60 occurs in non- 
, ergative formations with Pa'^al rather than-with NiphAal.
Ex. 88. . :
kje . a'-.ta nit'kal • pit’?om b eize jehu mij 'pat
* When yotl encounter: (bump into) suddenly,, with a. certain sentence 
\e me * ?id el hava'ha a* ta -kol kax nid'ham.
. which bears.evidbnce to' understanding you get so stunned. 
a ’ta xo*j ev :.. ax, -ha ba'xur haze, hu b'xol zot
You think : gosh this boy is - after ■ all
inteli*genti ’(A.)
intelligent* . ■ \
Ex. 89- 1 ‘ • . '
a'ni nolad'ti'' bramat*gan v •'xa* jiti Jam .ad haca’va (A.)
■ *1 was born in Ramatt G-an. and lived there till (my) army • :
,: . • (service) * -
The -i-Bynamic roots with Pa* ^ al are: fyV-r-k/100,
■' '-Ingressive ... . . .  V . ■ .
c.-l-l 226, d-Vd-d/cD 261, f/p-l.-J. 341, g-l~{ 4l8> n-d-d 667,
r-d-f 761, s-x-;j/m 90.3, t-r 1047,. . ' .
Ex.' 90.' '• '
ra'd.aPti ' ax'rav ka*rov lxci a^*.?a
- *1 ran after him about half an hour*
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: Ex.bgiV ''bP-P . . vl- h ; ":;\A-/h-P b,b ;• * h-p.. . .rtphbb
';b../ bbani: . ' isar' el-Pna ? dadb bam id* bar arba'?im ja'ma
bb ' * Tile ’people 'of Israel roamed In the., dese.fh'..f or ’ forty, years1.
- ;,pb • V\&r.ammatically, "I .D. 4 and.PI,.D.l .ban-'be. merged"into a • h 
■single:, subclass. The . difference; between, roots - of these two • : 
subclasses is lexical (cf. ?- ■ ^  l-:b. ■ .'/b ■ , , ' P
. • .• bb,b ■ Eight +Dyna',mic.. b roots' oc'cur with Pa’ ^ al (only)
b-\.: b’-'f'"-b gf Ingressive ■ "p 'IPbb- b • " ■ '.
■ ratheibthan iPiph1S al. , The'se1' should be. regarded as exceptions
; ?/<\y . - z-1 • 12 4, :C“C, 212, f/p-r-[ 3.64, g-1- j 419, h-r-j/V 467,' ' ‘
.s-t-j/©: 886* x-d-1 1113, x-l-f II31..' On..the..other hand, v b
bne -i Dyhami c : , ‘ r o ot,■ g-r-f 434,‘6cc ur s' with'. Riph'lal.
- -Ingressive . - • 'vb .■ " • . . .”■1. bb'b bb.’; 1 ; ■
Ex . p92f ' , ; " ''■■bi.' ’V- '• " ■ ' . .... . ' - '.
: 'iiiihtjb ehu cac ■- p i t': 7 om' - me ax 0 ’ r e i ■ hakir (A.) . 
v... -; .'Someone'.appeared, suddenly from behind .the wall*..
■ Ex. '93i • • • • .. ■ p b-ptbb b. b ' '. ■■b-b'.bb •
• ha'' ge eiii him' J- ix ' la' rcdet •. vha?a'lim nigr ' f u - bmo '.rad 
.' The. rain continued to f 1 ow• .down and the .leaves w.ere; swept .
; har-xov.. ' b/ ' ■ . '  , ;. ! b 1 P. 34 /P.' ;'"n.-pb " :b "
dowuiwards. in'the . street ' . ' b  ' ' ; . - . . . .
b5.\ , 1.1.5. VDynarnic and b Dynamic./ roots-which' •b
: b v' -1-Ingressive . -Ingress.ive ..; - b . P
• define a nOn-ergative B .P. s only .and take other
■bbb..n/v : Binyanim. . '-b-.j,.. ' - b-"/ ' / 1 h' b b- "
b' - bib / S^6mebPDynamic-roots bccur with .Hiph'^ fl and some with..,
' b ; b'b- a-Ingressive : • . -Pp :^ p, . '
Hithpa'b el. A number, of sBynamic occur with. Hithpa'^. el
-hp' p p b > P '  ' - P. b . - . .-ingressive . b-.. b'V.b'b’ '
,.and, some with Pi'^ el. . : ■ ' ■ 3 '
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The bDynamic roots, that take HiphA il are: . ' ' •
' ■ . ■ + Ingres si ve ' ., ■ .■ ' -
: f-l-ig ,337, f-j “r 379.) g-l-d 415, n/<? -p-1 697, *-l-m 1140*. '
x-ni-o 1146. . ' . ■' . • ' - • .
Grammatically these roots go together with.I.A.3.
3 .b . • The "+Dyhamic: .roots ■ in Hithpa'bel are 61,
bIngressive - ; vb-
b-r-g 171, b-r-r 173,, f/p-k-^/4 32,8, f/p-l-g 339, g-b-r 405,. '
■ gvl- 8 4 1 4 ' k-b-1..483, k-rj-m 569., 1-k-x 590, m-x-jA 639,
n- ?A -r. 645, n-d-f 668, . n-p-1- 696, n-x-1 726,, p-l-c 736,,
p_r-c 740, r-l/h;-m" 747, s-4/o ~r 814,3s-g-1;835, s-11-n 866,
Ub-r 37:i , 930, \-t-s 995, j-v-c. 998, (-v-j/cp 1000,
v-d-.V^ 1069, , Xr-l-k 1132, x-m-k 1148, j-c.-v 1234 . Grammatically
these roots go together with I . D . 2 and, Ultimately with I.A.
4—5- ' ‘-3 ■;-* . , - ;
Ex; .94* . : P P b .31 , ■ P - , ' -
'Jabxaxta' lhax'nis et haxa'lav lamka'rer vhu hix'mic 
'You forgot to put 'the milk- in the. fridge and it became sour A
Ex. 95. 3 -. P :P . , -
bahatxa' la lia'ja lanu kcat kaj e la'gur Jam, avail
'At first it was for us a little-difficult to live there, but
b axar kax hista* galnti . b
; later on we got, used, to ,it' .
The bDynamic (and, by implication, bpurational )
.... ' ’pb" -Ingressive ■ - •, . -Gradational ' 7
rp'ot.s in .Hithpa'^el are: AJ, _f_f ]_2, ?A -m-1 31, h-l-x 463,
nr()"f . 706, n-.J-m 710, r-c-c 3756, s-v-v' 893, s-v-v 894., b
z-r-z I296. Except'm-J-x 628 and: z-r-z 1296 all these roots
deiiote movement to and fro, or a rhythmical motion. ■ .
PEx. '96 i - . , • 7 . , .; P
7ha. ci'por bhit?of'fa mi?ec - l?ec
■'The .bird flew"..to- and fro from one tree to..another'
The ^Dynamic roots in Pi el are d-^ d-j/o? ’ 268, d-l-g 286,
■-Ingressive ■ : ' ■ ‘ "
m-h-r 611, n-t-r 717 > r-x-f■807, ,m-j-r 909, t-p-s 1046,
:t-j-l 1060. ■ ■ '
Ex. 97.  ^ 1 -
■ v. .'b*me|ex ax’rei . hacoho'raim-. si’jarnu ba'Jetx, - .
1 ' • 'Durdhg ' the '■ afternoon we toured the area'
v The existence of +Dynamic (and, by implication, 
r , -Ingressive-. . '
.iDurational ^cf. Diagram 1, p.12-5)roots in non-ergative 
-rGfradat i onal •' ' - ■
B.P.swith Hlthpaiel and,Piffel has.no explanation in terms -
of the general line of presentation adopted above.
Unlike Pa i  al, neither Hi.thpa'l el nor Pi * ^ el are
used as the realization of ’ 03 , * in I.A. . The explanation
why Pa'Cal is used with +Dynamic ' roots in I.D.l (cf. p.1^2>)
: ' ' ' : ; . ‘-Ingressive ; ‘ . - .. ;■
is not valid for the +Dynamic roots that take Pi'^el ,
; , ; -Ingressive . •
J or Hithpa* ^ el, then. ;. , •/ . • ‘
One point worth- mentioning in this connection is that:
ho: +Dynamic: loots.',occur with a- non-finite Mishkal, that is,-a
Mishkal. which is'; not inflected according to- tense and person.
-All occur with finite Binyan forms, that, is,' with Binyan forms
that v ary ac c or ding t o tense, gender, number and person.
In other :words, the finite Binyan forms define, .inclu-
"'sively and exclusively the semantic tie-up.+pynami-c . Now, as 
V ■ -ingressive,
explained in p . .19 3 , one would expect the +Dynamic
; / ' ' ■. -Ingressive
roots-,, with which the; contrast neutralizes, to take
the Binyan which; 'had it not been for the. neutralization, '
■would realize * I9 1, rather than the1 Binyan which would
realize.1 f *. The, latter Binyan is expected to-go with
-i Dynamic roots., ‘ not with +Dynamic roots.
^Ingressive -Ingressive-
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• This' is; actually the., case' with the. ^ Dynamic
Pf 'PP ; . ■ .!p;"P v . ■ 'y -Ingressive v''pPpPv
p. roots : in 1.1). 1, which take;PaV$~al, :the.,.Binyan which, had it 
,• p-P riot;been for the neutralization, would realize p . . * ,- However,
; :Pa;f£;al. i s./the only. Binyan which realizes 1 $ 1 in I.A.l 
• . The, other foims;- realizing;'•' CD * are nbn-definite Mishkalim. o'
. ., Ih/case.;the' contrast; *f®Jf nouufalizes with a +Dynamic p  - :-
\;:p- .. p piPl ' " , . - • ’  ^J ' n-P ;; ' ip - -a • i ■ ' o pingr e ssiv e ■
■ , ' root vSUch-that, -hado-it not ;beenif6r.' the neutralization, the.
";P"p . form, realizing 1 © */-would be. a non-finite Mishkal, there Is ■ :
'■.■pi .'bound' to. be' a., clash; between the expectation' that the i-Dynamic p  '
. - . hP.-/ ■_ i .1 p p  .; ' ■' ■' P. ■ ■ ' , Pp.- v ' "  -Ingressive
. root should occur with the form which in :l.A.i would realize P;
■ p.. •, f <£> -3:4,1 the expectation,, mentioned above,, that.,pDynami'h •-
P; . p, . p . i ;;.P/PP p.,PP; :-:-Ph ppPl. Pp.-/-‘Pv ■.. .pi -Ingressive . p.,
P p  ro.ots do hot -bake non-finite Mishkalim. It seems- that the p
, - ;latiei:'oyerides,.V'since-'all- those +I)ynamic'i; .! -.rootS;-ln',:I ,D. - . ..
■ ' ' i 't’■■■ '•ip p "" I-: pi, -ingressive P p .. p- ; ■
p.: ,. 1 which;, do/not lakelPa'^ al i’p r e f e r t o  take- another Binyan . ■
i. i.P '- /. '(even though no'dBInyan other, than. Baikal occurs as. the / v '
•P- /.V/'reaiizatioh; ofPlP^ 'p in,;! .A,. ) than. .to.• t ake, pi.non-f inite' • p-;
- . . Mishkaip ; -/ ':'p . . . i , , ,-'--pipP';*'/ - ■ p .p ' -p/■-■'.'-p/p ihVp . .P --‘P-P--
‘ i 2 P6Pi PIPE. PP-Dynamic--foots/in', non-ergative and ergative 'p P- 
. i-PP a;if • B;Pv;B'I’ without 'the Aktionsart contrast ' {/} 1 •
-, ; p..- .' /) :■/ The behaviour/of' rbots nh'^ l'.E. . meems ■ tbhcontradict--p.’ ■ ■ /;
,/' ■ that pf roots in I . A-. ,/ I.B. and" I ,'G ... . Ip both the' latter - p/
. I subclasses and I.E. /the roots ax’d -Dynamic; and they occur in
/ : P ergative and ndn-ergativ-.e B.P.s, or in non-ergative B/P.s
: only,• yet the r0ots of :'I.E., unlike" those of the. other sub-
;: . /-- types, .do not require- f T. • In most cases;-this special-
;/- ,- beha.vioar of I.E. roots is. explained by the fac.t that, the
■;/latfer: imply certain specific meaning feat hr es 'Or' have' ' ' p. ,
■/;- \ ./.'certaintsyntactic ' characteristics that are shared by no roots ; '■
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whatsoever, or.by very few roots, in the other subtypes..
The probability for. ' ' to occur with -Dynamic roots
which imply these specific semantic features or which have . 
these, syntactic characteristics is/ very low or/nil.
1. I.E.l: Roots denoting a feeling or ,a mood.
Those roots with these meaning features which take 
Pa’.Val in non-ergative formations do not take * ':
?/cd -h~v 16, b/v-z 202, d- ~ 8  .259f/p-x-d 3 9 2 k/x-V® “s:
471.,; k / x - ^  ,472,: s-b/v-l' 818, : s-b/v-1 819, s-m-ae 862,
.s-rh-7/$ .864:;./x-j -J 11(88. Of .the latter, ,fo.ur roots, 
d-1/^ - g '259,, f/p^-K-d 392,r k / x - ^  -s 471 and s.-n-%  864 
take: Hiph* i^l'!in ergative B.P.s (all these four:'have 'a* rather, 
than 'a'). , One root, s-m-x 862, takes pL'^el in ergative
B.P.s-. The rest occur in non-ergatlve B.P.s only.'
• The root 7/V -h-v 16 can take : ; content object'. It 
theh belongs simultaneously to l.E.l and I.E.2 (cf. 2.6.2.).
'.' I - - The root s-b/v-l;'8l9 can occur , only if .accompanied,
with the'.'negative particle lo not'r,-with any of certain other 
means of negationor with the emphatic affirmative particle 
ken . .(literally 'yes'). ’. ■ / ■ , < . '
Ex, 98... ..// •' P 1 ■ ' ' ,
a. hu' af 'paam- lo sa'val. et . 'ze be'ofen mju'xad,
■ He.. : never ’ liked .,:. /-this particularly, p  .
at ha : a 'naf hamsu.'jam. haze el mi Jpa'tim (A.) '
'• this special -branch :. . -of law ’
b. ; ,.ani Ear be- pa’xot , s,Q’vel ,oto maj.e 'paam •
' I much -less . , . like ' ■ him than before':
c.p'pa'ni lo so'vel da'gim. I'avai fi'le - ani ken so'vel;
I. . can't bear fish, .but fillet : I can bear'
■ Only one root which denot es a mood and takes Pa'1 ^ al
in, non~'ergativ.e; .B.P. s;-,does-require. ’ ! . ..This. Is the‘-'root
s- V^3 -r 815 cf. p. ) . Notice .however, that . s- -r . 815
is...in some contexts'-phrationai vwhereas the...roots' in>I.Ell 
■ ■■ '• ' ■ .AGradatiohal'
■ i : ’ 7 ' . ; -Completive r . '
s- .,815can.Ihvsome, contexts, :be interpreted as i
-Durational . ■ 'Notice' .also. that. s-'P/^-r ,815 -requires 
-i-Crradc.itional 7 '■ ' • P  ^ . - '' 7':- ' - „ ■'
-Completive " ; . t ; '7 • • - 1 t . 1 ; "
1 {a} ' y ohl^ ; when .it is .interpreted metaphorically' as a. mood ‘ 
and the value's, of' ’n.' in its.B.P.. are animate. . Otherwise this' 
root ,is treated as h-Dynamic -and the contrast 1 1 neu­
tralizes ( c f . p . 152-A ) . ,
Ex. 99 • - 7 • ' ■ ( '
- ' ha ’. j am ; nisT^ar “ . '
"The. sea got, stormy V
. Two root's, denoting feelings, -1-v '82 and g-?/* -1
398, are + Dynamic . and occur with Niph*f-a'l only, with the ,
'! . + Ingressive 7 .
contrast,..* r'''neutralized:.--(cf. p. I 3 )> '
Only :fourTrpoots which denote feelings and. do-not require
* \$\ 1 take a Binyan other than Pa’fal:•• c.-^/p-r 206. and
f/p-1- '?/© v335 i(t'ake..Mthpaf el) k-n-?/8 519 and r-x-m 809
(take Pi-’ ^ el)•. • All four define a non-ergative B.P..,s only and
are/+Durational . 7 7.
-i-Gradational • •
-Completive
/' Ail the other rooks which denote feelings or.moods do 
require , With, these roots 1 © .* is realized*.by' a'
non-finite Mishkal. .None of them takes Pa 1^ al. . The roots , are
211.
7 v rh-l74&rr A - d ~ t  7 9 7 7 7 ^ 7 ^  1 -ilrV 584 , . p - g -  '*/#■
764, !•-£•-{ ?C8, v-x .1099, j- Vi> -} 1220. :>>, 7  ''7
2 .7 ;I .17 2;. : ■ ptipynaiiii'c-.-.rodis with ■ "content' object",:7nd >7 
\ "int erryil' ,ob jec t" roofs.'-.. .-t-. 7:; ’ V ' 73 '■77- . - ■ :
/■■p- ;7;’’., "Content o-b ject" roots are roots ' of saying,,, thinking, ■' 
•; sensing .-etc . : in. nonvergative- ..and ergative .B. P . s,nr:- in'.ergative
■ BiP.. s; only, where ■■the content',/of-'the'saying,-' thinking, sensing 
7 etc;. , (the;,thing•said> thought, sensed etc. )7is expressed as a
B.P. ,■ instantiatlngfa'’value of ; the variable . ® ft. With three'. ■ 
exc ept ioils', ■ these ■ r oot s . do; not r e.q.uir el the. Akt 1 o'hsar t \c ontrast 
' ft] * * •l^10 exc ept:i phs, 'that 7..S f the content-object roots
which, do-' r;eq.ulre . ’ {y j 1 , are ; ' b/v-r-r' >174, v /7/$ -'■ d-|l068 and , 
z-k/x-r; 1271. • The rn;pt;'->y/.j/^.7'f-x--36';'' ilQlfis; tlie. only.' content. "
pbhect root. ’which Is .IDynamiC' , the rest are '-Dynamic .
7 „ v 7->;" ' . ' .+ingressive ' 7l;’ 7 ,,.77-> 7’-n  ■" '" '
'7 , ’ "Internal:,ob je.bt". roots+.are, also :-Dynamic-root s
in' non-ergative and, ergative^ B. P rsyor in non-ergative, B. P . s 
only.;,'.-They are, /ehar.acterised by the >fact that, they take argu­
ment s. whose values 'belong to: 'a specif icrestricted' -class,.:' 7 
defined, int ens.ionally. by? a ceftain .meaning feature: ■ of, a- parti-
■ c ular- root. ' ,;E .g7/7iw.earf;. is .an; int.ernal-ob ject-ve.rb, sinee 
the. things, one wears; belong to the* restricted;- class, "items of , 
clothing. "’Ki' -On the other hand,- the verb ' open*. : is an •' 
external ob ijec.t.- verb, since, the things one opens do not belong
;to a restricted class. ' It is trite that ..one' opens only
7 -7 The term "int erhal object" is taken from ■ standard Greek and . 
Latin grammar .s. (Cf. for instance Goodwin 1961; '223)*
•7 However', .its Bus ev her a i  s not necessarily identical with its , 
'•use in any of the. grammars-. . • 77‘ • ' ' . '.
: rrln ,0;. I.H. the root'.corresponding to . "wear" . defines . a; noh- 
.. ergativei rathe.r- .than "an ergatire-; B.P. -. ’ The ergatiVity br:
■,non-ergativify ,‘qf the B>F,.. .is, however •irrelevant' to -.the 
,7" point at issue. " y7-7'7 ay. , , 7 ' ‘ 1 , 'v " .
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"openable" ' things,3 but the.latter can be doors, mouths, 
letters etc,.f in ether .-.words', items'of widely different ■ 7 ■ 
kinds. 'Nofi.ces th’ai-..the ■distinction ‘between external and • 
internal -bb'.'ject's:' is largely a matter .of-’, degree'. , \ -
; Unlike content ob jects, ’ which'are- all/values of Vf'., 
.internal, ob jects may belong to ^ different argument, in other’ 
words,, to arguments,with .different labels. Content-ob;ject- 
roots, in I .El 2>'w'ill be "recognized,then,by the presence of 
’ f f. in their B .P . s. • ■ ; •
There are only four internal object roots in I.E. 2.
Most,.internal-object roots define ergative B.P.s only. With 
reference to the latter,. the-.question whether they .require 
1 * or. not .does not arise at all, - then. ,  ^ ’ ;. .
■ la non-ergative B .P . s- with Pa* a l a n d  ergative B.P.s with HiphVil
. . : The roots are; -n-d 9.2, d- -g' 259, f/p-x-d 39'2,
. i-b/v-;|;5.79, r - %  -j/b 742 and t-V4>-j45 1020. In ergative , • 
formations -n-d 92 occurs with Pa*Cal, the other roots -
with I-Iiph^  il. •
Ex.. 100. . ‘ ; .' 7.-’
a. ■ a’ni jorn . e’xad po.'gej et o.'ta, ro,7a je je( 7--..
’I' one 7 day - - met ' her , saw that she
la lean *ketem . ka’xol xa'zak me al ha, ’?ain (A. ) 
t- .-.thad here ;a -dark blue mark above the eye1
'.bi " 7/hd.;,i';.;h:ir?7 t'a.. .-.li ’ja je j- la.V'.ke tem ; meal ha1?aim :
• .VShe showed me that .she had a mark above the eye1 - 
■7 ,Bome con't'ent' object-roots which occur with Pa’^ al
.and Hiph* f* il. occur, also' wi t h N i p h1 ^ al. . ..
Ex... 101. ’ . . .
a. .-_hu-7.Ija.Jma?' ba-Vtelefon et, hakol ’jel hasaimal
" .^lie;; heard- . in the ./telephone the voice of the sergeant ’
b., ba'telefon ni|'ma£ ha'.kol Jel hasa*mal (A. ) .'
• ’In the telephone was heard'the.-voice of the sergeant*
c. hu-'hi^ mi^ . li tak®lit . . Jel ’bethoven ' if 7-;,-j 
IHe got'.hear me a. record of ’.Beethoven1..
(-played for me) 7 : ;
Ex.- 19-1 .b. is the passive formation corresponding to ■ 
Ex.; 101.a. The- B.P. defined, by the root J-m- ^/q> 962 and • 
realized in Ex. lOl.a. may be regarded as an ergative one,.since 
it has a passive converse. On the. 'other hand; this root-has ail 
■the characteristics of conter.il;-object or internal-ob j.ect roots../ 
such as -n-d 92, ■ l^ b/-v-|';: 579 etc. (cf. above). If requires , 
an internal object (which must belong to the class of things 
designated7as * soundsT), it does•not take ' *  and .it- 
06 c urs . with. Pa1 ^ al in what, had it not he en - f or :the. passi.v e 
converse,, would"be -considered a non-ergative B.P.v, as - well- as 
.with Hiph1^. il 'i-n;:an -ergative-B,F. . It; is perhaps, correct, then, 
to assign to roots such as j-m+-?/i .96.2 a double classification. 
They belong simultaneously to I.E.2, where they define the .y
• B.P.-type 1 {a} 11, x £r] ' (1 x* refers -to..a "content object"
,or to an "internal object"), and to -l.P.l . (cf. 2.7.1-. ), where 
they def ine . the ...B.P.-type ' {a}a,g fRj 
.: The roots with this double'classification are ■ ;
r- - j/V 742-, [-m-^/i>962, |yx-x 1002 and x-t-m 1202. ./
A137 occur with-Paf<:ai in non-ergative B.P. s ;and- with Hiph'fil ■ 
in ergative B.P.s.. '
..+ This, is ,:only the general form of/the B.P.-types.
Idiosyncratic features of each B.P.-type are ignored. ......
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Content-ob j.ect and .ihternal-ob ject roots in non-ergati've ' 
formations only, vyith -Pa1 ^ al . .
' The roots are: ' 7/<jp-h-v 16, •%>-h-d 74, -m-r 90, ' y
k-b/v-1. 479, k-r-n 538, l-^/o -s 576, 1-rn-d 592, n-d-r 670, 
ii-(-f 705, 709, n-t' j/4> 720, r-c-j/® 759, s-b/v.-l 818,
s_n-7/p 863, s-v-r 890, V ‘V> -f 911, f-m- ?/•» 960, t- 7/a, _n 
1018; v/j/C' 1067, x-l-m .1139, x-j-l 1188, x-j-v
1194, j-n-k 1 2 3 9 , 1 2 5 5 . ,  1273.
Kx. 1.02. 1. ' • v ■
a a n i  xo’Jevet. je ze no'ten Ixa ?i,mun (A.)
•11•; think thatthisgghves'you training* . 
b', ani -v t a ’ mi d t a1 ant i Jea* tern jo* ter- 6?iirim (A.) '
' I -always argned that you are . , ■ younger1
Oontent-object and- internal-obfeet roots with other Binyanim 
in non-ergative forrna.iions♦ • .
- Three roots take Niph'^al in-non-ergative formations:
■ ?/cp-.19o 7.8,' d - W  .264, 'j-b/v-T^ 919. Vd? -1-c 78 takes
Pi T^ ei'in ergative format ions;' tkiv:®¥ ik 9-u9 ‘ ani . d-b-r 264 
defines'non-ergative. formations only. ■,
The root x-r-x 1171 takes Mishkal muc * cac in non- 
ergative formations,. and Hiph’4 il in ergative formations.
The follewing roots’ define, non-ergative B.P.s only, 
and ‘fel® Hithpa'1*'el.: 'Vku-m-c 27, Vty -n-n 3.4, ■?/$>-r-v 73, 
c-l-x 231, c-r^x:. 246,; 1—b-r-t 581, n-b- Vfy 648, n-c-l 656,
-r 73 5:, .p-l-i 737, s-d-d 825, |-d-l:928, v-d-j/V 107l,-
v-k-55 1075, x-r-k 1168.
The follomng-roots define non-ergative B.P.s .only,- 
■and -take Hlthpa'i el: .-d 9,. 58,. ;89, f-s-d 371,.
ryk-g-d ;407, k-p-^d 529,.n-x, 725, :s-k-hk 845,:; s-p-k ,868p 
’ t-r-fyp 10.49,. t-r-j/V 105.51 v/j?^ "1072> ‘ v^ -x-n: lloo, '. . ...- ■
.,x-l-l 1137. /' I ' '* A : v,C.
.....: The roofj#6-g-d 407 occurs only with the -future yterise--
Mishkalim.. In the other, tenses'if-is :supplem®hte:'diib'y.--:the'
■ root ?/e -m-r 90. ;. ' .■,‘ -. .
■ ■’ .. . The. following ■ roots define hbn-"ergative B.P. sv only'.r
p.and take. Pi *f el:,,-. c-p-j/k 249, :.d-m- j/$,.: 292,, h-s-s 4.68,' 
k-b-1 484,-n-g-n.677, n-s-j/e 702, s-r-v 882, s-x-k 896, 
s-x-k 897, j-k-r 943, x-l.-l 113,8. i . k 5'v ■ - u '
■a ...The roots h-s-s .468 and 1-b-t 58l require as the
instantiation of ’ * if-* , a .disjunction of the, .'whether,', or1 kind; .■ 
in other words, two B.P.s that-are" joined together .by a die- 0. 
junction operator of a specific type.. • This is, an idiosyncratic
feature of these two roots. . In every otiie.r respect they are
ordinary content-ob je'ct. roots. . ; . ;• ‘ - .
:-Ex.' 163. ' ' 1 i • , - . ' / ' I
’hu hi'ses " .im . .lhika'nes Ta’xe.der o lo.
'He ..hesitated whether to enter.;, the room or not1 .
8 emant i.c f e at nr e s of ,r 0 01. s'; in • I:. E . 2. ... : .. ’ : ' 1 ■' - - ■
■ .All the roots which .define-ergative .B.P;. s, except'
'V$ -n-d 192-- (which- is ’ the -oniy i\6pt;'.that' takes P a a l  ..in 
ergative B.P..s) and l-b/.v - j 579 , t ake f a'..rather than 'a'.
, .This is. in line with’ a former yobserv at ion, that'Hiphl^il^has 
the: semantic ;tie-up. "indirect' agentive" (cf. ) • , ,•■■■. .
■ . ■' In non-ergative B .1 .s ail; the.' roots which take Palpal, 
except 11-d-r -670, n.^ t-rj<4> " -720, ^-k/x-x 1002, ■ t-.f/fc - j/<v • ' V'
1020'and z-x-j/© 1273 are +Duratiohal. ■ The five exceptions
■■ ' . ' •' ;..K-P1'V / ' ' V  216 ' %
are -Durational . 0 f .t h e +D ur a t io'naX roots the following •
-rG-raclational , . ll'
arei-hGradat ional f4fh-v 16, -h-d 74, d- Vto -g 259, . : Y
-Completive' •
.f/p^-x-d 392,.. r-c-gj/8 /,759 ,f s-b/v-1 -818,_ s - n - 863 and x-f-J 1188*. •
The '-latter all- denote a feeling or state of mind (except if.
5?/<l -h-d- 74:':and r.-c-j/* .759 they are all classified, under
.IiE.1 as well)-. All the other roots’ are -Gradational, it is
‘ clear, -then, that both from, the.formations! point of view
and from the semantic; one the roots which take Pa'fal in I.E.2 '
are related to the ;ioot S in i.A . 1, in other ' words, to the'
subclass that: was labelled' +D; cf. p. ill- ).
■■■ ■ ■ v • -..1 . p.-G. ■ . - .
. P Of- the roof s that, take; Hithpa'J’ el c-r-.x 246 ahd J-d-1
■ 928 are, rDuratiohal. x-r-t 43 is -Durational . . ■ "
n-Gradational - -Gradational
. . , '-Completive-. .. . -'
x-r-t 1168 is ^-Durational . - All :the rest are. -t-Durations,! ., .
■ y- +Gradational ‘ pp • . -Gradational . ,7
■: : . +Completi've : ; . .-f.p.'p ; ■ ;
, , Of the' roots..'that' take Hiph'‘'il, . 54 ~z 58 is .
-Durational ?/o -d 9 -is rDurationa.l . All the rest ' . p-p
+,GradatioiiaL , : -p • -Gradational p , .. . > PP‘
' -Cornpleteve . ' ’ —  ' ‘
are -Durational, Of the roots that take Pi'^el k-b-1 484 •
:i i -Gradational- . .
and s-r-v 882 are -Durational .. All the rest are +Durational 
, . :;< h . -Gradational. . • -Gradational. ’
: As can be seen from table 5, P .'JT3 the, semantic tie-up
-of Hithpa' f el or Hiph'iil in .I.E. 2 has .nothing to do with the
meaning ..features 'that* are implied by those; roots in I.A. with which
Hithpa1Tel.or Hiph'iil realize 1 f . '. As for Pi * f el, this .
Binyan does not .occur with root s'-in non-er'gative formations -
in I .A. -On the, other-.hand the roofs that take Pa ’^ al in'
non-ergative formations in I.E.2-imply meaning features
similar to those implied by roots.which.take Pah al.
■' ■ ■ 5 '■ - • ' ' •■ ’ '1: ip' I ;217:" p
3.. .. T. E . 3. *. Root side no ting-sounds. ,. '■ ; . - ■ .
Roots which denote sounds, especially vocal- sounds . ;i-P 
or sounds produeed.by a mUsi.cal instrument, and roots denoting 
, vinv.oihntary.. bodily .''actions, dccur . innnon-ergative B.P. s only 
: and do not take f •*. A single exception is c-x-k 251, . -• .
:which-defines, both a non-ergative an.dpan ergative. B.P... - In . •.
; the.;6fgatiy'^;;,''B,.;-rP-.-"ii!has"'alirather'" than 'a' and in formation 
.it' takes Hiph’V'il. , • : p.., ' ■ . •.•.:p •
- p; ■ ‘p • Most roots . of this subclass ; take 3?a' fa l , : . - v  . '
b/v-k/x-j/& 156,' c- ?/<D-k 205, c-f/p-r 22.0, c-r-'x 2’47r .
'■ p, ‘ r jjjfc*400, g^ -h-x- 429., n-7/^-m 644, n- -r - '
. '647., ' n-b/v-x ; 652, n-h-r-m .6.81,' ■ n-x-r' 729', r-•$% -m 7 4 6, . 
r-tgn 7p,-p;(-".V^ 912, f-r . 983 ,. f-r.-k 984,; z-fyjp >k "'1258. . .
P ...pp.'" ' - Three roots .occur with Hiph'i ili. f-l-c, .33.6, '
• r- - 744;, • z“-% - 1256. ' -. . : ■ ' .p ^
I Two occur'with Hithpa* vel: Pc-x-k 258, j ,-7/<pp-i ' 9 1 5 . pi ;
. . Two. with, iiiph1 ^ al: -n-k 93, fyV -n-x 96. -q
’ 1 . l' !p • '’Eight ;- ,with Pi-’ f el: c-j-c 249, ' f/p-h-k- 327, ' g-h-k . ,/p- I--. 
413,- n-g-n-677, 102.6, x-l-l:. 1138,, x~j-x 1215.. j-b^v. 1227V\
n-V: V.Eour roots are -Bur at ional f-l-o 336,. f/p-h-k
. • V ;. ■ ■ 1‘vp Vp:'- -Gradational . ■ : I ..1W-
. ,32p ;'.g-h-k. 413,:' p.?/* -1 ;915. ' f U
. . All the'rest.are -i-Bur at ional. Both f ormationally - -1
'V p.; ■' ' -Gradational i - • -
and semantically then, I.E.3 roots are related to I.A.I.-
■ ' ;Most roots of fhis subclass can be interpreted as
. content-ob je.ci roots as well. Eor n-g-n 677, j -r 983 and x-1-1.
1138.this interpretation does not even involve recategorization,
■ since they ape.pin fact coutent- obj ec t roots with the object P'
deleted. . ■ , -• / , ..
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Ex. ' 106. V .. p, rpp-' PP ’ • pp ' . p i p-p
a . hu Jar  ^ p  •, ’ q r P p  p- q . p p  ■ P. • p.
■ ' ’ 'He sailg P Pv; P  ' . • ppPl'Pp'" ' ’ >•.' ' P pV ' p: V-; • p  P-p
b. : hu jai' pet jru j a*laim jel za1 hay .. p.'; . ip
'I-ie sang . ^Jerusalem,.: • of/ Gold"' :f . r . •
•-■Ex-.-, 107., - ’ - hpy" P. ‘ P ' - • f V p 1 p
. a.,/p hii xi’lel, ' - ' -p ‘ • pyvVpP. >p; , y y., ' . p.
’He played the- flute1 . P, . •: " " Pp. ;.P ,
b. .- hu xi1 lei p.; (nei ji’rim v p P  P V  \PP ■: , .Vi. * P "■
. V ’He- played .on the f3.ute. two songs1 ' . . P p .
This does not apply to .the rest, .however, Eor instance,
• the root | 912, .if, interpreted.,aS' a\ soundproof, requires
that each, .value .of the variable -.’n' in its 13. i. refer to; a
lion.. • .- V : •; • p.p. ' i- -i; .-’p.'-'.
Ex. 108. '•■'PpV p p-,pp- p  P  P . P - , • ■ . v'
a. . ha ar ’ je. ^a’lag ■ : 1. ■ p : ,
■ .. ' ’-The' lion ' .roared’ P ' pp./1' , p.- pp.- ' , P
b . ,jhu’da ' (a’Pag . ■ ' - / P p . V pi■■■,py
’ J ehuda ' r oar e d ’ .. pup - P;.p. p . p  .pp -• P-" • '.
If. the root 9.1-2 in'Ex.,.'108'b. were to be
interpreted as a sound-root, then Jehu da must: be taken- as.the"
name of a lion; However {-"?/4> -g 912 can. be interpreted .'
. as a,-content, object -root,. ihPwhichpcase it will.be paraphrased.- 
psay-,- withVaProar-like voice’ .. • ' " ' V : ' p p  . \-pp'
■ Ex. 109 - • - P;'- . , ■ V' • .y P-p . p p -
V jhuda Ja’?ag: c e . m, ha ’ xeder . -PP V' P.V-
’ J ehuda roared: ’ Get out.vf the', r o orn ’' ' ,
p, In Ex.plQ9 JehudaPshould be interpreted as .the name y-
of’ a human'being., p . ■ ,P;V V PP ; ' - ' PI' <ViV " p. p  v '•
4.'' -1: r.E.4< . Quasi-c.opuias .
/ -Sg. '■ . Plur .' .
'>-/■■'./ " '- . , ill g; .; 1 7 V ' / V f " . .- ■ c '.
Past ha.' ja ha. j ’ ta.:- . . ha. ’ j u
.future ih’je tih’je ih’ ju
Unmarked',
t(..hsc ■.■■j. hu.- i .1 . ' t hi : • • hem- : /
■ •. Table 7: ■ • the copula \ ■■
Table 7 displays the various forms of the C .I .H.
"copula11. Tnhthe past, and future tenses the copula consists of. 
the :root. h-j-o/o? ( ’be 1 ) in Binyan Pa1 ^ ,al.h. In the' unmarked 
tense it is identical,;vvith the independent personal pronoun.
Ex. 110. . .^-r; , '■"■■■ ■ . • ■
a. hu ; jaffUf; (hi jf'u’fa /.hem jfuffim') ' v. hu zo'rek 
’He stoops., (she stoops/ , they s t o o p a n d  he throws .. ;
/ et ha. rag’laim. la c da’dim (A.) / • . ' - \
. his ! legs ... - sideways’- . : v: .1 : ■
b. .jla’dim s.;marg-i ’ im et zee/; jo’. t e r h e m  ji’gidu:.
. ’Children feel . .this more. They would say: ■
. , hu mu’zar ., ■ hu p ’sixi (hem muaa1 rim /hem p’^ixim) ’
• he (is) strange, -he (is)eccentric (they (are) strange / = ; i;
" , / they... (are) eccentric ’ . - , :
c a ' n i  jo ’ ce minku’ dat r?ut Jso’to ara’ vi hu.
■ ' I . start out from the Viewpoint that that . Arab is -
/ b e n  a ’ dam, vlo xa'juv/.ma Jehu, a* sa lif’nei xen 
la human/beihg'.and' it is unimportant what• he had done before ’
those " Arabs are human'beings ■ '
d. ■■. ha gi ’ xa ha r i j o' na ha j' ta (t i b' j e) ' haka ' [ a
’The first .swoop • = ' was./(will be) the most
'/;■ b jo'ter (A,) '• ' ■ :.
difficult one' 1 ■//- . j -.
./;./ In Ex. liO .a. b , where the subject consists o.f the 
personal pronoun and the tense in unmarked,, .the copula does 
.not occur at all,.. •In the other examples,' where the subject' 
consists o f a n  expression other. than■ the personal pronoun, 
the copula does,occ ur ♦ ' . ( - : ' ■ ■ . . .
Lyons (e&sn.ue) asserts that ’the cop.ula is not a lexical item 
... but a purely grammatical "dummy", serving as the 'locus1 ' 
for the indication of'tense, mood'and : aspect' . He then ;
'suggests■to extend :the use of the term, 'copula', so that it . 
will cover also., tradtionally "full" verbs such as 'live*
(with animate subjects) and 'exist * (with inanimate subjects).
This, proposal is partly motivated by facts,, such as the follow-- 
ing: If the subject is a ’first order nominal' (that is,
a nominal denoting things , (e.g. 'Socrates' , 'this building' ), 
as opposed to 'second^ order nominals' (that is,: nominals deno­
ting- events, e.g. the'demonstration'),' the ordinary copula cannot- 
occur; with -a locative . or ,t emporal predicate, instead a verb 
such'as 'live' or .' exist' 'occurs-: ' Socrates, lived in the
fifth' century JB.Ot '.Instead. of • *' Socrates was in the, fifth 
..century B.C.,'.'; Lyons concludes that- in sentences of this kind 
'live' '-arid tf ex;ist--Vp\like /be’, are purely grammatical dummies. ! 
This, suggestion caiinot be accepted without some, reservations. ■ 
Though it is true.’that verbs such as 'live'' and ’exist'., 
are- not. extremely ,ioahed;';with, semantic Content, so to speak,
, it is-. eiftainly.wrong/to regard f fieiii. as !nerei/^/’.M'dCv^ lfniesl,. . ,
p This is verif iedfby -the jhaof -that - they' hav'e/semanticp /' / rf ' - 'j
./ ' relations wiihtbther-exhr.esKioias' -ih^h^glhl^hase f ,.. -f ’f//it i.-I
,p ’Socrates lived in the fifth ceatury/h.O-i//implies/''At least '!/;/- 
p.- ■■■fn/part rof ,.the/f iftir^centurf-fuQ/thherates/was. not dead1 hi ..//. f
: TnndfV^t'least K part of ;■ the fifth' cehthry- B/C;V‘ was 'after '-f , /; //
■ .Socrates wasphornV (pure copula- sent ences p u e h a s  /’The! .. " /v : a
•/ ■:'demonstration was ion Sunday ’ do ■ not seun to, have ;Similar - r, , /,/'/ 
implications) . .At-'any fate ^ to,' .in*-1 t t h a t ' / l i v e e x i s t f / ’iff,
etc . do ha ve./semant lei content in ^ sentences .of;«s.f his! kind is, not /' f 
necessarily'’ to . deny . tKal their main raisori id* etre, lastfar; as - p 
such,;sentences are concerned, cp.uldhe/to . serve as\*loci’lf or ■ - -  
p  the indication of tense,, model and,-aspec//, that is/.toifunction. - 
!// like/copulas . ,.! Let. me-call such verbs/*quisi-cbpulas /■!' h = p*
• ’ Lyoirs-.includes among hispcopuTas'. also such verbs/as ; *- ‘.p. . .f 
1 occ Ur ’ , which, can replace the copula ' H o  be’ in .sentences if- //a /./
p  from' which the*; latter., is, not , obligatoriiy excluded., E.g.: ■ ■ i f  v  •
. ’The demonstration wad/on hun'day H  - ' ’The -deinoh's hr at ion . fir/
ochurred on Sunday-’ . ' The term!-1 qUuSiieop'Uia5 -will/he/used!/-• • ;fp
-here for/verbs of the. iattsr/kind ?-as:-well. •’/._■'!• - f f / :;t ;/!
• Whether.; afqertain foot ;is a fqUasi-copuIa or not- l,s;‘ • /.:f f .;!
- flargely determined by!.the. decisibn^oyhat should; be/the' form of h iff
J.. the B/P. 'under1#ingformalion^V/that inolude this f oot f Suppose .' p- 
/ one/decided to take fh(.i) |/l_iv.e"| ’ (It ’ =. time/ as the' under-;,.', if!!
lying B.P. of >’BooratOs/lived ’ i n f  he f ifthheent tiry/B .0 f’i !n :/r: \ 
p :, Then * live .’/must 'be f egarded /as a' "fUll/fpredicatbf; the ■ f; !/’' 
• p  features ’ first/ order H-and.-1 animate'. impli£d-iby / W?po rat e.s * if/!/
■and the feature ’location in/time’' implied .by ’in"'the 5th.., » ;!
. .century B.0-.’f must be viewed as redundant,, since they are -1 '• ■ '■ fi
. /. "required1'• by f’he predicator. -If, -on the ‘-other//hand', one - : //
f f  decided, to : take ;hs,-/bhe/underlying;''B.f. , of the above /mentioned
sentence/i'A :■ [/in- the fifth' century B1C/j //,' then any forma- 
t ion-'derivedfrom this /B.Pb must/include a 'c opula-oor a*quasi-•
. c opula . . Each rule.--ihirp.ducing. such '.element s, will operate 
.after //.I, , since/the/questioh.what particular copula or quasi- 
copula is to be selected can be answered only with reference to 
each^  parti'cdlar /value \6f;i'h,-» • If.; the value of 'n' is first
Order and animate, then the q ua s i ~c o p ul a ’live* 111 ust be ; 
selected;! . . Semairbicai'iy , it'will, be empty, since its . selection-/ 
will be automatic, '/ /'.. f'- • . ://,;. ■
■ :The very fact'that one may choose between two possible
h/lh.s,for formations's'uch: a.s ''Socrates lived in the fifth
c.ent.ury B.P./'.justifies the termf quasi-copulas'. . The 
genuine copula does not. allow for such' a choice.. E.g. 'The 
demonstration was-/on Sunday * cannot be derived/from . *n (t) /be]' 
just from fn/.oh ;s,Uhda‘y] *'*. furthermore, genuinely "full” 
predicators/such,a-s. 'eatalso have just ■ one-, uniquely 
determined B .P., f  /The; BYl, of ' John ate on Sunday' can be 
only ,'n. j/eat] ' 1 ,. not 'n/ j'on sunday] ' . .
■ .-; ' The reLevancy' pf/ the aforesaid to-the present. dis- . : /
c us si On is- ih the'fact, that, with two exceptions, .-Dynamic
quasi-copula in 0 .1 hi. do not require the Aktlonsaft •
.contrast; ' [y ] 1 • exceptions are ?/V -r—x 104. and '
H-d/cp .933.. ‘ ■■ : ' 1 V. ',:■//:' ' "/ !  . ,
' . . All vquasi-cdpulas in GJ.. H./ are- +Durational, .-,exc ept
; / ; - I ' . -Gradational .
.k-r-j./m 546 wiaibh is. '-Durational ./, . ’’ • '
■/' - G-r-adatiorial
, One root .hoc.curs’; both in non-ergative---formations, with
Hithpa1/el, and in ergative formations,, with P i ?^el: J-t~f 98-9..
' ; - . . • -■ - V <<0
EX.' 111. . '
a. jo’sef -hi | ta’ief . bamis’.xakbme Jex xci. ja?a. v. az 
’Joseph participated din the; game for-half an hourI and '
?a’zav ‘ • , ./ - .■
then, left ’ .
b . .hem hex’litu 1 Ja ’ tef: o’ to. bamis’xak . ■
/• ’They decided; to let .him,participate.in the game’ .
c. H  jo'sef ha’ ja bamis’xak ' . f *
’ Joseph'was in-the. game’-’ -
Ex. 111.c. is/unacceptable only, if. interpreted ’Joseph took! 
an active part-in the game’,.: -If■ interpreted ’Joseph was 
present where the- game took place’ (say, as a spectator). it 
is acceptable. - I ' • . .
In formations derived from ’n, ip EJ-t-f] ’ each;value 
of. ’n ’ must be, an animate first-order nominal, and each value 
of ’inV a; second, order nominal denoting an event .with active- 
participants*- .If one decides to take ’if /bamis’xak] rather 
than ’ n, in/J-t-f/. ’ as , the-B. P . of Exi 111. a.,' then one. must' 
regard • J-t.-f as ■.&: quasi-copUla. ' - ■ :
The following quasi-copulas occur in non-ergative'
B.P.s only., with Pi’el: b/v-k-r 1-51, k-x-v 5'65, s-x-k 896,
j-r-t 985* /- . m, ,,r. . . . ’: '
Ex. 112.--, ■ . , -
• a. hu ' Je’ret . bac’ava b ’me(ex jna’taim
, ’He served in the army for two-years’ ’
br . hu ha' ja baca'va bme'jex Jna' taim
•He was in the army for two years*.'
Ex'. 112 .a. aiid b . are .nearly synonymous. Each value, 
of ’vh*. is ail animate first order nominal. The predieator
t ; ' f (baca’va) indicates a service of a kind .(tHe army, the..- ' , ' .
• ' ' reserves, the peace,corps etc.) ■ t/"
. ' Ex.; • 113.. . - - . . '  / : ■ . ' /' ’ n. •. . / •'
■ aa hu .- si’xek■ (ki’xev / . hi/ia'tef): b J.noi sra’-tim u •' . ■'
;.y" ' 'He played • ••(starred / participated) in two films’
. b,. hu iia’-ja ,b . -jn-ci . sra/tim . ■ ,.v : f' • ' i
- ' " ,. . ’He was in two • films.’ ' v
The only possible,meaning that can be attached to •
Ex. .11.3 .bb is ’He' saw, theset:films, at.t ended-.thein 'as" a ■ f-:V *:' 
’ 1 spectator . ' -. ,"f .-,1" • fy,■■' .. . • ' ■■/ '•'■
;' •Eot.ice that srh’tim' are specific instances of "events -.
-y • w i t h ; ac t iy e p ar t :L c ip ant s " . Thi s explains why k-x-v 565 and
■; s-x-k 896 can substitute J-.t-f 989. To play-or star is to take
an active par.t/in't play .or a:film etc,.. ' ' f- .i f: ' /.
e The following roots .occur in non-ergative .formations '
.■ only',, ■with HithpaH el: r-x-{ 81.0, j-j-x 1009. - . • : Y . ;
Y/ptn .Ex.-/lli./pY: -I, ,/V- ■- , 5 p /' ■ ‘ - -!■:/
■ . a/ hu hi J ta’jex la?ir. ’gun . ha’ ze . v . ;
'■/I ; ; ’He belonged to this organization’ , f ■ ■
/.' b i t  .hu ' haija: ba?ir ’ gun ha’.ze v - '. -t ' -Yi . /pi'
’He was in-this 0rganiz a t i o n ’ ' " . : V . ; ' "
.Ex. 114.a. -and b . are .nearly synonymous. If. thoir
• 1 ; Underlying B.F..- is taken-Ho/be : ’:n/j/ha?ir;’gun'; ha’ z.e/j'’ 1 t ' f . ■
; : rather ' than, n,. ge. [j-j-_x]J the ro'bt; ;|-:j.-x ■ 1009 must be, :
,: . regarded: as a qUasI“CopulaI,1The/;predicatoi\ (tn E x .'.114.a. -■ .:-
: ; ha?ir * gun ha ’ ze) must denote some .organization,, and each ' ■;.
■ value; of ' n ' • must be . a f irst order y animate- and^.hiunah nominal- , .
/ " denoting, a member ,in the organizationv i - ; :-v . : . n
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EX . 115- : i ' ' ' ' ' ' . ' . . , V ■'
, 1 a . ha f* i a . , 1 i • hkrg'a’J a jahar ’ b e me lie.. ’xevr e 1o j o d ’ 9 irn
->I had a feeling- that many of the boys don’t know • f
f . . Je hada’var haga.’dol vhanoT ra ha’ ze 5.o * med lhi.tra* xeJ(A. ) ‘
. f .1- ■ , that this. ;’h: great and terrible ■ tiiing is going to happen’
b . • hahafga v.na .iaitras’J. a (hajl'ta) bmer’kaz., ha’?ir 
g f.' ’The demonstration happened (was) ,in the centre of. the city’ .
•V V . * Though. hat ,ja;l'is: not inappropriate, hitra’xej is
■ preferable The subyect must be., a second ■. order nominal *
■ ' . : ■•■■;.deno,tibg an event,, usually an event which' is not specifically
.' • ' marked: asbeing planned or directed. 'g; • ■ ' ;
-f . y':,v, - The following' root s occur in non--ergative B.P.s-only,
' with'’'Pa-*f‘a i V • g-p -4'31a’, k-*r--3/<E> 466, x-s-r. 1181 and x-jr-j/& 1216-‘"d 
With.iNiph'f;air. . 68, 6 0 4 ,  m- f-x 629 {-
;9l8 and;:, v/ j/b -x-.* 1103 .4"Withdp'i ’ ?el: " ;b/v-l-j/<s 166. ■ . .
; :EX. , 116. i f . ; 1 . ‘ ; ; ' '
a ; . hu t^ze) . (had j.a) .: no'xax (ha1 ja) Jam et’mol , ..
• ■ - .• ’.He • (it) (was) ■ present (was) there; yesterday’
• 'b.. '\hu.' ' (^ :ze); nilfdar mi ,(lo : :ha’ja)./,Jam et.’mol ■'*
■h. ' Vile (;this)- was absent from (was not) ;there yesterday’
c .. ata : oxol : ■ zof'• nii M a c  lhi2 a ’her .l.if ?a ’ mirn m , " ■ :
; : ■’ ' . ’You -in any case (ale")compelled to be absent'. somet imes
1 " ■ hahar.ca’ ?ot. (A . ) ; ■ " ■ . p •
Cg-V .' from' the; lectures' ■ . . .I- '■ . f "...
. f d. om.’ nam fo io ha3 .’ ta milxa’ma ' ri J o ’ na. ha1;]iti
•. ■/ . . ’ Thiie^  this ' was / iio't a first.'^  war. I. was • ■
. kc at . bsinai (A . ) . . • '
' for a short while .;in- the. Sinai . campaign’ •
•e.. 11 u /ze; nim’ca (ha’T ja) jam ■ et’mol • - ; '
.’He/this was., present (was.) .there- yesterday’ v \ 1
■f.Phu ( .* z eg ar  badi'-ra ha*zot ' bme’jex ja'loj ’janim ;
■’He :(this.) lived. in ■ this .flat for. ■ three years’’ 
g. no’ ladt 1 b .■ ra’mat gan ;y xa'.jiti jam ad 
' ,’1-wa.s. born in 'Ramatt ,;G-an and lived there till 
."■P. ha’ca’va (A . ). - p; . .. vp "
my army service' ‘ ■
.hi- hii(*zej xai .--be*anglia bame’?a ,'ha .yLi'j.it . ”
■ f ('Hev'.(pthis) -lived in England in the,-third century’
\itp' hat?u*ha (^.haliafga*na). kar'ta et 'mol bar'xov
■ *,The accident, (ftlie- P happened yesterday'in the main
- / • . ■: demonstration)- , - .
... hara' j i } • ■ [ ' • . .
: road’/.
; .j rPhaha-fga' na nim.j ’ xa (haj'ta b ’mejex) 'ja' loj ja’ ot
, ' ’Ihe demonstration went on for (.was during) three hours'
P y/j/cs> -X”X .'1103., and its contradictory -d-r 68 are
.restricted to; animate subjects, m-c-Vty 664 and 'x-s-r 1181 ' 
are .nearly synonymous with ?/fl>. -d-r 68 and v/j/<3? -x-x\ 1103, ■
but .each of the latter ■. can take, either animate or inanimate . 
subjects.. . in the .B.l.s underlying formations such as' ;
' Ex, ’ 116.a. ;h. ' the vpredic'ator'.is a . locative expression, and 
the'subject;ranges over first-order nominals., . , .
■- l ;'p - p V, p v.h - .-.pbppP p h i  p p-v ' - - :p  .p;'pp;P2p,,plP
'P 'Pln"Ex.pll6ih0the :pi\edicator ;'must.'denote h ‘dwelling p
applace ' for "residence lvh.e. sub'jeet. must be “'ah. animate, first-•
ordei' liomi ria 1. The ;.roo.t “'khr- j/o£) -54.6 has all hhecharacteris-
tics of r-s-^ j 810,. except .that the -iatter,-'is p-Durational , ;
Pb"- PPand the former is -Durational. in the" B.IJ. underlying ,sen-
7/, fences such-as Ex. Vflh *j... hhe\pr edicator/ must be a temporal ■'
■ , expression and the 'subject a second order nominal.. P f .' " V-
P:. 2.7. . p I.E., Roots in •ergative B . P . s only. ■ ; P.; • ' •
. P ; In. accordance witli 2-. 1.6 (of -, p. Id3 ) -if a root ’ . - ,
C.-p- defines an ergative B.P. ;oniy -or, a non-ergative B-.P, only ;p . ,p
- . this- does;'notPnecessarlly imply that , thegrammar must treat : ' V 
P ;; '■" this..root as belonging.iQ. 'a ■ class':.that is different from 'the, , ,
. class ..of roots., defining both ergative and non-ergativef-B.P.ps... ■ V 
PThb, different iraits'bfPdifferent-. roots in this-"respect . • '-pp"
constitute, lexical -rather than grammat-ic al .fact s.. Therefore,.. - 
’ ' the f oot s: which -def ihe fe.rgative' ‘B‘. P.,-s only will - all be assf gned 
to type, E. V VVLV >. ;'Pp :7; <P‘: ., - 1-’ p ..- h  - Pi '-V- 'P:P
' r ■ - Most - roots in. ergative B. i s  only". are hBynamic (cl. -VP
• p.lHoP ). Many of. ihe.myare , -Durational ..and. denote a single, ., • - p-
P .VVV-'iV'V. ; VV;.;'- h “ V ■- ' : • -Gradational V pP V. ' . ' ; V ' '
P inomenta-ry-ac'tion.V HowevCr, some are 1 Durational (c'f.• p
' ' P P-\ a,,-..' . h , P :- pp P ■ ) - -Gradational .
: Ex. 117 v ' P C  P V f f  71V ■ . PP - " : -'V •- . -. i .
a, *' ho’ sef na'.car 'at ha.r o 've ' brnejex xc 1 :Ja’a ; p . •. V - 
V VI P’/JosephVlockedi'the-;rifle\ during;hail ah- hour 'p; V PPp p 
■ “ • b . . : jo'-sef .r.a'xac e l  h'amxo'nit 'bmejex xci ja’?a PpPPV . ' 1
Pp P • , ' ' Joseph vvaslied the p. car during half- an hour' P . :
•■■■P',.;'- A few ro.ot.s ■ ar.e -Dynamic .(and ,-therefor ePno.n-acti-ve )., p- -
The reason .foi" inei.Uding these roofs' in .1.1 .-..are hot. P '-P .
' ■2.;- P -p- \ — V P  Pf P." "■ 'p.-: ’ p  ■•■■ . - 1;P" ' ... .228.
semantic but, purely. syntactic . These roots share
c.ertainf formations/ e .g.vfhe -formations realizing the
passiyepconverse of the B.IP , 'with genuine ergative foots,
that is vyith roots that are active in meaning, they do not
contract the Aktionsart category 1 ($ ’ and so forth.
Ex.. 13.8,. p ,. '"""‘h. Pvp ,, ■ . -sf. " / v
a. jo’ sefy. - ka;'taf P'P. et -Pha' ta'iiu’xinnlao v',;- ■ ■ Op, ; . x Igo
’’Joseph picked' .. the apples.’ -
b. ha.- tapu' xiiin Vv ■ pnikt ’ f up al - • j.dei .jo’sef n-■ - VP lgo o * * . lao.
•p ’The. apples were picked by , Joseph’
c. kt'i’fat' o ..-.hat-apu'1 x i m ^ Q al jde.i jo'sef iao
. , • 'The picking; of the apples by, ' Joseph' _ '
•dt-. (ba mi'la j.o'sef) ha ?ot‘- ' c|. fj.ao o ’kevet . et ha ^ ot-
. (In the word ’Joseph') ,thb letter ’ Pj ’ follows the letter
- .» n » - : ■ ■ ’ .
P, ^  1^ b ; " " V . ' P - ‘ P.. ' - ‘ '
V ’. V ’ , ’p. 1  P ^ ■ .- :'P ‘ ■ ■' A .
e. (ba,;mi.’la jo’ sef) Pha ?ot ’ tJ 'igo11^ ^*^ 0ve^o idei .
' .(In ,the yv.brdp’ Joseph') the letter ’ X) 1 is f ollowed -
,^ 'VM^ ot--^ ;h.^ .:P: pPp. p ■ : ■ v
. by .the letter.-* ^
'f-.'fki’-vat • ha? of ' ’ =rt al jdei .ha?ot 1 P\ ’ - h ’' o ; . v lgo • - j 1 ao
PP 'The-following' of. the letter'- -X) ' -by the letter - ' ■ --
i' la' jo1 sef) ’. .
P; p (in the word ’ Joseph’ ) ’ . -
g. jopsef^. - ja’.xa-v'P . (al - hami'ta)
, 'Joseph . lay - • • (on the bed)'
h IP Cxi1 v.af Jo' sef (al ha mi' ta)■ ;■) , o 11. ’ - . ■ • ■ : • - , -
• * •’ • * ■ . y
P ■/ '.The'lying of Joseph (on the bed)'
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' i. ''y;ha;.jxi* va:^el . ,.j6.’ sefn (al ha mi'ta)
;T:The lyingPbf joseph' (on the' bed.)' -
■ ' The B.P. instantiation underlying Ex. '118.a, is,
■■■'' jo'so.^i’ad » l^tl tapu'x.im^o Jk-t -f] Q ' The B.P. ' a-, g Qc-t-f]1
;is active,.that is, it is included in the B.P. fa,g [perform 
1 an-action, on[[ '. It is, then > Dynamic . The B.P. Instan-r 
tiation .underlying Ex . 118. d.is ' haPot'tJ 'iao» ha?ot .' 0 fig0
j^/8-k-vj '0 i The -instantiation underlying Ex. .118, e, f, i s .
the;rla.tter f;'s converse ’;'ha?ot' "0’' * ig0» ' ha?ot ' -k-v]
1 bkuv^1 is hot active:, in other words, ,lt is not
;included in -' a;,g j[perform an: action onj'q . Nevertheless the 
variables ■ of\the former were assigned the same'labels as the' , 
variables of ■ the :-latter, that is, k-t-f and -k~v were pre­
sented as belonging to the same B.Pi-type, The justification
forPthis is purely syntactic, the. struct ural ..identity of the. 
.formations in Ex. -118. a-d, b.-e. and'c-f, .
P'..‘:.-P\ Pro'm Ex.1 11.8 g and h. one sees that the non-ergative 
-Dynamic root : j -k/x-v does, not, occur in the same formations 
as k-1-f •. and... fyfc -k--v . - . , '
, As ■ inentioned in p ,%\% , some c ont ent-ob j ec f roots and' 
internal object 'roots 'define ergative-only B.P. s, such that 
the contact-ob jec.t of the .internal-ob ject is. a value of-.'g'.
" y . . A c ont ent-ob jec t or int eriial-ob ject root will be 
regarded as one which defines-an ergat'ive-only B.P. rather 
than'-as-one' which defines a hoh-eigative 'only B.P.. if, 
besides-beingv--hi)ynamic;'and re jec ting 1 1 it shares some
formations wa-thPgehuine- ergative- roots. -
y''. :* She ■' 'felt - that he' any more did not; lov e ■ her1,.
-b. , hur1 gaj , al ja'da J'e , hu kvar lo ?o'hevf ?o'ia
' 1 Was felt; by . her that he anyPnqre. did not- love; her * P
c. ..,harga 'fa. jehu kvar'. lo ?o'hev ?o'ia... , ,P
, 'Her feeling that he any riiore ...did not love her. . . ' ;■ ■
. ■ •  . .Ex. 119 .b . and c ♦ a r e r  espec t ively, the f ormation _
realizing. -the-' passive Converse of Ex. ' 119 * at •andnihe -nominali-: 
z'at-ion of the • latter,. Eiiice r-g-J 76-7 defines, a B.-P. that JP ' 
-has" a passive converse;, and a. nornina 1 ization of - this kind one' 
may j regard ft hi s B.P.: -.as ,-.an . e rgat iy e one . and render- . it - *' a, g . y:
[f “g’-.y * t ^ ignoring;'’the If act that the values of *gP can be 
. designated by the label. . * f ', as -well nlPv:. ■ P , , P . . ' ;'P ;Pf
- . Many erga/iiive-only foo ts" can be;assigned the B.P. - •:
'''typ.et-lbX R~J ' • ' t o P - . P ' d r i * P  as .well ah'Ja,g P  -
/ fey ; : ^  ; :P;gv' P. .p.. . ' X-
, (cf. p .dhp )'. Prom aPpurely.syntactic viewpoint the latter' P 
, is perhaps preferable f'' since rootsoofihis kind ..share-most 
■ formations with •'ordinary ergative-.only ...roots. -f * "'pi..:- ..P.
. Ex, ' 120:. : ' • '■ .1 j ' . :P''PP“‘P. ■ P'.. : • . ' . P ■ P'P' ’
a. jo'-.set ma'xar et ha'sefeir Ida.'vid 'f,v- - :P
.'Joseph sold . the book to David' ' . ■■ '
b .: • .ha' sef er . nirn'kar "lda'?vid al'.j.dei' jo * sef. •
"r. j . • 'The-book -. vvas sold to David.by Joseph.', .
- g , P mxi'rat -. ha' s.efer lda'vid fal jdei . jo'sef ,
'The selling of the book, to David by Jos e ph.' ' •
.However, if semantic facts arc also taken into -account.
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brie:' would .perhaps-, pref er. the.f ormulation 'b,bt / R 7 ’ox.
' ■ ' P P ‘P ' P ' i i  •. P
'dr-,. dp f.R I 1 - This .formulation shows explicitly the
" dd ■ . ■ P • ;■ . 1 - .
_ v *
semantic similarity between,. say, ’bjbJ Qn-k/x-rl and .'b, bf .
. • fel . “ ' . by '■■
jn-t-nj . 1 f.etc ;. Besides this it enables one to describe;
co.nveniently the relations between semantically related roots
such,as m-k/x-r .614 and k-n~j/V 526.,- n-t-n 716 and k-b-1 484a.
Each member in such a pair is the double converse of the other;
* b ,btTm-k/x-rl' ’ by .'\ [k-n- j/oj ' = 'by fm-k/x-rj ' •
lay •. . tgb, bt bt, b
(the 'symbol ’ \t=^ v marks a double converse)'.,
'pi. m-^k/x-r 614 and k-n~j/tx> 526 are usually interpreted-
as a differing from leach other in that fb,bt fm-k/x-r.J 1
; v.;" - ■ 1 v ;  p , fey . ■■ - ■ 1
is' included in 'b ,bt £act uponj ''whereas 'by , [k-n-j b ’ - ...
: . • bt , b -. ■ '
'IS included in 'by, bt j[act• UponJ' ' . Stated informally, when, 
hn-k/x-r)is concerned, tlie 'active party is the . seller and when.
. -k-n~; Is concerned the..'active party is the buyer. This., -1 
• Int el pr e't at i o.n is, however, not a necessary one, since there 
are contexts in which-a.buyer is not a purposeful actor. 1
Therefore, this distinction between' m-k/x-r 614 and k-h-j/(pP 52.6, 
arid -similar .pairs of' roots, will be ignored here. 1 Each will 
be regarded as the double, converse)of the other .and as the 
.'latter ' s' equivalent .■
' ' ■ Some' ■ r.oots..- which belong- to the same B .-1. -type ■ as 
k-n-j/m 526 ,have5 rid; double- converse.' in C , 1.1-1.’. E..,g. , . the root
■ s-x~t .898., .which defines.the B.P. 'dr, bp fes-x-t).' has- no
. . ' ‘ . • '-P. P. ' 1' i (id .,1 '1- , . '. q -
double converse ' dd k ^  Some c ont ent-ob ,ject roots can be
. .••. A  - 1 1 1  ;■ . . m -* - !  v  ■ A
described as. belonging to the . B.P.-type 'b,bt IE ', where * bt'
■ ' ' . P ’ ' ■ • ■ fey • . ' '
ranges- - over the.'content objects, e.g. the. root r-m-z 783.'
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. 1. I.fil. ergatiye-only rootsv with PalVal 1 ■ _
V. ;!1: ■ Iff .1.. is. related to I.A.2. , The difference between the ; 
two is lexical rather than grammatical (cf. p'. 1 H % ) . A- ” ■
: roots are - Gradational! 2/q-d-r 6?> : )•
2/®-k-v 73,. .2/e-k-v 77 ? £/®-r-z 106, £/q-x-1 122, b/v-d-d 138,
.b/v^ x-n^  192 f b/y-s-| ri96, • c-l-x 23,2., c-r-x 246', d-f-k 270:,
d~g>273? d-n 294/ d-j, 304, f/p-k-d 332, g-n-z 430? g-r-r 438,.
.g-z-m 451 ? g-z-r 453 ? g-z-r 434, h-g-J/a. 460., ik-c-r 492, - ', . ; .
k-d-x' 5Q0 , k~rr?/e, 53.3, k-r-t 543? 1-k-x 591 ? 1-j 594, m-c-c .
606 * m-d-d 607.? m-d-d ,608, n-2/e-l 642, n-g~x. 6.79 ? r-k~m 773 ?
r_.j_.ni 792? r.-x-c 806, s-f/p-r 833? s-k-1 839? s-1-1 853? '
s-r-k 878, /f/p-t 931, j-1-1 950, j-n-r 971, ht-j/® 996, .
t-f-r 1027., t-l- j/V 1040, . t-m-x IO44, t-r-f 1052, x-b/v-( 1107,
x-'f/p-f 1116, x-g-g 1118, x-g-r III9? x-k-r 1122, x-l-v 1144, ,
x-r-jj 1166, x-s-x 1182, z-1-1 1277? z-r-^/e 1290. Altogether-
fifty five, roots . ■ • • :. . ■ -A:VA-
;av: following are I Qpadational: 34, 2/e-m-d 85
n/h-m-r 90, a/b-n~s 94, ^/8-n-j/9 97? ^/6-s-r 111., 2/p-s-r 112, 
)2/Q-z-r 127, £/q-z-v 128, b/v-c-r 133, b/v-1-?./^  I58, b/v-r-?/<p 
169?:b/y-x-r 195, )c~d 214, c-l-v 228, d-l-y/b 289, d-n 295, ; :, 
d-r-s 298, d-r-| 2«9, d-r- \ 300, d-K-.j/<5 313,7 d-a-a/c? 314, 
f/p-d-o/0  323 ? .f/p-r-c 354, f/p-r-s 331, f/p-r-f 368, f/p-s-1 
373, g-r~v 426, • g-r-m 433? g-z-1.450, h-d-f 453? k-b/v-$/e 473? 
k-.b/v-^/e 474, k/x-b/v-j 487, k-l-?/<i> 505, k-n-s 522, k-n-j/d
■ 526;, k/x-t-v 582, -k-t-f 559, l-g-m 583, 1-k/x-d .586? 1-k-x 591, 
1-m-d 592? lr-x-J 600, m-c-?/b 605 ? m-h-1 610, m-k/x-r 614,
■ hnrs-f6 2 6 ^m-^x 63I v in-j -X' 632 ,.:;m-z-g ■ 640,. n4^/e-I \642 a 
Ah-c-r 660, n-g-x-679 * n^k-t 688, n-j -x 712, n/e-t-2/g 713,
n/e-t-n 716, n-x-1 727? r-c-x 758, r-k/x-J 774, r-nn-s 782,
: r-m-z 783 ? r-t-m 798, s-k/x-r 8.49 ?!. s-l-x - 854 ?. s-m 855 ?
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s-x-t 898, s-x.-v ,901 j j-2/e-f 910 ,, J-2/o-l 914, J-b/v- j/e 9.26,
l-d-d 927, 939, j-l-i 948, f-l-l 950, f-i-3E 959, .-A ,
■ j-x-t.1008, t-b/v-2/© 1021, t-b/v-£/e■1023 , t-b/v-1 1024, 
t-r-m. 1034, v-r-k 1085 , v/j/h-r-j/a 1091, v/jj-s-d 1093, 
x-g-r 1119', x-k/x-r-1123, x-n-t .1155 , x-n-x 1157 , x-j-d 1183, 
x— j—v 1192, x—i—f 1199, x-t-f 1200, z-k-f 1267, z—n-x. 1289* 
Altogether- ninety one roots.
2.:, I 2. With Pa A al and a preposition
. With the great majority of roots in XEileach value
.of the variable 1 g 1 (or, for that matter,.’bt1 or 1 dp1) is :
realized in formations as a "direct object”, that .is, if it
is indefinite it is immediately preceded by no preposition;
if it is definite :it is immediately preceded by the preposition
’et’ . . v A ;  ' ■. / ; >" : A ’■
Ex. 1.21 ' y ;/.v- -A.'■
at bo’na et ha dva’rim kmo • mo’ra (A.)
’You build the things (you say) like a teacher’
bb.hu b a ’na ; ■ binjan mi A . kubi’rjot
’He a built a building of [play] bricks’ ,
The.:exceptions-.are ,.£/©-kb'VA 76, ^/e-s-k 109, b/v-x-r 195 ,
d-h ;294, / 7j-m-r 972 , t-m-x 1044 and v/j/e-r-j/a 1991*
?/e-k-v 78 takes the preposition ?axrei. d-n 294 and -m-r
:972-the preposition al. the rest - the preposition -5-
• ■ - 2 / -I A number of roots that occur with Pa ’ ^ al in ergative
formations onlyAand take an "indirect object" (i.e.,. each
value:of ’g 1 must be.preceded by a preposition) were not
included in I .f .1 , since they have no formations realizing
the passive converse. In order:to mark this syntactic fact
explicitly,the variable-label'1ob A was used instead of ’g ’
(or bt or dp) in the B.P.-types, of these roots (cf. p. ) '
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aA -..A,; , Ay./ A- 1 "a. ' - a'a
’VA&.a ^  ; \AyVA^na'ga^ (A.) ■ , '
: ' He caine. near andA touched the wall' . . •
. :b. -Aha'kotel ■ ninga£ . al jdejAjo'sef A v}.
'The wall; was touched by Joseph*
compare A- .>A .. ;A\ , .A- . - "
A E x / Y ^ ' V ^  ' ' ■ AA " A'A \ ■" : ’ ■' -);.A ■''
a.' mdab'rim al a ze,' da'nim bze (A.) . . A..A.
• 'They talk about it, discuss, it' A A " a ' ■ A A:AA
b . ze • • . nildon al jdeihem
'It was discussed by 'them'' v a \
It will be, recailed "that a number of roots which 
occur.i n .non-ergatlye formations only require.that in formations
realizing their B.P.s the second coordinate be preceded by a -A';-
;.preposition. ;(cf .vpf A-f3j. q.'\A‘The' question'arises, then, what .
justification is there to the decision to classify indirect 
. ob ject) roots as ' ergative : only rather than as non-erggtive only. 
The main justification is the fact that non-ergative-only 
indirect-obj ect rootsAare.normally +Agentive,' therefore •
. +Dynamic and many of them are -Durational, whereas non-ergative- 
A-only prepositio.nAfoots - are normally -Dynamic (therefore 
-Agentive)and only few of them are -Durational• Another 
justification is the fact that non-ergative preposition roots 
either re quire ,' j ' (e . g .. j-l-t. 956) or b e-long to one of 
: those classes of roots which'do not require ' ' Abut have AA\
qcertain semantic or syntactic characteristics which ' '. . "A'/A
roots lack (cf. p .• 1-0 2 . ) . Efgative-only indirect-ob ject
roots on the other hand, do not require 1 ' and cannot be 
. assigned to any clearly-defiiied, uniquely determined class. : A A;
TliG following roofs arc ! S a t i o n L : ' ?/s-r-v 105,
x-t-r 1206.
-he -ost are -Gradational: * 152, b/v-g-d 143,
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b/v-*-r 194,, c-l-f :224, d-£/s-S 2 6 0 d-r-x 301,. f/p- [-2/0 '377, 
g_2L/0_p .399 y. g-b/v-r 406 , k-l-U/o 506, m-4/e-l 601, lor-c 537, , ■ 
l-2/e-g 574, l-x-c; 598,. m-x-j/o 636,' n-g-£/o 675, n-z-f 752, 
x-t-.?/o 1197 , x>l-k 1223 / z-x-j/©. 1274...
Vy;'.Ay' The root-, ?/q-r-V . 103 may- appear --Agenbive’ since 
it is similar in meaning to roots such a s . j-k/x-v 945 notice, 
however, that of . )-k/x-v 945 . (and also £/e-m-d 86 etc.) can 
be predicated of a dead body 'or an inanimate"■ object (cf. p.l^s) 
whereas ?/et-r-v 103 and must • take an inanimate.ob j ect and 
suggest intentional, behaviour . 4  ... • ‘ '
•^a'ravnu la'hem jam . j?a 'taiim y •
.''We lay; in wait for . them there, for two hours' . ' :
Ex.. 125a ■ 'A-r- ; ;'aA . aA/O' ;A‘4 v ;
* jo'-sef. ka'rac la b 'mef ex ^Fa' taim. A
. •' Jo s eph winked her f 0 r A A two hours' y. ■ \ . . \ ■ Ay . ...-AAA
) 3) I.E.3: Ergative-only roots, with Hiph1 &.il. • : ■ y/4;
Ay./Ay.y I.E.3 is related to I.A. 1, I.A.3 and I.A.5*
)A;i y; A- folio7’ln&' 1,00ts are -Gradational: V«-n-s 91,
2/o-t-k 117, b/v-r-j • 177, d-f/p-s. 272,. d-r-x 303, f/p-r-4/o 349
•p-r_9/0 550, f-r-j 562, f/p-j-t 380a, k-c-n/G. 489,.. fc-m 515, A :
k/x-n-n 521, n-x-j/o 722 * r-a/o-j 749,. r-c-j/a 760, r-x 805,
j-k-j/a 946, t-2./a-n 1Q16 / t-r-d 1050, v/j/a-v-1 1079,
v-r-x 108.8,' x-.l-k 1134 , x- j-r 1186 , x-t-f 1210, z-n-x 1288.
Ex. 1.26 . . ‘ •/'■ / - r- • '. yA A  '. " ' /
hix r;z.akti,. anixo'( eyet, ,. ■' eize (vu' aim et ha dva 'rim Je'la 
'1 he Id, .1 think, 'for about two weeks her things1
The rest, a r c * / a - l - 1 7 9 ,  */®-l-n 80,
£/p-n-[^-95A:f-m 114 , b/v-d-l. 141, b/v-x-n 193, P-f 218, 
c-h-r 222, : c^l-f 225 , d-b-r 265, d-g-m 276, ji-x 308, f-c-c 318 ,
7'y:4;'V • 4 ;‘ A/A-A'/ V A. - A A. \ - A- y --A. , ' V, 236: .
f-k-£/© 3.29,f-k-d 330, f-l-k 340, ye-l-j/a 343, f-r-J 563, 
f-:j_l ■ 378, f-x-t 393, g-d-r 411, g-n-v 427, g-z-m. 452, k-b-1: 
•481),v'k-c-v: 494A ^n-j7^A5^5v k-ry?/o 534, k-r-n 539, k-x-J 564, 
1-4/b-m 575, 1-b-j 580, 1-v-j/e 595a, 1-x-m 596, m-c-?/s 603» 
n/e-c-g 654, n/§-c-g 655,. n/e-k-r 884, n/a-k-r 685, n/®-k-j/s> . 
692, n-x 724, h-x*l 72?;,.r-g-f 767, r-j- 2/8 795, s-b-r 821,v : 
s-k-m 844, s-m-x 860, s-v/j/a-g 889, s-v/j/e-r 891, j-3/e-l 913 
/_lc_Vs .935, b-n-c 964, ]-p-Vs 978, jj-p-1 980, J-t-k 992, 7' 
^-v-j/a 1^001),yx-r-^/s, 1161, t-k-f 1032, t-k-n 1033? t-k-h 1034,
t-1 1035, t-1 1036j t-r 1048, v-d-1 1070, v-k-£/s 1074, v-n . 
1Q81,: v-r-k 1085, v/j/a-r-J 1087, v/j/e-r-j/a 1089, v-sylO9.2, - 
v/j/^rX-xi' 1102!, xyfe-?/a 1104, x-T-f 1129a, x-l-t. 1143, x-m-c 
1147, .x-r-m 1164, x-r-m 1105, k/x-r-z 1173,, x-s-r 1180,
x-j-r 1186, x-t-f 1200, x-t.-r 1205, z-2/a-k 1257, z-h-r 1262,/
z-m 1278, g-m-n 1279,v-z~m-n 1280,', z-r-3/7 1291.: ,
4. I .E.4b' "indirect-object" roots, with hiph<’il. • '
The roots are; £/a-m-n 88, £/'Q-r-m 102, c-b-£/a 208., 
c-d-*/® 215, r-b-e. 753, \-k-l 939, v/j/is-tl-j/s 1073, v-l-g. 1080
Ve-iu-n 88 and /k-1 939 are I^^dationa! ‘ The rest are
- Durational. r "■ '/’A
- .Gradational* y;’A' :y . A-j . ./A,
. Ex. 120 ' • . A-..A''- ' • y y y  . ' /■ A / A-'■ ■ '■ ./
a . .hu hic1 bi£ al zug 'baal hofa'£a. xico'nit na'?a
/ ' He .pointed a t .a couple with a nice outward appearance’;
yv Aa'mar; ox, hem kol kax nexma'dim (A.) .'A..A ‘
.and said: ah,• they are so nibe1
b. * hazug huc'ba?-. al jdei yjo'sef A A:V
A ’ 'The couple was pointed at by Joseph'
5* I.E/5: roots in ergative B.P.s-only, withyPi'  ^el. '
This subclass is related to I.A.4.
. . ; - , y  ; :V ; / -■"'-■■a ;7>v ' . . . f ’ - 7 ■ ' 7 :  7'7;237' ■ 7
•■;'■•■ ■;.. /.; .C',.,. . . ®lie.following roots ;>.re tSSaSStl: ?/s-l3-cl 2,:;; ';.; ^
. ; ‘ ? /o-m-n 32:, 0 35 ,.2/o-p-r 3*5, b/y-d-r ’142 ,b/y~r-r 175,
t)A"-r-r l76;, c-p-j/o 239, c-d~p 234-, d-b-r 267., d-l-.i 288,
•. f/p-d-r 322, g-h~*c 741.2, 'g-l-s .420:, ■.g~p-f;45l,\g-r-d433, '
g-r.-t 435 ? k/x~b-s .486, 3i-l-1, 509, k-d ~m 568, k/x- d-r 572,' . .
ra~ j -J 627, li-g-v-^S, n-k-d 682,. n-k-z 693 ? n-s-r 700, -.
n-K-^  /75Q, r-c-f/757 , r-s-s 796 ? * s-b-n'820, .s-k-1.\840 ,
. s-p-r-875j s-r-k 879,;s-t-t 885,;s-d-b 905, . J-p*-o' 9795 ’ / -•y:-c 
Lr-t 986, x-n-x 1158, x^-) -lls5!> z-b-1 1259. ■' : '
.. 2fix. 127. ■ ■ ; : .. ■ ■■■ '-■■’4  ■ '■- ;
ze lakax li '\?a!taim Ixa'bes et ze (A.) • 7:- ■„
* It took me two hours to wash if. . ' . ;/ ■ '
. . ' - ; The rest arc ^ d a ^ o S l 1 la’ ?/s-,r-C ^  ;
?/e-n-d 29, 97, ?/o-l;-.r- .V?', ?./«-:]-j 56, Y/a-c-t 57, i
V/a-K-.f 72, b/v-?/e-i‘ 130, b/v-cl-d 137, Vv-d-ci 158, 'i)/v-ic-r 
,152, b-l-f .1595. b/v-^ s-m 179, ;b-s~r 180 , b/y-t-?/e 184j- b/V-t-?/e' 
185, b/v-d-1.1979. b/v-dff 198, c^ l-m 227, .c-p-d/o, 239-5 .
7 t ' . . c-t-t.248, c-d-b 250 , c~d-n . 252, d~b~r 265, d-g-1 275, ,7 - 7 
• d~m~dA> 293, d-r-g 297,. d-J~n 305, d-v-v .30.6, d-v-x 307, . . ■
;■■/.'• :?•-!-« 5'i-'+, i'/r-f :X'>5, f/p-r-t 367, f/p-a-k 372, f/p-t-r 283, : ;
■;. . f/p-t-d/'Q 389, .g-d-r 410, gr-l-m 416,._g-l-m '417,' g-n-j/o-.’428/ •
' .. -g-r-^ 4 440,, , g-^ r-z 442,4h-191.46i:,; ,h~k~d/® 461a,, k/x-b--d 476, ,
'k/x-b-d ,477.5 k-b~l484a, . k-i-K ,513,- k/x-n-d/®' 527i k-n-x 528., ; .
; -yd;-; k/x-t-r 561.,. k-d-m0 570, • 1-k-k 588, . m-k-m 612 ,- n-4/o-r. 646, .
• ..'V ' n-c-1 6571 ’nrc-5£-;665, .n-d-y^'• 672>. n-k-r. 687, n-k-d/^ '^,'690, .■ •'
1. nrs-d/b: 701, ;h-a^ x, 704^  708:., ,.r~p-cL 78557 s-d4d 824, '7
. s-d-r 8'27 , b“d-r. '828 ,;s-krrmx.843'5. s-l-k 851, s-l-k 852, 
t t vt ;,.t. ■ s-p-k 869-.,yS“P^ ., 872', -7“7“H 0255-i ^ ddi4929., 7'yd-r.; 930 ,'.
. . ; ^ -k-f i 937y. j-kdm7940 , .j-l-m;955Vt7“M“:C‘ ■ 969,' ^ n-n 974, r ■
3£—d 1005, t~^ /o-m;.10135 t-^ /'Q-r 10195 t-k-n 1034, t-v-x 10.58,
,
2 3 S’
t-j-k 1059? v-d-?/e 1066, x-k-j/e 1124, x-l-k 1135a, x-m-^
1151, x-s-n 1179, x-J-v 1193, x-t-?/b. 1198, x-t-1 1201, 
x-o-g I209, x-j-1.1210, x-J-v. 1211, x-j-v 1213 j-£/$-r 1226, 
0-c-?/is> 1230, j-c-g 1231, g-c-r 1232, J-f-r 1245., j-v-?/V 1247, 
O-h-s1252, 1252, vg-ii-s 1233, z-h-o/ia 1264, z-k-J/© . .
1272, z-k-d/o 1273, s-m-r 1283. \
■Ex.;.12fc--’ 'C/''-- V- V. • :
*hu bi'jel et hamix'tav b'meJex ^a'?a ■ . .
'He stamped the . letter during an hour' . ;
6. I.E.6: "Indirect, object” - roots with Pi '^  el
■i'he fcliosinc roots are !®radatioaal: 48,
?/b-j-n 55, x-t-t. 1207, - x-z-r -1220.
Ex. 120. V  ; ■ \7 ,:i’ ■, ’
.et'mol kol ha'?ei*ev . .?il jaiiti bkol mine!
'Yesterday the whole evening I was reading all sorts of
kata'logim ' (A.) 2
catalogues' ' '• y'.'A.' 7'. , v 7 :'-
7 - 7 1 3 .  -he 1,(53L' ara -Gradational: *>• 7/t-j-ia 54,
b/v-k-j ; 155.,. c-j-t 256, f/p-k-x 333 , v-t-r 1097? x-p-j/o 1160.
■ e*7;i 3§.v -:-7 / 3 ; J;;. , , /7--.. 37... -''A-..
* hu , c i 1 j e t 1 apkuda. : b 'me j ex (? a ' t aim. -77
He obeyed the order f6r two hours' ' . .
7. I .A.7: :Indirect, object roots, ,in ergative BP.s only,
■ with Hithpa4.f el. -rV
V  Thi s sub class canno t b e related grammatically to
any of the subclasses in I .A. It includes only < nine, roots 
These can. be viewed as exceptions . : ' 3’
: ; 3 The roots are: ?/b-l~l 22, ?/e-l-m 23, n-k-m 683,
n-k-r 686 * r-i-z 779, 3r-p--k 786, s-k-l 841,  ^-m-j 973, 
j~3£-s 1254.
8. Double converse.'relations between roots in I.D. .
' . \ Double converse relations such as the relation., .
between k~n~j/d 526 and m-k/x-r 614 (cf. p . ) bold,
between a number of roots in I.E. Some roots defining the 
B.P*-type b, bt [H] and taking Hiph'^ii in"formations.have
" ' - ■ " - .:w-by.;: V*;', •' ' : d " ■'' ' V  .
v - . . . ■ ■ .. :. ■
the double converse b-t'y b; PR] . which takes Pa’ ‘ .al . in formations
ex. 151. j : ,
a .iv Jo1 sef" his'’;kirfdi■'^ra%kda', viS , : :' .?•, '■ V ■ ;
' ’Joseph rented -a flat to David’ "
b. hadi ’ ra husk ’ ra Ida’vid ail jdei. Jo’sef. - .
’The flat was rented to. David by ■ Joseph’
c. ■ da’vid sa’xaridi ’ra mimic? !jefsef . '
David : rented a flat from Joseph'. .■ v. . .
d. ‘ hadi 'ra xii sk' r a . al jdei da’vid mi 30’sef
The flat was. rented by David from Joseph’
e . j o ’ sef hix ’.kir \sa' de Ida' vid ■
'Joseph leased sc field to David'. '■ p.
f . has a ’ de ' hux’kar .. Ida ’vid a l . jdei jo’ sef ■ • -
. 'The field was leased to.David., by Joseph'. •
g. da'vid xa'xar . sa'de mi Jo'sef
'David leased a field from Joseph'
h. hasa'de nix'kar mi j osef al jdei da'vid ■
'The field was- leased • from ..Joseph by ; David’ ' ; ’ ;
i . jo ’ sef hi | 1 ?il ’ sefer Ida ’ vid
:: ’ Joseph lent . . a book to David’. . ' .
. • •" s r 19 1 - ; h  '• ''' ' . ' ■ \  i  : ; ■ • ■' ‘ -
j. .'ha’sefer huj al Ida’vid al jdei jo’sef
’The book was lent to David ' by . Joseph’ . '
k. da’vid )a vaT ' ’ sefer mi jo ’ sef. . .
’David^borrowed a book from Joseph’ • '
f » . ?  . . -
1 . ha ’ s e f er 111) *. al ■ mi jo1 sef al j dei da.’ .vid ..
’The book was borrowed from Joseph by . David’
m. jo ’ sef hil’va ’hesef, Ida ’ vid '
’Joseph lent -. money to David',
n. ha'kesef hul'va Ida1 vid al jdei jo1 sef .
"The money was lent? to David "by . .Joseph1 , ' .
o. da1 vid la1 va 'Icesef mi jo * sef
David borrowed money from Joseph.1
. p. *hafkesef ' / nil'va ' ; mi jo* sef al jdei da'vid :
'The money was borrowed from Joseph by Da^id'
qvM^ha'Vk’esef /;"/iiiuiY|*; mi jo 'sef al jdei da 'vid 
; -' The money was; lent from Joseph by David'
r; ma'kabi tel a'viv. hin'xilu lhapo'£ei 'xaifa mapa'la 
• v ’Malckabi Tel Aviy . lent .■ Hapoel . . Haifa, a crushing
’xecet' 1' . . . .  ' 
defeat' ' . V-- ; ; ... . . - . . .
, ■ s; mapa'la mo'xecet hunxla lhapo?el 'xaifa al jdei
^A crushing defeat was lent to Hapoel Haifa by
' ; ' .ma' lcabi tel A 'viv ; Yv-.-r> . v, Y'YvY. v-'^ / . "
7 ■iVVy Makkabi^Tei Aviv’ 7 ■-•.■■■•-Y.' • 7. 7
. t . hapo1 el 'xaifa nas' l.u mapa 'la mo'xecet mi ma'kabi
; -.f ' Hapodi Haifa took. a. crushing defeat from „ Malclcabi
■<' , tei a 1 viv .. .. •. ‘ ■ Y  V" - ..
YY./Y' . Tel Aviv.’ ■;■ Y Y  ; "JY> „ ■ , ‘Y'Y-
u. mapa'la mo'xecet ninx'la al jdei hapo' el 'xaifa 
/ ; 'V  ’A crushing defeat was taken by \ Hapoel Haifa .
■ ' m i . ma'kabi tel ;a 'viv ■ .
from Malclcabi .Tel Aviv' . • - ' Y  •
Y  v.. jdsef : hixtif . lo ma'kot ‘ ' •.
T 'Joseph gave him blows'
; • w...: huxt' f u 1 lo . ma' lcot al j dei jo 'sef
•’ ’.Vfere given to him= blows by Joseph' Y<
; x. ..hu xa'taf ma 'kot mi jo * sef .
'Pie received blows from Joseph'.
; y. *ma'kot : nixt'fu -Y al jaday . mi jo' sef ':
' Blows were received by him from Joseph* ,:.
z. jo' sef ho'rij hon Ida'vid - -Y Y  •
/Joseph-inherited-‘.capital to David . / ’..
sa . hahon : h<u'ra[ / Y  lda'vid al jdei jo'sef
TThe capital ‘v/as inherited to David by Joseph'
. . ' «b da' vi d > • j a ' r a i . hon,: mi: jo '.sef / '■
. 'David inherited capital from Joseph' v
ac * hahon .; ■ n o 'raj. " . ai jdei da’vid . mi jo' sef
,. 'The' capital was inherited by ; David from Joseph' ■
1
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Ex 131 b , f ,j, n ,s and w illustrate passive converse formations . 
of b, .bt [E]'■ tbat:-1 s;:,‘ they .illustrate-formations' realizing-
7 mk;77 777':Y--7- I-. 7-/7777' " 7 '
7,6; '!> ‘tffi )//■•]#*,,■ I3i ’d,b., 1,Mi, and y illustrate passive- -.*
by '7..-: 7’--' ; ‘7;7 ./ ;■ " '7 ' .-7 7;'t . . '':‘n -■
1 ■ ' • / .  ''7' -7 by- ; y Y r, 7"Y77 7 Y ■
• Converse': formations of 'fit , b; [ft] (that/is/they.illustrate., 7V
bt, b [ft]). 7/ 7 r ^ Y f / f y  ■■■■:■■“ - ■ ■' 7
by ■ y  ; ‘7, ./ ;m7 .7 : .' . ., ' ' . ■ 7.
;■ The . roots l-.v-j/a 595a 9 x-t-f 1200 and v/j/e~r~ -J 1087
■ —  ! • • . . .  ■
1 • ' -<•- . ‘ • \j ' ' .
' have no realization for 1 lot;, b [El.'Y I find'no explanation
•:.:".7’,‘ ;.'77.' ‘7 7, 7 ' .■ Tfiy 'Y'Y..; / .. .. "‘Y- ’ ■ .
for ■ this ••■latter' fact. The Value of 'bt1 with the. root 
■n-xi -72? is mapaVia' 'defeat' , or a. word synonymous with it: 
7'tvu' sa‘- etc . '. . 7, 7‘ . Y y /"'-- - ■ " '
■ The values of bt with. x-t~f7 1200. are . ma'kot 'blows' , ; 
sti'rot 'slaps' and words with a similar meaning-.' Despite 
these restrictions on the semantic class of the values of 7-7 
. * Toyb' with/, these roots, they behave in every way like1 the 7 7/7..
• other 'b,' bt [El ' -  roots. ' -/■ ' 7;.:7 77:/- Y / Y  Y  7 , 7.
7 '. / ' / / / tY ' '7. :7m ' ' . 7 .,. ■ ■•77" /.;■■ Y  ■ :.7.7;
■7 : ; - Tlie Mdyanim-Pa1 (.al and Hipl/ il. in tti.e formation;.' 
in Ex., 151 stand for no particular' elements in the B.P.s..
They are' obligatory, "dummy"- symbols! . For example, the- . ..
B.P.s underlying Ex. 151 a. and c. are 'b, bt [s-k/x-r] '
• .' 77"7 77'777.,,;./: ,7-./m -■•../. Y  /v.' 0 ;•:/■
■- , . by . ‘ t \- '"'7 7 7'-'' . . ' -7-
and bt, b [s-k/x-r] o. respectively;, no symbol represents the ...
' Bihyanim. Hiph'9il-and Pa,(^ al . m,ft 7may'appear to eheeihat the 7\
symbol...1 S' (double converse) in the latter, represents a feature
that' is realized by Pa'al in formations^,/-and' that the absence v-
-of this: symbol from /the - former...represents' a. feature that is-
realized by -HiphlTid' in formations. Notice however . that
/sa'xar and its . double . converse his'kir are adequately.
y;-■y;,:";h.y-\y .'vyy;.' ^ :;vy; V' . 2/|-2: •
differentiated in formations through the order of the 
: variables’ values and the preposition used. In other 
wordsj the feature (double converse) is realized formally 
by the order of the variables’ values and by the prepositions.
. The: Binyan' is •redundant (cf. p .; 1S 1 PA ) . . .
Now,many speakers of C.I.H. use the roots s-k/x-r 
849, x-k/x-r 1125, ^-£/o~l 913 and 1-v-j/o 595a in santences 
, such as Ex. 131 c g , k and. o -with HiphS il rather than with 
Pa * f al. They say ’ jo' sef hi s’kir di1ra Ida’vid’ .and 1 da1vid 
./f his’kir di’ra mi jo1sef’. Since the difference between these 
..$wo. format ions is -independent of the distinction between 
Pa ’^ al and Hiph’( il ’ this , distinction can be dispensed with, 
y '.y W i t h  some; roots the double converse is realized by 
a different root in the same Binyan or by a different root in 
a different Binyan. In certain cases the same root serves 
as the double converse; of a number of different roots.
'v.-K-'V-' y . ; ■ : , \ .-v , • - .
a. n o ’sef ma’xar 'sefer Ida’vid ' '
hy- y. . ’ Joseph sold . a book to David’ . •>>,
b. ha ’ sefer .nim’kar Ida’vid al jdei jo1 sef
' ’The; book was sold to David, by Joseph’ . '
; c. Dae” vid ka’na ’ sefer mi jo’sef ,
. . ' ’David bought a book from Joseph’ y
d . h a ’sefer nik’na mi Jo’sef al jdei da'vid 
'The book v/as bought from Joseph by ■ David'
e . Jo' sef natan Ida'vid ’ sefer ' f •. .
' Joseph gave David a book' ■
f . ha'sefer ni'tan Ida'vid al jdei jo'sef
’The book was given.to David by Joseph’' '
g. ; da’vid lakax mi jo’sefet ha’sefer .•
■ : . ’David took from Joseph the book’ ,v-'; t
• ' , h.-. ha'sefer .'nil’kax mi joi’isef al jdei da'vid
.. . ’The book was taken from Joseph by David’ . ■ '
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i . da’vid : kibel mi jo 1sef: sefer
'David received from Joseph a book' ’
j .. *ha'sefer 3|u'bal /al jdei da'* vid.. .mi jo1 sef
. 'The book was;received • by . David from Joseph'
k. Jo' sef hik'na Ida'vid zxujjot mjuxa'.dot \
'Joseph gave David., special rights' \
1 .. zxu' joh m juxa'dot huk'nu . lda'vid al jdei jo'sef
'Special rights were given to David by Joseph'
in. Jo.'s ef |a' lal mida' vid et hazxu' j oh ham j uxa' dot (e 'lo
'.Joseph denied David his special' rights'
n. hazxu'jot hamjuxadot {el da'vid nijl'lu mimenu 
'The special rights of David were denied, him
al jdei jo'sef
by , Joseph' ■>:£ - . ■ ' ' . .
0 . .da'vid ki’bel km^'gjot .mjiixa'dpt-;-- mi' _ joVs.e'f 
' . 'David received special. rights• from Joseph'.
p. *zxu'jot m juxa'dot kub'lu mi jo'sef al jdei da'vid
'Special rights 'were received from Joseph .by David'
&. jp'sef \a'lax lda'vid mix'tav;
'Joseph sent David a letter -■ • • • , ; , : .. -3 V
r . hamix'tav nij'lass ldaVid al jdei jo'sef.
'The letter was sent to David by ' Joseph'
's. da'vid ki'bel mix'tav mi jo'sef .
'David received a letter from Joseph'
t . hitka'bel mi jo'sef mix'tav \
'was received from Joseph a letter' . . :
u. jo1 sef 2a'mar ./ si'per • lda’vid ( e hara'kevet hi' gi2a
: Joseph said , / told .to David that .the train arrived''
v . . ni2 'mar Ida'vid al jdei jo'sef . Je. hara'kevet hi'gi2a 
. 'was told to; David: by Joseph that the train arrived'
w. da'vid $a'ma2 mi jo'sef Je hara'kevet hi'gi2a 
'David heard from Joseph that the train arrived'
As is seen from Ex. 132 kibel is the double converse of na'tan,
hik'na and [a'las a '•
. .\ \ The double converse of a +Agentive root is usually
tAgentive as well (cf. p. f 3- t ) . This is the case, for
instance, with n/o-t-n 716 and; l-k-x 391. Both are +AgentiVe. ;
' b , bjb [n/e-t-nl ' .implies 'b, bt [perform an action on] 1 -
. ° : V'; , ■/'./; •..■ - . .
and-by bt' [1-k-^ -s] implies ;‘by, bt [Perform an acton on] ' .
v: • b ■■ ■■ ' ■; 7 . - ’ ' ■ . . -■■ =
On the other band ki 'bel.is the ..-Agentive double converse
of na'tan. 'by, bjr [k-Wl] ' does not imply 'by, bt. [perform
_ b , ■ ■
an action on]', As is seen from Ex. 132 j ki'bel has no 
passive converse. It is.not active, so it has no passive 
(though some non-active -B.P*s do have a. passive converse,
(cf. p.^infl1 ). The. same applies1 to ja1 ma2 in Ex. 64 w .
That ki 'bel which is. the double convex'se of ja'lax (Ex. 132s) 
has an admissive converse (Ex. 132 t ; cf. p. 1^/4 PP ) .
. Hobice Ex. 132' k,m.' The semantic relation between"
hik'na ■ and ^ a'lal in;‘theses.examples is similar to the relation 
between ma' xar and ka' na - in Ex’. 133 a " b .
.Exvi33-'■’■■■'; . .• .-'“V  ‘\ ' j - . • - . ■
a. ..jo'sef raa' xar ’ sefer :j Ida 'vid ;
'Joseph sold a book to David' t
b. Jo'sef ka'na 'sefer mi, da'vid
'Joseph bought a book from David' ... . ,
In both . Ex. 132 kband Ex/, 133 a'.the reader is told that David
acquired possession of something that he did not possess
before., In Ex.' 132 m and Ex. 133 b the reader is told that,.
at, a certain moment David ceasedVb.o be. in possession of ■
something.•-But the similarity does/hot,go any further than ,
this from "Ex.. 133 d the j'eader ,learns also that Joseph ceased..
to be in possession-,of ;the •■thing that was acquired by.David,
and in Ex. 133 b - .that' he acquired possession of the thing
David .had had before. These do not apply, to Ex. 132 k and m.
: In other words ' j o;' sef hik'na zxu' j ot Ida' vid1 ;"
Joseph gave . rights to David1.
does not imply 1 da * vid (a1lal zxu'3 ot mi Jo’sef1
' David denied right from- Joseph1 '
nor conversely. ' Unlike ma1 xar and ka1 na, hik'na: and fa' lal
cannot he described as double-converses of each other. That.
is not to deny the overlapping between the meanings of ka'na
or ma'xar .(and similar pairs) on the one hand, and hik1 na-
^a1lal on the other hand. ;They all share a certain semantic
relation. How is this, .semantic relation to be characterized?
It .will be observed that all these pairs include three
ingredients: they are alliingressive , agentive and possessive .
E.g. \*b, bjb [m-k/x-r] ' implies 'b ' act upon'bt' [agentive] ,
such that 'bt' sv/itches 'over to . [ingressive] . being in possession
■ v V 1’ : ; •. • . 1 by t
of: bj”' [possessive; cf. p, 1 9 7- ] ' . b [k-n-p/o? implies
'by* acted upon'bt' [agentive]-, such that 'bt switched over to ;
[ingreosive] hot being in possession of‘b’’ [possessive] '
Besides the fact that the latter is the double converse of ■ 
the former (as is seen from the order of the: variables), the 
difference - between ma 'xar and ka'.na lies in the fact that in 
the latter the possessive element is negated. I In this sense 
ma'xar and ka'na are contradictory* The same applies to 
hik'na and ]a'lal, with .the only difference that the latter 
are not double converses of each other. •■■■ • •
, Since ma ' xar and ka' na and similar pairs are contra- : "‘'-•i 
di'c'tory* in this, sense , it may appear that 'b , bt [m-k/x-r] ' and
bt ,b [k-n-p/el' are not really equivalent to each other. . How. 
can•they be equivalent .- the argument may go - if besides' 1 
being the double converses of each other they are contradictory? .
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However, this argument is not valid. One, should not' forget a
that each of the roots ma'xar and ka’na includes both the
• element 'being in possession o f  and its negation 'not being, 
in possession o f  . 1b^ bt Cm-k/x~r]' includes both "bd 'is not
' . , v : ■ ■ ■ ■ ■: .
in possession of ' bt'' and ''by1, is in possession; of'btf'.
- ' KS , ■ •"
1 by,T^t Ck~n-j‘/p]'' includes exactly the same two elements. This
^ ,b f, 4. . . ' - " . \ \ . •:
does not apply to hik' na and |a1 lal. Whereas hik'.na ’ can- be •
described as belonging to the B.P,~type b'f ]^ b [k-n-^j/e] ,
V  ■' 6 . n  - . .
la'lal cannot be described as belonging-.to the B.P.-type .
1 by, , bt [ \-l~l]1, since the one who' denies right., can hardly
'°"1- b . -  a n  ; . .* • •' ..
be described as 'receiver' .- More-appropriate labelling will
be 'dr , dt f(-l~13 1 (cf. p. ) . 'b, bji [k~n--j/p] ' is
: ^ dd •.■' ^  .. ' ■ ‘ ■ by ‘
■included in "by' is the possessor of btit1 but' not necessarily
...in "b1 is. not :the possessor oflbt". 'dr, dt [I-1-1]' is included
■ . ■ ■ " dd
i n '''dd1 is not the possessor of'dt'. but not in '*dr is the
possessor of 'dt'1 .
2.8. Type' II': Predicatoi’s denoting certain types of behaviour :,
or activity. ’ . . ' .
The only function of- the Binyanim in non-ergative 
formation’s in type I is to realize one of the terms in the 
Aktionsart contrast 1 ' . Where this contrast is neutralized 
or irrelevant the Binyan-morph..;or Mishkal-morph occurring ' 
with :each-root.is\;npthing but a=. redundant "dummy" element,. ;
Type II is distinguished by the'fact that the Binyan occurring 
with each root is .a realization.of some "deep" feature in a 
category which is different.from 'Jf] 1 * This type is very . ;
; . sparsely represented. ■. All the B.p.s are non-ergative. -4 4a • 4
1. 11;.'A: roots denoting vices;;; "44 4 t 44^,. 'i 4;'4 \ VA'44A'''4  4
? The BvP.-type p^dprlying,,fprmati6iis4of this, subtype ,A t  4 
2 ^ ]  . ’A c 1 x s a n  abbreviation for'ictivate.' . ‘.Most --V 
roots denote a vice, an anti-social •trai-tv-.-io-f-acharac.t.er etc. ■ - .
If ’o ’ is selected the meaning of the predicator is'identical 
to the meaning of the root. The. B;Pi in-this case■ hEs1rpughlyA 4t 
the. meaning: 'n has this, vice (is:Atazy,conceited,, etc.)vA 4444.4
A,,., If 'Ac1 is selected the meaning Apf'the robt is modified to -'44,4
, convey the idea that the vice denoted: by it'. isactivated,-44 4X 44^
; realiz ed, that is , , the B.P. has'’ roughlyv the' meaning in is 4A  - ‘
• ' . . behaving anti-socially, his behaviour realizes this particular':; 4 
44 vice (he is . being lazy , conceited etc. ) .+ With one exception 4 f
'Ac' isXbealizedAby Mthpa^el^^'4; The4exceptibnal case i s 4 4 4
z-h-r 1261 with which 'Ac' ’ is. realized by M p h ' ral and ' o' 
by' ca'cic. 'b' is realizedrby a'Mishkaly witE most ropts,444 .4;4fv 
cac'can. .pf 4 4 4 4 A:
All the roots are +D ■ 4" ■ 1 ■' 4 44
+G . 4' .: , . 4 . 4,,'; 4 ;;V:44:::;
............ . The roots are: ‘?/o-c-l 7 4  ?/'b-m-k,,,30, • b/V-d-d 136;, -4 4
b-d-1 140, b-l-t 163, b/v-t-1 188, b/v-j-A ;200, f/p-n-k. 346, f  :
gA7^to4X397t^ 625? p-r-2/p 738, p-r-c 739? • 4  X;.
r-f-l 79.1, |-1-1 949, i-p'-x 982, (-x-c 1004, x-c-f 1109, V"4; ■
x-k-iu 1121, x-n-f 1152,y x-i-v 12-90, x-z-v 1221, z-ii-r 1261. :
Ex..'"vl'^|.i. --Y;4‘ ,; .-f * 4 t :4 4 . '  “ ,. "4 4-,. 4.- 4,-”' ' ' ' i "'4  ';":
4 4;,.a* 4 Ei4; hpra i " :-" 'bad '■£’ E'nitX;4 -''4.- 4:4 '"n;- 44.. 4*444'
A  4 , 444,;iSEe isiterrib3^1d 4 shy' - A-''"*- -4\ - X; 4. vvAxX.A-
4 + Wot.ice: that in',;^ giish^'Ac' ;is realized by-ther progressive ■ ,4
4:4".,.* ■ of the verb./-^ be'4*'';.-44f-'4;: 4 4'4- ' ' 4 • ’ ‘p.. ‘A f  ’
is »[H
\ '44-444'- ; V:/' .4 4p4 44 4.! 4 4  . A  ' -p / . 4248
4b. hi . no 'ra 4;! hitbao'j a ylo he'?iza ; lcal'cel elai (A.)
. 'She was being terribly shy and .did not dare . ring me ' p.
A 4 :: • . There pis,.of course 5 no absolute criterion to decide 4
. what is a vice .and what is a virtue. . Bor. certain people' and
in certain., situations obstinacy or shiness, for instance, are - p
virtues. For other people or in other situations, they a r e ; '
vicbsv, 4 .4: ;;4.- : 4':P'';' .. : " p> ,, 4" /' p -4 ■ ' A" 4 4 X / . ;  p A '
. This subclass , how.eyer‘,4 includes,pin addition to
. the above, one or two- roots; which' by most standard would be ;
regarded as denoting a virtue, e ,g*. ?/h-m-k 30. . . 4 " -. 4
This sub type is rather productive;. A number of : p
four-consonant roots (it will be recalled that such roots.
-were 'excluded from /this thesis) fit' into its pattern.
The roots ?/b-b/v-l*5 and,t-m-m 1042 do not properly
belong with subtype II .AA- but they can perhaps be • affiliated
to it. ' The root ?/b-b/v-l;5 does not denote a vice, but .when 4s' ’
Hithpa' Ael- occurs with it it occurs as the realization of the :
feature ' Ac' .' .The feature ' d ' is realized by Mishleal ca ' cec
. '!a4 A 4 :\ 4 a A  :;v;v4 ;-4' ' ! : ■ ’ 4 4 ■■■’' 44 4  a'4 ,
a.:;,4 - 4hu ^a'vel ; '-ApA;- ■ ■ 4 4 4 4  , 4:' 4-. :4- p; 4-;>
. p ' * He [is] ay mourner 4 4 4  p4 V 4 4 4  ‘4 • •
:b. ! h u m i t  1 a ' bel .. 4 ; 4.; ;vp: .■ .4 4 -,r. 4- 4
’ 4 'He is mourning' :." 4 •, - . ■ • ■ a  . 4 - 4 ' '
: 4p ';: -.44 . ?/hen. Hithpa * ^ el occurs > with the root t-m-m 1042 p
it is not a realization of 'Ac' since 'hita'mem1 ■ (t-m-m 1042 with
Hithpa4 el) is paraphrased not as hitna'heg b tmi'mut 
' . 'was behaving naively'
but as hitna'heg 4b tmi'mut m£u'sa 4
. 'was.behaving naively 4 prefending' ' .4
(.'Was' pretending toAbe naive.')’. 42 ! . -44 p4 44'
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2 .. B . 2 . Root s denoting a profession.,' function or- permanent 
■■ ’"‘At 6, . occupation. -'A,/AbA- 2 / .  4 . . A  >■
't-'A-- .6 - : This Anbtype.is ; closeiy4related4to. TI .A A; The B.Pv- ■
type is liere too n[R ] . The difference between I .A. and 
I.B. is that in the latter the roots do not denote a vice, ..
and the Binyan - realizing .'Ac' is inmost cases not i-Iithpa 'Xel.
A  ,;:;,:; .4 The roots a r e .' b/v-1- Je 162, ; f/p-k-d. 331, f/p-r-c 335 
n-c-x. 664 , r-?-p/6 741, r-g-1 766, (|-m-r 970, v/o/$-'3>o/®' 1090.
:Ek.A3i^ .A4v;-3.' 6.-4,;' v;.6;3.'- ;a 4/4X44' .4-4 "\. 'i!;'-4 ■ - -4 v 4 ■-
a> : hu' i4. miia1 cex, - A a 4  v :-;44 4 . : _ . , ; -
'He [is]- a conductor' - . •: • -■ ■' At 4-'. .'-J 4
b. hu nicex al /A. , tiz'moret . Kol isra'el
, - ,'fle was conducting the orchestra of the Voice Of Israel' 4
; This,subtype is not as productive as B.l. Many ..
speakers prefer periphrastic constructions such as £a'sak
A- ■ 4-: p4';- •• 'He. practiced
brfu'?a, £a'ved btor fofe? 4 ’ • . .
medeeineV worked as a doctor’ A 4' 4
etc. Many names of professions,; functions etc. cannot occur . 
at all with, a 'Binyan. that realizes 'AC'., e .g •' na'gar ' carpenter 
|*o ' ter ' policeman',; xa' j at: ' tailor.1 . . .'
Some roots denoting feelings or moods may be 
described as II.A, roots (that is, as roots which take , ) 
wiiotiier or ,ot they ,eouire $  . M s  applies mainly to some 
of the roots which were listed in 2.6.1. The roots in question 
cdn occur:with, a Milshlcalpt'in' '-mpht-pca-s'e's.' cac.'-can) with the 
meaning 'be a- person who frequently has this feeling or mood'.4 
Roots which denote feelings or moods .with anti-social con­
sequences' (e.g. . k/x-2/b-s,471) may perhaps be classified with 
I-I *Avl,, as roots which denote vices, though no one of them 4 
o c curs with I-Iithpa5 el. S : 4 4 , ' . . ' .4; .
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The roots are: f/p-x-d.382, k/x-£/$-s 4715 r-x-m
709, r-g-^: 768? r-g-z 769, s-^A-r 815, s-m-x 862 and
.1188. I*';” ■ ‘-'v
2.9 . formation rules introducing "basic occurrences'of
' 7 Binyanim and Mishkalim.- ' ; ■
,/y.'-!V'' . In the following chapter I do not - intend to give
a detailed-, list of formation rules, but just to outline, with ;• 
a few: examples, my general approach to the composition of such 
a list, and to.raise some-points of discussion.
• . v . Different, sets of /rules will: be jgiven for ergative
B.P.-bypes and for' non-ergative'B.P.-types, since non-ergative 
, BiP.. s withi?nq corresponding .ergative B^P. s usually shone the 
rules with non-ergative B.P.s that do have•corresponding 
•ergative B.PiS, and ergative B.P.s with no corresponding . *
non-ergative B.P.s usually share rules with;ergative B.P .s 
:Witdj corresponding non-ergative B.P. s . (cf. p. 19*3 ).
There are two non-ergative B.P.-types in I and II
(all the variables except 'ni oce ignored) ; '.nClj^ j 3 * and 
.'n.Cii^^ 1 , where I stands for type I and II for type II. • •’ ■ 
V;-'5!; Vi- The set of roots in; the range of the predicator- 
variable 'I.1 is divided into a, number of subsets. / The
Aktionsart category \ j. 1 is absent from the . environments of 
.some, of these subsets. ’njl^j]/ is then just 1 




where-. only I .A.', I .B . - and. I .C . require .the Aktionsart category
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^  . . I .A.B. and; C . includes. all -Dynami6 roots in ’1 1 , / 
except: a number of classes of -Dynamic roots.with, special 
semantic or syntactic, characteristics. i^The: exceptions.are' ,
sub sumed • under subtype. I .E. , which include s • the sub classe s . v; 
I 0E.l (roots of. feelings :.or .moods), I.E.2 (content-object 
and .internal .object roots), I.E.3 (sound-rOots) • and I .E,4 vt 
(Quasi-copulas). • -"yl •
.Eor all ^Dynamic roots ^j. is neutralized. These 
roots are subsumed under I.D. ' '-V. tt; y. 11..-
This internal division of the B.P .-type nil I ] . 
is necessary for setting up formation rules introducing 
Binyanim and Mi shkalim, since one has to distinguish between 
:those Binyanim and.Mishkalim which realize Aktionsart features 
and the "dummy" ones, which, at most, have semantic tie-uf>. . 
However, if the formation rules introducing Binyanim and' . .
Mishkaliif are to have; power to. explain these . semantic; tie-ups, 
ra different kind::of^yclassification,:of the -roots in I is to : t :
be .set up ,. In addition-. to the above, one that:will take,account , 
of semantic features such as Durational., Gradational etc. Eor 
example, the rule introducing Binyan Pa*5 al ' wlll have , to take 
into account the. semantic tie-up of this Binyan in I, namely,
the'j fact that the, great majority of roots'whi ch. take tills , ‘ :
• V - +D.urational  ^ ,, , • +Durational 1 , ■
Bxnyan are. _Grada1;lo:lal and that very few -Gradauional roots
take a different Mislikal or Binyan. Ijtie class of
y;;y,,y;--..y" ■ '..yyy t ' - i y  . tv. -Gradational
V ■' ‘ ' : ' ■ ' " ' - > - j.J) _T) ' v
roots; in I (like othei* classes of this .kind, e.g. -n yy;efc.)
cuts across a number of. subtypes in the set of subtypes I.A.,
I .B. • • • • I'*E.. (It includes 6 roots in I.A .1, 2 roots in :
I.A.4, 7' roots in I.A.5, many roots in I.D., most roots in
I.E.3 etc.). That .IsyVa 1 Classification-.whfdli takes'; into;
account semantic featuresjywillv&av^ from ;
the above classification .into the subtypes I.A:f,^;'IvE. ' y .
However, the latter classifioatiomyWAir- have ‘to -:be presupposed
by the new classification^ since it is important to: distinguish
between B.P.s with ' {^|d;-ahd ,B.P.s outside this rcategoryl/ :
This distinction can beyindCrporated into the;.new-.;ciaSsi^ip|tion
by including in each of^  the':,subclasses, created by it an , ;
indication as to whether)^t]iei'rdot.s)in)it,“i^e +DynainIcor ,
-Dynamic, and whetherthey;cah/civ, cannot be ;characterized . .
by one of the f eatures PCeeiings-,or Moods) v\S(punds)/4 C(ontent -
or internal objects) or Q(Uasi;^ nppUlas). If a root is not 1
marked as +Dyhamic for ^ as4 Ey; G or g,: this means that it .
requires . Otherwise - .it does not require this, Aktionsart
category. - " V v ' . > y/" , d'-Vt it '
The subclasses in the new classification will include
only regular cases, that iny roots that" re quire ta.;Sinyan or
Mishkal such that no general rule (rule that coyers many
cases) introducing Binyanim or Mishkalim,is Infringed. The
exceptions are treated; separately. .>
Here are some, examples of-subclasses .that will be
set up,by-the new classification of^11 ■- , y.
+D +D . ±D S +Dy -i-Dy - , : . v. . ,.
+ G +D -i-D —D ' ' ■/.•. .
-C , -G v  -G , -G , -G , -ft
where D = Durational, G =. Gradational, Dy. y  Dynamic, S = Soimds- 
(that is, I.E.3)- y
Eor simplicity’s sake let me restrict, the folibwlng 
discussion to the above classes.
Since the purpose of this Chapter is not to give . 
factual information but5'.^o^iisQUss- ;proiiemis^the/.facts will
A be presented in a Simplified manner and some distinctions ;
. ; .' will be glossed over.. =. . ’ Ay y ; y .' .
t ■ A , - ' " In accordance with v/hat was said in p . 118 , the ; A y  
yy..;A labels for the subclasses are. not to be confused with criteria 
for membership in tliem.; In other words, if a subclass has.a 
Ay-v-- ;; certain .label, say +D , this does not necessarily mean thatI •
A all the roots in this • subclass have the features.. +D and,~G
,y\ . ; and that, no roots outside this subclass have these features. . i
■ 'It' just means that among the subclasses of I., ' -G had the
y: ' highest proportion of. roots which 'imply bot'h +D and -G, and .:aA
. • that: few roots outside ; +D have both these features. 'The
formal criterion for the membership of a root in a certain 
subclass (say +D) ■ is that- this root obligatorily occurs with
:.. ’ a certain Binyan (say,' Pa’ ? al) or Mishkal br a .group of Pi
- : .'. . .; Binyanim or Mishkalim. The formation rules introducing :
; Binyanim or Mishkalim.are then nothing but criteria for the '
A;A',;A. membership of roots in a :certain specif ic subclass . :\ ‘A y v - aA".
Suppose a formation rule states that the criteria ’
\ for/a root to be a member in a subclass labelled, say +Dy
is the occurrence of this root with Niph' al. Now j suppose
that/among all the' subclasses, the subclass occurring with
Niph ’ ^ al.,' has indeed the highest proportion of, f,Dy roots, A y  '
but the subclass, Occurring with Hithpa'^el has almost as high :
;:a proportion of +Dy • roots as the subclass occuring witha
. A Niph*''al. Clearly, in this case there is no point in setting
up two different subclasses. One would set up a single A);77,
subclass. +Dy with, two subdivisions+Dy ^those taking - .
-D -D ' A 7, - 7 , 7
-G  ■/; y- iGA,;'17) ~) ' ■ a , A y . A  A A A  v
Niph’^ al) and +Dy (those faking/Hlthpa1 el,)'< >.).
-G  2 '
But suppose now that’half the roots that take A y A A  
Hithpa'^el are +By and. the)other half ate ; +I)y A and that ; .
-G  7 /7 , .v  .) ; ) \  A y ) ) , :
’ . ■ all the other +Dy • roots-.occur ‘with Pa’^ al. Then there - a AA.
;.A • - .Aare threp)possibilities;), ;ai All)the roots)that take Hibhpa^ei 
are to be assigned to +Dy . b. All tW?roots):'bhat).t"ake ;•
/HithpaVVel^ '^a^  be" assigned to ; +31. .1 c* ■ Half - to 7AAA
+Dy ,• and7the ;6Mer-7halt7;to7 *AIA; a.av-~- a; , y a- / a ;
^ r ^ A ' W A - t ^  ) "yl~: ; A-' . '■. v A
)Aphe.)third)possibility. ;takesf)intq) consideration the. semantic 5 )
facts. The first^two)# 7do.es not. ; As things stand -there' seems 5 
). \ to be no : compelling reason7for preferring any of these three ' 
y y V  ;pdssihilities^: -The decision whether: to choose thelthird. or t) )) 
.7 - A , one of the first two may become better motivated' if one takes-"
, A 7; ;)ihtb % c c o n ^  economy )of) the'.whole description, A decision .
‘ o f) t |(i c kind: will) bp- Vi l 1 us t r at, e d' further below, with deference )
a. ;)■ .. td; the subciasses /) )+D , . S . . . . AD). A; -(As .mentionedA a. ' ■■
' A. A/;— . —G ‘ +D +G ■" '*“ '•* AAA' —
'.AAA i . A 'A .J  ) f  ; ' : A  / —G ; a " - c  - .. y y ; A A .A y y ) ,
A ; * ; . above, y  all bhdot^^ were) ignored for simplicity* s ' A
■ A;7)_ sake) .. 7Cf. p. ’ .. '■ ). y^yA;, - ■ "!."))■■ •;■.■; •
; A -I a,a ■)), 1 A-A IT Aheyfprmatibh; rules? iritr educing Binyanim1'arc ) 7 ) t;
. ):7; : to 7beystated 7ecohomlcaliy, itheycannot; operate directly) bn ;) A
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'these.subclasses as they are.presented above, since such " 
problems as the one just discussed arise. :
V'-V-V / Notice "the following facts: though most. ■ S :
.robts occur with;Palpal, 8 occur with Pi ' el, 3:with Hiph'5il 
and' 2 with Hithpa''el. . (cf. p. 1 f*/ ). Though most -+Dy ' ' :
;. •- ' X ; 5 y  ■ ;; ," Y  v - ■. -kd . ■' Y  '■ ■
,.roots o ccur with Pa 1^ al, 10 occur with Hithpa1 el, 8 with 
1 Pi Y  el etc. (cf. pp. 5 ^  ' '5°^ )■.. Though most +Hy, roots V".
occur with Niph'Val, some occur with Pa^ al, some with Hiph^ il 
and some, with Hithpa' ^ el. (cf. pp. '] g 2.,.- 7-^3). Though ' f 1 is
realized as Hithpa' ^ el with most 7 +1) roots , with some it . ;
, ■_ . y s/ . ; Y  ; y v  ■ v \ V ; Y  ,:Yy -: Y Y
V is realized by Hiph1 ^ il ( cf. pp. • 15.&-? 7 5 S' ) . , ■ • YY ; v
Are the roots that occur with Pi* <’el in S to \
Y  -■■ ,.-y  Y.. ""'Y, Y ;.;\v.y  v Y^Y'.' y\' -Y;‘ ■ ■ ',v’ ' +D . •
be described as members of a sub-class ' S or of a .
 ^ - : ' Y. ' +V ■ ■  ^ ' Y'Y " .
' ' yyy.';■ ' .Y- Y,-. v X . . y Y  ■ ;;y v";y2 \ , ,-g- .. - a , ; v  Y', y
diff erent subclass? , It will, be observed, that besides these
roots the only roots which occur with Pi *Ael in our subclasses "
are the 8 +Dy roots' in I .D.4.; It may be . concluded, then,
“ • ■ • ’ X y -Xy - +D ■Yy - • V. Y , y X Y ■ ;Y Y ; y  Y y 'Y-
: that even if w e . wanted to assign the. roots .that take. Pi1 ^ el in 
. S to a subclass other than VS : we -could not do so, ;V Vv
’ . ;. A';;-G;2.'V v>2 - • ■ ■■ -';'5
since the only subclass that can: be: considered for this purpose, 
is of negligib 1 e size. The same argument applies',,of course
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to the roots that take Pi ?4 el. in +By . The latter should "
67.,-, 6'- • +D . 6,.: r"^  7 -7' 2' • 4 " ' 7
he assigned to +Dy ' " - '.'-y ‘. : 4.' • yV’- .
•-\77'' ; 7 ■ +D ' 7:. ■ ' 7 , 7 -^77'- . ■ * V. ■
;7;,/ :6y; • 2 \ ' 4^4.72. 4/y:y ■'i/'-.y ‘4 y>-.y^- M " ;
v V y The +1) roots that take Hiph^'il as a realization
• -7 ' ' 77 + G. ' ■' .'i' ■ .7.7- ' 7'' ' 7"
of ' f 1 can be . described only as 4-D ; since no other
‘7. ”■' ■■' ■■-. ■ • ■ 67-:, - 5 . +G +? 7 77 “-\4 :
• '■ . . -c . 2 7 . 6 . .=. • ■ ■
©roots that take j. occur with Hiph’^ il. As concerns the 7. 
+Dy roots, that take Hithpa1f el, one may .assign them either '
■ +D 7 y'y . ; ' 7f7'y '";'-y 7 : ‘ 4*y4:7- ■ ' 7- ' "7 44 4
to +By or to £D . (since all ±D • roots, take
+D 7 +G +4 +G + /'
-G 3 ‘ - -c 1 6- , 7 _o, ' 1 7y4; 7
Hithpa1 ^ el) . , 77' '  y 4 •• y ■ 7 •. • y 7 - •. "V 4 y y
7.7777 4 The +By roots occurring with Pa6 al may he: 4.r
assigned either to -i-Dy or to +Dy . The' +Dy roots
V-/' ■■ ' ' 4 7 -D . hD ' " 6 -I> 4 : ' 7 ■ . 7 "
7"'.' •' 777y-"G,:v. -7y7-G477'7-■ - 7,. :>-
occurring with Hiph 6 £1 and those occurring with Hithpa1^ el : 2 
can be assigned either to 7 +Dy • and 6'. +Dy, , respectively,'
V' :: -7v, ;44'.y4 4 ■ 4  -6 3 i -G , 4 . x' ;y' • • / y
or • to . +D and + D  : re spe ctiveiy • cf. below. 7
. 7 ' +'GV.+ f 1, ' ■- f G W* p  • ‘ -
7 . 6-7 hc:;'7y:y2;.';7 _ ;^ Q  . , y : '  y ' " '  . "
- . We may then revise the list of subclasses of I-as .
follows:1 ,7 :V ■ - ' ’ ,7 ; 7'. -?'v7: -
+D 7 S . '7 S. . ' ' >By . ' : ,7+Dy . +Dy
\ +D and +D •. +B • and +D and - 7 +D ,
y~G-2v,;- '4-G.;v 1 'y'' ■ G . 2 . ' - -G •5,
+D: :7 • thy , 64 +Dy. .'77 +By . +'By
-G ,,77' -I) and either •, -D or +D • and . -h
' ’ ' '“*G 1 ^;y I:,- 7.-77. .4. ~G ,2 ■ 7 ■ -G 1 -G -
- .Vv:rV7 7:7: -t*Dy. ‘ 4 v6;,y ■ +D' :''' ' 4 V. 7 - +D 7 y
and either' 7.-p or + f 7 and -j-GBy P , ff:
, .C". ' ' -G 4 . .‘--O' \ 14 -G.i 77' ■ 2 :
;> V  :4'4’-7 4'4;4^'y;/;y.y 4 y  y- y 7,'y./ / ; 257 y  4. ;
.. Before deciding between the alternative cases in
this list we must discuss another preliminary’ arrangement . y-y
which must, precede the formation rules:. . reduction rules. ;
Eirst it will be observed that features such as.1+Dy1 and ••"• .
.'.S' , .whose sole function is to distinguish roots' that do ' y  
not require j (cf. p. I S o '■ ) . are. redundant f or the .purposes 
o f .formation rules introducing Binyanim•or Mishkalim. . So:we . 7 
can formulate t he. f o 11 owing reduction rule; for any sub cl as s-y
label X, if X includes +D or . -D or y-D ,. the]?., when
y  ' 4 . —G —G +G . . -'-v ■ ■. 4
formation rules are concerned, X.is to be regarded as' identical
to +D . or. -.“GD or ±D • , respectively. E.g. for the 
.y-G 'v. y : . i'G d ■ ■ +G ; 4 - y.4"■,yy'-:4 .
'purpose of formation' rules . S‘4- = . +py. '= +D*. . The : ■ y
'■ . . +D +B ~G . 4 .
4'44r. - 7 - y.y/)/- ! 77 7 ■ -G- 4 -g : . 7 7 '•■yy y i y  ;
second reduction rule is based, on the fact that a -Dynamic /Gy. 
root with [,?] becomes Ixn^rosslve (and, by implication,
-Graditionad' w^en ' f ■i-s added to it, whereas no '■modif ication 
occurs in it. when ’o' is selected with it (cf.: p. ; ) ..
According to the .latter reduction rule, then:
I.
+D /, ' /  . +D
-G ® V-G 7
+i)y y  >  y  --D
.rG : 4 : ■: 44-G.
. § / + /  
rl + /■ * :«
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4+D .7,.: 7 +D
•i-G .+• d ~ +G 
-C -C
III.
+a + >  ;■ =. 2g
. ■ ■ ■ +D.
• G
. 467,4 4 -c
4 / 7  . The latter reduction rule applies before the former.
4 ' / After both reduction rules are applied the list of 7
subclasses, in p. is transformed into the following:
7 +D . . -kD-. +1) '■■■• -D +D .' either "D
,-G 1 , -G 2 , 7 -G 3674/ ~ G .4 y -G \ \ -G 2
4 . +D ‘4 . -D -D /  • +D 4 / 4  v . .  ‘4;-.
pr 7_g i _Q /  _q • 4. v +G (all three, divisions
of the second rule were applied) . . . "-1 4 ' ‘
how the' formation rules introducing Binyanim and 
Mishkalim are given /.
y  . + D + D .  . "~7 p »<’ai
7: ... -G 1 y, • ' -G 1 ' fa aJ- 7
p 7 +D. . > +1) . ' ^  p . 1 f *1 '■ .
/*. , '7..4 y G /4244 4. />; ~G 2 7 ' y  r  ' 7 4 .4
5.44;; y ; 3 ~— ^ -G 3 ^  Hithpa^el /
4 . ^ 7, ...6 ^ ^  hiph1 ?al
- G . 2 4 4  7> -G .2 ' 4 Pa,val ^
6. . ^ ■ . • ■  ^ ^ y Hithpa' ^el - 4
n • -D x 40 ^ . , r , : ' 7 1 4S
7 * , -G 4 •' -G ' 4 Hiph il -
8. .7 -4.4 4 -^- ^  . 4 Ca*cue etc. ■ 4 4;
, +D ‘ ■  -HhD- '
9 . ,+G 4  . y  t_g Mcu'cac etc. .
/4 ■ -8/ 4-:,. ■■/■'■■■■ -C 7 .4 4,7;' ' . 7'7 4 ■ 7
V ' . ■ -+D '4 4-/7 7D 4 ^ 4  4,:i; 4  /  '■ /
10. +G 4 4  +G Muc'cUc etc.
4 4/ 4. —C 2 y d  2 7';,., ■ 4 f  .7. , - /■':■■
.. . Rules 1 and 4 . account not. only for cases in which
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Pa v'al .and Niph1) al are redundant, but also for. cases in' 
which they realize 'o 1 and 1 f 1 , respectively. This is due. 
to the. reduction rules.. Had these reduction rules not been 
applied, there would, lie four formation rules instead of 1 . 
and 4 ', namely : " " \ ; .. ,
o — > Pa1 Sal1 ’ 






' +1) ■' 1 
- -G -1






+by . ' 




and- the inherent connection between, rules 1 1 and 5' on -the .
one-hand, and 2 1 and .41 on the other hand (cf. p . 1
would not be captured, : ■ •
. Notic e al so th at; the re duct'i on rul e s el iminat e the 
distinction between +I)y roots that take Hithpa'^ el and
. . ; 7 ;  ' ; - h  ' • .. ■' ; . h r '
..j.- 'and •- . ■ ■ ~G • .. : ■ • .
Hiph1 and . .+D roots, with,which 1 is realized as
•fG . 1 ‘ 'J>
. -0 . 2 , :. ■; ...
Hithpa1 ^ el and as H i p h i l .. Thus, rules 6 and 7 account
for both cases. As in the case of rules 1 and 4 above, had
the reduction rules not ■ operated, there would be , four' rules










’■P't ■ +Dy V;P" ' +Dy /— n ' - ‘V/ '"■'77
4" . ' " ■ ,-D ' “ -> -D . . ■ HiphPil
; ■ ■ _ —G 4 ■ ' —G ‘ ■ 4 .■ ■ ■ V /■"
and the : inherent connection between ln and 3 U and/ 2,r and 4"’ 7" ,•
would not 1® captured 7 \ - 7. v
’ h In accordance with what was mentioned in p. \r
it should be considered whether the. number of subclasses .
(and, accordingly, formation rules) could be reduced’ further. :i : 
Notice first that three different options present themselves 
when +D : and -D are concerned, a. . +D J
.*. 7 -g 3 - , 7-g 73 2 •’ ' ;. ' ./. -g 3
(rule 3) could, be abolished and replaced by -D (rule 6. )
b. -D could be abolished and replaced by +D . ‘ • ■;
, . /  7--G73; 7 -  7  7 . 7 . . 7 ' ' ' - ‘ ■ ■ ■ ■ •  p - ; 7 7 - - ' _ ■  ■ 7 7 ’ 3 7 p - p  P
c.. Everything should, be left as it is. ; 7-/P'/ V-h /
7 . Since -h is part, of the. output of the reduction
rule no. Ill above, the:, option b. should, be rejected, otherwise :
it would obscrue the fact that there ' is an inherent connection , ;;
between +N . and ;' -D. '■ roots. The Option a. should be ,
•: -fG; .+./;■ . ~G , 7:; / '7p7;. 777 ' P - : .
be rejected too.,otherwise rule 6 would, become much .too ' '
powerful.; It would assign the semantic tie-up p-D to : :
Iiithpa1 f el in .many cases in which this ; Binyan can be described 
.heith0.i, as ,therealization of. VPwith , roots, nor as
a ' I'edundant form occurring:with -D'. . roots in whose environment
I©| neutralizes.; ; ; P7vp. -\7:. * ' • 7-'"'v.. 7 7 P  ; 7:
; o,; ;7v P^bther choice .'Which; Presents'itself the . :P
following: -D .(rule 5) could be abolished and replaced
. ■ '■■■'VP ■■■■:; / -G .2 *■ . ■ ■ : ; A  7' - P ; '
"by ,+B ... or the other way round. The second possibility
' ■. : 1 ' ’.v-:- ■ -- ■ ' ■ ■ '■■■’ • • v:
should be rejected, since it would make • rule 1 much too ,
powerful. . It .would . as sign the semantic tie-up ’ -D to. Pa'^ .al-. 
in many cases in. which this Binyan is a redundant' form with -
neutralizes- The first possibility can be accepted, since 
the occurrence of Pa-’^  al as ther. realization of a 1 is not v,
incompatible with -B roots. There are in I.A. ' -Bynamic . v
.■ > '  •" - >  ''
roots with  ^a 1 that are - -B. .:/ .v t i ' . \ / J ■
" \ . ‘ ; ; -G 4- can be completely abolished, since it includes 
a- very small numbexv' of roots. These can be treated individually, . 
as' exceptions * ' ■. t.-- ; " . • -
. ' ■ , The above set of formation rules will then be modified 
and: take the following form: • ; !
'i* -■ ■:
•; +d
— G 1 — :—
-i*B 
—G il. Pa 1^ al .












—G 1 ^ ’> G ; i
/->
Hiph'^ al
' ■ -B/ 
—G 2 -
-B
■ —G . 2 Hithpa '^ el






















t;; '-C v-v" y v ^  ': ' -  "' V^ v^- ' :. - ' i;'. ■', ■ i ' . " 1262 :' i
Q - +P •■ \ •■ ' tB . ' ■^ ^ ■,-■ ;: ,'• 'G/.- ‘/M
' -G 1 -G Ca1 cue etc. -wi';';.’
;.t.;! The main functionsief;rbhe; reduction rules; and formation-rules ;: 1
1 - presented above are;to oxplain the semantic1; tielup of Binyanim 
■ ; ^ 1 ’:lif.ii.alim,i^  show the; coruaection between ^ those •olassescll ij 
of roots^vwhdeh; feguif /and'.;tiios,e--.'classes. of.'roots wi-'fc;3b.-: ■" 1  ■-■■ol-.j 
which this contrast neutralizes'or. to which, it..:is irrelevant, 'Vt-y 
V. ' The rules show, - for instahce that Pa'i al;, Pi' ^ el and 'Hihhpa'f el;:
have the semahtl:c;:.t ;J: ^ and that • HithpaK el, but . /
. not . P a : ^ ' ^ t i e - u p  - -D. 't .1.;-
, They also show that the Binyanim ,do. not distinguish, as it were,
; ; between semantic features which;a '-predicate
ifiy- •. implies, and se&ahtibfeatures^thatiare: implied. by: a;-ptddibatoru/i 
•: which dpes';not include : 1 /' 1 . ' Niph al^l'for instance, ^ has the
v:; ■ same semantic tie up, namely . -D * ■ with both kinds of •.. '. :-V-
t;'‘v  . predicators. -I-. ;■ ' ;.-.y t-'t : -I1' -t'tl'- :;t'Vrf '
; . 2.10. Derived.;-occurrehces of Binyanim " .;f J . h y h l t y v : - '
!  -1 hi. Por the hption- AderiveS -Occurrences%of'Binyanim! ' I ih-,'5
'h'h' ; .cf. 2.1.5'. . th ■•-.h-t . tv- —'V • y" .  ^v -;'h
1. Reflexive
., h;,h ", .; "iSome occurrences Vbf ;peifainfBinyanim are . ref lexive />: t; (
• v 1 The;‘B.P.s- under lying the setoc currencesiare ; ordinary ergative f' ■••if;
B.P.s. In other words, no recategorization of roots and their : 
flff h: „ -B:.P.s';is required in order to ekplaihYthe reflexive; use.; of;7''V hh,/
certain Binyanim. However, only few roots can take reflexfive .. 
liy. hi voccurrencesiot Binyahimv,;:.:■. hh'\it""” y-v f. " hfh. .--h,;h1
■ty 1. .'v.; • Ref 1 exility can be. explicated as a special case , V'■<.
1/ • of ..instantiation of an ergatiye;;fe.P. ;• If the B.Pb.is ^a,g[R] Qr' : :
and'-'it. is instantiated;as 1 ,'■ tVyi DPI Vf that is, if
1 . V... . mod . ■ igoP o ;. _•
a - g, or,' in other words-, the instantiated value of 'a' 
equals, the instantiated value of 'g' , .then the -instantiation 
is said to he; reflexive. - ' ,
The class of reflexive instantiations is included 
in the class of all. instant!ations of every ergative B.P. of 
which the predicator is not; irreflexive . The B .P. of, say,; / 
the irreflexive predicator ■l'[give''.'bift]i^ :.to]',';‘]aaS';.np reflexive 
instantiations. This does not necessarily imply that the 
reflexive instantiations of every B.P. are realized with an 
occurrence.of a reflexive Binyan. . In fact only few roots can 
take a reflexive occurrence of a Binyan. Among these roots 
there is a high proportion of roots denoting making one’s 
. toilet (washing, dressing etc.), .though not all.personal-' 
toilet roots: can take a reflexive occurrence of a Binyan. h  
What characterizes, these roots is the fact that they denote 
activities which, the agent normally perf orms with himself as 
the object. . The Binyan with wh.ich. these roots are realized ; 
when they are used reflexively is in most cases Ilithpa'S el.Y 
When;., they are not used reflexively the Binyan.is in most cases 
P i 1 ^ el, and in some cases P a a l .  . • ; ;
The quest!on.arises;what, is meant by 'identity of 
the instantiated values of ’ a.' and ' g ’ I Does . it concern 
identity of phonological representations, of meaning orb of 
reference? Notice for instance the following examples:
1. William Shakespear shaved the author of Hamlet
2. The man who: lost;; his wife shaved the man" who lost his wife 
3» The widower shaved•the man who lost his wife.
" y:y-y’ '-V; .•,'^ '■•‘'1 / / y.y;'■ ■; ;-/;yiy .i - it’ -^;-v 'V‘264yV.}-
■: v, \ ■ In 1 the reference of ' the: vaiue of .'a;' is identical
• to the reference of the value of 'g', but neither the meanings . ■
, . _ nor, the .phonological representations, are . identical. In cases
such as this the terms are not considered' identical for, the,, 
purpose of the rule introducing -reflexive Binyanim* . ; ,
In 5 the meanings are identical but not the phonolo­
gical representations nor necessarily the ref ei'ences . Again, 
here the terms are not considered identical for the purpose V 
;of this rule... .. . ^y - yi/-;: . i  -  " ■ \ '
;■ “y I n  2 . the phonological representations are identical 
and so are the: meanings, hut.not necessarily the references.
1 V  liere the. rule can operate, hut only on the assumption that1 the 
references are identical. For the, rule-to he applied, then, 
the. necessary conditions are identity of phonological repre­
sentations and of meanings, and identity of references must y/"- ;
. he assumed. •. , ’yyV ' , •'
■ i' The roots'are: : ?/e-p--r 3^5 11.6, h/v-r-j 17.7?,
'o/v-s-.-m 1?9, c-j-a 250, f/p-d-r ‘ 322,. f-l-s 343, f/p-j-t 380a,
. ..f/p-t-r . 383, f/p-o-H. 391, s-I-k 420, g-r-d 45$, It-f-.f 503,
, k-l-f 508, 3c-l-« 515, ic/x-n-n/a 521, k/x-s-j/o 551, l-b-j 580, V
.... y  l-k~k 338, m-kr-m 612, m-r-H 624, m-s-r 626,. n-g-v 678,
n-k-y/e .691,. r-x-c 806, s-h-n : 820, s-k-n 846, s-l-k 831 ,
; 1 ,ls4r-k '879, nc-t-1' 1201,: j-f/p^g/e 1236* i;, . , :V :
- Sx. 13*5•• .• • ' ’v  v , :
’ . al y. dal ' <ja y. ?ip'ra et 'dina • ;. ' ; . ' 1 ^
b '• ■•■.f , VDaliah put make, up on Dinah1 s: face '
'’ hi ' h • o'to. jom. : ’ mijum ma hi hit?ap 'ra (A.)
y; . . .'Oh that, day for some reason she put on make /up 1
yy'--'l . y hi .?ip'ra et ac'ma,, - y ■ ;v\ v 1 ' 'y;Vy.y ."
h ; ' ; '. V 'She put on make up (made herself up)1
: vdh/'’ -;|ip'ra'i."' . o'ta \yy,^.'i’* ■ . : ;•:; .1 " yyV
. 'She put. make up on her* y’ y y ,:. ■ 1
. . ;  ■ y 'by. ' ■ V .y
As is seen from Ex. .133 c . there is..an alternative . y y 
way of expressing the reflexive. This consists.of a formation 
. which .is identical in' everything, including the Hinyan y V'.yy
selected, to a;n ordinary ergative formation, except that 
ythe value of * g*, which must he a personal pronoun, is ;
suffixed to the form a cm- 1 self1 (compare Ex. 133 d ‘.) With 
; roots of the above . .class this. \yay is optional . With all .
. other ergative.roots . this,is the, only way.to express the ' 
reflexive (the situation with reference to related formations, 
such as nominalizations of ergative B.P.s etc. is i g n o r e d f ' ’ 
here). V - ; y f ' ■ f y  " y. > y • ::;yy-y
. With the ergative-only roots in tlie' above class y , ’ f
Hithpa*Cel serves unambiguously as the reflexive marker, that , 
is, it marks the instantiation underlying the formation as y y 
: reflexive.. .But with non-ergat iv e- and- e r gat i v e roots in the- - '
above class ambiguity is possible, since in some cases .
I-Iithpa* \ el is bothy.the reflexive; marker and the realization -
of '?* * . E.g. 'hu ' hitko'fef* (where the underlying B.P.. is :;
. ' • '/ . - , *He became bent * -. y f  . y. y  - '
. VnCk-fr-f .] * and Hithpa* Cel realizes-y-!. - or as, *.He bent
.himself * (where the underlying B .3?. is *a,n[k-f-f] —  *a,g . 
[k-fr-f] * and Hithpa*^ el is' the reflexive marlcer) . - :
Quasi reflexive f .'
A number of roots share some semantic, though not y . 
syntactic features with the roots listed above. .These are : ,
' ?/®-b-d 1, b-c-r 133, : b-t-?/e 186,.' c-l-v 229., x-p-r 1139., r y : .i f 
x-j-v . 1210a, ;g'Srhh#;^96z-h-j/e, 1264. All take Hithpa '*> el. y
These roots define' non-ergative B.P. s-only, '.hut- except ?-/e-b-d-,
1 and c-l-v 229. each of them has a corresponding, root in an . •••.
ergative B.P. with a similar meaning.and the same phonological :
representation.' y C. ' y/ ; . h'v ■ y./yy.-
.Ex.i.^ip. . '--C V-., .... y ;. . /yh ' '-:;y:y y f v h v
a. ..ha iv’fit.Cjelli ’ jaxad/;; im. ha;,man.'mac ;• .(e'di , lhitra’hez , 
'My Hebrew, , together with ., my effort : to concentrate
■; v Ihitba.'te?. o^-.'.sim 'ro.j.em . m,0u' jam (A.).:.
y and express, myself y-create a Certain impress ion' fy, ' ‘ y
b . a' ta y '.pa?am- bi'teta et ,ha ra£.' jon :(e ..... (A. )• .-/h
' You once ■ -b expressed the : idea; that .... ... ' : b y ; - y y y:
Ihitba' te? in Ex. 133a can be paraphrased . lva'.te?: et ■ ac*mi
■ y \ . • v' ' ’ ■, ' . -y ■' ' to expressEimyself '
Though the root, b/v-t^?/©yin Ex.. . 13.6a i s i dent i cal. y 
in phonological represent at ion andy similar,, in. meaning to 
b/v~t-?/e. in Ex ./ 133b, the former can be viewed neither . as 
the,non-ergative form corresponding to the latter, nor. as. the ■ 
realization of the reflexive, instantiation of .the latter. 
Furthermore, the ergative B.P. 'a,g[b-/v-t-?/e] has no.
'reflexive .instantiations, since.the values:of !g ' are 
.inanimate that' is , .the predicater. b/y^t^.?/® is.yfrreflexiyey - 
The fact that the subject (that -is,, the value of ,'n') in ■
Ex. 133a is animate indicates that the B.P,. underlying this.. 
examp.le is not the. non-ergative B .P «y eorr.esponding . to the ■ - 
ergative B.P. underlying Exv i'3$b 9\since the- snbj ect.: (the 
value of 'n') of a hon^ergative .B.P..-is identical.. td. the 
object (the value of 'g ' ) of an ergative. B .P . but the: . . 
object of the ergative b/v-t-?/e is inanimate.y !
.' The reasons why.;. the .roots, listed above are described 
as quasi-reflexive.are that forms . consisting'of such a root .
. and Hithpa1' el can be paraphrased, b y  a circumlocuti on, or,
in some.cases, an idiomatic expression in eluding the form y,?'j
acm- 'self , and that in most cases these' forms denote . . b  . .
b  activities which, the subject p e rf orins . up on himself. • Some 'bybby;
circumlocutions, paraphrasing these forms include the ergative.
.•yroct\%hich is identical in phonological representation-and/- b b b
-. similar in meaning to the quasi-reflexive roots... Some others.
do hot include, such ergative roots. - ' ' ; y b b y  .' . - " ; . '
• Examples: y.,: ,y :b  ■ b h  ■ ■ . '?/ 'b'b 3'
:■ Quasi-reflexive form ,,: paraphrases . , . b  . y .
hit? a 'bed (with no forpesbby' dibed ;et yac:-,mo' , h ’ da?at • (idiomatic) 
ponding ergative) ' y ’Destroyed himself intentionally’
y * b.y yyyb'by', . ■ y ha’rag .et ac'mo . b  . ..yb-
■' ’■ y ' ’Killed . himself1 y b b y b  !'by
. hitxa’jev ' yla’kax al ; = ac’mo hitxaj ’vut .
b  ’He commited 'himself ’ ■ . 'Took .' upon .himself a commitment..’
2-. Reciprocal (symmetric relations) ,. . ‘ • y.; f
yyi;:Exb:i37. b- 'y■ yiy?" ■ .. . *-■ yy ,yt'i y ’•, .ydd-byy';/ y.  ^'vi
.a. fa?.'nan hitna'j ek im .'gila .,-yy-b. ■ . . y
' .'Raanan kissed . 'with ^(rila’ i y v y.?.' y ■ , yy. y.y y-
b. 'gila hitna[ 'ka im ra?'nan •' -y-.yb'b y ■ " b  y,
' ,'G-ila kisse,d:y-,with- Raanani y-ybiy: ?y:v- ;y\-b '• . . b  "
c. ra? 'nan v'gila hitna f'kuy • _ y'by-
j'Eaanan and Gila kissed' y V ■ v ’„ ' .  yyy .. by'-b'-yy
d. .raa’nan ni(ek et ’gila y b b - b U  Iy’y y -y - yyb' y;.; 1 ‘ y b  /'
. Ha?'nan kissed ' Gila y yy' ..b' by-'''' b  ?b.;’' y b
: e . \g'ila ni('ka.et'ra?. 'nan -/ ? b  b b b  "-b'yy ■. :/?bb - ;-
y.1 Gila kissed Raanan' /?by;'vy • - ' -r-'byb
■v fi .fa? ’ nan hitxa'ten.. im 'gila? • y ' 'V •. I b b  -b' .y ' y y y y b
'Raanan marriedy with Gila’ • . . _ V \ b y b  yy ■ -y / . v-:' ' 'y
. < g.'  ^ra?'nan v'gila hitxat'nu . y,. y' .;.':'-y-;yy V? byyyy ' y;’ry; 
f v yy'’-. . ’.Raanan . and Gila married' .?. yb. :r;y'-y: ., y d  ' b'-'/P \ .(■
y h . ;;haf.'be zu'got bimxu'van lo . mitxat '.himy -}. y'yy;’: 
b y  'Many couples deliberately do not marry .' • ‘. • . '
A 268 j
kdei ” " Ika •’beX et hataj 1 lum ha1 ze . - m ,ha mem Ja1 la (A. )
.. .in order' to get this . payment , from the Government ’
i. jo'sef .xi'ten , et 1 gila 7 (etra^.'nan /. -et .’ra% 'nan * A
•‘Joseph married oft Gila /, ( Raanan' / Raanan
'■ • v ‘ gila)' ' A - •. A'! ■ , A -A': A' ’A" A • A  I ; .-
and .Gila) ’ A'y: A- ■ A. A A '"'t- ' A-v ‘ A. '
j . A-.:ran‘nan ' x i ‘ ten . . et- ‘ gila .. ' \ a  ■ ,A"A
’ Raa ’ nan married off . Gila': J , A ;■ ■ '
k. ’.gila xit ‘na A, .et; ra£ ‘nan ’ ; A , A ‘A- • ' t.
■ 'Gila, married off Raanan‘ ( A"- . , A.., ' .. . ‘
1. /'jo' sef hista’jef im ' ra?-'‘narA :A p - ’ • A. . A.
'Joseph fenced with Raa'nan' A. ;
m.. *Jo ‘s.ef si'jef et ra^'nan - A  .
‘ Joseph fenced- Raa'nan' • A: A • : ■
. All the .forms containing the. roots n~j-k 70?, s-j-f 906-
and ,x~t~n 1-203 in Ex;. 1.57 ..express'mutuality ,A.'reciprocality-.
However, there are some. differences''hetweOn the roots n-jikA
70.7., s-j-'f .906 and x-t-n 1205* A'lhese .differ'ences. can be
- described as follows.:' the root n~j~k defines.vthe..'ergative
. B.R., *a,gfn-^~kl‘A ,■/from which, hy.-R.I>,, the■ instantiation ■ .
ra£ nanpap 5 • ^ilalgo [n- j~k] Q , (underlying. Ex *A‘ 137d) and 
‘gila^ao ra£’Xnah-j^, [n-J-klQ.(underlying -Ex. A157©). can-he A 
derived. Ex. 157 a - .and - b - 'which are paraphrases of each- : 
other A-;., are derived-from/the . con^undtihn of the. above two A 
: instantiations':: : ; • ; A  A
- r s a ' n a A a o  L a - A k ] Q a n d  . V g i l a ^ y  . ^ n a n ^  : ' \ . ::
■ ■ [n~) thH;o ,(.simtiltaneousiy.J..' vv Any-rui:e:.'.introducing .formations 
such 'as Ex.. 157 n .- and' bv:- will be. applied only if the- value of 
‘a ‘ in each of the con j un c t s is identical in ;phoHologicaiA: 
representation', in meaningAand An-reference-, with, the ,value 
■ ;of: .? g:‘, ;.in:;"the Ather - conjunct/.A\,AA a A. V'A A  V'V :A-'
' ' . The root x-t ftp 1203, defines the non-ergativeAB.P.; . A
n , (nA) [x-t-nlwhich,''.expresses' a symmetric relation "(that*: is A, 
n (n ' ) [ x-1-11J ss n 1 , (11) [x-t-n] 'A underlying Ex .- 137 I’-, g and h .) . 
and an ergative B .P . a , n  ^[xf b-h] underlying Ex. 137 i ? j : ■ A
and k . Since :n, (n1) tx-t-nl s. h 1 , (n) [x-t-nl,. the ergative. -. A
XB.P. can be rendered either as a, h [x-t^-n] or. as ay. n-1 [x-t-n]
. : ■, 7; A.aA'-a  A- .(n1) p-.pA. aAA-A A A- . (n) Apy,
With the possibility of deletion indi cated by the brackets,Ar. 
the variety-.of-B.P.s presented. abbve .explains naturally the 
,interconnections between all. the f ormations with x-t-n in .. . '
Ex.A137*
• A : A- . • The. root. s-j-fp.906 also, defines a'/non-ergative B .P ... 
expressing a symmetric relation,, namely n,n‘Os-j-f] , but' no A 
ergative B.P. A vA ■' A -‘Apt Av^-"• A: 'vp;, AA -‘A ' " ':AAAp-. ; A A'"
A AA '' Bhe difference between n-j-k 70? 011 the one hand A 
and x-t-n 1.20 3 and • s- j - f 906 on the 0 thor hand is that: the A - Ai 
1 at t er two' express symmetric relations wliereaS pbhe. f ormer - /
expressesAaAnon-synmetrie: (though iiot^  asymmetric)A relation. A 
However, there are. many points of similarity between the A .A- p.-, 
former and: the 'latter. Once a conjunction' of instantiations 
such as 'ra^’nan^g^ 'giia^Q [n-J.-k] . and 'gila^Q ,-ra? 'nan^ggA . 
[n-]-k] (simultaneously) ’ is formed, the root 11-j-k in the A J' 
context of this conjunction does express; mutuality or f.eci-Ap' 
procallty.p Eo rma t i ona 11 y r o o t s. s u'ch' as. 11- j-k- in ' conjunctions 
of the kind • stated; above behave in .the same manner as Appf- .• > 
inherently reciprocal roots. In both case's the: Binyan ' :
occurring with, tlie. root, is Hithpaf el, the construction in A.
-the singular is. :' a AR im b ' (' im * is a preposition)- and in A. - 
the. plural fa v h E' ( ' VA is the. con junction '.and.1) etc.' p. 
In order -is account for this similarity one'• may introduce -A-’
A v  A .. -A-' ;V 'A*-Pa  a " .a a .a -/ . ■ :: ' VA/ ' A . -. ;p 270 vp  ^. •
.A,.:. rul e s whi clipin certain conditions ,A would convert a- non- .
A:;X;AA . Asymmetric predicator into a. symmetric! one,,. and in this Avay .. A 2,; 
AA: r A!-.v make, it fit: to undergo .the . formation rules whose use is' p P-A -Atp;- 
pA'AA restricted' to inherently symmetric predicator s. ApA" A: A pApAAA, 
pp pp, : . ; Stated informally, su6h:rulos ’will - convoy the A
A A- pp- information that:for. some ergative. B.P.s,, if two instantiations
■- A p -- of the same B.P. hold simultaneously, such that the instan- /
: ' tiated. value of. the first coordinate of each of them' is ; :
• A . A - identical to the, .instantiated value of. the second coordinate -pAA
p.' : of the other, then the root becomes, at least for the purpose . . A.
of a certain set. of formation rules, a reciprocal root in a A "■
non-ergative instantiation., of the type, Rp110 ^ln‘ '
"■ , One stej). in this conversion procedure will be Coalescence
'A A of elements which, occur ' twice- inAthe- conjunction of. two A: • APA' : A
-v .Pi:.instantiations of the same, ergative. B.P. ; the: predicator. ; ;A
pp will occur only one time and instead.of four arguments•(two
■ identical pairs) .there will be only two . ' '■-'Ap'p'pA
A A ' . - As mentioned above , .these, rules v;i 11 not-apply to
p'Ai'A '-"A' all ergative B.P.s.. Some -ergative ' B . P . s wil 1 never have • two - ' - 
■ pr A p.A instantiations..whichAholdAsimultaheousiyA such that the; value 
,-A Ap, of ’g 1 in the one is identical to the value of ’a f in. the ’ A p,A':
.. other .. This applies, for instance, to ergative B .P=.s :in ., A , . A
A; A which the- values of. g^'1 are inanimate. However , not all a  A a A
p p p ■/ ; . ergative B.P.s. which do allow the possibility' of reciprocal A v . 
A:;-, instantiations, can go through the ! same formation - rules as -A
A "A . inherently reciprocal' roots. • In fact, this ability is v.v
p restricted to a small -number of roots. The majority of '•
. these are;roots denoting activities which involve interaction A
■between two parties, notably all kinds’ of erotic activities A'
On the. other’ hand not. all ergative roots which refer to A'A 
typically .mutualactivities behave formakionally like 
inherently reciprocal roots. / ■ vv '  ^,-.P P . -,p
A; p; :■ Eor reciprocal inst anti at i bns-.c on j uncti on of roots . 
outside this snail;• class of typically mutual roots there is. 
a special • formation,. .dif f erenf. from- the formation .•realizing' pp 
.inherently reciprocal-roots. ., A P ' P ' "
Ex., 1 3 8 . . ^ . p A A p A ;  A"- AAAA'AAA"" A- pp p A'Ap"' A p ‘ ' [A
a. jo'.sef v da'vid , Aod'du e’xad. et haje'ni ' A.f’-. A:
■A A* 'Joseph and; David ■ encouraged one' . a n o t h e r : ; : ' X'A ,
b .. *dalja v *rina bod1 du • a'xat et ha(ni*ja . ; . .A'A- A -A
•. 1 Dal * j a and. ' Rina encouraged : one A ■ another * . A A '■ A p A
c . lo rak hem. beindO'nezia jox'tim '.” e'xad AAA'1 - 
'Not only they.. In Indonesia they slaughter one - / ;AP;
P ".- et ha J e ' ni be * kongo (ox'tim ; . . e'xad. et hafe’ni (A.)
... A another, in Congo they slaughter pone PP.another ' •. A ' p . • •
(In this example the' parties are'groups rather, than Individuals)
; " A A p ' ; With typically-mutual .ergativovrootSAthe:construction^
exemplified in Ex. 138 is optioiial. .With other ergative roots o
it is the only reciprocal construction' available ((compare ^ the, '
situation with reference to .theAalternativesformations";for AAaa:'.A.
reflexive roots.pp. 2- 6 5/ ) . 'pp, ; "■■p-A - A A A. ;
p . "Ihe Binyan occur ring with, inherently.-, reciprocal' . A . ;
roots; as well as with reciprocal.instantiation conjunctions
is, except in a small numb er of Cases, Ilithpa*A el. ; With" ' -.p.
+ ;Compare: the .fact.'that -among the1 reflexive instantiations ! ' ■ '
. ..which, take -Hithpa1 * el many denote acts /which one performs 
with himself as-the object (cf. p. r t 3 ). A A A- -A
t Related- .constructions such as liomina 1 izations etc. are -AA
p.. ignored - heres . ’ . :App AAA: p A-.'. A' A -f. A/tc' y.,A, -A p.pA-A, A ’;- . ; A-' *
inherently, reciprocal roots! the occurrence .of' the . Binyan A At A
cannot be,characterized';as "derived" in the. sense of p . • p
\ 1 '. since no operation has .to be peformed on their B.P.s before •.. "AA
. A/: ; the formation rules introducing Binyanim.can apply. .These., A >,A-.
roots define, ordinary ergative and non- erg'gtiye. B. P./s ,ror. Av.Py.App A.
• non-^  ergative B.P. s only , and their sole peculiarity is that :
they '• express, a symmetric relation. And indeed most, of : these ; A Ap
roots were actually classified under one or another of the p. A /..A.pp
.Ay subclasses in type. I.' ;■ A • _ p-A'App---'Ay.a * ",i'A . A "A'AAA. ’' A A'. : ' : '-p
pllnlikephheoccurrencesAofA ^  
instantiations :(cf. p. i f f )  ,pits .occurrences with reciprocal .
■ ' instantiations-conjunctions1 cannot-be: 'characterized, as, markers
A of reciprocality, since they are in fact .redundant. The /;;A'AA: p: 
p . reciprocality of * say ..Ex', 13.7' a .; and b . is expressed, by the p p A;
sequential order of. the.forms and by the preposition, *im1. r A 
v ' ’ The . re.cipr ocality .of Ex. i 37 c . .is expresse.d by the sequential v 
: ,'order of the forms and by the conjunction ' 'v1 . Ex. 137 c. is. .
. distinguished .from a coordinativey format ion suchAas ra? 'nbcn" A’A • '
• ..'A- . A. . ■ A . -AA : A A -A:, ';-.A;‘ • •. ■ ■ ’Raanan
 pv gila ni kuA etA-jo'sef': . A,p!'A p ■ "A A .pp.- -A Aa ■ A" '-'A
and Gila kissed : Josephr ' A- . .. ; 'v AApA p
by the absence of a direct, object (a value, of 'g..1)' from the ■ A ;
\ A "former.The A Binyan does not have any distinctive function.-in
p . these three examples.' . . A,- pA: ' ' ’ A • . : p
The Ainhefently■ reciprpcal.•root s.:which define both A ■'pAp
pp a non-ergative and ..an ergative B.P. are: o/o-g~d: Id, ^/o-r-s
dl., ?/o-x-d d9> ?/o-x~j/e 52,, c-l-V: 230, f/p-g-j 325 (takes
Riph'l’al) , f/p-j-r 380, f/p-j~s 390, r-k-v 776, s-.b-x 822 ,
j -v-j/o 999? x-l-f 1130, x-t-n 1203 and zpm-n 1281.
a.. le a ’xar 'kama 'zrnah nizdstaianf i . im - \xe *na
4i ■ ’After ; some, time I. met by chance with a.neighbour 4
j ■ ' fa • V'* gara . be 1 to h a ;!halt, v ., hi sip’rai li , (e .... (A.) 
. who lives in the same house;, had she told me. .than... .1
b . . ha fad'xan . hix'lit Iza'men o '• tam bmsi.'ba 
The matchmaker' decided to arrange a meeting between them .
in. a party’ . ' . .  -y;4 ‘4 > ; ; 1. ":4 _ ' ".v
• - ,< The inherently r e cipro cal ‘roots which define a non-
ergative B.P. only are: ?/<a-b~k 4 V '?/a~l-s 2d., .?/<3-r~v 43V
?/e-s-k 46V;-d-’b-r : 26d (Takes Hiph'^ aT)i; d-b-r 266 (Takes ; . ..;
Pi ’ ^ el) , g-r-$ .439? k-f-r 333 ? 1-H-m 599 ?. (Takes hiph')’ al) ,
>r-?ye.~j/o 743 , r~v . 804 (Takes- Pa1Sal) , s-g-f 906, (-v-o/e •:
.1000,; v-a/Q-d 1062, v~k~x 1075, x-r-j/b 1172, o-d-d 1235,
1 -j-x-d; 1250, 1265 , ;z-v~g 1297• -7 ■ f v 7'■> V  v 4:4 4- 4 , >
, The root ^ -r-J ; 439 tehav.es formationtilly like, the 
other, inherently, re cipro caT.; roots, except-, for the fact that 
it. takes the; preposition" ’m~ ’’ - "fromT inst ead yof 1 im ’ "v/ith" ....
. Semantically,- this roof. is'' sometimes used .as an ordinary . 4 :
, inherently re cipro cal root'- and. sometimes as a non . re cipro cal ■ 
root with ’ af' as its second coordinate, (lloticel that 1 ab ’ 
is usually realized by the preposition ’m-’).
Ex:...140 V ■ ;44-r; v 4" 1 ;
a. dp ’ sef v ' dalja hitgar '( u ' y-4 - ’
:7 . ’Joseph and. Dali ah divorced .(each other)' .4 4-
b . jo'sef hit gar ef mi 4 dalja 'neged rco’na 1 '
. ■ ' Joseph divorced: from Daliah. against her: will ’ V , l-fv;
■; 1; . '■ In Ex. .140 a. g~r-[ .is used as a re cipro cal root.
In Ex. 140. by - as a non-reciprocal root. ' . ( ' • .,
Ex.':;,i4T.:"v . ;4 ' • i’ ./. 4 I,-".; r ■ 4 47 •
; ha ; ’bait raur'kav•. ldi’ 1 o’ m '4 joc;’?;ei ger'manja ; felo J >7 ■ 
'The house Consists wholly of imnii grants from Germany who.
4';. mdab'rim iv'rit klal,. ' vhem .' mistad’rim. (A.)
,don't .speak Hebrew at all, and they get along' .,
lo . h a 1 'jiti ) rnuxa'na la11et ■ la'hat,- Jeli . Ihis '-tovev . im.
I ; would not.;’he,;. willing to - let my 'daughter go around . : with:
hajla'dim iela (A.) •. - '4 ■ -)'■ '
her children . . . ; / •' .-.7\li.'i- . . 4" 4 - \
4 4 . .. The ergative roots which can have a reciprocal
inst ant i at i Ons- con j unction and1.behave formationally like •
inlie.rently reciprocal: ropts are : 4: g-p-f -'43.1 j k/X-rt-v 562 4 . •
l-t-f J.-H-f 600, x-o-> 1105, x-l-f 1129a, x-(-( 1189, <
g-2/h-c 1224 and a nuTfibier of coarse words denotihg sexual 4 4
activities,- such as z-j-n' 'fuck1 • including four consonantal
roots' - such as m-.z~m-z ' heck' .et c. • 4 ' 4 ’ '■ ■ .4 y',
The ..roots k/x“t--v; 562,. 600, .and; i-^/a-c 1224 .
define the B.P.-type. 'a,ob[R]1’(the additional.variable 'a ’
4.4,2 ' - ' - 4 ' V ' V t i  (f) 4 :;4 ;i.4 . . 4 ■; . ..4 ■;
with k/x-t-v 562 is ignored here).. For the purpose of 
reciprocal instantiation conjunctions and, the formations■ 
they /underlie 1 oj)1 ...behaves in the same way,as. 1 g' (cf.. p . 13 & ) 
In reciprocal formations Including these roots 'f usually 
remains uninstantiated, and is- deleted (cf .. p., &Z ) . The - 
reason, why this is so is4clear.. . . 'f' stands for the content 
of the action denoted.by the root. , For instance, in the case 
of, 1-x-j 600 each, value of ’ f 1 stands for'what is" being ' ■
whispered . ; Now.,, if the'whispering .is mutual', 'the value of .
’ f ’ when the Whisperer is,, say., David is bound to be different 
from 'the value of 1 f ' when the-.whisperer is . Joseph. . Theref ore 
it is impossible to express a specific value of 'f1 in a . 
single reciprocal formation. 4 •. 4-''4
As mentioned in p . 2- 3 3 , , . ergative: B.Pi s with f ob' 
as second coordinate have np passive converse. -Now,' the i:
; ; n ' h .  ; p i p  f  ^  l t , \  . ’/•' ' -V V - ; .  V  ' '■ : ' \ ' f  ; , 2 7 5  p p !
: 'BrP.*s v 5.62 ,and l-x-( 600, but not, of' <j-2/e~c 1224, p.
,.'-..r:P do..have a : p a S si ve converse.. ■*'-\ This would bo accounted for5 if .
v vthese two .roots were, assigned the B.P.-type 'b,btCR] ' h"'■••■■■:-P ■
V, : : : . . ; v v - ■ ■ . -r ‘ , "■ ■ o' ;
: , (compare £/O-m-r 90, etc.) . p However, the' latter B.P.-type .■ ■
. : -would, l.eave. phereciprocal7 instantiation-cohjuiictions with , - •
these "roots unexplained, since what corresponds to ' ob' in '.- 
' p . ' b , ht CR].1 i s not ..the s e c ond coordinate , but the third coor-
:,p . ; (by \ .. •. ."Y, ’ 1 .
• pip 'dihate, 'by? .//therefore; each of these roots was assigned-' p .
. .’ to both B.P.-types., namely b,htCR] and a,ob[R3 . -,P
P P ' -  ;: p ' ; V ;V..: p  . p - , . . ; by  ( i )  . •
■ p p p -  i p O . .... ' ■■■'h-. P . : p  ■ - ; , ; P p '
■■Pp. a. ;jo1 so.f la1 xaj Idavid )e lo ika'iies - la'xede.r’1
'pp .'.Joseph whispered .to David that lie should noti enter the room1 ;
b ♦. ■ haheTa’ra nilx’f a .. .-Ida’vid al jdeiv. jo'sef .
'The. remark-.was whispered to David, by •. Joseph'
2.10*3. Converses - p ' - • . p' ' „;i ■' -p'' ;r p'.'p'
' 1... Passive imperfect'and passive perfect ' ' :
" : Most ergative B.P. s have a, passive converse. The ' ff:
"exceptions,.are ' those -.ergative B.P.s', in vvhich the -second . . .
- ■ coordinate is ' ob ’ - (indirect olpject" ; ■ cf. p . £ 9 o? ) . This p.g:'-'p-
; ■ applies both.pb'o,.:'ergative ;B.P.s with a corresponding non- V;" P-P.-P
ergative" BVP-..'and ,to .ergative B.P.s with no. corresponding pp*''" ;
-; -non-ergative B.P. 1 P r - . , 1 . -. ■
'■P:p‘>p. p- There are two aspects (to be .distinguished from ;p
■p.p' , Aktionsart, cf • . p., 3 ) associated '‘with each, passive. ■ ■ ' ■
7 !; conversepof 'a' B.P.: perfect and imperfect- (cf. p .1ispf •; '-'p -
p:' 'fvvThCpperfect'is;.expressed -in each Binyan and in each tehse ■
. -.by' a: -specialPparticiplepRlishloal. (cf. p. '■ ). ' - P
; v,p p ■ -  P . Ergativc ' roots wh.1 ch take Pa^ al take Niphlfal:
in the “pass.iveP imperfect and ca1 cue in the passive perfect. p
•. Thos e ,which take- Bii' f el take Pu1 f al in the passive imperfects • '
• and "mcu1 cac in the passive perfect. ' Those that take Hiph’!il. 
take" Hoph1 C al. in- the passiye imperfect; and muc'cac in the 
passive p>erf ect... The .perfect Mishka1 lim are inflected 
according to tenseperson, gender, and. number, with the help’ 
of the .root, h-g-j/® . as auxiliary (cf. p . A 13 ) .
. Vl.vp-.y With, the perfect, aspect, the'valued of * a 1 (the 
,. s'edond'....cobrd'inate of, the. passive converse) is never in st anti ate d- 
ahd this variable is deleted in formations (cf.- p. Si ) . ■ 
SemantiCallyPthe deleted variable must be interpreted as a 
.quantified argument., but. the nature of the'.quantification : 
(universal, :existential-etc.). is’determined by the specific 
context in each case.. p. ' - A ' . -
jj&y 1% - ’; a./p'■''aA.'.a.a'A- ; - A !r":V
• a,. hut’ kaf liu ' v .hi. fjdei- pxlda.t ’ tankira (At) -r-.
. .. 'We, were attacked by . • ’ a unit of tanks' . p-P (A
b.. .. -lia1 0inn '■ mnuta’• kim • (A.) A • ; .
" f‘We:--were .disconnected' :pp'-/;-'A , p ■ . p ; p p.-y
2.• '.Admissive+ -p • A.A'1 A 1 'i ’ A 'A"
Ex. - Id-5 • P -p
-••a. . pjo’sef. hitka1 bel . e ’ cel ' phanma’hel bja’?a ja'lof 
’Joseph was received by . the, manager .'at three o ’ clo ck
. axar ha colio1 raim. , .; P ,; v> ..A. . p ..;
in the afternoon’ p.' A' P A - A
: b i •.... lia mna' he.l. ki ’ be 1 e t . jo ' s ef , b ia'.?a - (a 11 o f- -; • .
(’The manager received ; .Joseph - at - three o ’clock.
■ ' axar ha coho’raiim - .
‘ - in the-'afternoon’ ■ fp. f j..
• 'The B;P. underlying Ex. 145- a. is the'non-ergative
,B .P-. 'n,b[k-b-ll:V.. The variable . 1 b ’ is realized with the • '
-r' The term is taken from'Rosen, 1957* '
' • - " A -  - - ’ a ' - . - ! - A  ‘ V i  ' ' ' - A ' ^ ' A A - , , /  A a . - A ; : ■" ■. A . A 2 7 7 A  a
, ' preposition d 1 cel ’with:, within1 ;the .domain. of.' . The B.P .-type 
. ’n,ib[R] ! will be called "admissive"V:. : The B.P. underlying ,A; A -  j 
Ex. 145 b .. is the converse of the ;admissive B.P. , namely A.A'>-.A;A aJ
..:' 'b ,n[k-t>-l] The Binyan in Ex. -145 b • is 3?i' ^ '©1 " and this . A' .-A; . I
•formation has the outward characteristics of an ergative
, v' . formation. ■ This,,.'1 howe v e r i s nothing but a superficial . ; ;A A\A
...resemblance. One of the things indieating this is the fact A 
. that there are no formations underlying the passive converse ; •
v ." of h,h[k~i$~llA AA' ■ I'/- ."A.A ,r\ -. ■" ; A /' At / p y A p A
All'.the roots which define the B.P.-type n,b[R3 ' " ' .
except four have formations for its converse. The presence 
of variables in.addition,to 1n f .and ' b * is irrelevant to this A
observation. • . ' ■ ' A,. ; • y- ' pv .y v •
. - ■ A A- : Some admissive; roots define an ordinary ergative P
. B.P. as-well.' "At' ’:A.; ,■ > 1 P ' A ' A P  A
Ex. 146’._ • ....' A  A  . p p . "A
a. jo ’sef. hieta1lem e 'cel ca'lam . pp;
d Joseph had his picture taken by a photographer' - -P
b . ' ca’lam ci1 lem et jo1 sef A--A ■ ' p.vA
. 'A photographer, took Joseph's picture1
; c. Jo' sef. culam al- jdei . Caf lam ( A . / ; ; : ' . . '
' Joseph was photographed by a photographer1
'■ .- ; ; ■ Ex. 14§J b . is ambiguous. - It, represents both the Ap- 'Ay
: admissive, converse byn[ c-l-m] and: the ergative B.P. .a,g[c-l-m3.
: Most admissive roots take .Hithpa' *’el. In the : • > -
' 'formations realizing the admissive converse they take Pi' ^ el«
With roots which define both ail ergative B.P., andr ah admissive A..-.-.
B.P. the' Binyan occurring with admissive converse formations ' p. A
i ■ is identical to the . Binyan :occurring with ergative fromations.. ■
A s .will- b e .observed below, this is a feature of all converses
" : 78: p
.: of . lion- ergative B . P . s -'A/ A A • • A ' ' A-
p A/p v. The, Binyan in admissive formations is redundant, ....
• since the admissivity of the formation is expressed by the •/ . . 
preposition-efCel;., AA - ./ A ' - . ; . ' . ' ' .
. ■ The. admissive roots which do not define an ergative )
• ,B;P. as well are: ?/©-m-l; 31, ?/e-r-x 44,; 2/e.-z~r 126 (takes.
Hiph' ^ al and the preposition b~;.instead of e 1 cel) , 'g-d-1' ■ ! 
(takes r&'S al)' 408, k-b-l .'.-8?, l-n (takes !?a'<a.l) 593, / i/
.(takes the prepositi,oii h-.,|: 904, j-k-1 (takes Niph'' «J.) 
959, j-n-k (bakes lea'* a?.) 1239- ' ” ./’A  ;A.
■' A ’ ■ The f our-.-admissive roots . with np... Converse . are
. m-x-j/e 659 , n-s-.j/© 703 » ■ s-k-r; 848., ) -l-m; 951. A A  . ' ;
; The:-admissive roots which do define an ergative - .
. B.P. as well are: ?/©-m~n 32, ?/e-n-j/e 35, ?/e-p-f 36A • A;
. b/v-d-r - 142', b/v-r-r 1-75, c-l-m 227 ? c-j-n 253/4/A-:::’---". 3-: A:v
.■477-9 ;k/x-n-4/s(520', A
., s-m-1 .-857V :s-m-n 'S.5?3, s-p-r. 873, s-r-k 879? x-n-x 1158. A A
Ex. 147*; , ; ■ A •. . A ' . .' , Aa "5 y . A „ A  : • - ' ' -A"” 'A
a. • hn his t a ' per. . , e ' c e 1. . ha kafrisa'?i • -
'He had his., haircut with.the cyppiot'/A ' A l vt.,,. A A':
b . ha kaf ri sa1 ? i si' per o ' to '/A A  A- , •
■ 'The. cypriot A. gave him, a haircut1 ■ . ■■, * •■■/ . ■ ■ - ,a >■', -'.../
c. hu su'par al jdei hakafrisa'?i A
A tx-Ie was. given avdiair cut Aby) the ,cypriot:'' ' . A  -
3* Causative’1*.. a< ■ ■' ■ ’ A a ..- A' ' A / •
Ex. 148. * A 'A;: A A  : ,.‘A;..-’.A/ /-.A ■ A ■' . - ■ '"'’AAA-)
a. jo' sef hitla'liev- m :ha n ’.?um , . ■// ' A 7-, • • .
A / ’Joseph got' excited, by. the speech!( ; : A A
A b. han'Bum hil'hiv et jo* sef ://■ • A A . ,'sAA ‘
The speech excited Joseph' ' A' A. , ' • ' . " A n/A  A
a Not to be. Confused .with causative 'formations such as 'lie : 
mad.e :him .walk1, etc..' •
279
; c. . .da.’vld hil'hiv et jo'sel/im ;han’?uiri' A-
' David excited • Joseph vwith the; speech1 ‘i A-n ■ '
d. jo ’ sef -hui1 hay al jdei da!yid . im han’fum ■ . . A
. 1 Joseph was excited • by ■David, with the speeCh’ ./ -:
"A" The', B.P. underlying Ex. >148 a. is !n(c) [l-h-v3 ’ .
■ The' BiP.-type. *n( c) [R3 ■’ will be -called’■"causative";.; . The. 
converse of: the : latter causative B.P.;,, namely ' c.,n[l-S~v3is-l 
the underlying B.P, of. Ex. 148. b . The underlying B.P. of 
'Ex.,'148 c. is the ergative B.P. a,n [l~h-v3 and of Ex. 148 d .
bn,:...;.v/Av .a , (o);A.p /A , .
A-- the latter’ s'passive converse '. A A . '■ 4' A
_. Among-.,the causative roots there is a particularly.
" high ■proportion of roots denoting feelings, .moods or body- 
states. . . a '."a . ' A"'
A A In. most formations realizing causative .’.B.P, s the
value of lc1 ‘ is pro ceded; by ■ the preposition m~!. A 1T6 ■ parti cular 
single' Binyan is favoured by'causative B.P.s> The.Binyan 
.occurring with the root.in. formation realizing the converse 
of causative B.P.s is invariably identicalAto; the Binyan . 
occurring with- the. same root, in ergative formations.- 
. A- Ihe,Aoausatlve^ roots are : A; ?/e-l-f. 21 y ?/©-rl-j)(e 25,
; ?/o-r/o-r 39,. ?/e«r-r 40, ?/©-j-f-53 ,A'?/a~c-v 65, 2/e-l-v 82, 
b/v-h-1 146, 4/o-x-l 121, b/v-r-?/®: 170 j; b/v-r-x 178 , " A >
b/v-j-j ;199, c-4/o-r 206^ (takes either the preposition m- 
;. or the preposition. al-) , c-x-k 257, d~n/e-g 259, . d-h-m .278, 
d-k-?7e, 281-, d-k-r 283 (takes the preposition b-) f/p-c~4/,e 
317, 324.,. f/p-l*-?/© ■'335;;;(‘b8[lbes--'-either'ml or ::al-, ’’
; ■ like; 266) ,; f/p-r-£/e 351, f/p-t-j/o 389, f/p-x-d ''392', 
g~£/o-l 398, g-r-m 436, g-r- j/o 441 h-m~m 464, k/x-3/a-r 4-70,
, k-m-m • 517, k-r-r/e 540, k-s-m 549, • 1-b-j/e 582 , 1-li-v 584,; 
1-rn-d 592 , m-t Ai 634, . m-x-c:-.637, n--t-x 718.V n-x-m 728, r-d-m A
762, r-g-2/©’ 764, r-g-^  768,. r-g-z 7.69 (take either m- or 
al-);, r-m~m 781; n-p-?/o ;784y ArAs-h:789:r r- j -nr 793, r-t-^ /e 
796 , r-t-vSOO, .r-t-x/QOj, . s-l/e-r 815, s-b/y-n/<$> 816, : V;
s-m-x 862 (takes either m- or al-),;. s-p-k 870, . ^-k-r 942,. . .
|-k-t - 944,. Jj-z-f 1011,. v-x 10991 x—1—j 1141, x-m-m/'Q • 1149, .' A •
x-m-m 1150, x-n-k; 1154, x-s-n 1178 , j^ ?-/o~l 1228, x-j -1 1185 , 
j-b/v-j .1229* ;’/•? A"'. -/A'-AA4 A,"’"' '■ ■; "Y ' , ‘/'.A '; ■ (Y ■^ ■4'
Ex.AL49. A.A A* ' A' ■ ‘4- YA\. a /,A A A.A'A 'A;,aAA A ‘ A.A- YaA
ani . mdu'ka? . gam)mi . ma . je:, . mi tra'xe [ ax'rei hamilxa'ma.
am depressed also by what id gO'ihg oil c.after the ; war .
ze mda'ke? o'ti (A.) . - )■ ■ ■ A A'
It depresses me.r , : -4 A A- A‘ ' A . A A • >
4:. . Other converses A",. A ■ A.; A: - 4 . : .A . - , .
Ex.5;i5Ci'A A's A' A a A ■ -d -AAA Yi \-.A;'7 A Y  -rY A'
a. .'maim AAnitAzu, A- m . . ha ci .'.nor A • . .. ■ . ;A : :
A 'Water spri]3^d. from the. . hose' a AAAA: a A -: ■ • .
b A-hacilhqr, hi'tizA Amaim'■ A .:a, A'AA• AY’ VA • ' ■ . a . (AAA
'The hose sprinkled water;'A A t A . .- A "A A'A'A ' Aa A
c. jo'sef - hi' tiz A 'maim .m haci'nor ' . A
A'1 Joseph sprinkled ,water Afrom the hp.se' A A( ; A
d. • 'maim , hut. ' zu .-(. (m;A ha .ci'nor al . jdei jo' sef AyAA-- A
'Water .was 'spriSlOedAfromAtfe hose by Joseph' Av (:, :nA,
-.A A:.- • The B.P. underlying'Ex.- 150 a. is 'h(ql) [n/©-t-z3 . :
The one; underlying. Ex.. 150 b . 1 s • the -1 atter' s converse 'e_l, 11 A- y
[h/p-A-zD '. . The .B. P. underlying; Ex. 150 • c. is the ergative
B.P. 'a,11 . [n/©-t-z3 , and- Ex'. ; 15© d. - the latter's passive :
. (el) A A A;-' ' A',!‘aA;; ‘ A'V' A=aAA.A AaY a a AA.
converse. The'Binyan occurring with the rootin the non- 
ergatiye converse formation is identical to the Binyan in .
..the ergative formation. The variable ' el ' is realized .with 
the (preposition m- • A A AA- A-'-'AiA' A-A ;\ .< A;y-A'-.. A A-A A'- -
-. We see, then, that n/©-t-z behaves in exactly the 'A
same, way as certain admissive roots and all the; causative.
roots.. The • only thing that • distinguishes n/o-t-z from'-the. A A
• rest is the' fact that; the second coordinate of its’. B.P. is .
Vel'A - . ‘ ;.,Ay .v; A A A A,,, AaAA' An"./ ' ,A'. " 4  ( - , A A A iA; '■
A. The'; characteristics Of n/o-t-z (namely, the presence
of .formations., realizing:, the; converse of the non-ergative B.P..
111, elTr/si-t-z] » as well asVergatiye formations,, sucih that
the same Binyan is used with the' converse and with the : .; / -
ergative) - are shared by a number. of, roots, notably a'significant;
number of roots with 'el1 , 'in' or 'p'. as- second coordinate. A;,
(though not b y ;al 1.'r0ots of these types) . . . ;
: , . ; . The., rdots' with rel' . a r e .c-m-x 237 , c-n-x 238, 4^, A - :
d-l-f 285, f/p-l-t 342, k-r-n 538, n/o- 711, n/©-t-f 714,.■
n/o-t-z 721, n/e-z-1 753, v/j/s-l-d 1078. . A ; ■
4 A The roots d-l-f. 285, f/p-l-t 342, k-r-n 538 and ;
v/j/e-l-d IO7.8 do' not define an ergative B.P. ;. With' the ■ ; A ,'
converse of■ d-l-f. 285 and k-r-n 538 the Binyaii is Pa'^al.' •
With the converses of all the other roots in the above list
A- Hiph'^il.; The preposition preceding,the value of 'el' in
formations including'these roots'is m-. :! A • A y
Some; roots can be described as. def active 'n , elf'R] ' -;; .
roots', defining - the converse 'el,n[$] ' but not the "original"
'n,el[P] ' . .-. A:. A ■ :
. Ex.■ 151 • . :'A " :? A - ,'.
a., : '?oJer ka'ran mi'menu _ . : • A ..
'Happiness radiated from him'
, b . hu ka'rahA 'ofer . . A;
'He radiated happiness' '
c. *ha tmu'ha kaf' na m - . ha ma 'sax
'The picture reflected from the screen'
d. hama'sax hik'rin.; et ; . hatmu' na .7 - - ' . ■ .V,"V7\. '
' ' V ’The screen ref lected- the pi hthr e' ? . . -V -
■ '  ,e. 'maim naz’lu m . ha’herez .. :•
•' /' V/ater dripped from the tap1 ,/ ;. , f ;
■ . • ■ .f. ha.’here z hi1 zil 1 maim ' Y . , : Y\ ;-v-’ • ' v-;. - : ;
• ’The tap dripped water’ . . r v - Y ' Y  '- 'Y
‘ • g. *noz’lim par' ( u.. m ha’guf. Y-.'YY ;
. • ‘ / ’Liquids emitted fromYbhe. body ’ Y_/Y\Y/'Y 7'"
h. ■ haguf:. 1 hif 'rij noz' lim "Y... ■ ■ 7 : ':Y  . Y Y "
’ The - body emitted liquids’; ■ , : ,.Y;Y
. After the;, a^ aldgy-pf -Ex. 1^ 1 a. and b, one might
; : expect Ex. 1^.1 c. .to he. a formation in hut it is not.
The same applies to Ex. 151. d.. following the pattern of Ex.
■, 151 e.and: f .Yy ; Y , Y :v ' 7 Y7Y 5 ' Y';'-Yv p ' YY7 7YY.7 7V.
 ^ The roots with ’in’ are: /^a-x-z 123, b/Y-l-£/®* 157,
, : , c-b/v-t' 21lV k/x-l-Y 510, k-l~t ;512,; n/e-s-^ /e. 699, s-x-f: 895,
; ; ^ _k_f 938, J-m-r 9.68, t^ f-s 1028 v, v~l~^ /o 1076, z-r~m 1298. ,. 7\
' Ex.: 152. 7’. , 'yy . 7 • . :. V ■ ■' Y y  7\Y-7'V7' ,
• Y ' a. '.’gait -. a.’.ta • ka’lul ba^ fi ’ma hazot - -7\-,Y ■ r;: .:, C
•/ ’ You are also included in' this listt . • YJ’Y Y,<;Y
: h. .har(ima hazot ko1lelet gam ot’xa- . ■ ■ ■ :-\
. Y . - 'This- - list . includes also you'/ . ’ .V. , 77Y, '
The roots with ’j)1 • are c~f 218, c;-p-j/e 25.9 V' Y-7
' f/p-c-g/e 321, k/x-s-j/e 551, t-k-f 1031, x-s-m 1177. .Y^YY
■ , V . Ex. "'15^ .i,V Yy. V • V ■ Y t.Y r' . ., = 7.-' r/ty'; :;V
. . a. . hakni 1 sa •., lahin ’ j an ; ' ' had ’ ta . ssu' ma feaoga' zim
" 'The entrance’to the .building’ was hi0eked .with hoxes’
h. arga ’ zim . xas ’mu et. hakni'sa lahin'pan ' '«■ .. “ /■
1. '• ’Boxes blocked the enti*ance to the.huilding’
. . ; ' : .. . The roots with other variable labels as a second; . r .
coordinate are :+ ?/e~s-k 108, .^/e-z-r 126, h/v~t-?/e 187, , n
, c-l-s 231., c~d-n 251, g-l-m. .417, g-r-r 43-7, k-l-t 511, :
; •  k-|-r: 553.,.ys-m-n 858, s-k-m 8t2, s-m-n 857, s-p-k .87^ , ' t - /;: : V V
s-5T^-v902 , t-in-x 1043, d”5€“  ^1249* /=■' v ; V
. 4- Eor the specific variahle-Tahel with, each of these roots , ;
■' the reader is referred to the index.. . ■■'t
Y 'V'; Y >y ' *■ ’ 5.Y Yp, Y y . > V "y y / ,283*y y
: Ex.. 154.. -vY/.' ;:7 . :,-;;...YY' Y  Y \':: y '-7 'Yd Y'-Y - Y--; 7Y" ■
/a. . ■ ' bo. ha’xag Y hi eta' d eh .: bebfL'ra' ■. -.7, Y  '
. ' The : coming of the festival. v;as marked with a lioo.t ’
b. cfi'ra cid'na et . bo ha' xag . .7 ..;. 'l':' 7 77 Y..-;YY7 Y
' A hoot marked the coming of the festival \ 7-;
INDEX OP ROOTS WITH THEIR B.P.-TYPES
Case labels
Here is the list of case labels (cf.l.6 .7) used in 
./this index.
n " - nominative
This case is roughly equivalent to Pillmore's 
Objective.case, described by the latter ( 1 8 i % % :25) as 
’the semantically most neutral case*. This description 
suggests that the Objective (and, for that matter my Nominativ.e) 
is actually a non-case, or in other words, an unlabelled 
variable. . As a rule, the only argument of a one-place
ipredicator will be labelled ’n*. A higher degree of
differentiation is not required, since such argument.always 
has the same outwaids manifestations (as the grammatical 
subject in clauses, as a genitive in nominal!zations etc).
The same applies to the first coordinate of a relation in a 
non-ergative B.P., e.g. 'n, y.[k/s>n-s] 1 Renter' (for the 
interpretation of * 1JL' cf« below). However, in cases such as. 
the latter the label of the second coordinate imposes some 
semantic interpretation on ’n ’. Since ’il* denotes "the 
thing into which something moves", fn ’ in this context must 
denote 'the thing which moves into something1. However, this 
latter semantic interpretation has no grammatical significance 
a - agentive (direct)
a - agentive (indirect)
• Por the distinction between 'a' and 'a' cf. pp.
'a'/(or -’a') is usually the label of the first coordinate . 
in ergative B.P.s.
Y ■ "" ■ 7 'YY / :-7;y Y'777S;v 77:;7'VY:v ; Y ‘”': YYp , : Y  .
■ : ‘ Y  Tills is YsuailyYthe:’'I’a^el^-aK^the" second1 coordinate • .
; in ergative B.P.s./ ; ’ ' : : . . . . . ' Y  7'Y Y Y Y  ': .
'-obJectiYiYcfbelow Y  7 Y/^ /Yo, > •-■* y 7:YY= /
' ■ ' c ~ causative*' 7.Y ///■■ Y ' ■•■:/■ ' Y -Yy- '■■' .,-_■ /■■ . Y "
: The direct cause of, or, the.-moving force behind,.-.what.
/' is; denoted-by. the predicator .- . Typically,, thia ../case- accompanies 
predicaters denoting feelings ..ox*, moods, physical/ reactions; and //
Y-. so forth. E.g* : - - p^Y/ - • Y° 7 Y-..- ■/ - 7 ■
•Y . hu ca'xak m. h- a . b/d' i/1 • x ;a. .hu niv'hal ' m; ; •
/He laughed h i  t hoe. j o k e' . ; 'He got scared o f Y Y. e
■; v h a .' r a ?• a{’ . 1 Y..Y r t. ‘ y / Y  ■ . " ' " ' , 7 ' / '
■■ ■/,:• t h,e n oii .s e 1 . . . Y  . Y-Y-.- ‘ 77:Y 7 y ,Y7y  ...’ Y  • ■ Y
' i .- instrumental Y  ; 7 ' / 7-y Y.\ 7'-
p - pletive Y . Y yy :Y •’ ■. , . . ■;
.7 ., • .. . The case.of the materials or other, things involved
■ ; in an event or used in an action:. E.g. 'He stuffed his pipe 
w i t h t o  b a . c c o'. 'His cliestwas • covered - w i t  h-. 
d e c o r a t i o n  s'. . 'He cleared his pipe o f t o b a c c o'.
'He stripped his. chest o f a 1 .1 d e c o x* a t i o n s ' .
Notice that the Ychoi ce 1 of l;the./preposition / depends ' on the/verb 
selected. ' If the'V.erb'has. a .''positive,"., meanihg/the preposition ■ 
•, ; 'is '.with'Y -'-If the.,.y.erb' tas' Y;'"negative";.Yeahing7the preposition (
. is :tof,!. . . ' ■ Y  /■, 7 '■■■> - Y Y  Y- / .7,
Y + To ,be distinguished from the Same term when'applied to 
Y  causative constinictions; such: as' ' He made . me laught' ,
. 7,: , Y  cf./p.. 2780 .. y . Y >p. ■Y\.yYYY ' / 77 ■ -' 7- . .. Y
d - delocutive . ■
The case of the subject talked about, thought about 
etc.: ’He talked to me a b o u t h i  s p l a y 1.
r, -..respective
The case of the field-or subject with respect to 
. which the action is carried out, the event occurs etc.;
’He specialized i n  t r o p i c a l  d i s e a s e s ' .
f - factitive 1 ‘ ' Y
This is not a case properly so-called, since in 
■most cases it is formally indistinguishable from 'g'. 
.Semantically it denotes a thing that- comes into being by 
what is . denoted, by the predicator. The set of roots which 
take 'f' include roots of speaking, thinking, wishing etc. 
With these roots ’f' is instantiated by a B.P., which may 
sometimes be realized as a clause. Roots of the latter kind 
exhibit certain characteristics that are relevant to the 
present study (cf. 2.6.2). This fact is the reason why 'f 
has been set up as a distinct case-label. Only roots with 
these characteristics will occur in the index with 'f. If 
from the semantic point of view a root requires a factitive 
object, but formally it behaves like an ordinary ergative 
root, it will occur in the index with 'g' rather than 'f.
b r benefactive
The case pf the g i v e r :  ' J o h n  gave the
.book to Jane'
dr - deprivative
The case of the taker (or receiver, cf. 2.7.8):
* J(a.::n e took the book from John*
ge - genitive
The case of the possessor: ' J o h n  has the book1
'J o h n ' s book1.
The following are the "local" cases (cf. Lyons 
1968:298ff):
in - inessive
The case, of being i n  or i n s i d e
,el - elative
The case of movement f r o m  i n s i d e
il - illative;
. . .  4
The case of movement i n t o
o ■
su - supressive
The case./of being on, over or above
ab - ablative
The case of movement ffr o m  o u t s i d e
al - allative'•J/
The case of movement t o w a r d s
B.P* - types representation
The'index assigns each root-lexeme, togther with its 
proper Aktionsart category (if it takes one) to its B.P.-type, 
provides an English gloss for each root.and cites the numbers 
of those sections, in the thesis where the root-lexeme in
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question: ..is mentioned ox* discussed.. 'Some roots do not fit 1 
into, any; of tile, classes ,set up in the de scxrtption. These , 
are 'to. he rqgandedv as iexGqptiqhs^hiThe'y are:/identified in ' - 
the index, by the ahsen.ce of. sect!on-numhet*s-. ;
B.P.-bypes are repx’osented. by,; a Roman Uumberal, with 
\or (without a lower case shbs'chi|>t:.;;\;E‘:g',,. 9 ; y . \  I • . “ :
Ordinal number'h.V. .I'oo.t . / . B.P-.-type Gloss • ■ Section
v 504. ;\'v; \?.5?e asneir.’olod' . 2.2.6':
702.:,'. ,V ■ t n - s w y h , - h i :5 ;.t a.. 'try1 ;.'■■■■■•;;'52 .6.2
■•Otcv^ — , ' 9 ; 9 9 9 9 y d 9 9 ' ^  . '‘..i ;■'/.■■ ■ 9 9
: 9-9 p. . The - Roman :nuiiierals aild s tab scripts representing 
B.P.-types should be•interpreted according to the following 
key, explanations and rules * ; -5 • . . . 99 ■/ . 9 ;-y
Key and’ explanations , -9 -'yP ^9.- 9--V''''PP-IV'-■ 1
I. :n 9 '\V.n(c)y9;y IX.n(b) XllT.n(el)
II. ob ' XlV.n(il)
IH.n(f) VII;n,n! ,. .xV 9 Xl.n(ge) / . XV.n(su)
IV.qb(f) ; VIII.n(p) Xll.n(in) • XVI.n(ab) ’
i'"; ... ' :9‘;-X.; .V,,: 9 ; ' : ‘ XVII.n(al)
9 , ■ /This'key ^ include s.-only .the most common B.P.-types, .
Uncommon -B ;P.-types , that .is B.P .ytypes • that, only few roots 
share, ax4© introduced directly,9as .part of the relevant entry ,
e.g. the entry for theyroot b/v-h-r•149, which defines the
uncommon B.P.-type 9aV h,geEP] will be {av h,ge[b/v-h--r] ,
; C  9 9 ; ; (§5 ■■■■
Since the above B.P.-type , being an uncommon one, is not pp9 
included in the above key.' 9 ■ . ’9
■ • Some uncommoh:'B.P.-types,/Include variables which 
:cannqt;,be .significantly' assigned any case-label,9-sihce they 
are; semantically,,px^ ' 'grammatically idiosyncratic. These will 
occur in the entry at' unlabelled variables, represented by .
the letters 'x', 'y'/and 'z', which just mark "places" and 
have no semantic r61e. E.g. 'n,x[z-n] 'nourish1: hu
- 'He
ni'zon al 'lexem 
nourished on bread.' there is no point, in replacing 'x' by 
any case-label, since one rarely finds in C.I.H. a variable 
whose r&le is similar to that of *lexem in the above example, 
and whose surface manifestation includes ah occurence of the 
preposition al.
'n' and * qJd ' are labels for the. same intensional 
feature of the root-lexeme; in other words, they represent the 
same "deep" case. However, the presence of 'n' "triggers off" 
certain rules which the presence of 'ob' does not, and con­
versely. Eor instance, in B.P.-types where the first coordinate 
is 'a' and.the second coordinate is 'n'(= *g'; cf. below; e.g. 
*a,n [x-l-v]' 'milk' = 'a,g[3£-l-v] '), 'n'(= 'g') is the so- 
called "direct object", and the passive converse (e.g. 
'g,a[3£-I-vl ') has surface realizations. But if the second 
coordinate is'ob' (e.g, 'a,qj> [r-b-c]' 'hit') 'ob' is the 
so-called "indirect object"; the passive converse has no 
surface realizations-and a rule introducing the preposition .
1- is required.
The B.P.-type 'n,h'[R]' represents a symmetric
relation: The two coordinates ,('n' and !n'') stand for the
same intensional feature; the stroke in 'n'' symbolizes the
fact that in. each instantiation of 'n,n'CR3' the value of
'n'' is not necessarily identical with the value of 'n',
despite the fact that 'n' and 'n'' are co-intensive. E.g.
fn,n'[r-v3' 'quarrel, have a row with'. In the sentence
'jo'sef rav im da'vid, realizing the instantiation
‘Joseph had a row with David'
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jo*sef., da'vidn [r-v] = io'sef-, . da'vid- [r-v] •u Ino In*© o ° ln'o Ino o
Joseph and David are not identical, but they define the. same
rble.
The B.P.-type ln,n,*..n31 [R] 1 stands for a symmetric 
relation with ah indefinite number of cointensive coordinates. 
E.g. n,n' .. .nn [?/o-x -d ] 'be united1 (cf. pp. 267-270 ).
All the B.P.-types in the above key are non-ergative 
Each non-ergative B.P. can be turned into an ergative one by 
prefixing to it one of the "cases" 'a1, 'a', Vb1 or 'dp* and 
in this way making the "case" "in question the first coordinate 
of a relation.. This prefixation is, just the outward manifes­
tation of the probess of expanding and modifying the root's 
meaning by adding to it the meaning feature ..[+ Agentive]
(cf. pp. 57-59 ). It will be observed that every relation
of which the first coordinate is one of the case labels 'a', 
'a', !b f or Vdr' is included in the relation 'x, y [peform 
an action on]1. In other words, such a relation has the 
intensional feature [+ Agentive].,
With a root defining both an ergative and a non­
ergative B.P.-types, the agentive case-label (namely 'a1,
'a1, 'b1 or 'dr') is placed between braces, e.g. 1 [a]n
* (H)
[k/x-n-sP 'enter1. With a root defining an. ergative B.P.-type 
only, the agentive case-label occurs with no parenthesis. E.g 
'a,gCx-l-v]f 'milk*. Both-non-ergative-and -ergative and 
ergative-only B.P.-types are represented by symbols including 
one of the Roman numerals in the above key and a subscript 
consisting, of one of the case-labels 'a 1, 1 a 1, 'b' or 'dr'.
If the B.P.-type is both-non-ergative-and-ergative the case- 
label is placed in round brackets. If the B.P.-type is 
::ergative-only, the case-label is not enclosed within any
kind of paranthesis.. E;g. *Iaf represents the B.P.-type
*a,n[R]' ( = 'a,g[R]'; cf. beiow). 'Xlb' represents the
B.P .-type 'b,n[R]' (= 'b,b_t[R]'; cf. below). 'V (a)'represents 
(ge) by . .
the B.P.-type Va},n[R] ' ( = 'a,g'[R]'; cf. below) etc.
(c) i
The prefixation of the ergative.case-labels results
sometimes in certain other variables automatically changing
their r&le, or meaning. E.g. ha xa'lon 'the window1 in the
non-ergative sentence ha xa'lon nif'bar does not function
■The window broke’
as the "goal" of an action, but in the ergative sentence
go*sef faVvar et ha xa'lon it does. These automatic
1 Joseph broke the window'
changes,of role are described by the following rules:
1. When any of the variables 'a', 'a', 'b' or 'dr' is
prefixed to a non-ergative B.P.-type, 'nf and »oJ>' change 
their roles and become 'g*. However, in practice 'ob1 is 
never substituted by 'g', since ergative., B.P.s with 'g* do 
not "trigger off" the same rules as ergative B.P.s with 'ob' 
(cf. above). .
2. If 'b' is prefixed to a non-ergative B.P.-type, 'nb and 
'ob' change their roles and become 'bt' ("benefit"). If 'dr* 
is prefixed to a non-ergative B.P.-type, 'n* and 'ob' change 
their role and become 'dp' ("deprivation"). The second 
coordinate in an ergative B.P. with 'b ' as the first coordinate
has then two roles at the same time. In other words, it
defines simultaneously two "deep" cases: "goal" and "benefit".
In other words, a B.P. *b,y[R]' is included both in 'a,g 
[perform an action on]' and in 'b,bf [grant]'. Similarly,
the second coordinate in an ergative B.P. with 'dr' as the 
first coordinate defines two roles: "goal" and "deprivation".
The need, to substitute 'n* (or, for that matter,
'ob') by 'bjb' or 'dp' does not arise:in practice, since the . 
presence of the latter is implied by the explicit presence 
of 'b' or 'dr' as the first coordinate, and since the same 
formation rules, with some marginal exceptions, apply to 
'a,g[R3' as to 'b,bt[R3' or 'dr,dp[R3'.
3* When *b*. is prefixed to the non-ergative B.P. *n(ge)[R3 1 , 
'ge' changes its role and becomes 'T^ y* ("beneficiary")* When 
'<|r' is prefixed to 'n(ge) LR3 ' , 'gp' becomes 'dd* ("deprived").
4. When 'a' is prefixed to 'n(c)CR3', 'c' is substituted by 
•i'. > .
•It should be noted, that the classification of the
C.I.R. roots into B.P.-types presented here possesses no 
higher degree, of delicacy and accuracy than that which is 
required by the present thesis. It is in principle possible 
to achieve a much higher degree of delicacy and accuracy.
This, however, cannot be accomplished before a highly detailed 
and careful study of C.I.H. syntax and semantics is carried 
out, a .task, which lies outside the. scope of the present , 
thesis•
Alphabethic order
The roots are arranged in the index according to 
the following alphabetic order:' ?,; £, b, c, 6, d, f, g, g,
h, k:, 1., m, n,:p.v r, s, J , t, v, x, a, z, z.
Whenever any; of the consonants alternates with 
another consonant within the same root, the consonant which 
comes first in the alphabetic order will occupy the leftmost 
position in the root transcription, e.g. k/x-t-v, ^-k/x-v.
Only the leftmost consonant in each such case will be taken
into account in the ordering of the roots in the index.
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1. [?/a-b-dJ I . 'Commit suicide' 2.10.1
2. [?/aib--d] v la. 'tan, cultivate,
adapt,, aprange (music),
: work over' 2.7*5
5* C?/e-b-k j®] ] 1(a) . 'be powdered, dusty' 2.2*5
4. C?/e-b-kO . VI. 'wrestle' 2.10*2
5. n , x C ? / e - b / v ~ l ] 'be a mourner' 2.8.1
6. C?/o-b~nSS] ] V(a) 'be fossilized, 2.2*5
’ .petrified' 2.10.5
: ?. J III. 'be lazy’ 2.8.1
8. \ [?/o-c-v j®} !1 1(a) 'be moulded' 2.2.5
9.- [?/o-d] III. : 'testify' 2.6.2
10. [?/©-d-mj®j] X. 'blush' 2.4
11. C?/e-d-5/o ) 2.2.5
or v i V(a) 'be evaporated'
CV/e-d-d ]
12. [?/q—f—f3 XII. 'fly to and fro' 2.5.5
15. I?./Q-f/p-s ] 1(a). 'be worthless, null' 2.2.5
14.■■■■. C?/d-g~d[?\ ] . VII(a) '.club together, form 2.2.5;
1 a union' 2.10.2
®]15* ^/o-g-l/'M ] 1(a) 'be round, rounded,
V •. circular' 2.2.5
16. C?/©-h-v] -III. : 'love, like' 2.6.1;
-V- , X v./' ' ' ' -1- 2.6.2
17i7. n,x[? /®4h.-v$ ]  ; . 'be in love with' 2.4.
18. [?/©-k~l] Xldr 'confiscate* 2.7*5 '
19. C?/o-k-m[f]] , I,(a) 'be crooked, twisted' 2.2.5
20. [?/d-k*r-( ] III. 'be stubborn,
.  ^ , obstinate1 . 2.8.1
21. [?/o-l-f [?.]] V(a) 'be in a dead faint' 2.2.5;
\  : ■ ;  A  .9 2.10.5
. 22. [?/o-l-13 lia • .'treat someone cruelly'2.7*7
25. C?/o-l-m3 '; : . ,:;9lia >' - 1 ignore, disregard' 2.7.7
24. [?/o-l-s3 VI. 'flirt,.with, neck
with' . 2.10,.2
25. C?A-1-0/q [®|] y(a) 'be exalted, uplifted' 2.2.$ j
2.10.3
26. C?/o-n-c ] 1 , 1(a) 'be brave'
2?. [?/©-m-c] ±131. 1make efforts' 2.6.2
28., [?/©-m-c3 •Ia 'adopt (a child, a 
habit etc.)' 2*7.5
29. [?/e-m-d3 la ' set; up print in pages '2,7.5
30. n,Xv[?/o-m-k(®^ 3 7  , . 'be a deep thinker' 2.8.1




32. ■ n(r) [?/©-m-n3 Ilia ■; .'train, get training' 2.7.5;
2.10.3
55? [?/©-n-n3 I. . 'masturbate'









56. . C?/©-p-r3 Ia and
IX ■= ;
'make up (face)' 2.7.5;
2.10.1
2.IO.3
57. [?/©-p-s3 Ia .' zero (instrument) ' 2.7.5
00 C?/G-r ; .7(a). 'illuminate, give 
light'
2.3.1
59. [?/©-r-r/o|®]3 V(a) . 'be awake' 2.2.6; 
2.10.3
40 i [?/©-r-r3 V(a) 'awaken, start' 2.5.2;
2.10.3
41. [?/©-r-s[®|3 VI (a) 'be engaged to' 2.10.2
'42. [?/©-r-.v|®J 3 . XII(a) *be imp1i cated, 
involved in' 2.2.5




44. [?/©-r-x3 IX. \ , 'spend time in some- 
one's house., as a 
guest' 2.10.3
45-. '[?/©-r-d/o-..{®} 3 XII(a) 'be.integrated (in a 
group of people)' 2.2.5
46. [?/©-s~k3 ' VI. 'quarrel with, carry 
on with (a girl)' 2.10.2
47- [?/©-t-r3 . 'locate' 2.7.5
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48. CV/o-t-t] ' IYa
49. C?/«-s~d|®| ] VII (a)









56. [?/©-d-p ■ III.
57. [?/a-d-t] la
58. [?/q-z]. III.
59. C?/®-z-n.|.?| ] 1(a)
' s i g n a l '
.'be united'
2 . 7 . 6
2.2.5; 
2 .10. 2 .
'wish (congratulate)' 2.7•5
'be late'








into a matter' 2.7 ?6
'man (an aircraft etc.)1 2.7.5




61. [n/o-c-m] . I




66. [4/e-d-rm j.®j! 'J Y(a) .
6?. Va
68. [a/o-d-r] XIII.
69. [4/o-f] . XII(a)
70. [a/o-f-r^] , V(a)
71. CVo-f-d/of.®]] 1(a)
72. CVe-g-f] la
75. CVe-g-rf?l) XII (a)
'get lost* 2.5.4
'.become powerful' 2.5*5
'shut (of eyes)' 2.2.3








'be gray' . 2.2.4
'be baked' 2.2.3
'outflank* . 2.7*5
'store up, accumulate' 2.2.3
74. C£/©-h-d3 - •like, be a fan o f 2.6.2
75. [a/e-k-r If] ] XIII(a) 'be rooted up, pulled 
out1 2.2.3
76.' [2/©-k-v3 ■ • lia 1 follow.someone' 2.7.1
77. C^/o~k~v] la ■■• 'follow, come after 
something1 2.7.1
-<
r 00 * C2^1_c]v, ■ III (a) 'must, have to, be 
compelled to1 2.6,2
79. [ ^ / q - 1- 1] . IYa ■ 'accuse falsely, bring 
false charges against' 2.7.3
80. [ £ / ® - i -™3 Ia 'conceal (facts)' 2.7.5
81, ;C ?•/©•“ 1-ml / XIII. 'disappear, vanish' 2.$.4




83. ■CS/q-1~ 3/©3 , XVII 'go up, ascend, board 
(a bus), immigrate to 
Israel' 2.5.1
84. : [£/©-!--j/© 3 'be superior to, 
surpass
•
uvCO [£/©-m-d3, Ilia 'assess (estimate 
value)'1 2.7.1
86.; [^/©.-m-d^l 1(a) 'be standing' 2.2.2; 
2.3.1
87- [?/o-m-k|®j] 1(a) 'be deep* 2.2.6
88.. [?-/©-m-n] H a 'be confident of' 2.7.4
89.; [2/®-m-n3 'lY 'believe' 2.6.2





91. . C^/o-m-s] XlVa 
and Ilia
'load, overload' 2.7.5
92. C^/o-n-d] VIII(a) 'wear (jewellery, 
medals etc.)' 2.6.2
95.. C?-/Q-n-k]: I and 
III
'groan' 2.6.3
94. [a/o-n-s’J Ia 'rape' 2.7*1
95. [a/o-n-J 3 Ia 'punish' 2.7.3
96. CS/©-n-x3- I and 


















































[£/©~s-j/© {%] .3 I (a)
[Vs-j-n] Ilia
EVo-(-r^j] X(S)
(aj n(x) [?/©-fc-f ]
"XIII














'last (in time)., take 2.2.6; 




'be occupied with, 2.3-1; 
engaged.in, at work on'2.10.3
'practice (medicine, 
etc.)'
'deal with, have an 









fa} n [2/©-t-mj®j 3
0 0  . 0 ■
£aj n C£/g~v -d3 ' .
(x) • -




















C?/o-x-l m  3 
{a| aC?-/©-x-13
2.5.1
<be consumed, wasted1 2,10.3 
'eat' 2.7.1
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123. t Z / e r x - z j j $ l  XIi:(a)
124. [2./Q-2-13 ; - XIII.'
125. [£/©-z-n3 '■ . Ila
126. n(x)[V0-2-r3 «.
127. [£/o-z-v3 Ia •
128. [?/©-z-v3 ' XIIa





























































































'be beastly, coarse, 2.2.5; 
animal-like' ■ 2 .3 .1
148. [b/v-h-r [fj 3 I ’be clear (sky etc.)’ 2.4,
149 * faf n,g^Cb/y-3i-r 1 'be clear (mentally)' 2.2.6
1§0, [b/v-k-2/© {^3 1(a) 'he ;Spilt, cracked' 2,2,5
151. [b/v-k-r3 XII 'visit, visit at' 2.6.4
152. Cb/v-k-r] Ia 'review,-criticize' 2.7-5
153• [b-k-[] I 'be.called for'
154... [b/v-k- (3 Ilia 'ask (Someone to do 2.6.2
something etc.)' 2.7*5
155. [b/v-k-J] IVa . 'ask for' 2,7,6
156. [b/v-k/x-j/©3 I and 'cry, weep' 2.6.3
■ ' III .
157- [b/v-l-2/e3 XII 'disappear' 2.5-4
‘ .4 . : . 2.10.3
158. [b/v-1 -2/o3 : la ; . 'swallow' 2.7.1
159- ,[b-l-f3 ' Ilia 'tell a lie' ; 2.7.5
160. £b/v-l-l [pi-! ■ XII(a) 'he assimilated' 2.2.5
161. [b/v-l-m£®j 3 V(a) 'be checked, curbed' 2,2.3
162. n ( x ) [ b / v - 1 - 3 . 'be a detective' 2.8.2
163. : n(x)[b-l-t^®c^ 3 'be outstanding' 2.8.1
164. [ b / v - l - t 3 1(a) : 'stand out, be 2.3.1
conspicuous' 2.10.3
165. [b/v-1-j/o[tjl I 'be worn out' 2.4
166. [b/v-1-j/©3 XII 'spend (time)* 2.6.4
167. n(x)[b/v-l-j/©3 'have a nice time’
168. I aj n(x) [b/v-n- j /o 3 ' b u i I d 2.2.3
169. [b/v-r-?/©3 Ia . 'create' 2,7.1
170. [b/v-r-?/© jfil3 V(a) 'be healthy' 2.2.4
2,10.3
171. :[b-r-g3 XIV 'screw oneself into' 2.5*5
172. [b/v-r-g^®j 3 , XIV(a) • 'be screwed in' . 2.2.6
173• tb-r-r3 XI 'learn, discover,
. ■ find out' 2.5.5
174. [b/v-r-r|®^3 XI(a) 'be clear (mentally)' 2.2.6
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175• ' Eb/v-i-fl \Ia ahd 'investigate, look into 2.7.5;
i  ^ a matter (e.g. in a • 2.10.3
; . ! - . ; , • law court) *. ‘
176., Eb/v-r-rl la Vcull/:: 2.7.5
177- Eb/v-r-f] Va 'brush'. 2.7-3;
/ ./ , 2.10.1
176 . Eb/vlr-^ - . ; 'V^ (a) . w . .
and XIII(a) 1'escape,, run away' 2.5-1;
r j ' 2.10.3
179> *Eb/v-sim] .la 'put on a perfume' 2.7*5;
4  v : *, . 2.10.1
180. Eb-s-r] r ■ ;%;IIIa., 'inform' 2.7.5
181. Eb/v-s-s ®  ] . XII(a) 'be settled, well
established1 2.2.5,
182. L't/v-(-l{®b XII(a) 'be cooked' 2.2.5
183. 'V 'te ripe' 2.4
184. ;[b/v-t-?/<e3I , Ia; /; 'utter' , 2.7.5
185- , Eb/v-t-?/©] la 'express' 2.7-5
"186. “ n,xEb»t-?/©lv; 'express oneself* 2.10.1
187- n,xEb-t-?/©] 'find expression in' 2.10.3
188. Eb/v-t-l?® ?*1 I 'be lazy, indolent,,
• i: ; , C W  idle» '/ ' - 2.8.1
189* 7 Eb/v-t-l[f^] V(a) /’.♦be neutralized1 2.2*5
190. Eb/v-t~ll 1(a) * be .cancelled' 2.5*2
191. Eb/v-.x-li^l. ' 1 , ■ 'be sickening' 2,3.2
192. 'Cb/v-s-nl; . Xa * examine1 2,7*1
193-7 Eb/v-x-n] Vila 'distinguish* . 2.7-3
■194- Eb/v-x-r] :•• Ila ' 'vote' 2.7*2
195- Eb/v-x-r] XHIa 'choose, fix upon,
‘. 4 pick out' ’ 2.7-1
196.. Cb/vr-.x-^ l , Va 'mix, stir (tea etc. ) 1 2*7*1.
197 ? 7. ,E;b/v-j-1] . \ la ' 'put a stamp’ on1 ■ 2,7.5*.
198, Eb/y~ j»m]^  7 , ’ „• ia. 'direct (theatre) ' 2 .7 ,5 '
199- Eb/y-i-f ■ V V(a) 'be ashamed'- 2.3.1;
~ 2.10.3




'be - despicable, 
contemptible'
c
204. [c-2/e-d], 1(a) 'March'
205v [c-^/e-k] I, and 'shout, yell1
' ' ' : 1 X 1  ■' -
206. Cc-?>/©-r3 . V(a) .. . 'regret, be sorry'
207 * n/xCc-b-^/©-] 'vote'
208.' [c^b-£/'e] Ila • 'point at'
209. [ c - b / v - 2 / © 3 VIII(a) 'be painted'
,210 . [c-b/v-r 3 1(a) . ' accumulate '
211. Cc-b/v-tf®^] XIX (a) 'pinch'
212. [c-c3 XIII . v 'appear suddenly,
' spring up'
' 213-, Cc-c3.. • XIV 'peep (into) .'
214. Cc-d] la 'catch, capture*
215• [c-d-£/e] • Ila 'salute (army)'
216. £c~d-k£®^ 3 ' III 'be right' .
217. Cc-f] XV.(a) 'float'
218. [c-fl ; Villa 'flood'
219. . Cc-f|f^i 1(a). 'be huddled together '^
.3.. 220, tc-f/p-r] I 'hoot (car) '
221. [c-f/p-j/e] / . XVII ' observe ©iecbnnais- 
; . sance)'.
222. [ c-s-hirr 3 III ' declare'
222a. Cc-h-v^ 3 V(a) .'be yellow'
223. Cc-1-2/© f'fj ] I 'limp, walk lamely'
224. [c-l-f] Ila. 'snipe at'
201. , [b/v-o-t [fj j . I (a)
202. n,x[b/v~zd,




























225* a,six[c~l^ f3 XIa ' 'whack1
226. Ic-,1-13 XIV -v 'sink, dive’
227. [c-l-m3 Ia and 'photograph'
■ ■ -O ..
228. [c-l~v3 la ■, 'crucify'
229* Eq-I-v] I . . 'cross (make sigh, of
' ■ ;3 cross over oneself)'
230. Cc-l-vl®^ } VI(a) 'be crossed (swords
V e t c . ) '
231. Cc-l-xi :III and 'succeed in'
. 232. [c-I-s] la ' cross (river, sea
■- ■ - ' • etc.)'
233* : Lo-l^^/o[tI3 ' XII(a), 'be roasted*
234. Cc~m3 : , • : I 'fast*
235* , Cc-m-d 3 XVII(a) 'be clung'
236. [c-m--k||5'3 I (a) . 'be shrunken,
shrivelled*
237. [c-m-sG XIII(a) 'grow,, sprout*
238- Ec-n-3£3 XIII(a) 'parachute, sink
V ;■ := _ down'
239. Cc-p-*j/©3 Villa - 'cover, coat, plate'
240. [c-p-q/©3 : III , ’expect*
241. [c-^r^d^ 3 ; I 'be hoarse, husky'
242. Cc-r-f ffj 3 1(a) .'be purified (gold
' etc.) ' ' ,v
243* Cc-r-f 1 XIV(a) 'be part of, joined*
‘244. , [c-r«mf®f.3 • . I 'grate (on the ears)'
245 • [c-r-x3 la 'consume'
246. n(f)Ic~r~x3 'need, be necessary'
■ (x)
247* Cc-r-x3 I and 'scream'
1 • 111 ■ ■ .

































250. Cc-o-d3 . Villa
251* Ce-g-n] ' : . X
252. [c-o~n3 , .. XIa









260. [d-£/e-g3 Ila ’take care of* 2.7*2
261. Cd-£/©-o/<s>l  ^ XII. * glide (in the air)1 2.5.4
262. , Cd-b/v-k |^ j.3 XVIX(a) *be stuck, glued1 2.2.2;
2.10.2
263. • n(b)Cd4b/v-k3
p o % ; - v








265*. [d-b-r] ■ la '•vanquish, exter­
minate ’ 2,7*3
266. 11, n 1 [d-b-r] • 
(d) ;
* speak with someone* 277*5
2.10,2
267. a,ojb£d-b4r] .•
 ^ W )  •,
•talk to1 2.7*5
268 • ,[d-d-o/e] I 'toddle* 2*5*5
269.. - V(a) . 'be done for* 2.2.3
270. Cd-f-k] la ■ • 'have a sexual inter­
course (vulgar)1 2.7*1
27l* Cd-f-k]. I 1 go well*
d
259• fa?n ( f ) [d-a/o-g] 
(c)
•chirp* 2.6-. 3





with, be marked by* 2.10.3
* draw, paint * 2.7*5
* appear, be drawn*
'obey* 2.7*8
* laugh * 2.6.3;
2.10.3
* giggle* ' 2.6.3
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272, Cd-f/p-s3 Xlla 1 be.printed1 2,7,3
273t , ci-g] oy, Ya -1 fish! ’ - 2,7.1
274. .[d-g-13. Ila • stand for (a cause)1 2.7.2
275*- [d-g-13 la 'present (arms)1 2.7.5
276. .Cd-g-m] XIa 1 demonstrate, 
illustrate1 2.7.3
277. : [d-g-rl XV ' set (on eggs)'
278, Id~h-m3. V(a) : 'be astounded' 2*5.1
2.10.;
279. [d-h-r3 v  ' 1(a) ; 'gallop' = 2.5.1
280,.. , I . " ■ 'fade' 2.4 5
281., [d-3c-?/® ] V(a) 'be depressed' 2 .3.1
2.10.;
282. Ca-k-?/®] la 'put down, suppress 
(revolt etc.)' 2.10.;
283. , C u-k-r [fj ] V(a) 'be pricked* stabbed' 2 .2.3
2.10.:
284, Cd-l-f] v 1 ' ' ■ XIII(a) 'leak (information)' 2.5.1
285 ♦ [d-l-f ] XIII 'leak' 2.3.2
2 ,10.
286. Cd-l-g3 XV. 'skip (over)' 2.5.5
287* [d-i-i|^] 1(a) 'glow, burn' 2.2.2
288.. Cd-l-l] , la 'thin out* 2 .7.5
289. [d-l-j/©3 XVIa 'draw (water) pull 
out remnants of.solid 
or liQuid' 2 .7.1
290.; Cd-m-J/o] XI 'seem to'
291. ' [d~m-g/o |®^  3 VII 'resemble' • 2 .3.2
292, Cd-m-o/o] III .'imagine' 2 ,6.2
293, i,g::Cd-m-o/©3 :
M  . , \ .
'liken' 2 .7.5
294, .. aCaJia11) ,g{d~h:] 'discuss' 2 .7.1




296. Ed-r-g 1(a) ,'be graded, terraced 
(mount airi)' 2 .2.5
,306
f
297• a,g Cd-r-g] , '.grade someone as1 2,7*5
298. [d-r-s] - Va .. 'rim over (car)1 2,7*1
299* Cd-r-^] Ilia ..'demand that, ask to' 2.7,1
500. Cd-r-jl XIa 'claim from, demand' 2.7*1
301. [d - r - x j I l a ,  'step on' 2.7*2
302. [d-r-x^] 1(a) 'cook (rifle)' 2.2.3
303* td-r-x] Xa 'instruct, train,
guide1 . 2.7.3
304. [a-p la ’thrash’ 2,7.1
305. a,g [d-i-n] ’Fertilize’ 2.7*5
. 3. (x) , . :■ .
306. [d-v-v] . Ia 'force to speak' 2,7*3
307* Cd-v-x] , • XIa \ 'report1 ■ 2.7*5
308. . Od-xl. X H I a  ■ 'depose' 2.7.3
309* Cd-x-f] . XIV(a) 'be pushed' 2.5.5
310. [d-x-k] - XIV(a) 'be shoved* 2.5.3
311. [d-x-s ^ ] XIV(a) 'be compressed,
. > ■  squashed, packed
\ . / tight' 2.2.3
312. td-x-j/o] V 'be repelled by' 2.5*4
313* [d-x-j/o]; •; Iai;,-. / 'turn down, reject' 2.7*1
314. a,g [d-x-j/o] . 'postpone' 2.7.1
(ai)
315. [f/p-2/e-l] . 1(a) 'worlc? operate
(machine, etc.)' 2.5*1
318. [f/p-2/o-r 1(a) ' 'be splendid, glorious' 2.3.1
317* [f/p-c-V© ] V(a) 'be wounded' 2.2.3;
2.10.3
318. ,, [f-c-c] Villa : 'bomb' 2.7.3
319* [f/p-c-c|.®| ] 1 (a) 'be exploded' 2.2.5
o320. [f/p-c-x L t ] 1(a) 'crack (break)' 2.2.5
321. [ain . [f/p-c-j/o ] 'compensate' 2.2,5;
(P)v(x), 2.10.3
322. [f/p-d-rl . Ia and 'powder (cosmetics)’ 2.7*5;
■: ;4‘": , IX ; 2.10.1
323. [f/p-d-j/o] . Xldr . 'redeem, ‘buy back* 2.7*1
324. lf/p-g-2/© ] 7(a) 1 get hurt, (feelings) 2.2.3;
. ■ insulted' • • ■ 2.10.3
325. Cf/p-g-[] VI(a) 'meet with' 2.5*1
. 326. x,yCf/p-g“j] . ; 'meet' 2.10.2
327. [f/p-h-k] I 'yawn' 2.6.3
328. [f/p-k-2/©J I 'go off, blow up' 2.5*5
329. Cf-k-3/e3 ■ 1 confiscate' 2*7*3
330.. [f-k-d3 XII a ; . 'deposit (bank etc.)' 2.7*3
351* [f/p-k-d^2c^ I Ila 'be a commander'' 2.8,2
332r Cf/p-kr-dD ; la 'call the roll' 2.7*1
333* [f/p-k-xl Ila. v\, . 'supervise' 2.7*6
334* [f/p-k-x [?^ 3 . 1(a) 'open (eyes)' 2.2.3
335* [f/p~l-?/-Ql : -III' and 'be surprised1 2*6.1;
:v'' V  ' ;-v v ' 4, ' 2 .10.3
336. [f-l-c] : —  X  . fiart' 2.6.3
337* [f“lrg3 XVII- 'sail' 2.5.5
538. £ajn Cf/p-l~g$k 'split-' 2,2.5
(x);: ;:V. . 'Vy"v ^ " ■  " ' [
33,9. - Cf/p-l-c3 21II ' 2.5.5
340. Lf-l-k] Xlh 'slap (face)' 2,7.3
341. Cf/p-l-j] XIV 'invade' . 2.5.4
342. -[f/p^-l-tl ' XIII(a) 1 be discharged, emitted,
: , be fired (rifle etc.) 2.5.1
unintentionally1 2.10.3
343* Cf~l-x3 . XlV(a) 'smuggle in' 2.5.2;
v/V, 2.10.1
344. [f-l-x3.:;lv; Xldr, 'pinch (steal)' . 2.7*5
345* [f-l~j/©3 y : I a . 'discriminate' 2.7.3
346. [f/p-n-k^Jyd. I(a') • V 'be pamperred, 2.8.1 .
LAOJ and IX spoiled (child)' • 2.10.3
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34-7* [f/p-n-g/oJ®? ] XVII(a) 'face, be turned in
the direction of' 2.5*1
34-8. [ f / p - n - j / o V l l l ( a )  'be clear,-vacant'' 2.2*5
349* Cf-r-S/o] la v .'unsettle, disturb
■ ..(the peace)' 2.7*5
350. [f-r-£/cl Xa 'disturb' 2.7.3
351* [f/p-r-a/Q^fl V(a) 'be dishevelled' 2.2.3;
( 2.10.3
352. C f/p-r^/ed la 'repay* 2.7.1
353* [f/p-r-c®] V(a) 'burst up (a dam.etc.)' 2.2.3
354. [f/p-r-c] la .'crack (safe etc.)' 2.7.1
355* . Cf/p-r-c 1 XIV 'break into (a flat
l - . etc)' 2.8,2
350. Cf/pr-r-d Q ] 1(a) 'be disintegrated' 2.2.5
357* [f/p-r-d] XVI (a)- .'separate' 2.5.1;
*3.' . 2.10.2;
. 2.10.3
358. [a^n(x)[f/p-r-k 'be dismantled, be
,broken into, component . 
parts' ■ 2,2.5
359* Cf/p-r-m£?f] 1(a) 'be undone (stitches),
unbuttoned' 2.2*3
380v Cf/p-r-r£®£] 1(a) /be broken into crumbs' 2.2.5
361. a,y.[f/p-r-s] 'slice' 2.7.1
(x) .; 3
362. [f-r-fn . Ill and 'discharge, excrete* 2*7*3
. 0 xiiia 2 .10.3
363. a,g tf-r-\] - "'allocate' 2.7*3
.. (x) .
364. ■ [f/p-r-^] XIII 'withdraw, seclude
", oneself from' 2.5*4
365* n,bCf/p-r-|] Ilia .'interpret' 2.7*5;
x , 2.10.3,
366, Cf/p-r-^® ;v la 'be explicit' 2.2*5
367. Cf/p^r-t] la 'detail? give some­
thing, in details' 2,7,5
268. [f/p-r-t] la '.change (money) ' . 2.7,1 .
369* Cf/p-r-x/®} ] 1(a) 'flourish, bloom' 2.3.1
570. [f/p-r-H] ; : XII(a)• 'hover, fly1 2.5.1
m , Cf-s-d] s III 'lode (money etc.)' 2.6.2
572;; [f/p-s-k] la 'punctuate (sentence)' 2.7.5
375. Cf/p-s-ld -1(a) 'stop' 2.5.1
374* C f/p-s-k^] 1(a) 'be straddled'. 2.. 2,5
375. [f/p-s-13 Va 'carve (a sculpture)' 2.7.5
376. a,g Cf/p-s-l] 
(x)
'disqualify' 2.7.1
377. . Cf/p-|'~Va3 Ila 'sin' 2.7.2
378. Cf- [-13 ‘ la . * r 011 up ( si e w e  s
etc*.).' 2.7.3
379. tf-J-r] I 'defrost'. 2.5.5






381 ; 1(a) . 'be twisted' ,2.2.5
382. 1(a)
V and. IX
'be fattened, crammed* 2.2.5
383- [f/p-t-rl XIII a 'dismiss, sack' 2.7*5;
2.10.1




385. [f/p-t-r^j ] , 1(a) 'be solved' 2.2,3
386. n(x)[f/p-t-r] 'get rid o f 2.3.4
386a. [f.-t-r] i . 'die'- 2.5.4
387. Cf/p-t-sf®^ ] Ka) : '(well) developed' 2.2.5
388. C f/p-t-5£ \f} ] 1(a). 'be open' 2.2.3
389. ; [f/p-k-j/o]; . Ilia 
,.and IX
'be enticed, seduced' 2.7.5;
2,10.3
390. {a|n(n')Cf/p-j.









'be afraid' . •





393* [f-x-t] X H I a  . 'substract'; 2.7*3
394. ' 'be less, diminished' 2,3*1
393*. [f/p-z-1 fifi 3 , XVII 'be cross-eyed' 2.3*2
396. Cf/p-z-ri 3; XII(a) 'be scattered' 2.2,5
£ . 1 ; , v ■ ■ ; ' , , , ' . :
397. Cg-V/o-d/s/^^] IZI 'be proud' 2.8.1
398. Ig-n/©-13 . V(a) 'get disgusted' 2.5*1;
i'.' • ■ 2,10.3
399* [ g - ^ / o - r ] I V a  1 tell off' 2.7.2
400, [g-2./©-0/Q] I 'moo1 2.6,3
401. {a n ,tg-b-l]' ;'be limited to' . 2.6.3
. (x) : ,
402. .n(x)[g-b/v-13 '.be oil the verge of,
-«■ I'-;■ . -v. ‘ ■*:, • .border on'
403* [g-b-v[®f] , \ 1(a) .'be piled up' 2.2.5
404. Cg-b-r|\®j 3 V(a) 'increase' 2.2.6
405. n,xCg-b-r3 'overcome' ■ 2.5*5
406. [g-b/v-r] . Ila . 'overpower' 2.7*2
407. Cg-d3 IVa - 'tell' 2.6.2
408. Dg-d-13 1(a) 7 'grow up, grow (plants ,'2.5.1
\ and IX children)1 2.10.3
409* [g-d-1^ 3 1(a) . 'be large' 2.2.2
410. Cg-d-rj ’ la 'fence (encircle) 2,7-5
411. a ,g Cg-d-r3 'define* 2.7*3
' (*) . ;(v " - ' ' ; . .
412. [g-h-c3 ; la 'iron, (clothes)' 2.7.5
413. tg-h-kl 1 'hie cup' 2.6,3
414. [g-l-c3 XV . vfskid' 2,5.5
415* Cg-l-d3 . v  r 'scar over, crust' 2.5*5
416. [g-i-m3 la ; 'play (a role, theatre)' 2,7.5
417 * -Cg-l-m3 . Ia ' * embody' 2.7.5;





;• xv 1 glide,, skate, slide1 2.5.4
’toil over1
la and , ’shave' 
ix - '
421. j at n(a,b)Tg-l-j/el
422. C g-l-o/ojf
423 . Cg-m-d 7 }^ ]
424. [g-m-1]





43Q.; 'Cg-ii-zl. f ;
431. Cg-p-f]
431a. ,|g-rl''. 
4 5 2,/ [g-x-dff|] 






439. Hg-r-J p p  
,440; Cg-r-^3
exile *
, 'he a dw^rf'
XIII(a) 'be weaned of'











XII : • 
Va























Vfile away; not publish 
a manuscript originally 
intended for publication^ 2*7.1
1 caress'
'live (in a place)' 



























441 • [g-r-j/© 3 V(a) 'be stirred up ; aroused
.'.444 • 4 • ' “ (sexually etc.)1
442... I-g-r-z3 . Ia . 1 grease1 2
443• [g-f-ml 1(a) 'come true, implement,
1. - 4:r- materialize' -,.'l .... 2
■ 444. Xg— f—.r 3 s ... I (a) „ 'be bridged, closed
.•••. (gap ; between opposing 2
d ■ views, etc.)1 ; 2
4451 ,Xg~V“h 3 - 1" X,(a) 'be tall, high* ' 2
446. Cg-v-n 3 1 (a) 'be varied, multi-
' d : >■■■■_ . coloured1' 1 ■ - 2
447* [g-5£-n3 : / XVII ■' 1 stoop, over'
448. t g - j / b - r 3 1(a) 'be a convert to
' ' ■ " - Judaism1 : . .2
. "449* '’Eg-d-s [fj 3-4 ,XIV(a); 'be a recruit,
' . . : 1 ' ■ ' enlisted',
450 •: g-z-13 . ri' : Xldr. 'nob ," deprive'
451* [g-z-rn] Va 'prime' 2
452. Cg~z~m3 la ■■ . 'exaggerate, overdo'
453* Cg-z-r3 Va and 'cut. (with scissors)'
. ■/ .'" i ■ V,- . •. . .Xllla - ' 4 ‘ "b.-d'P ' v ;
454* [g-z-.z3; Va . . . ' shear (slieep), cut
’ ’'4’4" • (hair) ' ■ ■
ll • • . 4 \ ,/ 4 .v  ^ . 4' , . v  - 4^ . . . ■ '
455* [h-d-f vS 3 ... 1(a) .' 'be pushed backwards
.• .. .1" ■ 4 suddenly' \h • 2
456. Ch^d^f3 ’ • l a  4 'ward off (attack)' 2
457* [ h - d - k 3 . . 1(a) ' ''be-fastened (knot) , '
. ;4- . 4 4"; : strengthened' (ties)' 2
'458t''''5XbW^/p-x^.{3 : 1(a) 1 ■ ;'be: inverted, turned
: ' • 44. ; :4 over' / " 2
459* n [h-f-x3 1: . . 9 ' 'convert, turn into' 2
(x) ■' ... \--9p.4_ - 4 v .'9'3- ." 4 -,-n
460 .: . ih-g-i/o3. ,1a 4 ' conceive (an idea) 1 2
461. Ch-1-13 l a ' 'graise* 2

























462. 1(a) rgo,. walk' ' 2.5*1
465. [h-l-x] I- .'walk :about, to and
: "■/ £ro' . 2.5*5
464. [h-m-m Iff] . V(a) 'be stunned'- 2,2.5;
.4, ■ L ■ . ■- ■ ;t..- ;.. . ■■ . . 2 .10.5
:465, C h - r - s ] Ya , 'ho killed' 2.2.3
466. Ch.-r-s^®j] 1(a), 'be destroyed.' 2.2.3 ;
467. [h-r-j/©3 IX. 'become pregnant' 2.5*4
. 468. [h-s-s] : Ill 'lie sit ate' . , 2.6.2
/|69. C'l-O-.J/ef^ ] I 'bo' ' 2.6.4-
k - ■ .V 4 . ; . '
470. [k/x-3/o-r ] V(a) 'be ugly' 2.2.5;
. ■ '■■. 4.,i' 4 ; - 5 2 .10.5
■ 47.I. :. n-(x)[k/x-&/Q-s] . ; - 'be angry1 4 . 2.6.1 '
472. [k/x-?/e~v] > XI . -■ 'ache' 2.6.1
, 473• a,g [k-b/v~2/s>] 'fix , (appointment etc.) ' 2.7*1
4 . ‘ - (x) ; ... ■ ' • - ;■ b'i/r-. , -... •.
474. 1 k-b/v-£/o3 la ; 1 establish, fix' , 2.7*1:
475. Ck-b-c 3 1(a) 'be gathered,
' , assembled' 2.2.5
476• [k/x-b-dl la 'respect’ . 2.7*5
477• n(b)[k/x-b-d] .and 'offer refreshments 2.7*5;4
'4:\'4 p .' . .4 ; Villa (to guests)' - , 2.10.3
478. C k / x - b / v - d i  1(a)' ’be heavy' 2.3*1
..4-S-79* [k-b/v~il III ’ 'complain' 2.6.2 .
480- Ck-b-1 Vir(a) 'be parallel' . 2.3.1
is: . Dc-b-l] Vila 'parallel' 2 .7.3
■ 482,. [k-b~l] IX 'be received (for'an
: , appointment etc.)' . . 2.10.3
483* n ,x [k-b-1 ] ' ■ ■ 4 . 'be received (results
4.>.;. : y .. - 4 - of an experiment etc.)' 2.5*5
/484*y' [k-b-l]./. , III • 'get (the "flu”, blows ■
■■V44' ,; i ■ ' I/ I-.;' ,'. etc.) ' ' ' 2.6.2
484a4!.[k^b-li4 ; -Xldr' 'receive'. 2.7*5.
485* \Ck-b/vTr£;£| XII(a) 'bury1 ' ; 2.2,3
488 , .[k/x-b-s] XI la : *be washed.(laundry)1 2.7.5
487- [k/x-b/v-J] . la 1 conquer1 2 .7-1
488. [k/x-b-j/q 3 1 (a). : 'be put’ out,. 
extinguished1 2 ,2,2
489- [k-c-£/e] " Va 'plane' (wood)* 2.7.3
490. [k-c-c {f] ] V(a) 'be chopped' 2.2 ,5 ,.
491. Gk-c-f^.] ;• V(a) ; 'be foamy' . 2.2,6
492. . [k-c-r] Va 'reap (harvest)' 2,7.1
493- [k-c-r m  1 1(a) 'be short' 2.2.5
494. [k-c-v] Xlb 'allot, allocate, 
apportion' 2.7,3
495. [k-d-m] V(a) 'make progress' 2 .5.2
496. [k~d~m] III ■ 'be early (as in 
'I am early*)' 2.6.2
497- [k-d-m]; 1 (a) 'be early (as in 'it-, 
is early')'
498 • {a] n.[k-d-m] 
• «
'precede,.; come before'
499- . [k-d-r ] 1 (a) 'be a ball, be spherical, 
ball, like' . 2 .2.5
500. [k-d-&] Xlla 'bore, drill' 2.7*1
501. [k-f/p-?/® ] V(a) 'be frozen' 2 .2.2
502. [k-f/p-cj : 1(a). 'bounce, jump' 2.5.1




504. [k-h.-l ] . 1 (a) 'be assembled, 
congregated' 2 ,2.6 .
505- [k-i-?/s] XII a 'gaol, imprison' 2.7.1
506.1 Ck_l_?/o] Ila >'hit (target)' , 2,7.2
507- XIV ■ 'chance to' 2.3.4




509. . Ck-1-1] - Ilia 'curse! 2.7.5
510. [k/x-l-l{?ij] XII(a) 'be included' 2.3*1; 
2 .IO.3
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513. [k-l-5€] Ia ' take a, shower' 2.7.5;
2,10.1
5141 Ek-m3 XVI (a). 3V'etar^iap'* 2.5.1
51$. Ek-m3 Ia ./>;5-;;.'set up, erect 
(building), pitch 
(tent)': 2,7.3
516. n(x),tk-m~c ^ ,"\3 • * be stingy1 ; 2.8.1
517. £ a j n (x) E k-m-m f . 'be aroused (against) 2.10,3
518. p a  ) 3 p :;>'fbp tinkled, creased' 2.2.5
519. ; n(x) Ek-n-?/o3 3 'envy' 2.6.1
520.1 Ek/x-h-2/®3 , . IX V3; "1;r *capitulate, surrender 
submit ' “ H-':
2.5,4
2.10.3
521.: a,g .Ek/x-n-n/o]’ 
(x)




Villa‘ v'fine^.(penalty) ' 2.7*1
523, ; Ek/x-n-'sf?} ] VII(a) 'be assembled, convened*;2.2.
524. ■' Ek/x~n~s3 XIV ( a) * ent eriy go. in1 2.5.1;
525.; Ek-n-^/o] t±b ; p 'bestow, impart' 2 .7 .3 ;
2.7,8
526. Ek-n-j/©3 Xldr ” . 'buy' ', :a /'3 ,2.7.1;
2,7.8
527, Ek/x-n-j/e3 ., . Ilia ■;'nal^:nickname* , 2.7.5
528 ,:3 Ek-n-k3 3/3f5< Va;?! 'wipe;(nose etc.)' 2.7.5
529- Ek-p-dl 7 Ill 1 ; .'.insist,, 3be strict, 
particular'■ 2.6.2
530. lk-p-1 {f ^ 3 . '1(a) ; 1 be "f olded, roll up' 2.2.5
531. Ek/x-p-l ^|^  3 . 1(a) • 'be double*. 2.2.2
532,. [a£n(k) Ek-p-x{^:i.p,- 'be deprived' . 2,2.5
533 ,:; Ek-r-?/,®3 I a '■■■ 'read' , 2,7.1
534. Ek-r-?/©3 Xlb 'read out' 2.7.3
















343* [k-r-v|*$1 ' XVII(a) ’be close (spiritually)’ 2.2.5;
‘ 2,10.2
546. Ck-r-j/©] . . I . 1happen’ 2.6.4 .
54?. Ck-r-K^] X(a) ’be bald’ 2.2.6
548. tk/x-s-f Y(a) ; ’be silvery, be grey-
' • . 2 / haired* 2.2.4
549* Ck-s-ml®^] : V(a) ’be fascinated1 , 2.3*1;
7  4-y-' , 2.10.3
550. [k-s-m] . XI ’appeal to *
551- C k / x - s - 1 Vlli(a) ’be covered1 2.2.5;
6 v',r ;v ■ ' 2.10.1;
. 4  ;;v ' 2.10.3
552. [k/x-l-1] X(a) ’fail* 2.5*1;
• •- . . 4  34: 2 ,10.3 ‘
553* . n,n* Ck-t rr£f}]' ’believe a connection 2.4;
(ge) . . ;; to exist between’ 2.10.3
554, G k - ^ - r ^ ] - XVIIa ’be tied to1 2.2,3
555* Ck-Urf®?3 XVII(a) ’be attached to’ 2.2.5;
: , ■ . . 2 ,10.2
556, [k-j-v] . . Ila ’listen’ 2,6.2
557, C k-J j / © ] 1(a) ’be hard’ 2.2.6
558, [k-j-p/Oj III- ’find it difficult to’
559* E:k-t~f3 ' : XVIa ’pick, pluck (flowers
v -v-.-v 4,; 4 : etc.)’ 2.7*1
536* ; [k/x-r-?-/©; j ’squat, kneel':
537* Ek-r-c] v T T d  : 4 ’winks’
538 ^ [k-r-n] • v .4— Ill and 
.■ XIII
’radiate’
539* ; [k-r-n]\ XVa 'screen, project 
(film)'
540, [k-r-r/q^ ] ’ ' V(a) • 'be cold’
541 * [k-r-r [>]] IX -.4 4 ’have a cold’
342, Ck-r-^fjl : . ■1(a) ' 'be congealed’
543’, ■. [k/x-r-t] ; ' cut down (wood) ’
544* Ck-r-v^j] XVil(.a). ’be close, near'
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560. [k-t-n{^3 1(a) 'be saall’ 2.2.6
561.' Ck/x-t-r3 la 'encircle, surround
(military)' . 2.7*5
562. ' [aVb.,bt and 5a^a,c#>
; by . (f) ,. v . 2.7*1;
..." Ik/x-.t-y3 'write' 2.10.2
563. [k-x-l^J Y(a) 'be blue’ \ . 2.2.4
564* Ck-x- 3 Ia 'deny1 2.7*5
565, [k-x-v3 . XII 'star (film etc.)' 2,6.4
566, Ck-p-f3 XI 'feel like (doing
something)'
567, . Ik-p-f3 t. I ; 'have a good time' \
568, a,g Ck-pr-m3 'maintain^'sustain* 2*7.5;
(x) ■ 2,10.3
569* Ik-p-m3 .. I • 'materialize' 2.5*5
570. [k-p-m] • Ia 'fulfil (promise etc.)' 2.7*5
571* Ik-p-m3 1(a) 'take place, be held1 2.5*2.
572, [k/x-p-r3 la .'mould' 2.7,5
573* Ck/x-z-v] 1(a) 'prove false' 2.5*1
1 ' /v"v: . ■ ,
574. fl-£/a-g3. Ila 'ridicule' 2.7*2
, 575* [l~?/o-m] Ia 'nationalize' 2,7*3
576. • [1-2/q-s3 . . Ill 'chew' 266.2
577* [1-b-n^I 1(a) 'be red hot (iron)' 2.2*5
578. [ 1 - b / v - n 1 V(a) 'be white' 2.2.4
579* [l-b/v-^3 VIII(a) 'wear (clothes)' 2.6,2
580*. Qs-b- (] Ia. 'dress' 2.7*3;
2.10.1
581. [l-b-t3 III , 'be bewildered, unable
to decide' 2,6.2
582. Il-b-p/® 3. V(a) 'be inflamed 2*2.5;
(emotions).' 2.10.3
583* [l-g-m3 Ia 'sip' 2.7*1
584. C 1 - h - v 3 Va 'be excited, 2.2.6;
: enthusiastic' 2.10.3
585*.. Ci-k-ajfj] , VII(a) ’be united’ 2.2.5;
2.10.3
58.6. ,[l-k/x~d] ■ Xldr ’capture, seize, 
conquer’ 2.7.1.
587. Q-k/x-d ] XII(a) ’be trapped’ 2,2.3
588 Cl-k-k] 1 . Ia ’lick* 2.7.5;
2.10.1
589. Cl-k-t $  1 ;I(a) . |be gathered together, 
be collected’ 2.2,5
590. , Cl-k-x] . I ’catch fire* 2.5.5
591 r [ l-k-3£] . Xldr ’take* 2.7.1;
2.7.8





593. . [ 1-n] IX ' '• ’ stay overnight ’ 2.10.3
594. ci-j] ; ; Ia. --v rv“.1 ’knead’ 2.7.1
595.. Cl-t-f] Ia ’caress’ 2.10.2




596. Cl-x-m] . Va ’weld’ 2.7.3
597. Cl-K-c|®]] XII(a) ’be pressed, squeezed’ 2.2.3
598.' [1"3£«c3 IVa 1 coerce1 2.7.2
599. :[l-x-m] ' :• vi ’fight with’ 2.10.2





601, [m-£/e~l] V Ila ’betray trust’ 2.7.2
602. [m-i/e-s]; Xl(a) . •be fed up with’ 2.5.1
603. . [m-c-?/©] . : Ia ■ . ’invent’ 2,7-3
604. tm-c-?7©3 XII ’be present’ 2.6.4
605. Cm-c-?/s] - XII a ‘find’ 2.7.1
606. Cm-c-^c] . . ’suck * . S.7.1; 
2.10.3
607. Cm-d-d] : ::■ Va, ’measure, take 




















614. Cm-k/x-r] - ■
615'. Cai-1-?
616. Em-l^x 
61?. [m-l-s ff 





'be addicted to' 
* sell'
Till(a) 'be full, filled with' 2 
'reign, be a king* 2
'be aalty' 2
619. n(x)CiE--ri-








623 * n ( x ) . E m ~ s - r 3 
626.. Em-s-rl /• ./
627. Em-^-J]
628 . . Cm- j-xl.
629 *: n(x) Em- j-x3
630. Em-j -x3 ’ ,
631. Em-j -x3










'be bitter (of life 
etc.)' 2
'be ragged, tattered' 2
'pluck, pull (feathers, 
hair etc.)' 2
. 'be: spread, (butter)., 2
be smeared' 2
'devote oneself to' 2
'hand down, over, 2
transmit' .2
'feel (touch)' 2
' drag1; along' . . 2
■ 'last,•go on for (time)'

































634. tm-tffb • yU :
635, 1(a)
636, [m^x-^j/e] Ila
637* I m - x - c ^  3 , ; T(a)
638 • 1 Cm-xHkp^3 V(a)
639* -n(r) Cin-x- 3 .
640. [m-z-g] ; . XlVa
n
641.. [n-£/e3 1(a)
642. [n-a/o~i3.. ; la 0
643- 1(a)
644, [n-£/e-m3 I / ; :
645 • •. [n-^/e-rJ. ' I v """
646. Cn~$/©-r3. •; la >
647 • C n ^ ^ - r l  . • I . -4-
648. [n-b~?/o3 - 111 '
649, Cn-b/v-4/o3 XIII
650,; [n-b/v-1 3
, -  • -
651, tn-b/v-t3 . v- XIII(a)
652, [n-^b/v^H3 I . .■ ^
653* ' [n-c^ cifi];j:X ' . ■••i • ; . ■
654* . a,g. [n/o~c-g3
: (x) .., y "
655 * Cn/e.r;Q-g3 . XII a
656. y Dn-c-I3 ; III ■;







*be blotted, erased, 
rubbed out* : 2.2.3
'.specialize*;. 2.5*5;
; . 2.10.3
.’pour (into glass etc)' 2.7*1.
’move* 2.5*1
’put on (shoes)' 2.7*i 5
2.10.1
’be locked' , 2.2.3
'make a speech' 2*6.3
' stir up' . . 2.5*5 .




* be withered' 2.4
'bud. sprout’ > 2.5*1
'bark1-. 2.6.3,









637 . ' Cn~c~13 ■ la . ■' exploit - make - use of ’ 2.7.5 , -
658. [n/e-c-l] XIII(a) /be.saved, rescued1 2.5.1;
■ i. 2.10.3
659* [n~c-r^3 . 1(a) 'be a Christian, be
. : , ■ a convert to • d
. Christianity' , 2.2.5 ",
660. Cn-c-r] la 'lock (a rifle), put
. , on.the safety catch,' ’ 2 .7*1
661.' [n/©-c-t3 1 (a) ..'ignite, take fire'. 2 .5.1
662. [h/®ic~vl Xlia. ' ''place.., post station* 2.7.3
663* Cn-c-Kj{®^ 3 ■ •- l(a) : 'be eternal., perpetual' 2.3*1 '
664* [n-c~5£ ] ' Ila 'conduct (orchestra) ' .2.8 *2 ,
665.- [n-c-x] . XII a ' 'defeat, win' 2,7*5.
6 6 7 Cn~d-d3 ; • .XII 'roam, wander'\ 2,5*d;
668.'. [n-d-f] I.. 'evaporate, vanish* 2.5*5
669* Cn-d-f] ' XVI 'be enii11ed (smell)'. ' \
670, [n-d-r] - III 'vow'. 2.6.2
671.. 11 (x)[h-d~v] " . .'volunteer/ 2 .10.1 ;
672. [n-d-vb Xlb .. 'donate* '2.7*5; '
, . * . ■ . • . v . ' ■• .V:;;' 2 .10.1
673* [n/o-f/p-13 ; XVI(a) 'fall, drop*; • v . 2.5*1 .
674. [n-f/p-35 3 .1(a) v - 'be-, inflated, 13own up' 2.2.5
675.. [n-g-V©] ; Ila . -/.tobch'-.:2. ,.u.2 d 3,. ■ .
676. [h-g-d] ■ Ila and ' o p p o s e b e  against' 2.6 .2
■ ,.. - .nr • ' v'-' - - /d-2 .: ;;3d2 - 2  ; -
677. '-. Cn-g-n] Ill and’ 'play (music) ’ 5 2 2.6.2; S;
- '"-'i. i. /  - "Va- \  ■ . d d . / V  2.6.3 .
,678.. [n-g-v] Va ' ' 'wipe, dry ''- ■ ' ■ 2.7*5; • -
• " : - '■ - ■ ' ' 2 - : . 2. ; '■ ■! 5. - . ’ . 2.10.1 2
679 • [n-g~5€3 I a , 'gore., butt'- \ 2.7.1
680.. . Cn-h»li; 1 1(a)" . . . 'be. conducted' 2.5*2 5
681.. ‘ Cn-h-m] band- 'growlf ■ . ; 2;6> 3
   . . . . ' , - in d  .-22. d :■\ d  t
682. Cn-k-^d] , , Ia - ' 'p&nctuate, point; -dd ■ d.
■ 2-, 2d 2 2 "  ;d' (a text)' 2 : 2 2 ^ 5 2 2 ;
■ 683* Cn-k-m] Ila 'take revenge' ■ 2.7*7
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684- • En/e-k-rl la 'meet (get to know)' 2.7,3 ;
685.. En/e-k-r] Ia 'identify, recognize, 
acknowledge1 2.7*3
686, En-k-r]• Ila 'deny recognition of, 
behave like a stranger 
towards' 2.7*7
687. En-k-r] Ia 'peck' 2.7*5
688. En-k-t] . Ia 'take (measures, steps 
. etc.), take up (a 
stand etc.)' 2.7*1
689. En-k-vff^] *1)0 perforated' . 2*2,5
690. Cn-k-j/©] Xllla 'deduct (bank etc.)' 2.7*5
691. En-k-o/© 1 , 1(a) ?be clean' 2.2.5;
2,10.1
692. Cn/o-k-o/©] la 'beat up, bit1 2,7*3
093 • En-k-z3\ Ia 'drain (sanitation)' 2*7*5
694 • Eh-m-x f®] ] 1(a) 'be low' 2*2,6
695* ; >ln-p-c \f] 1 1(a) 'be shattered' 2.2.5
696. En-p-1] XV 'attack, fall upon, 
assail' 2.5,5
697. [n/e-.p-l] I 'miscarry' 2.5*5
698.-- En-p-x ] 1(a) 'be inflated, swollen, 
exaggerated' 2,2,5




700. . En-s-r] Va 'saw' 2,7*5
701,. En-s~o/©]. Ia 'test' 2,7,5
702. En-s-J/eJ III 'try' 2.6,2




704., En-s-x] ■ ' Ia 'formulate, word, 
phrase, draft.' 2.7*5
705. . Cn-^-fi ?' ■ VIII 'exhale, blow' 2.6,2
,706. C n - ] I 'pant (breathe)' 2.5*5
707. la 'kiss' 2.10.2
708. ,Eh^t-l] . X H I a 'dislodge, dispossess1 2.7*5
709* [n~j-m3 VIII 'breathe, inhale' 2.6.2
710. . [n-j7—mil I 'pant (breathe)' 2.5*5
711*' Cn/e-f-r] XVI 'fall off, moult, 2.5*1;
J ' drop out' 2,10.3
712. Cn-*)-x3 Ia 'bite' 2.7,1
713. Cn/e-t-?*/©] Xlla 'plant' 2.7*1
714. [n/e-t-f] XIII(a). 'drip, drop (liquid)' 2.5*1;
■ : ' 2,10.3
715. Cn-t-k|®|] XVI(a) 'be out off, severed' 2.2;5
716. [n/e-t-n] Xlb 'give, hand over' 2,7*1;
2,7*8
717* [n-t-r] I 'leap, start off 2,5,5
718. En/©-t-x3 V(a) . 'melt (metal)' 2.5*1;
2.10.3
719. En/®-t-j/e ] XVII(a) 'be turned aside,
. diverted' 2,5*1
720. En-t-o/e] III 'tend to' 2.6.2
721. En/©-t-z3 XIII(a) .'sprinkle' 2.5*1;
■ ■: ' ' V ‘ - ' 2.10.3
722. En-x-J/©3 ' XVIIa 'guide, lead' 2.1,3
723. En-x3 I 'rest'
724. En-x3 . XVa 'place, set, lay down' 2,7*3 
725*.. En-iO 111 -'assume, suppose 2,6,2
726. En-x-13 XII ; 'settle' " 2.5*5
727* En-x-13 Xldr, 'get, receive' 2.7*1;
■ V' ■ ■ -V- 2.7*3;
2.7*8
728, En-x-m/^ 3 V(a) 'be consoled1 2.2.5;
3 ■ - -2,10.3
729, En-x-r3 I , 'snore' 2.6.2
730, Cn-x-f] :Ia 'guess* 2,7,5
731, En-x-t3 : . XII(a) 'land (troops)' 2,5*1
732, .En-z-f3 IVa - 'rebuke* 2,7,2
733*" [n/©-z-13 XIII(a) 'flow,-, drop (liquid)' 2.5*1;
. -v. 2.10.3
734. En-z-r3 . XVI ’’ 'abstain from'
£
735. [p-?/e-r] - 111; •brag, boast1 2.6.2
756. Ip-l-c] . 1  . •be.stunned1 2.5.5
737. [p-1-13 Ill 'pray1 2,6.2
738. [p-r-*/e 1 1 be unruly, wildf 2.8.1
739. CP-r-c 8 c V  . "a ■ 'be unrestrained, “bursting1 2,8,1
74-0. [p-r-cl xiv:\:v 1 burst, break into' 2.5.5
r
741. VIII 'be ;a shepherd' 2.8.2
742, :£ af a ,^ tr-?/©-j/©I III( a) 'see' ■ 2.6.2
742a. tr-?/©“3‘/e] III(a) 'see, realize1 2.6.2
743* [r-?/0-j/©3 . VI 'see., one another' 2,10.2
744,. Ir-£/6I 1 Ila' 'cheer (shout)' 2,6.3
745. Cr-4/o^d] . • ; I,( a) '• tremble, shake' , 2,5.1
746, v [r~2/e^ml ;f I v - 'thunder', roar* 2.6.3
747. n(x)[r-4/o-m] 'get angry1 2.5*5
748. ; [r-£/o-J{?)] " I 'be noisy' . 2,3.2
749, tr -?/©-jll Ia . ibomb, shell * 2.7.3
750; Cr-^/®-v{®]] 1(a) 'be hungry' 2.5,1
751, [r-b-j/e] 1(a). 'multiply' 2,5.2
752. [r-b-o/® : 1(a) 'be increased, be in 
great quantity1 ' 2.2.5
753-. ■[r-b-c] .' Ila ,'smack' 2,7,4
7.54, [r-b/v-c|^] ‘ I 'crouch, lie' 2 .3,1
755/. [r-c] , ■ • 1(a)" 'run' 2,5,1
756, Cr-c-c] ■ ■ 'run to and fro' 2,5.5
757, [r-c-JT]. Ia 'pave' 2.7.5
758. Cr-c-sd / la . 'murder' 2.7.1




761. n,x[r-d-f3 ' ■'.
762. [r-d-m3
lecture 2.7*4
'.chase / pursue, run 













'be used to, accustomed 
to1 2.2.6
766- Cr-g-lf^ 3 
767. - [v-g~J 3
I,; 
la




































































784. i aixi(p) [r-p-?/e] 'recover, "be cured' 2.5*2;
(c) _■ . 2.10.5
785. Cr-p-dG Villa 'pad' 2.7.5
786. Cr-p-ki ila 1 nestle against' 2.7.7
787* Cr-p-t£fj] 1(a) 'be tattered' ■ 2.2.5
788. Cr-s-kf^]- 1(a), 'be shattered* . 2.2,5
789* Cr-s-n^®}] V(a) 'be restrained' 2.2.5;
. . . - 2,10.3
790. [r-s-s] Villa 'spray* 2.7*5
791* [r-pl^l^-j X 'be sloven* . 2.8.1
792, Cr-^-ml,; Xlla 'write down, register' 2.7*1
793* Cr-^-m] . V(a) . 'be impressed by' 2.10.3
794. [r-j-J ^ ] 1(a) 'be impoverished* 2.2.5
795*' [r-\~o/©] 'give permission,
/ . permit, allow' . 2,7*5
796. ' Cr-t-2./©], V(a) * shrink*. 2.5*1;
" ' . 2.10.3
. 797? , [r-t~k[fl ] XVII(a) 'be confined to’ 2.2.5 .
798. Cr-t-m] '. ' ' XVII(a): 'harness'. 2.2.3;
and XVIIa - 2,7,1
799? Cr-t-n] III 'grumble' 2.6.3
800. [r-t-v[®h V(a) 'be wet' 2.2.6;
.V. 2 .10.3
801. [r-t-x{t]] V (a) . .'be welded* soldered* 2,2.5
802. [r-t-xi?] ^  , 1(a) 'be boiling' 2,3,1
803* Cr-t-x] • V(a) 'be enraged'' 2.5*2;
2,10,3
804. " [r-vl VI 'quarrel with' 2,10.2
805* [r-x3 la .'smell, sniff' 2.7*3
806. [r-x-c] ' la . 'wash'. . 2.7*1;
. . -5 ' . . . : 2.10.1
807^ ' .ir-x-f] XII . .. 'hover., flutter' 2.5*5
808. [r-x-k 3 XVI(a) 'be far,, distant ' . 2.2.6
809. n,xtr-x-m] 'feel -sorry for' 2.6,1
810. [r-x-*|’] XII 'happen' 2.6.4
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811. [r-x-v ] ' 1 (a) 'be wide' 2 .2.6
812, [r-z-j/o 3 ;; 1(a) 'be slim' , 2.2.4
j
813. [s-s/o-f (f) ] 1(a) / 'be ramified, branched 
out' 2.2.5
814. Cs-2/o-r] xv r (storm (military)' 2.5,5





816. i s-b/y-£/o ] V(a) 'full, satisfied (food)>’ 2.3*1 
2.10.3
817, ; n(x) [ s-b/v-1] 'suffer o f
818. Ds-b/v-13 ” III 'endure, suffer' 2•6.1 ; 
2 .6,2
819. [s-b/v-13 111 'bear' 2.6.1
820. Cs-b-n] . . Ia • 'soap' 2.7.5;
2,10.1
821. Cs-b~r]V : Xlb 1 explain* 2.7.3;




823. Ca-b-x^]] V  1(a) 'be complicated, 
-\intricate'
2.2.5 ‘
824.;, Cs-d-dJ 2 ..?a;: . 'harrow (field)' 2.7.5
00 ro \J
V [s-d-d] ' - vi ' whi sp er s e cret s ' 2 .6 .2 ;
2 ,10.2
826. '£a}n(x)[s-d-r- $ h * form (a line) 1 2.2.5
827 • 2 [s-d-r] , Ia 'i ' "fix", "frame” 
. ..someone * , 2.7,5
828. [s-d-r] -Y;;iay. ’arrange' 2.?.5
829. . ts~&T£ 5 3 1 (a) y 'settle satisfactorily'1 2.2 .6 ; 
2.10.3
830. [s-d-r £®j] ■ I (&) 'be arranged, set in 
order' 2.2.5
831. Is-d-i*] ;y 7w 2: /VI, ■ / =1 get along (nicely) 
• with)' 2 ,10.2
832. .: xii 'be soaked' , 2.2,3
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833- [s-f/p-r] Ia * count1 2.7*1
834*. [s-g-d] . 2. : lla 'worship1 2*7*2
835* n(x)[s-g^-l] ' . 'become adapted, fitted' 2*5*5
836. [s-g-rf®j] 1(a) 1 c l o s e s h u t ' 2.2*3
837* [s-g-r] XII 'lock oneself in' 2.10.1
838. [s-g-r] Xlb : / ’extradite' 2.7.3
839* a,g [s-k-1] ■ ’stone1 • 2.7*1
• ' (x)  ^ ■' ‘ ; x  . ■ .
84-0. [s-k-1] •. • Ia and 'remove stones' 2.7*5
■" "! ■ X  ; ; ‘ ' , i.\V - ' . X
84-1* Cs-k-13 ,v . Ila stare at, watch.' 2.7.7
84-2. n(x)[s-k-ml . 'add up to' ■ 2.10.3,
84-3 • [s-k-m] . v • • la;X ; :'1 sum up * ' 2.7*5
84-4-,' [ s X k - - m J ;'X'^ . ■ . 2.7*3
84-5• n,n'(f)[s-k-m] ■ '.conclude* agree about.' 2.6.2;
. •, Xx -3, .3. ■:^2.,v '7,i ■; ■ 2,10.2
84-6. [s-k-r] X(a) ■ 'take risk’ 2.10.1
84-7* Cs-k-r] Ia 'scan, review (troops
I;et:cv9;^;;; ; ■ . 2.7*1.
84-8. n(b)[s-k-r] ' earn., be paid (wages)1 2.10.3
/. f ; ' . /
84-9• Is-k/x-r] : : Xlb: and •'rent' . . " 277• 15
:■ . ; / X i d r X  / 2.7.8
850, [s-l-f J - : ; 1 (a) 'be .distorted' 2,2,5
851* [s-^ l-k] • Xllla 'send away* 2.7*5;
X; ; '■ -■ ■ ‘.. '■ * ;X '^X/ X-x • 2.1CX1
852. [s-l-k]' ,. Xllla 'pinch* steal' ' 2.7*5
853* [s-1-1] ; la 'pave, compress (road)' 2.7*1
854* Cs-l-xl Ila 'forgive.' 2.7*1
855,.' [s-m] XVa 'put, lay' : 2.7.1
856. [s-mXk|®| ] ,1' 'blush' , 4 2.4-
857* .[s-ra~l]: -X  X- VIII;. 'be symbolized.1 ■. 2,10.3
858. [s-m-n] • . VIII 'be marked'. 2.10.3,
859* Is-m-x] IV' 'rely , on' 2*7.2
329
860. a,g . [ s-m-x3 . 
(x) • ;
,' ordain' 2.7*3
861. [s-m-x] Ila 'base■oneseIf on, 
refer to' 2.7,6
862. [s-m-asl . /Ha) ; , 'be glad!, happy' 2.6.1;
2.10.5
865, [s-n-?/©3 III : , 'hate (that)' 2.6.2 ;
864-. ; Es-n-?/o] - Ill(a) ,.'hate' 2.6.1;
2.10.5;
865. Cs-n-f $ 1 3 XVII(a) 'be. annexed, affiliated, 
to' • 2.2.5
866. ts-n-r-ii] XIV; ; 'infliterate 1 2.5.5
CO CTt « [ s-n-n \%] ] 1(a)' . 'be filtered' 2.2.5 .
868. ; [s-p-k] ,111 'manage to ...' 2.6.2
86?, [s-p~k] Xlb ; 'supply' 2.7.5,
870. C s-p-k3 IX - .'get satisfaction 
(sexual etc.)' 2.10,5
871, n(x)[s-p-k3 'content oneself with' 2^10,5
872.. Cs-p-rl . Xlb 'tell, relate, recount ' 2.7*5;
2.7.8
873. Cs-p-r] .. la and 
IX
'have haircut' 2.7.5
874-. Cs-p-s|?^3 •' XVII(a) 'be annexed, coopted, 
affiliated* 2.2.5
873. [s~r~£/© m  3 XV ' 'be stretched out' 2,4
CO -n
3
' '9 [ s-r-f 3 V(a) 'be burnt' 2.2.5 1
877. [s-r-g3 ■ Ia 'knit' 2.7.1
878. [ s-rr-k3 ■ Ia 'comb (area)' 2,7.1





880. [s-r-s[®53 1(a) 'be castrated, 
distorted'. 2.2.5
881. [s.-r-t If] 3 V(a) 'be incised, scratched ' 2.2.5
882. [s-r-v3 III 'refuse *■ ■ 2.6.2
885. [s-r-x£^3 ,, . V(a) 'be stinking' 2.3.1
884 .• [s-t-m 3 . VIII,(a). 'be stopped up, 
clogged' . . 2,2.5
885*. Cs-t-t3 Va 'chisel, cut (stones)'
886. [s-t-o/o]. XVI 'deviate, digress,
turn aside.'
887• C s-y/o/o-g] . •I ; 'retreat'
888. {a} n ,x[s-v-g ^  3 'be classified,
categorized'
.889• Cs-v/o/e-g] . Ia 'encroach'
890.; Csl?ylr] III 'be in the opinion
that'
891. Cs-v/i/o~r3 XVIa 'remove, take off
892. [s-v-v ^ 1 (a) 'be turned aside,
V . around'
893* Cs-v-v3 XII 'walk about'
894. [s-v-vl : VI . 'hang about with'
895* [s-x~f|®^3 .XII(a) 'be swept (washed)
- . :" away'
8?6 . n(f)Cs-3£-k3 'act, play (theatre
: ; iji . etc.)
897* n(n')Cs-x-k] 'play'
898. . [s-s-t] Xidr 'extort (money by
■ v- :: 4 . ■ >s , blackmail)
899- [s~x~t.{®3 3 \ VIII(a) 'be squeezed, wrung
and XIII(a) out' •
900. Cs-se-v3 1 (a) 'drag on'
901. [s-3£-v3 XIdr : 'pinch (steal)'
902.' (a]n(x);Cs-x--v3 , *be dragged after'
903. [s-x-j/©3 XII 'swim'
.904. Cs-j-2/e3 IX 'be assisted by(
905. Cs-j-d3 Ia . 'white wash'
906. [s-J~f3 1 VI 'fence (sport)'
907. Cs-o-g3 XVI 'have reservations
j " about, dissociate
. oneself from'






























909. ■; 'reconnoitre , tour1 2.3.5
r.
910. Ia *,1 take breath, inhale ' 2.7.I
911.': . Ill A, ' a spir e \ at, ‘/liaye 
ambition t o ' - - 2.6,2 ;
912. ( I and
h i  ;
'roar (lion) '■ 2.6.3




914. ■ [Li/o-l] V, ' Ilia :'ask' 2.7.1
913. ; 1 ' cough1 " 2.6.3
916. [f —£/o-n ] ' 'leanV •>' 7... 2.2.2
917. 1' SI I (a) ’^'be^ 'left. oyer': 2.3.1
918. n(x)1j-a/e-r] 'remain' ' .' , 2,6,4 ;
919. f-Vv-a/e] : III(a) 'swear' 2.6.2
920. ^.[[7^3^11]; SIT (a) 'be inlaid* , 2.2,5
921...;,[f^LrS3v^ XII 'be rbf1ected (Ii ghb)' 2.5.5
922:. £aj n(x) C j*-b/v-■v!?} ] 'be broken' 2.2.3
923. [ f-b/y-'tj] .■ : 1(a) 'be idle, be on strike ' 2.5.1
924. C f-b - x f f ]  ] ;; 1(a) 'be of high quality'. 2.2.6
925, ,. [^-b-s] , Ia 'praise' 2;7.5
926.; C^-b/v-j/Q] ;
. /i- ' .A' • s * •••*..
‘' Ia • 'take .prisoner, 
capture^ (war)l 2.7.I
927. [j-a-di ;-fv- .. I a: and
t^ -ildn-^ , .
'rob'. 2.7.I
928. C (-d-1] ■ ’ VlIIA,",./' 'endeavour' 2.6.2
,929. C^-d-1] 3 Ilia 'try to persuade, 
solicit* 2.7.5
930. [f-ci-rj ' r xib ^ 'broadcast, transmit * 2.7.5
931. a,g [\-I/p-t]
-.'(*)'■ A - ;,
. 1judge'-’/• ■ "'v : ' 7-:' ■ 7 2.7.1
932. ‘ XIII(a) 'be spilled, shed' 2.2.3:
.933* XII
934. XII(a)
935* C j-k-S/©] Xlla
936. t [-k-2/sJ ; XII
937* c j-k-f]; . ' , Ila :
938;' [j-k-f] XII








941.; Cj-k-n|§] . XII(a)
942. C [-k-r^] V(a)
943* f j-k-r] iy :
944. ^-k-k|g]; . y(a);
945* C j-k/x-v jf ) ] XV(a)
946. Cl-k-o/o] Ia






932. r j-l-mf ] p x-
953, ^  n(x)C |-l~m]
954. C[-i-m] 4 xi ;
953* cj-l-ml Xlb
956; £a^n(x) [ £-l-t{®j'3 \
' stay' 2.2.6;
. 2.6.4














'lie (tell a 111)' 2.6.2
.'be quiet, calm' 2.3*1;
2.10.3
'lie (body position)' 2.2.2;
2.3*1
•"'f water, irrigate ' 2.7*3





'be denied, derived §.7*1






'"pay", be worth while'
■'pay', 2.7.$










• i n - ' ’
.and
'‘'dominate, command’ 2.7*2
'be joined, fitted 
together,' integrated* 2.2.5
’sbnd1
’hear of, learn 
indirectly about1
962. iaf a,g[ -m-^/o3 JII(a.) ’hear
965* [J*m--S/©iy
964. [J-m-cl,y
965. Cj-m~d3 - A  
966 . C ^ m-n j|i ]
967* : C)-m-n^3 
968. [j'-m-r ^  3








































. 'guard, prot ect'
'take good care of'
'use, make use of, 
put to* use'
2.7*1; 
2 * 7 • 8

































983., C j-r] 1 sing! 2.6.3
984.- n(x) [ J-r-k] 'whistle' 2.6.3
983:*, E'j-r-t] ;X^XxiiiiK:;i serve (army etc.) 1 2,6.4
986 r [j-r-t] la. ' “X; 'serve someone.1 2.7*4
98?. VEj-t-f $ 3 'be washed (dishes
etc.) '• ■ '■■{■■■ 2.2.3
988. . xiir, * bd -washed away1 .
989. XII(a) V:!take' part In, 
participate' 2,6.4
990. ,v ;'be<.,paralysed' 2.2.5
991. 'keep silent' :, 2.2.6
992. C l-t-lc] ; vJla- 'hush (cover) .up'' 2.7.3
993. : cj-t-igb XII (a) 'be planted* 2.2.3
994. '■: , V' 'I (a5‘ ■. 'be flat' 2.2.5
993., [j -t-six '■''X'-iVf' ♦l:; X  fair flat', stretch 
oneself 2.5.5
996. "ia,/ ;'drink'. 2.7 .r
997. ^ j - y X ' X X v XVII(a) 'come back' 2.5.1
-998. [j-v-c] .'.have a heart attack' 2 .5.5
999. : cj-v-d/s > VII (a) * be equal, be on a par > 2.2 .( 
2 .10.
1G00. n,n'(x)Cj-v- d/.©3 X; Xreach.;a compromise' 2 .5.5
2 .10.
10.01. C f-v-j/®] ,;■■■ Vila : .'compare* 2.7 ? 3
1002.: : }a?(a,G Q\-x- 
' (<0
xi. iir(a) . 'forget' 2 .6.2
2.10..
1003. V -X V(a). 'be black' 2.2,4
1004. I 'be conceited' 2.8.1
1003. [|-5£-d] Ilia 'bribe' 2,7.5
1006. C j - K-k^] 1(a) ' be - worn, tattered' 2.2.3
1007. Xt . XII(a) 'be threaded, passed 
through' » 2.2.6





1011/ E^-z-f 1 .. V(a)
t ; v ■ ■, ’■ :
1012. [t-2/G-m] . Ill "  ’taste* .
1013• [t-i/©-m] Vila ' ’coordinate*
1014-.. , Ct-^/o-Di] XIV(a) ’fit, suit’
1015 . - Et-?/o-m] " XIV 'suit;'
1016. [t-2/e-n] Villa ’load (truck etc.)’
/.and Xlla . ; \ .. '
1017. Ct-£/e~n $1 ] , VIII (a) ’be loaded (gun) ’
and XII(a). 5 / ■ .
1018.: Et-2/o^n] III ’argue’
1019. E t - 2 / o - r ] Ia ’describe1
1020. [t-^/e-a/e] : III (a) '
and 1(a) ; \make a mistake, err'
1021. [t-b/v-^/oH Ia 'sue' 1
1022. Et-b/v-?./q j ] XII(a)> ’be drowned'
1023* Et-b/v-2/e] 1 Xldr 'claim, demand1
1024. • Et-b/v-i] /. .Xlla /.’■dl^ '.; - .: / '
1025. Et-b-1] Ia 'baptize'.
1026. n(x)Et-f-f] 'beat (drum)’
1027. Et-f-r] = \ ,, Ia " ; . ’sew' ' ' '
1028. Et-f/p-s 3 XII(a) ' 'be caught, grasped,
comprliended' .
102$. ] VIII(a) 'bo pure V
1030. 3 XII(a) 'be stuck in’
1031. Et-k-f] ; VITI , 'have an attack
■' (illness) 1 .
1032. . Et-/k~f ] I a : - 5 ’ attack ’


































1033. Ct-k-h] Xlla ' instal1 2.7*3
, 1034• Ct-k-n] , ; la . mend, -repair' 2.7*5
,1035* [t-13 •. la ’throw javelin* 2.7*3
1036. [t-il -:1a rlay (eggs)1 2.7*3
1037*. Ct-1] . • XVa *impose (taxes) ’ . 2.7*3
1038. XVI(a) ’be plucked, torn out' 2.2.5
1059. Ct-l-j/o[®^] XV(a) 'bo hung, suspended' 2.2.3
1040.- ' G t - l - g ^ a l - ’;la; 4,^:; 'hang ‘(penalty)-' V 2.7*1
1041. Ct-m-d] , X -^-’keep on,' persevere1
1042. Ct-m-m] ;.-X: •- . * play the innocent' ' 2.8.1 ■
1043*. n(x)'[t-m-x] ; Ila f support one's "body' 2.10.3
; 1044. ' Ct-mnxl- ' la /•. 1 support, maintain* 2.7.1;
104-5- Lt-n-ipf] VIII(a) 'be filthy1 2.2.5
1046. [t-p-s] ' XV 'climb (up)' 2.5*5
1047* [t--rOl^ ;,-.l XII \ , .'tour'- , . 2.3*4
1048. [t-rl .. . Ia . 'unfasten, untie' 2.7*3
1049*' Ct-r-2/©] IXaxand 'protest against' 2.6.2
" : . ".,v III. '1 " ■ " ■ . 1,
1050. . [t^r~di i. Va v 'bottier, pester, harass'' 2.7*
1051. It-rri | ^ ]  1 ( a )  ; . . 'be non&kosher ' 2.3.1
1052. Ct-r-fD Ia ; . ’kill’.and eat (animal),
■ t'l-deybur'1 V  2.7*1 -
1053. Ct-r-k] , ‘ . ■ 1(a) Vslam (door)' 2.5*3
1054. [t-r-m] Xlb 'contribute,.donate’ 2*7.1
1055 * [t-r~j/&3 IV : 'warn' . 2.6.2
1056, CtrsOl ; - I;.(a) ’ 'fly (aeroplane etc.) 2.3*1
1037• C t - s - s ^ T  : , , 1(a) 'ferment' 2.3.1
1038. [t-y-sc] -v ; M a  ■ 'range' ■ 2.7*5
1059• Ct-j-k] ' . ‘XIIa; 'file (papers etc.,) ' 2.7*5
1060;. [t-j-13 . I 'go on a trip, stroll* 2.5*5
v ‘V'V-1-! ■ " -■ v>j-a .
1061. Cv /J/q-?/s-1 ® ].XI 'be of use to' • 2.3.2
. .337
1062.: [v-2/o-d] \ ^ 1 convene1 ' 2.10.2
1063. /©-d] ’be .designed for1 . :•.
1064 • [v/g/o+c-?/©] v. XIII(a) .’coiae out* 2.5.1
1065. [v/j/G-c-rl ' v ’be ereated, produced’.2*5.3; 
2.10.3
1066.' Cv-d-?/©3 , -\7 ’verify, authenticate’ 2.7.5
106? i Cv/g /©~d-4y<©i ..:;-III ; ’know how to ’ 2.6.2; ' • 
2.10.2
1068. n(x) [v/3/©-d-2/o [$■ 1' IX ’know’ 2.2.2;
2.10.3
1069. [v-d-?./©1 : XVII.' 'acquaint oneself to1 2.5.5
1070. [v-d-1] ' . VI -7 7 ’distinguish* 2.7.3
1071. [v-d-o/o] ’confess * 2.6.2 , .
107.2. [v/j/©Td-i/©] III ;v • ’admit’ 2.6.2
1073- a,q> . [v/j/©-d-j
oo /
/©] 1 thank ’ 2.7.4
1074. ■ [v^k-£/©3 ; 7la': y' ’thrust.through 
(enemy’s post)’ ,2.7.3
1075V n,n’ [ v-Io-k]] ; 
-(x)
’argue with1 .//■'. 2.5.2;
2.10.2








1078;; Cv/a/Q-l-dl . x n i , " ’be born (to)* 2.5.4;
2.10.3
1079. Cv/d/o-v.-*l] \; yXVII 'X ; '"’transport,■carry’ - 2.7.3
1080. [v-l-g] \V V‘:V .’control- one *.s reactions 1 2.7*4
1081. Cv-nD. • ia : ;; ’understand’ 2.7.3
1082. Cv-r-d 3 * be . rose, pink,’ 2.2.4
1083. Cv/j/e-r-b!] :xvia ,7 ’come,;go down, descend, 
diminish, decrease’ 2.5.1
1084. [v-r-k {.® j. 3 • 1(a) ’shine’ . 2,3.1
1085. [v-r-kl • . ;': '• 7 H k V  - ’cable’ 2.7.3
1086. CY/o7o»i*“ki^;]; ;:Ka)f'7;;' 1 be. green’. 2.2.4
108?. Cv/d/a-r- u  ; . ... Xlb and ’inherit1 2.7*1;
v y. J v Xldr y - ■ 2*7;3;
A y 7 7 A ' :y/ - 7. .. 1 " 2.7*8
1088. a,g(%b)[v-r-3€] 7 ’smuggle1 2.7.3
(al) -y ■ ’ y ’- v- . y ■ '■
1089* [v/d/e--r--d/03 Xlb ’instruct’ 2.6.2
1090. n (x) [v/d/©- r - d ' b ©  a teacher ’ 2.8.2
1091* Cv/d./o-r-d/^ ; Ia , ' shoot1 2.7 ?1
1092. Cv-s3 la ’defeat’ 2.7*3
1093. Cv/d-s-d3 • . ; la' 'found,. establish' 2,7.A
1094. Cy/d/e-s-f] ; XIV(a) ’be added to' /  2.5*1
1095* Cv-Ssrtf^j ] - 1(a) ; regulate (voltage,
pressure etc.)’ 2.2.5 , .
1096. [ v / j / o - ] XV(a) 'sitt, ’ 2.2.6
1097*. Cv-t-rj Ila . ’give up, renounce, :
: 7 relinquish (a claim),
surrender (rights etc.)’,2,7*6
1098. . [v/d/Q-t-r] -I. • . ’be left oyer’ 2.5,4
1099* '-Iv-xfff3 . y - V(a) ■ 'be confused’ T 2,3*1
1100. [y_x-n3 III 'notice' 2.6.2
1100a. [v-x-*n3 ; III ’distinguish’ 2.6.2
• A'l'Ql. _ty/d/o^x-*3‘* , III ’come: to realize' 2.5*2;
I,';.- y. " - 2,6.2
,1102, Cy/d/©-x-5E3 y Xlb ■ 7’- ” ’p r o v e • 2.7,3
1103 * [ v/d/e-x-sl XII ’be.1 present’ 2.6.4
‘2 • \ " 7 ■= y v' '
1104, Cx-b-.?/o3 y Xlla 'hide'
13.05, ,7Cx-b-k3 7 { Ia 'embrace, hug’
1106. [x-b-11, Ila 'sabotage'
1107• [x-b/v-(3 la : 'dress (wound),
7 v 7 7777 ,7 bandage1
1 1 0 8 . n,xE^4b/^v|ff3 7 I .’be liked’









1110.. Cx-c-v^] . ' XIIa
1111. Cx-c-o/o$j ] i(a) '
1112. [x-d-d/e$jj ] Va
1113. Cx-d-1] ■■ III
1114. [x-d-r] XIV(a)
. 1115, Cx-d-J m  ] . :, 1(a)
1116. Cx-.I/p-f] v 5 Villa,
111?. [x-f/p-r£®f] ' XII(a)
1118. Cx-g-g] Ia
1119 v. Cx-g-rj, Ia
1120. £x-k/x-m . V(a)
1121. . [x-k-m^^' J I
1122. .[x-k-rl la
1123* Cx-k/x-r] Xlb an
Xldr
1124. Cx-k-j/Gi] . Ia
1125. Cx-11 XV(a)
1126. [x~ll. ' . XII *:■
1127. [x-l-c] XIII(a
1128. [ x - l - c XIII(a
1129.. Cx-l-di®j] ; V
1129a. a,g Cx-l-f]'
(x)
1130. Cx-l-f ] VI(a)
1131. Cx-l-f] I
1132. Cx-l~k] I
1133. Cx-l-kf®i; ] 1(a)
’be hewn’ 2.2.3



















*. imi t at e , mimi c ’ 2.7.5
’apply to’ 2.3^1
’fall on*
’be. delivered, rescued ’ 2.5.
’be pulled out, drawn 












1134. Cx-l-k] • '• •> ^ • la '' ’ strike,- pat Thair
•' • etc.)1 2.7.3 '
II35.. £a}n(x) [:x~l-k ® ] 3 ’be divided1 2.2.5
1135a* a,g [x-l-k] 'divide amopg5
(x) ,i ' distribute1 2.7*5
1136. [x-1-1$1 ] 1(a). ’descecrate1 " • 2.2.5
1137. [x-1-1] III 'make a generalization1 2.6.2
1138. [x-1-1] I and • 'play the pipe, flute, 2.6.2;
III 'recorder' 2,6.3
1139* [x-l-m] ' III 'dream' . 2.6,2
1140. [x-l-m] XIII . 1 recover, recuperate1 2.5.5
1141. [x—1—(/*!] V(a) 'be weak' 2.2.2;
: : ; , . v-' v ' ■■ > 2.10.3
1142. n(x)[x-1-^1 . XV . 'command., overlookr
1143* [ x - l - t ] ' Ia - ’decide' . 2.7*3
1144. [x-l-v] Ia 'milk' 2.7.1
1145. VIII . 'be 111' ■ 2.4
1146. [x-m-c] I 1 turn sour (milk etc.)' 2.5.5
1147* Cx-m-c] la '.miss opportunity' 2.7*3=
1148. [x-m-k] . XVI 'slip away, evade' 2.5*5
1149* [x-m-x/.ef®j] - V(a) - 'be hot, warm' .. 2.2.5;
. : - ■- .'.1 - , ■ 2.10.3
1150. [x-m-m£®3] ; V(a) 'be angry1' 2.2.5;
V-''- 3 3  , 3 ■ ■ 3  '■ ; 2.10.3
1151. [x-m-^] Ia 'arm, equip1 2.7*5
1152.' [x - n - f ] XVII '.be a. flatterer' , 2.8.1
1153. [x-n-k^ ] . . V(a) 'strangle' 2,2.3
1154. Cx-h-k] ' V(a) 'stifle, suffocate' 2.5.1;
', ; '3 3  V.' - / , ■ ■ 2,10.3
II55 , [x-n-t] I a . ' embalm' 2.7*1
1156. [ x - n - j / e ] . XII(a) 'encamp, park' 2.3*1
1157. Cx-n-x] Ia ■ 'inaugurate' 2,7,1
1158. [x-n-x] . Ia and 'be educated, brought 2.7*5;
"■ - ^ ' - ; IX . . .. up' -3;"; • 2 .10.3
■ V 3 : - : 3 ■ "v- 7 ■ ,3 - ' ' - , ■ -341
■1159* Cx-p-r]: I 1 entrench, dig
3 oneself in' ' ' 2.10.1
1160. Ex-p-o/o] Ila 'cover (for), protect1 2.7*8
1161. tx-rr-3/el Ia ' overpower1 2.7*3
1162. Ex-r-g] XIII . 1 deviate,; exceed bounds'
1163. Cx-r~k ^ 3  I . ' squeals1 2.3*2
1164., Cx-r-m] la , ' excommunicate' 2.7*3,
1165. [x-r-m] 'Confiscate' 2.7*3
1166., Cx-r-^] .. . la ‘ 'plough' . 2.7* 1 .■
116?. [ x - r - V ( a )  'be deaf' 2.2.6
1168. [x-r-t] 111,'.; ’regret;' 2.6.2
1169. [ x - r - t ] XIX(a) 'be engi'aved, chiselled’ 2.2.5
1170. [x-r-v] . V(a) 'be destroyed' 2.5*1 ;
1171. Ex-r-x] 111(a) : 'be compelled to' 2.10*3
1172. n,n'[x-r-j/o] , 'compete' 2.10.2
(r) 3 . ,  ■ 3. 7 , . 7 : " \ 3.. • ' '' ■’ -- "  > 3
1173*. Ek/x-r-z] la . , 1 declare (a strike
: etc.), announce'; 2.7*3
1174. Ex-z] Ila 'be reserved, stingy' 2.7*2
1175*- Cx-s-f f?j] 1(a) 'be bare' 2.2.3;
' 7 • - ‘ ./ • " ,3 ' ■ ■ / 2.10.1
1176. Cx-s-l^| ] 1(a) 'be liquidated' 2,2,5
1177* Cx-s-mfg] VIII(a) 'be blocked' 2.2.3;
. • v33 ‘ \ ,3- " 3 33, " 2.7.3
1178. Ex-s-nf®^ ] V(a) 'be immuned' 2.2.5;
v .. ' 3'^ - ■/. 3; 3 i^3---333 2 ,10.3
1179* a,gEx-s-n] . 'innoculate' 2.7*5
.• (x), . . '' ' . . -37,' .3 • - 7 . . - -
.1180. Cx-s-r] , Xllla 'substract' 2.7.3
1181. Cx-s-r] XIII(a) 'be missing' 2.3*1;
, 2,6.4
1182. Cx-s-x] la 'save, spare' 2.7*1;
, . 7 ; 33x;V: , ■ ':;-'33 .33-- 3 . ,■ 2.7*3
1183* (a]a,g , Ex-f-d] 'suspect' 2.7*1
(r)(c) ■
1184., Ex-j-k] XI " ■ ’feel like (doing 
something) 1
118$. V(a). :.’be har/de hedl ‘ - 2 .2 .$; 
2.10.3
1186. a,g Ex-(-r] ’prepare for1 2.7*3'
118?. Ex-\-r] ,Xa ’declare "Kosher”' 2.7.3




1189. Cx-f-f] Ia ’caress Eslang]’ 2,7.7;
2.10.2
1190. n(x)Cx-(-vgc?] ’be considerate1 2,8.1 .
1191.. ;;; . 'be important' 2 ,3.2
1192. a,g Ex- -v] 1
■/-(?)■:".f;; ■
'consider,deem' ■ 2.7.1
H9$. Ex- ^ -v] : Ia ’ calculate, compute ’ 2.7* 5
1194. Ex-j-y] 1 ‘ III \ . ''think1. 2.6.2
H9$>; " n(d)Ex-j-v] ; 'think of'
1196. Cx- j-xf®^ ] i(a) 'be dark' .. . 2.2.4
1197i Ex-t-?/©] Ila ' sip.' '4.1 1. 2 .7.2
1198.. Ex-t-?/®] Ia . ‘ ’disinfect’ ' 2,7 .3 '
1199. Ex-t-f] ; ;Xllla .’kidnap., /snatch’ 2.7.1
1200:. Xldr ,.‘1, ’get. (blows) ’ 1 2 .7.1;
2.7.3;
2,7,8




III(a) 1 sign (do cument etc.)’ 2 .6.2
1203. . . .  Ex4tfn^j ] VXI&) ■ ’be. married’ • 2.2.5;
2 .10,2
1204,' Ex-t-r] n(i) •••;. ’row, (with oars)’ •2 .5.4 .
1209. Ex-t-r] .■ 'crown* , ' 2,7,3
1206. Ex-t-r] ■■IIsl’; * 'undermine' 2 .7.2 .
1207. [x-t-frl 1 • f dig';(n.0ae) ; pick •; ■ 
^.seannh^ 
(papers) ; f  ;; >}. 1. 2.7.6
i2oa. ;[x^t^x-|^ ] V(a) ,'be cut1 2.2.3
1209. I ^4J-g].; I a /• dial (telephone' 2.7.3
Cx-j-l] : la - 'be enlisted.1 2.7.5
1210a. : Cx-^-vD ■ take s omething up on 
oneself * . f  / 2 .10.:
1211. Cx-i-v] T T T oJLJLd.d. * oblige* ; 2.7.5
2.10.]
•'12121-; [x-j-v] VIII(a) 1 debit * 2.3.2
Ix-o-v] Ia * approve o f 2.7.5
1214.; [x-o-v] Ia 'find guilty, 
pronounce guilty' ■ 2.7.5
1215. Cx-o»x] XVII 'smile* , : f 2.6.3
1216. n(x)[x-j-a/o] ' live■(in a place)' - ■ 2.6.4
1217. Cx-o-a/©{^] 1(a) * live , exist' 2.3.1
1218. [x-z-k] Xlla 'hold* . 2.7.3
1219. [x~z-k|®^] Y(a) , 'be strong* 2.2.5
1220. [x-z-r] Ila 'court (a lady) 2,7.6
1221.
C x- z - r S o ?5 3
I 'be swinish' 2.8.1
1222. [x-^z-r] XVII(a) 'return, come ,  (go)- 
back' 2.5.1
1223. Cx-l-Ic] f f f . Ila ' disagree with.' 2.7.2
i
. •, -
1224. [ q - ^ / © - c ] 1 advise , suggest' 2.6.2
2,10.-
1225. V(a) ' be ;efficient ' - 2.2.5
1226. [ q - . 2 / q_ p ] Ia 'forest' 2.7.5
1227. [3-b-r] I and 
III
'howl* 2.6.3
1228. 'V(a) " 'be desperate' 2.2.5
2.10.
: / 4  / : 3 4 4  4 \ / j
1229. C d - b / v - ^ l 3 ;:v(.a5';.v.:: 'bedry' 44 74 4'\:4.' 2.2 .5 ; 
2.10.3
1230.j :Ca-o-?/e3 - ■ vxyip; 4 / ' export'. •■ 'V- '-4 V;" 2 .7.5 :
1231. ;1 represent' / ■;■*■< 54’;.2.'7.5
12,32.; [ j-c-r] ''la44: • 1manufacture, produce/ 2.7.5/
1233.:; Cj-c-v^j ] V: 'be stable, steady' 2 .2.5 A
1234. ;-V'. 'report duty,• appear 
before' -44:4 2.5.5 ;
3.235. C0-d-d /vx44, 4 'be- friends (with) ' 2.4;
2.10.24
3.236. • 'be beautiful' ,4 2.3.1;
2.10.1
1237. ; r ] 'be Jewish' 2.2.5; 
/2.3.1 /
1238, Cj-k-r{°8 vVCa)l;V- 'be:expensiye,/ costly1 2.2.5 : /
3.239,v '[q-n-k] : .:4 -)®A' 'suck (breast milk)' ; 2.6.2;
2.10.3
1240^ [ j-r-ki . 4 ;;;rffi, 4 //;. v.' s p i t 4 4 5 5 ' -  -V.l,./'4'r . Vtv-,:
3.241.' 'be old, outdated 4 
antiquated' 4\ v /' ■ 2.4. -
1242, 7 4 4 4 4 4  4 / 4 ( § 4  4.• 'be .asleep' . 4 4.-... • ./ 2.2.2 /
1243,, Ca-j-rSj] 'be. straight' ' 4; 4 4
1244. XIII (a). 'be settled1: 4 2.2.5;
2 .3.1
12454 . Cd-j“V3 ; . . //&,' 4 7 4 !settle (a dispute , ’
etc.) ' // 4 : :4.4;4V4 ' 4; ; 2.;7.54'
1246.. 3. ;, ;i 1(a) ' I 'be. an orphan'.. ' . 4- 2.2.5
Cl“V-?/©l •;. ■:’■ XVlal^ ' import ’ 45 ; . ■ , .■2-.7.54;:
1248.':; [O-x-13 .4 44: Viii4;4 :' 'may,' can, be able to' /, .4, :4;
1249. 1 seh ■ apart 5 single. out.' 2 .10.3
1250. . 1 j-K-d] -.44 ,y.; VI .. 'be alone• with' 4 2.10.2
125114, (ayn,n' C.j^ s-s3,
. 4 44'
i 1 .. .4 'bear relation to'. /4
'L-' 1252. . Cj-k-s] .: : 4; Xlb 'attach, assign’. : . 2.7*5.
1253. Cj-k -s] XVII a 'attribute' . :l. i44 2.7.5
1254. 1 Ila. 1 treat (someone 
nicely etc.)1 2.7*7
12f|v^'[j-z-m] /. Ill . •plan, initiate1 V-; )2.6;a
z tV V\ 
1256. . Cz-^/o] : 7. V I 1 sweat,.perspire1 2.6.3
1257.; [z-2./a~-k3 l,V ; la ’call, (for kelp).1 . 2,7,3/
1258 V [z~£/o-k3 . •I . 1 call, alarm1 ; , 2,6.3
1259. [z-b-13 : : -Ia •.:■ ’manure, fertalize1 / 2 .7 .5 ;
1260. [ z-^i-m 3 ; ‘ 7(a). / ; ’be filthy, contaminated, 
polluted’ 2.2.5
1261. 1 *-*■-?{ Ic9 IV ’be cautious’. , r 1 '.,2.8.1
1262. . [ z£hirr3 , Vv IIIa ’warn, cauti on’ 2 .7 .3 .
1265V, C z-h-v V 1(a) ’he golden, gilded1 . - 2.2.4 ,
1264 • a,g Cz-h-;j/©3 
.(x) V ; ;
’identify’ . ' 2 .7.5
1264a• C z-1i-o/q3 V . I ' ’disclose one’s own - 
identity’ ‘ 2.10.1
1265•' fa] n,n1 [ z-h-j /©3 ^ ’identify with’
• V • ■ - V ' •
2.10.2
1266. . [ z-k-f 3 1(a) ’he erect, upright, 
strait1 ■ 2.2.6 .
1267. a,g [z-k~f.3. \ 
(x)
’charge (an account)’ 2.7,1
1268.-’ [z^k-k£^3 . 1(a) . : .’he refined' (oil) ’ 2 • 2.5
1269V, n(x)l z - k - k ^  3 ’he in need of’ 2.3,2
I27O, . [z-k-n^ 3 • ' ,• 1(a) : 'he old’ . : 2.2*5
1271. fa] n(f ) [ z-k/x-r 1remember' 2.2.2;
2.10.3
I272. [z-k-o/<s3 , V Villa V ’credit (account)' 2.7.5
1273 .; [Z-X~0*/®3 : . Ill , ; 'he fortunate.to’ 2.6.2
1274. Cz-3€~o/q] • ila. 'win (prize, lawsuit >
..///;>■. V i ' " . . ‘;*y " ,..V: ' , 2.7.2
1275• Iz~.k-j/o] la ’acquit, declare not
/-.-"■V .-7 - y,.vV--7 , guilty1 ' . ' 2.7*5
1276. [ z - l ^ ]  I (a) 'be cheap' ■ ' - • 2.'3.1
1277. Cz-1-1]'. , .. ' A /eat eagerly'. 44 f_ . 1/ 2.7.1
1278 v. [ Z,-m] a a _ la . ■.'' 1 confute' A, 2.7*3
1279 V [ z-rn-n] . ■ 'invite/ ' - ; 2*7*3
1280.. [z-m-n] ./->A ;•■ ■. Ia ■ •order (goods) “ 2*7*3
1281.: [z-m-n] / yi(a) • chance., .meet1.' 2.5*2;
;2,10.2
1882. [z-m-n] ,^ VA^iiV'A- ;•have an opportuhity t0 1
1283- [ z-m-r] •prune ' 4 " 4  AA . A; 2*7*5
1284. n,x[z-rii. 4 3 M y i l i  . V' •be. nourished.14
1285. [ z-n-k] , ’ .; ;vJ^lvXViicS:)' •plung oneself (forward), 
spring forth, start’ 1 2.5*1
1286. n(x)[ z-n-v] •trail behind'.
1287. C z-n-v] ' J4 4 : 14 4'. 4 'trail behind, queue upf
1288. [z-n—h ] ■ 4A “ " •neglect'': ; 2.7*3
1289. [z-n-x] . '44a 1&;.a ' abandon' ; ,l 4' 4 A 2*7*1
1290. [ z-i'-2/©] A A a Xlla . ' •sow' ■ • ^ 2.7*1
1291. [ z-r-h/©] • /44Xa*444; s “• ins eminat e 1 . i ; A 4'4 ~ ' 2.7*3
1292. [ z-r-k ^ | ] : 4  XIII(a) . ' be thrown'.'' 4 2.2.3
1293. [ z-r-in] 4 : 4 '- XII(a) ■''stream, f1ow (1i quid)' 2.5*1j
^ 4 4 - - 2.10.3
1294. [z-r-x£?j ] ■ :.--"''I5f 4 ;y ; 'shine (sun) 2.4
1£95. [a-x^-z 0l: ,/■'^ v(a); r-;'be accelerated, 
speeded up' a  a ■ 2.2.5
1296* [z-r-z] ' /’X' ;,X 4 4 'hurry'' . 4 4 '■ ^ 2.5*5; 
; 2.10.1
1297v [z-v-g] 4 A  yi0. >44 'copulate, mate'.. ! / 2. 5*2; 
2.10.2
1298. 'A [ Z-S-l] V-4 ^ a ) ' cuawl' 1 • •* * 4  'J; ” :/ 2.5*1
1299.- tz-z] • 4A;:_/'■4 '.move., shift' ■■ ■ 444 A 2.5*1
VJ
l-
X V  3 4 7
. Entry. number ; root correction
. 110 . 7,■ ' • 2/o-s-k 3- delete the =;•entry
407 • ‘ ' 7' g-d 3 replace the root by n-g-d -
443' ' i . . ’. " g-v-h change the root to g-h/v-h
1002 : ' j -x-3£ change the root .to .
3 7 8
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